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Foreword by Paul Kiparsky

Vijayakrishnan approaches his subject from two perspectives which are rare 
in themselves and almost never joined in one individual. He is a veena player 
who is keenly aware of the principles and practice of his art, and can explain 
them clearly to others. He is also a linguist specializing in the study of speech 
sounds and their linguistic function and organization. Collaboration between 
the musician and the phonologist in a one-man interdisciplinary project has 
resulted in the ambitious account of Carnatic music presented here, certainly 
the rst which aspires to the status of a testable scientic theory.

The book can be enjoyed at many levels. The casual reader and music 
lover will appreciate the wealth of information about how Carnatic music is 
performed and received. We learn especially about the author’s own “cham-
ber music” style of veena playing, whose characteristics he exemplies 
throughout in the accompanying MP3 collection. But he also paints a vivid 
picture of various other styles and schools of vocal and instrumental mu-
sic, including the more amboyant “concert hall” style, again with illustra-
tive analyses of performances by various well-known (but mostly unnamed) 
artists. Vijayakrishnan’s discussion is generous and even-handed, and he 
never lapses into proclaiming guidelines for musicians and their audience 
to follow; indeed his only strong words are directed against the hegemony 
of normative orthodoxy in Carnatic music circles. Thus the book provides a 
fascinating inside view of the current state of one of the world’s great clas-
sical musical traditions. But this information serves a larger purpose in the 
book. It situates, and forms part of, the rich empirical evidence for the for-
mal characterization of the Carnatic tradition’s musical “grammar”. In other 
words, Vijayakrishnan’s treatment of Carnatic music is neither prescriptive 
nor merely descriptive: it is analytic and explanatory. The reader who makes 
the effort to accompany him all the way on this intellectual journey will be 
well rewarded.

Musical competence is seen as a cognitive system that distinguishes po-
tential “grammatical” performances from “ungrammatical” ones and assigns 
them a musical structure. It constitutes the internalized musical knowledge 
that participants in the tradition acquire through experience and training, on 
the basis of their innate capacity for processing combinatoric systems. Musi-
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cians must have such knowledge in order to perform, even when they may 
not be able to articulate it, and even if parts of it may be beyond intuitive 
introspection, accessible only through theoretical reection. The goal is to 
model this implicit “grammar of music” and to understand its properties.

Vijayakrishnan argues in detail, on grounds that often parallel recent 
linguistic conclusions, that the most suitable framework for characterizing 
the grammar of music is Optimality Theory (OT). OT is a non-derivational 
theory: it relies on constraints that apply in parallel, not on rules that ap-
ply in sequence. Its simple key tenets are that constraints are ranked and 
violable, and that violations are minimized. One of the attractions of OT is 
that it provides a precise reconstruction of concepts such as preference rules 
and relative complexity that have long gured in musical analysis, as well 
as an explicit account of how competition between preferences is negotiated 
within a constraint system.

Vijayakrishnan also adopts some (but not all) of the specic assumptions 
about the nature of grammar that come from Optimality-Theoretic work on 
language. He posits two main types of constraints: Markedness constraints 
and faithfulness constraints. Markedness constraints, assumed to be psycho-
acoustically grounded, function to assess the intrinsic complexity of vari-
ous congurations. For example, the basic twelve tones of the scale are less 
complex (less “marked”) than their various modications. Faithfulness con-
straints assess the distance between a musical form and a set of input struc-
tures constituting the musical “lexicon” that denes a raga. Vijayakrishnan 
shows how the complex formal patterns seen in musical practice emerge 
from the competition between appropriately ranked simple constraints of 
these two types. A particularly interesting observation here is that context-
sensitive distributional restrictions on marked tones can be explained as due 
to their avoidance in salient positions.

The proposed constraint system is a parallel interpretive system which 
maps pitch values into musical representations. It shares many substantive 
features with those assumed in recent linguistics, as the author duly points 
out. Familar themes whose musical aspects are dealt with in the book include 
the emergence of the unmarked, the tension between modular organization 
and parallel evaluation, and between bottom-up parsing and top-town ef-
fects, a predictive factorial typology, and the principled ranking of special 
constraints over general constraints (e.g. context-sensitive constraints trump 
context-free ones, and raga-specic constraints trump general ones). In these 
respects the analysis offers support for the OT model in a domain for which 
it was originally not designed.
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Yet this theory is no slavish adaptation of ready-made linguistics. It re-
veals fundamental formal differences between music and language. The most 
striking of these is that Carnatic music has no analog to syntax. It requires 
only a few levels of representation, all of which have counterparts in phonol-
ogy. Vijayakrishnan cautiously restricts his claim to Carnatic music, noting 
that Western music might have additional levels of organization, including 
even “syntactic” ones. Such radical differences between two musical tradi-
tions would be quite surprising, so the issue Vijayakrishnan has raised here is 
a crucial one. The case is by no means clear-cut; while it is true that phenom-
ena such as phrasing and grouping into hierarchical melodic constituents 
have led researchers to posit a quasi-syntactic organization for music, they 
can arguably also be modeled with the enriched representations that have 
come out of prosodic phonology; let us also note that the traditional notion of 
syntax as the sole site of creativity is challenged by constraint-based models 
of language of the sort that this book adopts.

Creativity is perhaps the central problem of art. This study distinguishes 
between several levels of creativity. There is Chomskyan creativity, the “ev-
eryday miracle” of the productive use of the linguistic system (or in this case 
the musical system) to generate novel discourses or performances, which has 
long been the focus of linguistic research. Above it, and of special interest 
for esthetics, is “Humboldtian” creativity, the kind which renews the very 
system in which it is manifested. Here Vijayakrishnan introduces an illumi-
nating distinction between scalar and idiomatic ragas and uses it to dene 
two levels of Humboldtian creativity. Scalar ragas are dened by a unique 
scale which is decomposable into smaller units that resemble other scales. 
Musicians may form new scalar ragas by analogically combining elements 
of existing scalar ragas, as easily as they may introduce stylistic novelties 
into the tradition. Idiomatic ragas, on the other hand, are not just scales, but 
sets of raga-specic tonal and melodic constraints, which are handed down 
from teacher to student through traditional compositions. The invention of 
new idiomatic ragas, given to a only a few individuals of genius (Tyagaraja 
and Veena Dhanam are cited) instantiates the very highest form of creativity, 
an awesome mystery that eludes scientic study at least at present.

On the basis of his distinction between scalar and idiomatic ragas, Vi-
jayakrishnan proposes a well-reasoned reform of music instruction, mod-
eled on the proven techniques of second language teaching. The lead-
ing idea is that the student should be led from simple to complex melodic 
forms without ever being taught ungrammatical renderings in the name of  
simplication.
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Here is an exciting new take on the formal analysis of Carnatic music. If 
all goes well, this treatment will provoke many others, and it may one day 
be surpassed by new ideas that we cannot even begin to imagine yet. But it 
will always retain the distinction as a pioneering document of the eld, and 
if a Universal Musicology eventually does take shape, it will be thanks to 
works like this.

                Paul Kiparsky



Foreword by Aruna Sairam

It gives me great pleasure to write about Sri K. G. Vijayakrishnan’s book 
“The Grammar of Carnatic Music” for several reasons. Firstly, he sets out 
to describe current practices objectively without attributing any value judg-
ments to any particular style, though he lets it be known, in no uncertain 
terms, where his heart is. Secondly, in my opinion, he clears many cobwebs 
about orthodoxy and authenticity in current practices. He is very persuasive 
in his arguments in support of the system being a language-like system which 
implies change across time and across users. Finally, his project especially 
touched me as I have, in my own way, gradually evolved a performance style 
on the foundation of my early training, in my concerts in India as well as 
in my ‘concerts-in-dialogue’ with French and German singers of medieval 
music. He describes very eloquently in chapter 9 the theoretical basis of such 
processes of transformation.

As he correctly says, time and again, this is only a model for a grammar 
of Carnatic music-a prototype, that can be adopted for describing the actual 
practices of performers across different schools of music. If used as a teach-
ing device, it can inculcate a scientic approach to the teaching, learning and 
appreciation of Carnatic music. In addition, it can also be used as a research 
tool to evaluate different music systems to arrive at Universal values of pitch 
and rhythm.

I wish his book every success.

                Aruna Sairam





Chapter 1
Introduction

There are innumerable references to music and extensive and detailed de-
scriptions of musical practice in both the Sanskrit and Tamil traditions. En-
tire treatises on music have also been produced from time to time by re-
nowned scholars, poets and musicians. The major works in this rich mu-
sicological tradition are Matanga Muni’s Brihaddeesi (circa 9th century1), 
Saarngadeevaa’s 13th century classic Sangiitaratnaakaraa, Raamamaatyaa’s 
Swaramee akalaanidhi three centuries later and Goovinda Diikshitar’s San-
giitasudhaa in the middle of the 16th century. Although the descriptive details 
are confusingly varied, when it comes to the core issue of the microtonal 
nature of Indian music, following Brihaddeesi, Sangiitaratnaakaraa traces 
the origin of the idea of 22 rutis (microtones) within an octave to Bharataa (I 
will have more to say on the microtonal nature of Carnatic music in chapters 4 
and 5). Goovinda Diikshitar’s son Veenka amakhi is the rst land mark clas-
sic that still has a bearing on contemporary Carnatic music. His “Caturda i 
Prakaasikaa” (1660) is relevant today mainly for the classication of the 
Carnatic raagam system, although his actual descriptions of raagas preva-
lent in his time are only of historical interest now. As Veenka amakhi says, 
quoted from (Ranga Ramanuja) Ayyangar (1972: 159),

“Saarngadeevaa (my spelling) claims to have described two hundred and sixty 
four raagas (my spelling). They have all disappeared. My venerable preceptor 
laid down the lak a aa (my spelling) for fty raagas.”

Many of the raagas described by Veenka amakhi met the same fate as Saa-
rngadeevaa’s. The point that I wish to make is that Carnatic music as we 
know of it today is very different from the music that was described in all 
these treatises. The raagas that Veenka amakhi ‘described’ (not more than 
nineteen, according to Ayyangar (1972: 158)) fared no better than the two 
hundred and sixty-four described in Saarngadeevaa. But what has survived, 
for better or for worse (see Ayyangar’s critique of Caturda i Prakaasikaa 
chapter 17, 155–174) is Veenka amakhi’s schema which created the logical 
72 full scales ‘Mee akartaas’ given the 16 tone scale with four tones with 
dual functions (see chapter 4 for details).
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There is no denying the fact that Indian music as we know it today has 
had a long, perhaps, continuous tradition enriched by several centuries of 
practice. But the systems the treatises mentioned above describe and the 
types of compositions they set forth are only remotely, if at all, connected 
with current practice. It seems almost like reading the grammar of a language 
we do not know. What we get from the texts is a vague feeling for the strange 
language and, at times, an intriguing sense of something tantalizingly similar 
to the language we know. Continuing the language analogy, going through 
the treatises on music is like reading the grammar of Sanskrit and telling 
oneself that so many of the sounds, afxes, words, syntactic patterns and 
word order peculiarities of Sanskrit nd echoes in modern Indo-Aryan ver-
naculars. In fact, it may not be too far off the mark to say that the earlier vari-
eties of music described in the treatises are as much related to contemporary 
Carnatic music as Sanskrit is to modern, Indo-Aryan languages.2 

Carnatic music, as we know it today, can at best be traced to the early or 
middle of the eighteenth century. One of the most important reasons being 
the unbroken lines of guru–si ya (teacher–disciple) that have come down to 
the present day bringing with them compositions and musical practices of 
distinct traditions. It is really remarkable that though the great Indian music 
tradition has remained oral down the ages, and is largely oral even today, 
ignoring a few small islands of literacy, only the practices of the last two 
and half centuries have survived without much damage. The question to ask 
is “what are the factors which contributed to the survival of Carnatic music 
from the mid eighteenth century?” Notice that whereas in the three centuries 
between Saarngadeevaa’s classic Sangiitaratnaakaraa and Veenka amakhi’s 
Caturda i Prakaasikaa, everything had been lost, but so much has survived 
in the following three centuries. Obviously one cannot attribute both the 
facts to the oral tradition. 

If one can hazard a guess, one may attribute the survival of musical prac-
tices from the mid eighteenth century to two factors, namely the unbroken 
lines of teacher–disciples and the bhajana tradition which was an offshoot of 
the bhakti movement in the south of India (approximately thirteenth century 
onwards). While the singing of religious verse in temple communities by 
singers called ooduvaars (literarily meaning ‘one who chants’) has survived 
in small pockets from this time (or earlier as claimed by some), the musi-
cal practice of group singing must have caught on much later. Whereas the 
former was restricted to individuals and families, the latter enjoyed commu-
nity participation. Like many Indian traditions which were guarded ‘family 
secrets’, these practices were more likely to get weakened/lost rapidly than 
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those which found community participation. Therefore my hypothesis is that, 
rudimentary (working) knowledge of music was inculcated by the bhajana 
tradition and this widespread knowledge of music helped in preserving Car-
natic music in the last three centuries. 

Thus for the rst time, Carnatic music not being the family heirloom of 
isolated families, but rooted in the community spawned a lot of talent, large-
ly people who could participate in group singing and, of equal importance, 
several generations of composers, all in and around the cultural centre of 
south India – Tanjaavuur (anglicized as Tanjore). My central thesis is that 
Carnatic music, like language, cannot thrive in isolated, minuscule groups. 
As long as the music fraternity remains small, below the critical mass, it will 
remain esoteric and will inevitably disappear. 

The analogy that comes readily to mind, specially to a linguist by training, 
is that of secret languages that children the world over love to invent. Its very 
universality points in the direction of the faculty being innate. Yet these secret 
languages never develop beyond a point and their very practitioners tend to 
forget them as they grow up. Attempts to elicit complex data to construct the 
grammars of these secret languages from adult informants (who were once 
practitioners) often prove futile. For example, when several Tamil speak-
ing adults were interviewed for data pertaining to the Tamil secret language 
ka-baa ai, it turned out that the data set was non-unanimous, and ambigu-
ous between speakers. I am told that several versions of the secret language 
are extent among Telugu children (and interestingly, sometimes the intended 
Telugu words are not uniquely recoverable from the secret language data). 
The point that I wish to make is that as long as a language or a language-like 
system remains esoteric, its cultural transmission to posterity cannot be en-
sured. Indian music before the early/mid eighteenth century must have been 
conned to small pockets of users lacking a large enough following to ensure 
cultural continuity.

In this context, if we consider the musical ambience in the cultural centre 
of Tamil Nadu – in and around Tanjaavuur in the times of the great compos-
ers, several factors point in the direction of the Carnatic music fraternity 
being fairly large and also a fair amount of musical sophistication can be 
attributed to them. The bhajana tradition had exposed the common people 
to a lot of music. For instance, consider the practice of unjavrutti (going 
along the streets singing and collecting food for the day) that, unarguably, 
the greatest composer of Carnatic music – Tyaagaraajaa – is supposed to 
have unfailingly followed all his life. It meant that the community in which 
he lived was exposed to his music every day of their lives. Not only did they 
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listen to the great man singing his compositions, they may have even joined 
him and sung along with him several divyanaama and utsavasampradaaya 
kiirtanaas (compositions in praise of God and those sung during special oc-
casions/festivals respectively). Let us take a brief look at some of the di-
vyanaama and utsavasampradaaya kiirtanaas of Tyaagaraajaa. The musical 
ground that these compositions cover is truly remarkable. The sheer range of 
raagas and taa as they cover points to a fair degree of sophistication of the 
‘lay’, i.e. untrained group of singers.

Table 1.  Tyaagaraajaa’s Divyanaama Kiitrnaas3

Beginning Raagam T

Hariyanuvaari Too i A

Sriraamadaasa Dhanyaasi MC

Nammakanee Asaaveeri R

Paahikalyaa a Punnaagavaraa i MC

Naatha broovavee Bhairavi A

Indukaa ii Tanuvu Mukhaari MC

Raama raama Huseeni R

Siitaanaayaka Riitigau a MC

Shoobhaanee Pantuvaraa i R

And this amazing range attested in a small village twelve kilometers from 
Tanjaavuur.

(1)  Musical demonstration
  a. Hariyanuvaari          [  1.1]4

  b. Paahikalyaa a          [  1.2]
  c. Naatha broovavee         [  1.3]
  d. Nammakanee          [  1.4]
  e. Shoobhaanee          [  1.5]

The sheer range of raagas and taa as of these ‘simple’ divyanaama composi-
tions with their repetitive structure must have taught the people around the 
great composer the essence of Carnatic music.
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I cannot help an aside here. Just imagine how a ‘modern’ gathering of 
‘bhaktas’ (devotees) would react to so much Carnatic music. In contrast to 
the common people of Tyaagaraajaa’s days, devotees now demand ‘simple/
lmy tunes’ to display their devotion.5 The teaching practices of the Car-
natic music fraternity have, in a large measure, been responsible for alien-
ating the general public, pushing them away from Carnatic music to more 
popular modes. One must not underestimate the importance of the music 
fraternity for maintaining the health of the Carnatic music system. It must 
be remembered that Carnatic music, unlike many other systems of music, 
is not an art form that is purely a performing art.6 It is a ‘cognitive art’ like 
language and requires the same conditions for its nurturing, namely a ro-
bust community of performers and listeners. In this connection it is perti-
nent to say that, as of today, there seem to be more performers (whatever 
their quality) than listeners (if we go by attendance in many concert halls). 
This is surely not desirable. If the alienation of the general public continues 
along present lines, the music reviews/discussions of today, and why even 
this book, may seem like the earlier treatises to future generations – mostly  
incomprehensible.

As I said earlier, the robust health of the Carnatic music fraternity made 
the ‘golden age’ of Carnatic music possible. There must have been more in-
teraction between performers and listeners and between performers too. This 
is the only explanation for the fact that though the great group of composers 
lived within a small radius of one another, very importantly, chose to com-
pose in distinct styles. The pattern of composition has never been so varied 
after their times. The model of Pallavi Goopalayyar, a senior contemporary 
of Tyaagaraajaa is quite different from the latter, and Tyaagaraajaa’s is quite 
distinct from Muttuswaami Diikshitar’s and Shyaamaa Shaastri’s. Not only 
with respect to the overall approach to composition, even in their musical 
phrasing, they seem to have been intensely aware of each other. As N.S. 
Srinivasan demonstrates (see (2) on the next page), the opening phrase of the 
compositions ‘Raamakathaa’ and ‘Paa intsukaamaak i’ of Tyaagaraajaa and 
Shyaamaa Shaastri respectively are distinct arguing for the two composers 
being aware of each other’s compositions.7

Perhaps it is difcult to sustain such a degree of intensity over a peri-
od of time. But there can be no doubt that the ‘miracle’ of the golden age 
of Carnatic music became possible because of the interaction in the music 
community, the ‘core’ musical knowledge that the composers could take for 
granted and the intense awareness of the tremendous musical activity by the 
composers. 
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Carnatic music, a fortunate by-product of the Indian music system, is 
like language in yet another way. A language requires a speech community 
and, importantly, it must fulll the community’s communicative needs to 
be a living language. Carnatic music too waited for the music community 
to grow to a reasonable size to blossom as a full edged ‘living’ system, 
and I advance the view that its ‘communicational’ needs were realized for 
the rst time when musical compositions of amazing range and complex-
ity emerged with the great compositions of the Carnatic music ‘trinity’, i.e. 
Tyaagaraajaa, Muttuswaami Diikshitar and Shyaamaa Shaastri, and their  
contemporaries. 

(2)  Musical demonstration

  a. Raamakathaa Madhyamaavati    [  1.6] 
   Tyaagaraajaa Aadi
   // ; sa, - ni sa ri sa / ri,
    ra: ma ka tha:

   

 ra: ma__ ka tha:..

  b. Paalintsukaamaak i Madhyamaavati  [  1.7] 
   Shyaamaa Shaastri  Aadi
   // ; sa ni pa, - , ni sa ri, sa, /
    pa: lin su

   

 pa:_______  lin____ su

Before we take up the role of compositions in the health and development of 
Carnatic music, let us consider the importance of the communicative aspect 
of language for its survival. In India, we only have to look at our minority 
languages to see how quickly languages can die. In many cases, though the 
speech community is not really extinct, its language becomes extinct if the 
communicational needs of the community are not met by its rst language 
but by some other ‘dominant’ language in the neighbourhood.8 Thus for a 
language to survive, it is essential that it serves the communicational needs 
of the community. In the case of Carnatic music, what, could we say, is the 

8
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8
4
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equivalent of a communicational need? I am convinced that it is the compo-
sition which satises this need. Till the mid eighteenth century, by and large, 
music was clearly subservient to the language text. Either great poetry was 
set to music9 (of a repetitive kind) (the case of the hymns of the bhakti move-
ment), or devotional texts or merely a string of names of Gods and God-
desses set to music to attract the devotees. In either case, music was merely 
a vehicle to convey religious ideas. 

However, with the advent of the great compositions of the trinity and 
composition types like the var ams10, the music took on a life of its own. The 
musical exuberance of viriboo i, the Bhairavi raaga var am in A a taa am by 
Paccimiriam Aadiappayyer or the great sangatis11 of Cakkaniraaja of Tyaaga-
raajaa in raagam Karaharapriyaa are enough to prove the point. 

(3)  Musical demonstration        [  1.8]
  Pallavi and anupallavi of Viriboo i, Bhairavi var am, A a taa am
  performed in the rst and second tempo by Sanjay Subrahmanyan
  Musical demonstration        [  1.9]
  Pallavi of Cakkaniraaja in Karaharapriyaa (on the veena by the au-

thor)

Music had come of age and the language text was clearly subservient to the 
music. The range of musical and rhythmic ideas explored, emotions hinted at, 
were the ‘communicative meanings’ that Carnatic music had to convey. And 
this communicative need grew from strength to strength in more and more 
elaborate venues for its exploration. Once again, the germs of the ideas were 
in the compositions. For instance, the rules for kalpana swaram12 (rhythmic 
improvisation) were already set out in the var ams and the great pancaratna 
kritis of Tyaagaraajaa13, the seeds for niraval (rhythmic variations on a line 
of the composition) in the sangatis, etc.

The logical extension of the freedom of the performer to communicate his/
her musical ideas was the freedom allowed in rendering compositions. The 
so-called ‘xed’ compositions were no longer all that xed; the only bound-
ary was that of the communicative expectation of the listeners. The rendering 
of a composition will not be acceptable to the listeners if it crosses a certain 
threshold of acceptability. So, as in language, what restricts the speaker/per-
former is the shared ‘grammar’ of the community, nothing else. Therefore, 
logically, there is nothing like copyright in Carnatic music (as in day to day 
language). There cannot be. Once a composer has nished composing, the 
thing composed is no longer in his/her hands. The performer has the right to 
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‘interpret’ it, meaning, change the musical lines ever so slightly, add sangatis, 
add ci aswarams14 and so on. I demonstrate below two extent versions of a 
kriti of Tyaagaraajaa to illustrate the point that at times, renderings of the 
same musical composition can become unrecognizably different. The com-
position in question is Paripuur a kaamaa in the raagam Puurvikalyaa i set 
to Ruupaka taa am.

(4)  Musical demonstration

  a. Paripuur a kaamaa  raagam Puurvikalyaa i 
   Ruupakam Tyaagaraajaa 
   Version 1            [  1.10]
   // pa, pa mi / ; gu, - , ra; // sa
    pa ri pu:r na ka:...

   

 pa ri______ pu:r na ka:..

  b. Paripuur a kaamaa  raagam Puurvikalyaa i
   Ruupakam Tyaagaraajaa 
   Version 2            [  1.11]
   // ; sa, / ra, gu, - ra, gu mi // pa
    pa ri pu:r na ka:...

   

 pa ri pu: - r na ka:..

  c. Paralooka saadhanamee raagam Puurvikalyaa i
   Aadi  Tyaagaraajaa        [  1.12]
   // ; ; - ; pa, / pa mi, gu - , ra; // sa
     pa ra lo: ka sa:...

   

 pa ra___________ lo:___ ka sa:

The two versions are, of course, so different that we cannot, by any stretch 
of imagination, call them the same composition. The interesting twist to the 
issue of ‘authenticity’ of a rendering of a composition (as composed by the 
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composer) is that there is yet another Tyaagaraajaa kriti in the same raa-
gam, namely Paralooka saadhanamee (4c) which begins exactly like version 
1 above. I leave it to the judgment of the reader to decide which of the two 
versions is likely to be closer to the original keeping in mind the fact that this 
composer never repeated his own melodies nor of other composers’ he was 
aware of. 

For a learner, the only way to learn the idioms and phrases that dene the 
‘grammar’ of the major raagas of Carnatic music is through learning the great 
compositions in these raagas (see chapter 8 on the task of constructing the 
lexicon of Carnatic music). Thus for beginners, specially, early attempts at 
improvisation (the equivalent of spontaneous speech), usually means repeat-
ing idioms and phrases from compositions that they have learnt or render 
sequences allowed by the scale. On acquiring greater sophistication, a per-
former learns to avoid ‘quotations’ from compositions or give them a slight 
twist and use them to display irony, wit, etc. (see chapter 7, pp. 207–214 
for a full discussion). So, unlike language, where one learns the language 
without the help of ‘xed’ texts, in Carnatic music, xed texts are used to 
create the ‘lexicon’ of Carnatic music and the ‘grammar’ of particular raagas. 
Once the process of learning is at an advanced stage, the initially internalized 
compositions are de-composed into a set of well-formedness requirements 
(see chapter 8 for details). However, performers (and listeners to some ex-
tent) have access to both the lexicons, namely the lexicon of compositions 
as well as the more cognitive ‘de-composed’ lexicon as performers have to 
render compositions without the help of any written prop in Carnatic music 
performances. Sufce it to say for the present that the repertoire of Carnatic 
music is used to build the lexicons of individual raagas extracting the ner 
points of each raagam thereby creating the vocabulary to enable free owing 
musical discourse.

The point I am about to make now is the rst lesson that we – linguists 
– learn: that there is no such thing as an inferior language and by implication 
an inferior variety/dialect. All languages and all dialects are equally adequate, 
efcient and there is no such thing as one language/dialect being superior to 
another. By implication, it means that there is no such thing as a standard dia-
lect, from the language-internal point of view. A particular variety is elevated 
to the level of a standard purely for political and socio-economic reasons. 
Thus a ‘naïve’ view like ‘standard British English’ is better than other variet-
ies of English is nothing but prejudice. The state of affairs is rather worse in 
languages in India than in English. In the Indian context, there has been a 
systematic drive to deny the dialects their rights and so we come across lan-
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guage ‘pundits’ holding forth on the child not knowing her/his rst language 
even when she/he does speak the language perfectly. 

Similarly, in Carnatic music too, there is no such thing as a ‘pure’ variety 
or a superior ‘school’ of music. Just as in language, variations in the practice 
of Carnatic music arise out of varying social, cultural and aesthetic consid-
erations and certain varieties acquire prestige, once again, for extra-musical 
reasons (see chapter 9 for a discussion on styles in Carnatic music).15 

Going back to variation and language, the philosophy of learning to re-
spect language variation ties in rather well with the now rmly established 
doctrine of bio-diversity in organic systems. We now know that diversity is 
not only interesting (from a theoretical point of view) but essential for the 
survival of organic systems. Language displays all the properties of organic 
systems like change, self-organization, evolution, breaking up into distinct, 
related systems etc. It could be argued that suppression of diversity in a lan-
guage will result in language entropy just as in organic systems. 

I believe that the argument can be extended to Carnatic music also. Firstly, 
the earlier varieties of Indian music (‘avataars’ “incarnations”) did not sur-
vive precisely because the community of practitioners was sub-optimal, per-
haps, not allowing enough room for diversity. Secondly, perhaps, the com-
municational function of music was also severely limited. If we look at the 
contemporary scene, we nd that the various, distinct types of south Indian 
music systems have beneted from each other over the years. For instance, 
the use of ‘simplied’ Carnatic music in lm music has brought in fresh 
blood into the sphere of Carnatic music, more listeners/performers into the 
Carnatic fold; the inuence of Carnatic music has enabled composers of lm 
music to re-dene the grammar of lm music radically and so on. Finally, if 
we take a dispassionate look at the Carnatic music scene, we will agree that 
each variety/style of Carnatic music acquires its value in the context of other 
styles and the value of a style itself undergoes radical changes over the de-
cades, giving rise to re-evaluation of earlier styles etc. In short, the existence 
of distinct styles makes for enlarging the Carnatic music community, bring-
ing fresh ideas to bear on the shaping of the grammar of Carnatic music and, 
not least, adding to the health of the music system as a whole.

Given the view that Carnatic music is comparable to language, the notion 
of grammar itself must undergo a radical change. The view in modern lin-
guistics is that the main function of a grammar is to ‘describe’ the practices at-
tested in a homogenous speech community. In the case of language, the basic 
assumption is the postulation of a homogenous speech community. This is a 
necessary abstraction, as speech communities are never all that homogenous. 
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Individuals who make up the speech community, quite often, display degrees 
of variation even within the so-called ‘same dialect’. Take for instance, the 
rst and second pronunciations listed in many English dictionaries. But the 
abstraction is, nevertheless, necessary to construct a coherent grammar of 
the group of users. Therefore, in linguistics, an ideal speaker-listener (most 
often the author herself/himself) is postulated and her/his language is taken 
to be the object of analysis. In attempting a constraint-based grammar of 
Carnatic music, I shall take on the role of the ideal performer-listener as I 
have unlimited access only to my own practice and intuitive judgements. Of 
course, when I compare two styles I will be comparing my style with that of 
a specic practitioner. 

I am aware that in the case of Carnatic music, unlike language, not every 
member of the ‘community’ is at the same level of prociency. But the as-
sumption I am making is that, given enough time, motivation, etc., every 
member of the Carnatic music community can, in principle, arrive at the 
grammar I am postulating on the basis of my own prociency (ignoring the 
style bias). In reality, of course, as the communicational pressure to go the 
whole way in acquiring the system is much, much less in Carnatic music 
than in language, many members may never acquire the grammar of Carnat-
ic music completely. Therefore, much more than in language, (but perhaps, 
as much in second language varieties), the inequalities in the level of mastery 
in a community is a real as well as a theoretical problem in Carnatic music. 
I shall largely ignore this problem, assuming that the object being described 
is applicable to all ‘competent’ performers and to most ‘intelligent’ listeners 
of Carnatic music whom I will call the Carnatic music fraternity16. However, 
I shall address the question of the progress from the composition learning 
stage to the stage of de-composing the Carnatic music lexicon in chapter 8 
clearly hinting that not all learners/listeners may make it to the advanced 
stage.

However, to the general public, the word ‘grammar’ conjures nightmar-
ish pictures of punishment/negative marking etc. Grammar, to them, implies 
prescription and judgement. Prescriptive grammars may have a limited func-
tion to perform in the process of learning at best, but they are of no interest 
to theoreticians. Whatever the merits and demerits of using grammar in lan-
guage teaching, certainly grammar plays no role whatsoever in the acquisi-
tion of the rst language by children or even in the learning of the second 
language in contexts other than the classroom. It is language use which fa-
cilitates the learning of a language. Thus, the focus in linguistic circles is 
on descriptive grammars which are analytical tools for various theoretical 
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purposes. Coming as I do from this generative linguistic tradition, I have at-
tempted a descriptive grammar of Carnatic music. Clearly it is not meant to 
set down ‘prescriptions’ for improving the standard of performers, methods 
of teaching or in analyzing the drawbacks of the music setup, etc. 

Once again to make it amply clear to the reader, the primary objective 
of this book is to outline a descriptive grammar of contemporary Carnatic 
music applying the principles of generative linguistic theory. If this objective 
is satisfactorily met, then it becomes possible to compare the cognitive prin-
ciples which are at work in language and Carnatic music. Thus, the subject 
matter of the book is narrowly conned to the melodic system of Carnatic 
music (with a brief look at some principles of rhythmic organization). I have 
nothing to say about the history of the system, the philosophical, religious or 
stylistic merits of the language texts of the musical compositions, the literary 
merits of the language texts, the evaluation of different composers and types 
of compositions, the intricacies of rhythm in Carnatic music etc. The reader 
is advised to go elsewhere for a discussion on these topics. 

As the book is addressed to a mixed audience of lovers of music, lovers 
of Carnatic music and language theorists, certain sections may be too rudi-
mentary for some readers. So the readers are requested to judiciously skip 
chapters which are likely to go over material already familiar to them. For 
instance, the rst half of chapter 2 comparing the design features of language 
and music may be skipped by language theorists and musicians who are al-
ready convinced that language and music share many properties in common. 
Similarly, large parts of chapter 4 which explain the scalar tables of Carnatic 
music will be well-known to most lovers of Carnatic music and hence may 
be skipped. 

The plan of the book is as follows. Chapter 2 lays out the similarities 
between language and music in general and variation in language and Car-
natic music in particular claiming that the architectures of the grammar of 
language and Carnatic music are similar. Chapter 3 briey outlines one of 
the current models of linguistics, namely a constraint based approach to 
grammar. Chapters 4 and 5 argue that, like the grammar of language which 
requires ‘Phonetic Form’ or rule mechanism for interpreting sounds into 
abstract elements, Carnatic music too requires rules to interpret the pitch 
values and pitch ranges as notes or ‘swaras’ and determine musical phrase 
and musical line boundaries. Chapters 6 and 7 take up the contentious issue 
of grammaticality and meaning respectively and try to show how the notion 
‘meaning’ in language is very different form what constitutes ‘meaning’ in 
Carnatic music. The chapters show what types of rules could be postulated 
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for the construal of meaning in Carnatic music. Chapter 8 dealing with the 
central issue of the ‘Lexicon’ in Carnatic music, shows how the lexicon is 
organized and constructed from lines, phrases and idioms and how, at ad-
vanced levels of learning/listening, it passes through stages of de-composi-
tion into more abstract principles. Finally, in chapter 9, I take on the reality 
of distinct styles in Carnatic music and show how different styles can arise 
from differences in the lexicon, differences in the ranking of constraints and 
differences in performing criteria.



Chapter 2
Language and (Carnatic) music

2.1 . Introduction

In this chapter I will show in what ways music and language are similar and 
in what ways they differ from one another. I will also compare these systems 
with other symbolic systems. For instance, bird songs and the dance of the 
bees are also symbolic systems used for communication and so are logic and 
mathematics. But language is unique among these symbolic systems in dis-
playing ten design features rst identied by Hockett (1960). I shall review 
the ten design features proposed by Hockett for language and show which 
ones are evidenced in which communicative systems other than language, 
including music. 

Having established the ‘language’-like design features of music in gener-
al, I will go on to discuss the particular properties evidenced in the Carnatic 
music system which make it even more language-like, and propose the archi-
tecture of the grammar of Carnatic music. I will show in subsequent chapters 
4 and 5 (the ‘tone’ interpretive system) and 6 and 7 (the ‘meaning’ interpre-
tive system) when I motivate the interpretive mechanisms in the architecture 
of the grammar of Carnatic music, that the grammar of Carnatic music and 
the grammar of language are strikingly similar, though the particulars that 
make up the two grammars are obviously different. 

2.2. Design features

In this section, I will take the reader through the ten design features of lan-
guage proposed by Hockett showing how music, to the exclusion of other 
symbolic systems, shares nine of the ten design features with language.

2.2.1. Species specicity

A symbolic system is species specic if it is unique to a species. For instance, 
take the case of the baring of the teeth to communicate anger. Humans do 
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it, the big and small cats do it, so do gorillas and dogs. Thus this communi-
cational gesture is not species specic. However, the dance of the bees, bird 
songs, language, mathematics and music (covering at least an entire octave) 
are species specic, the last three to humans. 

2.2.2. Cultural transmission

Though the type of bird song may be species specic, bird songs have to be 
learnt. A song bird raised in isolation will not sing like other birds of its spe-
cies. Perhaps this is true of bees as well. Similarly, though humans have the 
innate capacity to use language, mathematics and music, these systems have 
to be learnt. 

2.2.3. Specialization

The physical organs used by the system were not primarily meant for com-
municative purposes. It is true that the oral cavity, the tongue and the larynx 
were not designed primarily for speech, nor the ngers and the hands for 
sign language. Similarly, our ability to perceive differences in pitch is not 
primarily meant for either language or music. This ability is necessary for 
survival in the physical world. This feature is, of course, trivially true of all 
communication systems. 

However, it is also true that our speech organs need not have been so ne 
tuned if they were meant only to serve the primary purpose, i.e. breathing 
and eating. The increase in the oral space with the lowering of the larynx has 
made speech possible by some quirk of evolution (compare the ‘oral’ space 
of gorillas, infants and older humans). Similarly, our ability to perceive and 
produce nearly two octaves of pitch (or even more) even by untrained people 
may not serve any purpose other than music. Therefore, perhaps, this fea-
ture should be reinterpreted to mean special evolution of biological organs 
enabling the appearance of particular symbolic systems in humans. (See  
Lieberman (1984) for a detailed discussion.)

2.2.4. Medium of transmission

Turning to medium of communication, once again, it is trivially true that 
all communication systems use either the aural or the visual medium and it 
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is also true that all human symbolic systems have the ability to transfer the 
message from one medium to the other if there is a felt need. Languages can 
be written down, even Carnatic music can be notated, in principle, and so on. 
I have nothing more to say about this feature.

2.2.5. Arbitrariness

There is no inherent connection between the sign and the thing signied. For 
instance, honey bees indicate the direction of the source of honey by the 
angle of their tail and the copiousness of the source by the swiftness of their 
tail wagging. It is not necessary that they should have indicated the direction 
with the angle of their tail, for instance. They could have faced the source 
of honey to indicate the direction of the source. Similarly, there is no inher-
ent connection between the word ‘tiger’ and the reference to the striped, big 
cat. In fact, different languages use different sound sequences to signal this 
object. It is this feature of arbitrariness that makes languages mutually unin-
telligible as they do not share their lexicons. 

At this point, an astute reader may ask, “But what about onomatopoeia?”. 
It is true, all languages have a minuscule vocabulary of onomatopoeic words. 
But even these words are bound by language-specic conventions. For in-
stance, English expresses disgust/unreliability etc. by the use of the sound ‘s’ 
as in words like ‘slimy’, ‘slithering’, ‘slippery’, ‘slip shod’, ‘seedy’, ‘sicken-
ing’, ‘sloppy’, etc. If we try and nd near-equivalent words for these English 
words in our languages, we will see that though some of the words do belong 
to the onomatopoeic part of the lexicon of our language, the convention used 
would be very different. For example the near-equivalent for ‘slimy’ in Tamil 
would be ‘ko a ko a’ or ‘va a va a’. Thus we see that even onomatopoeia is 
bound by the conventions of the language.

Now turning to mathematics and logic, there is nothing arbitrary about 
numbers and about functions like addition, multiplication, ‘is a set of’, etc. 
Thus logic and mathematics lack the design feature of arbitrariness. 

What about music, and Carnatic music in particular? Denitely, it may 
be reasonable to think that the relation of the rst, fth and the eighth note 
in an octave (sa pa Sa, i.e. C, G and higher C respectively of the Western 
system) is not arbitrary but governed by mathematical laws of frequency of 
sound. But the frequencies dened in the even tempered scale of Western 
music did not prevail earlier and is not matched in other systems, e.g. Car-
natic music. The only mathematical reality is that of the eighth. For example, 
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the frequency of the eighth note in a scale is double the frequency of the 
rst. But, other tone boundaries are set differently in Western music and 
Carnatic music. (More of this in chapter 4.) Further, specically in Carnatic 
music, other combinatorial properties of the scale are quite arbitrary. For 
instance, for Bhairavi raagam in the ascending scale, one uses the second 
daivatam (A) but in the descending scale the rst daivatam (A at) is used. 
However, we don’t have another raagam which is exactly like Bhairavi ex-
cept for the fact that the daivatams are switched with the rst daivatam in the 
ascending scale and the second daivatam in the descending scale (i.e., the 
choice of the daivatams is reversed, call it anti-Bhairavi or Bhairavi’). Thus, 
I would not be wrong to assume that the Carnatic music system is arbitrary 
in principle, even though some features may be conditioned by mathematical  
laws. 

(1)  Musical demonstration
  a.  Bhairavi           [  2.13] 
    sa ri gi ma pa di ni Sa/ Sa ni da pa ma gi ri sa
  b.  * anti-Bhairavi          [  2.14]
    sa ri gi ma pa da ni Sa/ Sa ni di pa ma gi ri sa

However, I will return to the problem of the non-existence of an *anti-Bhai-
ravi and make an attempt at an explanation in the context of the organization 
of the Carnatic music lexicon in chapter 8 p. 258.

I will show later on that the only law of mathematics that Carnatic music 
adheres to is the law of doubling the frequency of the fundamental for the oc-
tave. All other notes/pitch boundaries are arbitrary/performer dependent. It 
will be obvious even to the uninformed that the Western F sharp is generally 
lower than the prati madhyamam ‘mi’ very often used in Carnatic music, and 
similarly, the Western B is lower than the kaakali ni aadam ‘nu’ of Carnatic 
music. Thus we see that pitch boundaries are arbitrarily assigned in cultural 
traditions.

In another sense also the Carnatic music system exhibits arbitrariness. 
For instance, while the raagam Aanandabhairavi admits anyaswaras (foreign 
notes) the raagam Riitigau a does not. While both raagas select the notes ‘sa 
ri gi ma pa di and ni’, only the former also allows the infrequent use of the 
note ‘da’ and the ‘anyaswaram’ ‘gu’ and ‘nu’ to be rendered rarely in the 
entire discourse. This arbitrary inclusion of notes in a raagam is still a matter 
of dispute for some orthodox musicians. I have nothing more to say on this 
matter. 
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2.2.6. Discreteness

This feature relates to the function between the symbol and the thing sig-
nied. In language, the symbols used are discrete and not continuous. For 
instance, no language in the world expresses multiple occurrence of an ob-
ject by repeating the sign for the object that many times, e.g. a single book 
as ‘book’, two books as ‘bookbook’ and three books as ‘bookbookbook’, in 
other words, no language displays ‘continuous’ interpretation of the sym-
bol. On the other hand, the honey bee’s wagging of the tail is a continuous 
symbol with the vibrations per second correlating with the richness of the 
source of honey. Thus the symbolic system of language is a discrete system. 
A sound is perceived categorically as /p/ or /b/ but never as 25% p, 45% p, 
25% b, etc. Take the sounds [p] and [b], for instance. The signal is perceived 
as [p] or [b] because of the time lag between the release of the closure for the 
labial stop and the following voiced vowel (to simplify matters for ease of 
presentation). One nds that if one manipulates the time lag for the setting on 
of the voice for the following vowel (articially), within a single language 
speech community, one will nd that around speciable ranges speakers will 
increasingly perceive the sound categorically. In other words, starting from 
0 till a certain point of time, speakers will perceive the sound as /p/ and then 
once again after a certain point of time they will perceive it as /b/. At no time 
will any speaker say that the sound is 45% like /p/ and 55% like /b/. Percep-
tion is always categorical in language. It is another matter that perception can 
vary with the context. But more of this later. 

As for Carnatic music, or any music for that matter, though the frequen-
cies are a continuum, notes are marked by frequency boundaries which are 
arbitrary. In fact, in Western music, we nd notes being redened, e.g. the 
difference between the Baroque scale and the even tempered scale later on. 
Similarly, in Carnatic music we nd discussions of a Varaa i madhyamam 
(at a pitch range higher than F sharp) and the normal prati madhyamam (F 
sharp). The point that needs to be made is that tone boundaries are, in prin-
ciple, arbitrary (not mathematically dened) allowing cultural systems to 
redene them in many ways. The logical consequence of this fact is that the 
perception of a ‘note’ in a musical system is always categorical, never gradi-
ent. In other words, a pitch frequency will always be perceived as a distinct 
note rather than as an ambiguous interpretation between adjacent notes. Thus 
it would be reasonable to assume that music also exhibits discontinuity. I will 
have more to say on the interpretation of ‘notes’ in context in Carnatic music 
in chapters 4 and 5 where I argue for the need for an interpretive component 
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comparable to Phonetic Form for Language. Sufce it to say for the present 
that music (and Carnatic music to a greater extent) does exhibit the property 
of arbitrariness.

2.2.7. Open ended

A symbolic system like language is open ended in the sense that certain lexi-
cal categories can not, in principle, be fully listed in any dictionary. Take 
nouns in English, for example. As the need arises, new names are coined, 
names which never existed before, e.g. xerox, astronaut, mouse (of a com-
puter), laptop, blog, etc. In principle, nouns in all human languages are open 
ended (i.e., if the language does not wish to become extinct/redundant). It is 
another matter that in English nouns, verbs (e.g. outsource) and even adjec-
tives (e.g. air-conditioned) can be freely, newly coined. However, the char-
acteristic of being open ended is a fact of language. Now, this is not true of 
any other symbolic system except music. One cannot create new numbers 
nor can the bee devise a new gesture.

In Carnatic music, one can create new raagas (not just tunes) which have 
never been thought of before. In that sense, raagas are open ended in Car-
natic music. This point is worth explaining in some detail. Let us begin with 
the names of notes in the Carnatic and the Western systems.

  ra gi mi da ni
  Df Ef Fs Af Bf

  C D E F G A B C
  sa ri gu ma pa di nu sa

Figure 1.

(2)  Labels of Notes in Carnatic music17

  sa ra ri gi gu ma mi pa da di ni nu Sa
  C Dat D Eat E F Fsharp G Aat A Bat B C
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Taking the twelve notes in the octave (i.e., on the keyboard) and devising 
the following ‘combinatorial rules’ (like principles of word combinations in 
sentence grammar), one can illustrate the open endedness of the system.

(3)  Combinatorial principles for scale formation in Carnatic music

Rule 1: sa (C) is obligatory for all scales. (obligatory) 
Rule 2:  any note may be missing in the ascending or descending scale.
Rule 3: a scale must have a minimum of ve notes. (obligatory; see be-

low)
Rule 4a: a minimum of one note to be selected between sa (C ) and ma (F) 

or mi (F sharp). (obligatory; but see below)
Rule 4b: a minimum of one note to be selected between pa (G) upper Sa (C). 

(obligatory)
Rule 5: the choice is between ma (F) and mi (F sharp) if selected. (op-

tional)
Rule 6: the set of notes that make up a scale is, in principle, not ordered in 

a sequence (but governed by the general principle that every raa-
gam must be distinctive from every other raagam) (see chapters 6, 
7 and 8 for a full discussion).18 (optional)

Rule 7: in vakra (literally ‘crooked’) non-linear scales, certain sequences 
of notes are prohibited. The same note may occur more than once 
in a scale but will be counted only once. (interpretative)

These are not hypothetical rules but real principles which govern the creation 
of new raagas in contemporary Carnatic music. Rule 3 has been called into 
question by some contemporary practitioners, in my opinion, more from an 
‘academic’ rather than an aesthetic point of view. However, there is a problem 
with rule 4 as it is not even descriptively adequate. It misses the functional 
generalization that it is not desirable for the ‘space’ between adjacent notes 
to exceed a certain optimal limit. For instance, it allows one to construct the 
scale ‘sa ri gi di nu’, i.e. ‘C D E at A B’. Such scales never quite become 
raagas. This is why Muttuswaami Diikshitar’s Meegharanjani with its scale 
‘sa ra gu ma nu’ (C D at E F B) remains an experimental oddity and does not 
quite make it as a raagam (at least for me). 

(4)  Musical demonstration
  a. Newly constructed scale which does not quite make it as a 
   raagam            [  2.15] 
   sa ri gi di nu Sa
   Sa nu di gi ri sa
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  b. Experimental scale created by Muttuswaami Diikshitar: 
Meegharanjani          [  2.16] 

   sa ra gu ma nu Sa
   Sa nu ma gu ra sa

On the other hand, one can think of a raagam which has successfully outed 
rule 4, e.g. Kuntalavaraa i with the aarooha am ‘sa ma pa ni di Sa’. Unlike 
some of the raagas derived from folk music, which do not admit a full octave 
and which are performed at madhyama ruti, i.e. taking ‘ma’ (F) as the fun-
damental pitch, e.g. Naadanaamakriyaa or Punnaagavaraa i, Kuntalavaraa i, 
like other ‘full octave’ raagas, allows one to descend below the ‘sa’ and go 
above the higher ‘Sa’ and is thus a true exception to rule 4 requiring a jump 
from ‘sa’ to ‘ma’ without selecting any note in between. What is to be noted 
is that this notion of optimal distance between notes does not function blind-
ly between notes. If we ask ourselves why is it that while Kuntalavaraa i 
succeeds, the scale I mentioned does not, the answer is that the former jumps 
from one good anchor/pivotal note, i.e. ‘sa’ to another accepted anchor, i.e. 
‘ma’, while the latter jumps from ‘gi’ to ‘di’ neither of which is an accepted 
anchor/pivotal note. 

(5)  Musical demonstration
  a. Naadanaamakriyaa         [  2.17]
   gu ma mi di ni Sa Ra 
   Sa ni di mi ma gu ma
   Notated and sung as
   nu sa ra gu ma pa da 
   pa ma gu ra sa nu sa
  b. Punnaagavaraa i         [  2.18]
   gi ma pa da ni Sa ra
   Sa ni pa da, mi ma gi ma mi ma
   Notated and sung as
   ni Sa ri gi ma pa da 
   pa ma gi ra sa ni sa ra sa
  c. Kuntalavaraa i          [  2.19]
   Sa ma pa ni di Sa Ma
   Ma Gu Sa ni di pa ma gu Sa ( ni di ) sa ma ma pa

This situation is quite similar to language and its rules. For instance, in 
English, the sound [‘sh’] (as in shoe) occurs only with the consonant ‘r’ as 
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in words like ‘shrink’, ‘shrew’ etc. in the core vocabulary of the language. 
But because of borrowings, we now do come across words like ‘schnapps’ 
‘schmuck’ etc. In fact, the marginality of the consonant cluster with [sh] rein-
forces the rule in the language ‘[s] can occur with any consonant other than 
[r] to form a cluster, but [sh] can occur only with [r] in a cluster’.19

Setting aside the actual formalization of the principles of scale formation, 
it must be clear that the scales that one can create are innite, in principle. 
Therefore the scale system in Carnatic music is truly open-ended. In practice, 
however, every scale does not become a raagam. The elevation of a scale 
to a raagam is achieved not by a at or ordinance but by general consensus 
among practitioners and composers; and it must be acceptable to the listen-
ers as well in the long run. The situation is no different in language. A newly 
coined word must nd wide currency to get listed in the next edition of the 
dictionary.

2.2.8. Creativity

By ‘creativity’ I mean the ability to send novel messages with the help of a 
nite set of rules. For instance, the honey bee is capable of sending a mes-
sage never sent before regarding the direction and richness of the source of 
honey. Language – even everyday language – is the pre-eminent vehicle of 
creativity. We are able to send and receive messages never coded before. For 
instance, imagine a household where they store vegetables in steel cupboards 
and jewelry in the fridge; a member of this household can come up with the 
sentence “Darling, I have put the jewelry in the fridge and the vegetables in 
the cupboard as usual.” This surely is a sentence which is perfectly compre-
hensible given the context, but not a sentence any of us would have actually 
encountered in real life. Or take this sentence my wife came up with while 
watching the Tyaagaraaja aaraadhanai (an annual celebration of the death 
anniversary of the composer) on television.

(6)  “ adoo saxophone paa raaree”
  look, saxophone singing (honoric)

What she meant was that even the saxophone player was singing. Surely this 
is truly an example of creativity of everyday language use (and examples 
like this prove the impossibility of machine translation). 
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Now, in Carnatic music too, we come across new sequences never ever en-
countered in established raagas. Take the example of the Beega aa raagam. 
Some of the well-known phrases in the raagam are:

(7)  Musical demonstration
  Beega aa I             [  2.20]
  pa di pa Sa
  pa Ri
  pa Sa Gu

(The convention I will follow is to use the lower case for notes in the middle 
octave, upper case for the upper octave and under-dotting for the lower oc-
tave.)

In the composition ‘vaa murugaa vaa’ by the contemporary composer R. 
Venugopal, we have the following phrase in the anupallavi:

 di pa Gu Gu

This unexpected, new sequence is comparable to the sentence in Eng-
lish given above as an example of the creativity of language. Therefore, 
Carnatic music admits of creativity in well-established raagas just like  
language. 

This kind of creativity well-known in linguistic circles – called rule-gov-
erned creativity – is quite different from ‘poetic license’ which is often asso-
ciated with the word ‘creativity’ by the general public. The latter is normally 
associated with literature and poetry, e.g. 

(8)  Creativity in poetry
  “ Day creeps down. The moon is creeping up.”
       Wallace Stevens: ‘The Man On The Dump’;
       The Collected Poems of Wallace Stevens (1974: 201)

The moon creeping up is ne, every day language. But the day creeping 
down is not. In the context of this poem it is just right. This is what I would 
say poetic license is all about.

In Carnatic music too I nd examples of ‘poetic license’, i.e. sequences 
which are contrary to the denition of the raagam as per the scale (and gram-
mar) and yet found in great compositions/great renderings (by general con-
sensus).
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(9)  Musical demonstration 
  Sahaanaa scale I          [  2.21]
  Aarooha am:  ascending scale
  sa ri gu ma pa ma di ni Sa
  avarooha am:  descending scale
  Sa (di) ni; di pa ma gu ma ri gu ri sa

In the avarooha am only the ni aadam (ni) is generally prolonged and never 
the daivatam (da). Yet in one of the greatest compositions in the raagam ‘gi-
ripai nelakonna’ by Tyaagaraajaa, the rst line that announces the composi-
tion is as follows:

(10) Musical demonstration
  Giripai I             [  2.22]
  // ; ni sa - ri, gu sa, / ni , nisa - , ni di , 
   gi ri pai ne la

Notice that the lower ‘di’ is prolonged, contrary to the scale. Similarly the 
last half line of the pallavi is as follows:

(11) Musical demonstration
  Giripai II             [  2.23]
  // Gu Gu, Ma Gu Ri Ri, GuRi - Sa, ni ni, Sa ni
  / di, di ni di pa, - gu gu, ma gu ri ri, ri, gi ri // sa, 

Another fact of the raagam is that in the descent, from Sa, the practice is to 
render the prolonged ni aadam as a quick glide from ‘di’. But once again, 
contrary to common practice, in the phrase given above, the ni aadam is 
rendered in a plain fashion on the note itself, of course for reasons of sym-
metry. 

As in literature where one has to justify the act of poetic license, in mu-
sic also one must nd justication for the license. Here is my interpreta-
tion offered as justication for the ‘transgression’. The composer begins the 
composition on a quiet phrase – just four notes used – but dramatic state-
ment ‘having seen Raamaa ON THE HILL’ (the focused phrase in caps is 
the opening musical phrase of the composition) and ends the section on a 
half line which spans one and a half octaves conveying jubilation (at least  
for me). 
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As is the practice in literature, rules of language are bent/relaxed/vio-
lated for creating a ‘literary’ effect, i.e., for a stylistic purpose. The fact that 
these ‘variants’ are accepted and appreciated in poetry does not mean that 
one will nd the occurrence of these variants in normal language use. Thus if 
I were to say “well, the day is creeping down, we’d better wind up.” people 
will look strangely (or perhaps indulgently) at me. Similarly, in Carnatic 
music too, I nd that these two instances of poetic license still remain on 
the periphery of the grammar of Sahaanaa raagam, in spite of their great 
beauty, as I would not (nor do many performers I have listened to) use these 
phrases or highlight them in creative, free renderings of the raagam – i.e., 
in aalaapanai (arhythmic exploration), taanam (semi-rhythmic exploration), 
niraval (rhythmic variations on a line of a composition) or kalpanaa swaram 
(rhythmic exploration tagged on to a line of a composition). Of course, the 
success or failure of instances of ‘poetic license’ is a matter of aesthetics and, 
perhaps, personal preference. 

2.2.9. Duality of structure20

In language, sounds combine to form words and words combine to form 
phrases and phrases combine to form sentences and so on. Similarly, in 
mathematics and logic also we nd bracketing conventions which decide the 
order in which symbols should be combined and interpreted. But, the com-
munication system of bees lacks this structuring. We can argue for duality of 
structure in music in general. In music too, notes combine to form phrases 
which in turn combine to be interpreted as musical lines (see chapters 6 and 
7 for details). But the actual number of levels of hierarchical structuring may 
be different in different musical systems. While in Western classical music 
and systems related to it, there seems to be a need for a number of levels 
of structuring (comparable to syntax in linguistics), in Carnatic music we 
require only three levels comparable to the level of the mora, the phonologi-
cal word and intonational phrase. Perhaps in certain styles of Carnatic music 
there could be arguments to include a level of representation between the 
phrase and the line. But while the Carnatic music representation requires 
only a three (or at most four) levels of at structuring (i.e., with no internal 
hierarchical structure), theorists of Western music have argued for the need 
for an enriched structure. Thus, while Carnatic music seems to be satised 
with the limited structuring at the phonological/phonetic levels, Western 
Classical music seems to work from the syntactic end. Whether this is the 
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result of a bias (syntactic/phonological) or a genuine issue in Universal mu-
sicology remains to be actively debated.

I will illustrate the importance of phrasing in Carnatic Music once again 
with an example from phrasing in Sahaanaa raagam. 

(12)  Musical demonstration
   Sahaanaa II           [  2.24]
   aarooha am ascending scale
   ni sa ri gu ma pa di ni Sa
   Phrasing A:  [ni sa] [ri gu ma pa][ di ni Sa]
   Phrasing B:  ni *[sa ri gu ma][ pa di ni Sa]

Whereas phrasing A is grammatical, phrasing B with sa and pa initiating 
musical phrases is not.21 Phrasal left boundaries are signaled by ‘prominent’ 
rendering of a note. For instance, when rendered on the veena, the plucking 
for ‘sa’ , if any, would be lighter than that for ‘ri’ signaling the beginning of a 
phrase boundary. Thus we see that structuring is imposed on notes at least at 
two levels, vindicating our stand that music admits duality of structure.

A logical consequence of a system having duality of structure is the trait 
‘structure dependence’. In informal terms, an element ‘x’ is interpreted de-
pending on its occurrence as part of a larger structure. It is a well-known fact 
that in language some elements are variably interpreted depending on their 
occurrence in the larger structure. For example the pronoun ‘he’ is inter-
preted differently in the following sentences.

(13) a. Ram
i
 promised his father that he

i
 would not marry Siita.

  b. Ram explained to Mohan
i
 why he

i
 should not marry Siita.

Whereas in (13a) ‘he’ cannot refer to its nearest preceding Noun Phrase ‘his 
father’ but only to the Noun Phrase ‘Ram’, in (13b) ‘he’ may, in fact, refer to 
the nearest Noun Phrase ‘Mohan’.22

This characteristic structure dependence is exemplied in Carnatic music 
too. I demonstrate in chapter 5 how the same pitch value, say x, is interpreted 
as note ‘a’ in one structure and as note ‘b’ in another structure where the 
structures are comparable, i.e. minimally distinct. In the sequences [a t x T..] 
and [b t x T..], the distinct initiating pitch value ‘a’ in one case and ‘b’ in the 
other case, forces the variable reading of ‘x’ in the musical phrase. This is 
surely an instance of structure dependence. (see p. 144, chapter 5).
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2.2.10. Displacement

This misleading title merely implies that one can use language to talk about 
events other than the present and objects other than real. In short, I can tell 
a story, talk about history, imagine a future world scenario or tell plain lies. 
Displacement is possible in neither mathematics nor logic. Nor is it evi-
denced in child language, for instance. Babies cannot even refer to objects 
which are not present in their physical vicinity and cannot talk about events 
in the past (Vihman 1996). It is not found in music either.23 The reason is that 
music is not referential. It does not refer to objects/events in the real world. 
It could be argued that one can paint ‘tone pictures’ using music and mimic 
the outside world at times. However, since music is not referential and is not 
bound by truth conditions, there is no question of music exhibiting the fea-
ture of displacement (see Mukherjee for a discussion of ‘reference’ in music 
and see chapter 6 p. 144–145 for further discussion). I summarize below my 
assumptions regarding design features in the form of a tableau illustrating 
the features that language and music share to the exclusion of other com-
munication systems. Thus we see that music (like child language) differs 
from language only in lacking one feature, i.e., displacement. We saw how 
this difference stems from the fact that, unlike language, music (like child 
language) is not referential. The design features that language shares with 
music is, perhaps, true for all systems of music.

Table 1. Summary of features shared by music with other symbolic systems

Features Language Music Maths Bee
Species Specicity

Cultural Transmission

Specialization ? ? ?

Medium of Transmission A & V A & V? A & V V
Arbitrariness

(Carnatic music 
in particular)

*

Discreteness *

Open ended * *

Creativity * !

Duality of Structure *

Displacement * * *
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2.3. Other language-like features of Carnatic music

However, unlike the design features which may be shared by all systems 
of music, there are certain language-like characteristics of Carnatic Music 
which may not be attested in all systems of music. I am far from dogmatic 
about this language-like characteristic of Carnatic music being unique to it. 
It may very well turn out that other musical systems may also attest these 
properties, at least partially. Having shown which design features (Carnatic) 
music shares with language, I turn to another feature of language which is 
characteristic of Carnatic music, namely change/variation in the course of 
time and variation across users. An undeniable fact of language is variation 
over a period of time (diachronic) as well as a point of time (synchronic). 
Unquestionably, the language of an earlier time is quite different from the 
language we use today and the difference could be due to change/loss of 
a sound, how words are constructed and how sentences are constructed. I 
will stick to simple examples of diachronic sound change. Old English had 
the sound ‘x’ (pronounced like the last sound of the German word ‘Bach’, 
a voiceless, velar fricative; informally, a voiceless sound with friction pro-
nounced at the back of the mouth) in a word like ‘night’ literally pronounced 
‘nixt’ this sound was lost in Middle English and the last sound in words like 
‘garage’, ‘rouge’ did not exist in English but was ‘imported’ into the language 
around Chaucer’s time from French. So it is clear, that sounds can be lost or 
added across time in a language. 

In Carnatic music too, I nd instances of loss and addition/creation. Raa-
gas like Balahamsaa and Gha a which were in vogue in the time of Tyaaga-
raajaa and Muttuswaami Diikshitar who had composed in these raagas are 
no longer in vogue today and as for the latter, even well-read musicians24 
of today are not sure how it should be rendered. The converse of loss is 
addition. For instance, popular raagas of today like Kalyaa i and Karahara-
priyaa did not exist in the sixteenth century, at the time of Veenka amakhi. 
As I mentioned in passing earlier, many composers have created new scales 
which have been accepted as raagas by musicians generally. Here are few 
examples of successful raagas along with the names of the composers who 
created them.

(14) Musical demonstration
  a. Bahudaari  Tyaagaraajaa     [  2.25]
   sa gu ma pa di ni Sa
   Sa ni pa ma gu sa
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  b. Rudrapriyaa  Muttuswaami Diikshitar  [  2.26]
   sa ri gi ma pa di ni Sa
   Sa ni pa ma gi ri sa
  c. Cintaama i   Shyaamaa Shaastri    [  2.27]
   sa gi mi pa di ni Sa
   Sa ni, da pa mi gi ri gi sa
  d. Kadanakuduuhalam Pa am Subrama ya Ayyar (1845–1902)
                 [  2.28]
   sa ri ma di nu gu pa Sa
   Sa nu di pa ma gu ri sa

The list above is not comprehensive either with respect to the sheer number 
of new raagas created or the composers who created them. 

Another possibility is for a word to change its pronunciation, ever so 
slightly, across time. In the time of Chaucer, the last syllable in the word 
‘divine’ would have rhymed with the word ‘seen’ (as it is pronounced today); 
but in Modern English it rhymes not with ‘seen’ but with ‘ne’. Similarly, 
raagas also change over time. Kaapi raagam did not admit the use of the note 
‘gu’ (E) for Tyaagaraajaa and Muttuswaami Diikshitar. But a very popular 
twentieth century composition in this raagam begins on that very note. The 
composition is ‘enna tavam seidanai’ by Paapanaasam Shivan.

(15)  Musical demonstration
   ‘ enna tavam seidanai’        [  2.29] 
   by Paapanaasam Shivan.
   // ; , gu - , ma pa, / ma gi gi,, sa - ri; nu //
    en na ta vam sei da
   sa,; - ; sa, / ri gi ri gi - sa ri; 
   nai ya sh oo daa

Another example of a raagam which has changed, rather dramatical-
ly, over time, is Gau ipantu. It was once a janya of Maayaamaa avagau a 
with suddha madhyamam (F); but now, for many performers it is a janya of 
Pantuvaraa i with a prati madhayam (F sharp). The dialect boundaries of the 
two varieties of Gau ipantu raagam are pretty fuzzy with the same performer 
rendering it as a janya of Maayaamaa avagau a for rendering compositions 
of Muttuswaami Diikshitar and K heetragnya but as a janya of Pantuvaraa i 
for rendering compositions of Tyaagaraajaa. Perhaps, in a few decades from 
now, one of them will win over the other.
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(16)  Musical demonstration
   Gau ipantu I           [  2.30] 
   as a janya of Maayaamaa avagau a 
   sa ra ma pa nu Sa
   Sa nu pa da ma gu ra sa
   For Muttuswaami Diikshitar and K heetragnya
   Gau ipantu II          [  2.31]
   as a janya of Pantuvaraa i 
   Sa ra pa mi pa nu Sa Ra Sa
   Sa nu pa da mi gu ra sa
   For Tyaagaraajaa 

So, we see that raagas can be lost, created or may change over time. I now 
turn to variation at a point of time. It is a well accepted fact that languages 
admit of variation across geographical regions, social groups and the degree 
of formality of the occasion. While the rst two types of variations are called 
dialects, the last one is called ‘register’. I will illustrate all the types of varia-
tion with examples from English. All of us are aware that standard British 
and standard American English sound different, don’t we? Similarly, all of 
us know that people of different social strata speak differently from one an-
other. Closer home, we all know that every region has its own variety of the 
language and, in India, we can identify the caste of the speaker from her/his 
language. Finally, the language we use on formal occasions like radio talk/
lecture is quite different from the language we use among friends, at home 
etc. For instance, we are more likely to use the phrase ‘old man’ for ‘Prime 
Minister’ in the latter context rather than the former.

The central point that I wish to make in this book is that, Carnatic mu-
sic too admits, synchronic dialectal variation just like language. Let us use 
the broad term ‘South Indian Music’ to subsume all the varieties/styles of 
Carnatic music and classical based lm music, represented below schemati-
cally.

 South Indian Carnatic Music

 Style 1 Style 2 .... 3 ..................CM based lm music

 Other inuences

Figure 2.
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All of us who are familiar with Carnatic music will agree that there are 
distinct styles of music, e.g. Veena Dhanam, G.N. Balasubramanian, Ariyak-
kudi Ramanuja Ayyangar, Musiri Subramanya Iyer, Maharajapuram Vish-
wanatha Iyer, T.R. Mahalingam, T.N. Rajaratnam Pillay, M.D. Ramanathan, 
Ramnad Krishnan, Madurai Mani Iyer, T. Brinda, M.S. Subbulakshmi, D.K. 
Pattamal and I can go on. In the line drawing above, I do not intend any lin-
ear precedence between styles meaning style 1 is closer to the ‘standard’ and 
style N is closer to lm music, etc. 

I argue that differences in styles arise from the interaction of two families 
of well-formedness requirements, one internal to the grammar of Carnatic 
Music and the other external to the grammar and governed by performance 
factors. The well-formedness requirement type internal to the grammar is 
composed of two constraint schemas mutually contradictory implying that 
either one set of constraints can be satised at the cost of the other. Thus dif-
ferences in the grammars of different styles/dialects of Carnatic music arise 
from different interactions between two, contradictory well-formedness re-
quirements, namely ‘Be Faithful to the Lexicon’ (FAITHLEX for short) where 
musical lines, musical phrases and pitch realizations of notes of raagas are 
listed like words in a mental dictionary and the performer is required to be 
faithful to the entry in the lexicon and ‘Render as Scale’ (RENSCALE for short) 
which is a markedness requirement which says that ‘gamakkas’ – the use of 
inter-tonal frequencies called ‘microtones’ ‘ ruti’ is best avoided (as they are 
more difcult to render/perceive). 

Be Faithful to the Lexicon henceforth FAITHLEX places a great burden on 
faithfulness to received texts. Rendering of any type of composition – be 
it free rendering or the rendering of a set piece is strictly governed by the 
phrases and idioms set down in the lexicon of that particular raagam. The 
extreme case is that of a well-known musician of yester years who said in an 
interview that she/he would get the permission of her/his ‘guru’ even to add 
a sangati to a composition. Surely this is an extreme view most performers of 
Carnatic music would not subscribe to. However, even in this case, in actual 
practice, it is far from clear how exactly similar his/her rendering was to that 
of his/her guru. As in language, in Carnatic music too, no two renderings 
can be exactly the same in principle. They can at best be close approxima-
tions to an idealized norm. For instance, if we do an instrumental analysis 
of the vowel /i/ pronounced twice, we will see that there are ever so many 
minor differences (many of which are not even perceptible to the naked ear) 
between the two renderings. This applies to all acts of repetition, in principle. 
It is in the nature of all organic elements in nature to be incapable of render-
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ing exact (xerox) copies. In fact, it is this inability to make exact copies that 
constitutes the core of evolution and change in all things organic. Leaving 
aside this issue as technical quibbling, let us assume that FAITHLEX is, in 
fact, a desire to replicate, which is a kind of orthodoxy which ensures that 
a tradition is preserved, kept alive in a ‘pure and unchanging’ manner. Now 
that it is clear that FAITHLEX is a principle of orthodoxy, we can deduce that 
it naturally restricts the freedom of the individual. So many possibilities are 
denied as they are not sanctioned by the Lexicon. It is not unreasonable to 
assume that the requirement to be faithful requires more effort. 

Let me illustrate the point with an analogy. Assume there is a faithfulness 
requirement in the lexicon of orthodox practices requiring the use of the right 
hand for serving food to oneself and others (this may not come as a surprise 
to many Indian readers). Then, while one is eating, in the Indian context with 
the ngers rather than a spoon or fork and knife etc., if one wants to take a 
second helping, one would have to stop eating, wash one’s hand, take a sec-
ond helping with the right hand and then resume eating. However, given the 
fact that all of us would like to expend as little energy as possible, the easi-
est way to take a second helping would be to use the left hand, violating the 
faithfulness requirement (and take a snipe at orthodoxy). Thus, in principle, 
faithfulness requirements are energy intensive and therefore, undesirable. 

On the other hand, the well-formedness requirement RENSCALE requires 
that one avoid microtonal frequencies as they are more effortful, since micro-
tonal targets require greater precision in order to avoid either under achieve-
ment or over shooting the target. RENSCALE frees one from cultural baggage, 
allowing one to render any sequence of notes that scalar denitions allow. 
Listen to the demonstration below:

(17) Musical demonstration
  Moohanam scalar and microtonal     [  4.56]25

  The phrase pa di Sa di pa
  a. Scalar rendering
  b. Microtonal rendering

It should be obvious to all listeners of Carnatic music that neither ver-
sion is to be condemned nor does one nd one of them to the exclusion of 
the other in any style of Carnatic music. In fact, both types will be attested 
in most styles of rendering. It is fairly obvious that (17a) requires less ef-
fort than (17b). This is because, in the former, the peak target ‘Sa’ is well 
dened and easy to render. In the latter, it is attempted as a pitch curve from 
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‘di’ coming back to ‘di’ with the target ‘Sa’ never being attempted as a static 
pitch value. I am sure all beginners of Carnatic Music will agree with this 
observation as, at that stage, they are conscious of the effort that they put in 
for rendering a musical phrase long before specic practices are internalized 
when they cease to appear to be effortful. 

Styles in Carnatic music are differentiated normally not by the absence of 
any one type but by the frequency of usage of a particular type in a musical 
discourse. If the RenScale type is predominant then the style is characterized 
as a ‘light’ style and if the pitch curve type is predominant then the style may 
be considered ‘heavy’, ‘orthodox’ or ‘ultra orthodox’. 

I said that the two sets of constraints, namely FAITHLEX and RENSCALE 
are internal to the grammar of Carnatic Music. By ‘internal’ I meant forces 
which shape the grammar. Let me illustrate the point with Deevamanoohari 
raagam. 

(18) Musical demonstration
  Deevamanoohari          [  2.32]
  Aarooha am: sa ri ma pa di ni Sa
  Avarooha am: Sa ni di ni pa ma ri sa
  FAITHLEX: In the ascent ni (the bold ni) is rendered as a pitch wave 
  with di as the starting point and the target a little higher than ni as 
  peak and coming back to di
  Rendering of a musical line: 
  // ri, ri, ma, ma, ni, ni, Ri Ri, // Sa ni di ni pa ma ri sa //
 
The ‘ni’ in bold in the musical line is rendered as RenScale violating FAITHLEX 
in one style of singing. In fact, RenScale rendering of ‘ni’ in the Aarooha am 
is quite contrary to the grammar of the raagam, though RenScale ni is al-
lowed in the Avarooha am.26 Thus we see that RENSCALE violations crucially 
determine grammaticality and is therefore grammar-internal. But if one as-
sumes that I meant the musical line to be ungrammatical, one has not really 
understood the point. It is ungrammatical for me. But, apparently, for the 
musician who rendered this line it is perfectly grammatical. The point I am 
trying to make is that variation in styles create different grammars. Each 
style is legitimate if it has a following (a set of practitioners and listeners) 
and therefore there is no question of any super-ordinate authority judging it 
to be ungrammatical as Carnatic music. It must now be clear why I claim 
that these two sets of constraints are internal to the grammar. They are criti-
cal in shaping the grammar of a raagam. 
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As opposed to these two sets of constraints which are grammar-internal, 
we also have two sets of constraints which are performance oriented and 
hence external to the grammar of Carnatic Music. I talk about them here 
briey as they play a role in dening styles of music. Moreover, I do not 
deny the possibility of these constraints dening the ranking of the two sets 
of grammar-internal constraints as I will show below how the external con-
straints can sometimes determine the ranking of the internal constraints.

To begin with, the two sets of constraints I have in mind are Performance 
Style henceforth PERFSTYLE and Suit the Music to the Medium henceforth 
MUSMED27. The former set of constraints, i.e. PERFSTYLE, encompasses all 
aspects of music that concern the image of the performer. For example, if a 
performer would like to address a large audience, he/she would have to suit 
his/her style accordingly. The various, by no means, exhaustive constraints 
that one can envisage are constraints like BEFASTPACED, BEFLUENT, BEMETIC-
ULOUS, BEORTHODOX, BEACADEMIC (!), etc. Almost independent of what one 
would like to be there is another factor which determines music style. That 
is the innate capacity of the musician and his/her medium, namely voice or 
instrument. The second set of performance constraints, i.e. MUSMED, deals 
with this issue. If one has an intractable voice, if one cannot render fast pas-
sages, if one’s voice/instrumental technique does not allow for indulgence in 
gamakkam, if one cannot hold the breath long enough to render long musical 
passages etc. then one’s style will be shaped by these constraints related to 
the medium. Music being a performing art, it is natural that performance fac-
tors should mould grammar-internal considerations. In language, the gram-
mar of no variety seems to be determined by performance factors, e.g. the 
length of a sentence, the quality of voice, the degree of nervousness of the 
speaker, etc. Thus in Carnatic Music we see that a style is determined by two 
sets of internal and two sets of external constraints, which are not, perhaps, 
mutually totally independent. This conguration may be schematically rep-
resented as shown below:

     Style n

        C1
   FAITHLEX   C2
   RENSCALE   C3
        C4

     Internal         External

Figure 3.

PERFSTYLE  MUSMED
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I assume that the internal set is responsible for directly shaping the gram-
mar and the other, namely the external set may inuence the internal set and 
also be shaped by the grammar-internal set. This is perhaps a major departure 
from the architecture of the grammar of language where performance factors 
are not supposed to determine grammar-internal factors to this extent. 

However, even in linguistics, the picture has changed considerably in re-
cent years where functional/pragmatic factors have been shown to inuence 
language structure in signicant ways.28 For instance, allowing markedness 
constraints to shape the grammar is, in effect, being shaped by performance 
factors like ease of articulation/perception etc. Thus, whereas in standard lin-
guistics of the eighties functional/pragmatic factors did not seem to directly 
inuence the grammar, in newer models of linguistics, specially Optimality 
Theory developed in the nineties, the thinking has changed radically and the 
model we have proposed for styles in Carnatic music may not be so very dif-
ferent from some current models of phonology for instance.29 

Turning to the content of the grammar, once again we see that the gram-
mar of language and the grammar of Carnatic music may not be all that 
different either. In fact, the claim in one of the current models of linguistics, 
namely Optimality Theory mentioned above is that the grammar is made 
up of the family of faithfulness constraints and the family of markedness 
constraints and the function of the grammar of a language is to determine 
the ranking of these family of constraints (but more of this in the following 
chapter). The question that needs to be asked now is:

“If Carnatic music and language are very similar symbolic systems with 
similarity in approach as well as content, is the architecture of the grammar 
of Carnatic music similar to that of language?” 

I provide a simple, straightforward answer to this question: “Yes, the 
architecture of the grammar of Carnatic music is no different from that of 
language.”

Grammar

 Sound Meaning

Figure 4.

The basic assumption in linguistics is that it is the function of the gram-
mar of a language to mediate between ‘sound’ on the one hand and ‘meaning’ 
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on the other and explain the way speakers/listeners relate the two in system-
atic ways. The diagram above schematizes this assumption. 

Notice that this model is neutral to production and perception of the sym-
bolic system. I show in chapters 4–7 that the grammar of Carnatic music 
too requires ‘sound’ and ‘meaning’ to be interpreted as in language and thus 
the architecture of both systems is comparable. I have just shown that it is 
possible to characterize the sets of output Wellformedness requirements for 
Carnatic music into types of constraints that have been motivated for lan-
guage, namely faithfulness constraints and markedness constraints and that 
like the grammar of language, the only function of the grammar of Carnatic 
music is to rank the requirements in order of priority to account for variation 
across styles. 

However, the only difference between the grammar of language and the 
grammar of Carnatic music lies in the specic Wellformedness requirements 
that go into the grammars. This is hardly surprising since the ‘primitives’ of 
the two systems are so widely different. Whereas language uses consonants, 
vowels, prexes, stems, sufxes, verbs, nouns, etc. as its substantives, (Car-
natic) music uses tones (pure, complex and tonal ranges) along with loud-
ness as one of the parameters for phrasing/rhythm as its substantives. Thus 
while the overall architecture of both systems are the same, the objects that 
are under consideration in the two systems are different. This is by no means 
stating the obvious, as we will see in chapters 4, 5 and 6, 7 respectively, the 
need for interpretation of sound and the issue of meaning are both conten-
tious with respect to (Carnatic) music.

In chapter 3 I give a brief outline of the specic model of linguistic theory 
that I employ in my description of the grammar of Carnatic music. 



Chapter 3
Issues in modeling the grammar:
Language and Carnatic music

3.1. Introduction

The word ‘grammar’ invokes, for most people, terrifying rules which are 
difcult to remember and which if violated would set off the wrath of the 
teacher with a scale or a cane or at least a threatening red pencil ready at 
hand. I will, in this, section outline three major options which have been ad-
opted by linguists to explain the regularities that are observed in languages. 
This discussion on the grammar of language and the preferred model that 
explains language behaviour leads to issues in modeling the grammar of 
Carnatic music. 

Let me start with a brief discussion of two types of ‘grammars’ and which 
one linguists prefer. There are broadly two types of grammars, prescriptive 
and descriptive. While the former ‘dictates’ what the user should and should 
not do and is used primarily in learning/teaching situations (their use has 
been called into question by theories of pedagogy and language learning), 
the latter is mainly the concern of linguists. While the former lays down 
rules the user should follow, usually from the perspective of the standard va-
riety of the language, e.g. ‘do not split the innitive’: *‘to immediately go...’, 
descriptive grammar says, contrary to popular opinion, people do split their 
innitives very often and thus we nd instances of ‘to immediately go’ along 
with ‘immediately to go’ and ‘to go immediately’. The former is judgemental 
taking as its data only the usage attested by ‘established users’, the latter 
merely describes the usage that is attested by consensus in a more or less 
homogenous speech community. Only the latter is of interest to linguists. 

As generative linguistics is a part of the cognitive paradigm, it tries to 
explain the mental constructs which explain language behaviour, i.e. speech 
and perception. It is interested not in language pedagogy but in the language 
faculty in humans (see Chomsky (1993))30. The ultimate question that lin-
guists would like to answer is:

“How is it that children the world over manage to learn their rst language 
so efciently and in so short a span of time given minimal and impoverished 
language input?” 
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All of us would agree that parents and child minders provide meager lan-
guage data and pay too little attention to language data while raising children 
and yet children the world over manage to master their rst language very 
efciently in the rst few years of their life. Parents pay very little atten-
tion to language errors, unlike teachers, as they are more preoccupied with 
the child’s social and behavioural traits than with language errors. Yet, ev-
ery normal child succeeds in picking up all the rudimentary facts of her/his 
language by the time she/he is three years old.31 This indeed is a miracle. 
Linguists claim that this miracle is made possible by the neural wiring of 
the child. They claim that the human child is programmed to acquire lan-
guage because of what they call the ‘Language Acquisition Device’ (LAD 
of Chomsky). They claim that the child does not, in fact, require lots of data 
to x a particular trait of a language. For instance, a few sentences from 
the adult is enough to x the word order parameter, e.g. whether the order 
in a verb phrase is [noun phrase – verb] as in most Indian languages, e.g.  
[pustaham pa icc ] ‘book read (1st singular)’] or [verb – noun phrase] as in 
English, e.g. ‘read a book’ Children, they claim, look out for minimal, posi-
tive evidence for xing the details of the grammar of their language.32 To 
take another example, children look out for words like ‘split’, ‘spring’ to x 
the consonantal beginning of syllables in English, i.e. words can start with 
‘s [voiceless stop] l/r’ but not *‘s [voiced stop] l/r’ producing a sequence 
like *sbring etc. It is another matter that they actually manage to pronounce 
full phrases and these three consonantal clusters only much later. Their per-
formance lags far behind their knowledge, i.e. their competence. Recent re-
search in the perception of speech sounds by infants support the claim that 
perception is far ahead of performance.33 Therefore the empirically provable 
claim in modern linguistics is that children do manage to acquire the mental 
representation of their language (be it segments, words or word order etc.) 
with minimal, positive evidence and this is enabled by their mental pre-wir-
ing for language. This being the case, the main concern of modern linguistics 
is to discover the principles that are at work universally in all languages 
which is what the neural wiring is all about. The thinking in modern linguis-
tic circles is that languages differ widely one from the other mainly because 
of the differences in their vocabularies and that, in fact, vocabulary excluded, 
languages tend to have a lot in common and do not differ from one another 
that widely. 

The corollary to this statement is that languages have a fairly limited set 
of options to choose from. For instance, all languages must have nouns and 
verbs though the other categories may be missing in many languages. At the 
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phonetic end, given the articulatory apparatus, the possible sounds that a hu-
man can produce is a constant across the human species.34 The function of the 
grammar of a language is to make a selection from this limited inventory of 
options. Take vowels, for instance. The two options available to humans is to 
use the front of the tongue or the part behind this section of the tongue called 
the ‘back of the tongue’ to produce vowels.35 Once again, while using these 
two parts of the tongue, there are two options, namely either to advance the 
tongue root or not to advance it. In typical native speaker styles of English, 
while pronouncing the vowels in the words ‘beat’ and ‘boot’, the tongue root 
is advanced, such an advancement of the tongue root is not evidenced in the 
pronunciation of the vowels in the words ‘bit’ and ‘put’. Assuming that the 
tongue is raised maximally towards the roof of the mouth in producing the 
former set of words and it is lowered maximally in words like ‘cat’ and ‘cart’, 
we have, in a rough and ready fashion, dened the maximal vowel space that 
is available for exploitation in languages. All the vowels produced in all the 
languages must lie within this vowel space. That is not the end of the story. 
We need to explain how languages construct an inventory from this univer-
sal set. A random theory of language variation would predict that languages 
are free to select any vowel from this universal set. But, a cursory look at 
different languages is enough to falsify this theory. For instance, it will not 
explain why all languages choose the vowels /i, a, u/ (or near equivalents of 
these). Random selection would predict that a simple ve vowel system can 
be any of the three sets (i) i, e, a, o, u (possible/attested), (ii) i, , e, ,  (all 
front vowels: not attested) or (iii) u, , o, , 36 (all back vowels: not attested). 
A theory which permits random selection of vowels from the vowel space 
cannot explain why (ii) and (iii) are unattested. I will take up further issues 
in the relation between Universal Grammar (UG) and individual grammars 
in the following sections. In other words, languages cannot vary as widely as 
the random theory of language variation would predict. Take the example of 
sentence formation. For example, while the sentence of English “The tense 
young man expected his wife to write to him.” is perfectly ne, we do not ex-
pect to nd a language like English whose word order is the mirror image of 
English, e.g. *“him to write to wife his expected man young tense the”. Had 
variation been random across languages, there is no reason why we should 
not nd a language with the word order as in the latter sentence. 

The assumption in generative linguistic circles is that variation across 
language is strictly controlled by Universal Grammar (UG) which xes lan-
guages in a limited number of ways. In spite of this strong assumption in 
modern linguistics, we have at least roughly three positions regarding lan-
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guage data and variation and how to deal with it. I shall outline the three 
positions in the following sections. I shall demonstrate the three positions, 
namely ‘the rule based grammar approach’ (3.2), ‘the parameter setting ap-
proach’ (3.3) and ‘the ranked universal constraints approach’ (3.4), and argue 
that the last is the best option to deal with language. Naturally, this is the 
model of grammar that inspires the model of grammar for describing Car-
natic music in this book. Since the aim of this discussion is not to describe 
a full-edged theory of language but to enable the lay reader to compare the 
broad outlines of the models of grammar of language and Carnatic music, I 
shall restrict the language data invoked in these sub-sections.

3.2. Rule based approach to grammar

All of us understand what is meant by ‘rule based approach to grammar’ as 
that is what we have been raised on – rules of grammar. Now, if grammars 
were just made up of rules – any set of rules – it is expected that languages 
could vary in unpredictable ways. Take the case of word order within the 
noun phrase. A rule based approach can, in principle, write a rule stipulating 
any word order within the noun phrase. But certain possibilities are system-
atically unexploited in human language.

(1)   Word Order in the Noun Phrase
   Determiner (Det), Adjective (Adj) and Noun (N)

   a.  Det Adj N  ‘the pretty girl’ [English]
   b.  Det N Adj       [French]
   c.  N Adj Det       [Tangkhul Naga]
   d.  * Adj Det N
   e.  * N Det Adj

A rule based account of grammar, which is clearly stipulative, cannot rule 
out the non-occurring sequences in (1d) and (e) in a principled fashion.

Take the further example from phonology. Consider the vowel types and 
the languages in which they are attested in (2). While there are languages 
which select a basic ve vowel inventory (2a) and there are languages which 
select a minimal three vowel inventory (2b), there is no language which se-
lects an arbitrary three vowel inventory as in (2c–f) or any language which 
selects only the mid vowels (2c). Obviously the choice of vowels is not ran-
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dom but governed by some universal principle. Thus the rule based account 
of grammar makes the obviously wrong prediction about the ways in which 
languages can differ from one another. 

(2)   Segment Inventory

   a.  i, e, a , o , u  Tamil, etc.
   b.  i, a, u    Standard Arabic
   c.  * e, o
   d.  * i, e , u
   e.  * u, o, a
   f.  * i, o, a

Take yet another example of the wrongness of the rule based approach to 
grammar. Take the Sanskrit words [niveeda] ~ [naiveedya] ‘offering to god’. 
One can write a rule as shown below:

(3)   Ø → a / # C
0
 _ i

   and
(4)   Ø → y / C_ a #

Informally, insert the vowel /a/ after the rst consonant (if present or a con-
sonant cluster if attested) and insert the glide /y/ after the last consonant in 
a word.

It is true that these two rules account for a lot of data in Sanskrit and 
are descriptively adequate. But the moment we write such rules, we must 
recognize that languages may admit rules which insert vowels and glides 
elsewhere within the word, not just before the rst vowel and before the last 
vowel. But such rules have not been attested in any language. In other words, 
we do come across languages where a vowel is inserted precisely after the 
second consonant and a glide after the penult consonant in a word, though 
such rules are conceivable given the format of rules (3) and (4). This means 
that the rule writing system is too powerful in that it predicts language types 
which are never attested. Thus we see that the ‘rule based account’ of gram-
mar is not really a very satisfactory system in that it predicts a random set 
of languages not attested till date. Be it the domain of word order, selection 
of segments or accounting for systematic derivation in languages, the rule 
based system allows systems which are not attested. This is the reason why 
modern linguistics has given up the notion of ‘a rule of grammar’. 
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3.3. Parametric approach to grammar

Getting back to the question of the absence of languages which select only 
mid vowels as in (2c), one can predict the phenomenon provided one adds 
the notion of markedness to grammar. Markedness is a measure of complex-
ity of a construct from the production and the perception37 points of view. 
Informally speaking, producing the vowels /i, u, a/ is relatively easy because 
the tongue has to be raised or lowered to the maximum possible extent. Per-
ceptually too, the difference in the acoustic patterns of the three vowels is the 
maximum (if you consider their spectrographic patterns). However, when 
we turn to the mid vowels, we nd that they are not so easily denable as 
they may admit many possibilities, e.g. consider the difference in tongue 
height in the starting point of the vowels in the words ‘get’ and ‘gate’ for na-
tive speaker of English. Thus we can come to the conclusion that mid vowels 
are more marked than high or low vowels. Another measure of markedness 
is the frequency of occurrence across languages. While all languages select 
/i, a, u/ not all languages select /e, o/. Thus we see that the notion ‘marked’ 
is dened in terms of inherent complexity and it also has statistical backing. 
We can now derive the theorem which is an implicational universal stated as 
shown below. This principle can be applied productively in predicting differ-
ent phenomena in grammars. The examples below are from phonology.

(5)   Implicational Universal and Markedness

   M
j
 → M

i
 (where j >> i)

   (The selection of a more marked element implies the selection of 
a less marked element (but not vice versa)).

  a. Languages which select mid vowels also select the high and low 
vowels. [All systems which select /e, o/ also select /i, a, u/, but the 
converse of this is not true as there are languages which select  
/i, a, u/ but not /e, o/.]

  b. Languages which select /bh/ also select /ph/, e.g. Sanskrit, Hindi 
(but never only /bh/ and not /ph/).

  c. Languages which select / /, the unrounded, high back vowel also 
select /u/, the back rounded high vowel. [Tamil and Ao select 
both vowels but languages like Hindi and Malayalam select only 
the latter and not the former; and there is no language which se-
lects only the former and not the latter.]
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  d. Languages which have closed syllables CVC also attest the open 
syllables CV, but not vice versa. 

Similar implicational statements can be framed in the area of word for-
mation, syntax etc. Armed with the notion of markedness and the derived 
statements of implicational universals we can, to a large extent, constrain 
the rule types that we allow in language. But markedness comes in two ver-
sions, namely context free and context sensitive versions. In other words, 
while certain elements are marked in themselves, certain elements are more 
marked in certain contexts than others. Let me illustrate the point with a few 
suitable examples. While context free markedness statements are of the type 

*X (an element X is marked), context sensitive markedness statements are 
of the type *%A-X (an element X is marked in the context of A (occurring 
either before or after; ‘%’ standing for mirror image). 

(6)   Context free and context sensitive markedness

   a. *Nasal Vowel
    (Context free) [nasal vowels are difcult to produce]
   b. *Nasal-Oral Vowel
    (Context sensitive) [oral vowels are difcult to produce after 
    nasal consonants]
   c. *Obs.voice
    (Context free) [producing a voiced obstruent (b, d, g, etc.) is 
    more difcult than producing a voiceless obstruent (p, t, k. 
    etc.)]
   d. *V-Obs.voiceless-V
    (Context sensitive) [producing a voiceless obstruent between 
    vowels is more difcult than producing a voiced obstruent]
   e. *Nasal-Obs.voiceless
    (Context sensitive) [producing a voiceless obstruent after a 
    nasal consonant is more difcult than producing a voiced 
    one]38

(7)  Rule types

   a. [obstruent] → [–voice] / __ #
    Obstruents become voiceless at the end of words, e.g. Dutch, 

German
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   * b. [obstruent] → [+voice] / __ #
    Obstruents become voiced word nally. This is contrary to the 

markedness principle, unattested in any language and hence 
not a possible rule of language.

   c. [obstruent] → [+voice] / V __ V
    Obstruents become voiced intervocalically, e.g. literary Tamil, 

Malayalam.
   * d. [obstruent] → [–voice] / V __ V
    Obstruents lose their voice between vowels. This is contrary 

to the markedness principle, not attested in any language and 
hence not a possible rule of language.

These markedness statements help us discard certain rule types as unat-
tested and hence undesirable. Notice that the supposedly unattested cases 
do not rule out languages which allow both values of the feature in specic 
contexts. For instance, English allows voiced and voiceless obstruents at the 
end of a word, e.g. ‘bag’ and ‘back’. Similarly, English allows both types 
of obstruents between vowels, e.g. ‘repel’ and ‘rebel’. All this means is that 
English does not select rules (7a) and (c) and that the English speaking peo-
ple have learnt to overcome the markedness factor with respect to obstruents 
through practice. But the fact remains that there is no language which selects 
rules like (7b) and (d) systematically selecting the more marked segment in 
specic contexts.39 

A serious drawback for the rule based approach which incorporates 
markedness as an evaluative device is that the grammar may make wrong 
predictions. Though it may be able to rule out certain rules as contrary to 
principles of markedness, it will also rule out certain rules attested in natural 
languages as it does not have the power to do an overall evaluation of the 
phonotactics of the language output to allow for certain types of rules. 

Consider the case of Tamil where the vowels /u/ and / / are in comple-
mentary distribution,40 while the former occurs in stressed, initial41 syllables, 
the latter occurs elsewhere as the data in (8) show.

(8)  Distribution of /u/ and / / in Tamil
   a.  i. ku   ‘give’     ii. *ku u/*k u
   b.  i. ir    ‘be’     ii. *iru
   c.  i. vah   ‘divide’    ii. *vahu
   d.  i. kur   ‘blind person’  ii. *kuru u 
   e.  i. mud h  ‘back’     ii. *muduhu
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We nd that the unrounding rule affects the unstressed syllables (assum-
ing that stress is on the rst syllable in these words). We can write a rule to 
describe the phenomenon as shown below:

(9)  Unrounding rule
   [V, +back, +high] → [–round] / [_____]
             –stress

But, by itself the vowel / / is more marked than /u/ as it is more dif-
cult to pronounce high back vowels which are unrounded than their rounded 
counterparts and the general prediction on markedness in the theory is that 
unstressed vowels will change from a marked to an unmarked value. Thus 
a theory which uses markedness only to evaluate a rule will automatically 
rule out a process like the one captured in (9) above. But there are two major 
objections to such a theory.

Firstly, a theory which employs markedness to evaluate isolated rules will 
be unable to do its job effectively. For the evaluation to be done effectively, 
the grammar will have to examine this process in the context of the overall 
phonotactics of vowels in the language. In the context of Tamil, taking into 
consideration only non-stressed syllables, we nd that the only vowels which 
are attested there are /i,  and /, i.e. all the vowels are [–low], and all of 
them are [–round] and /i, / differ along only one parameter, i.e. /back/. The 
reduction of perceptual salience in unstressed syllables is a totally welcome 
feature and therefore to be expected. But this kind of evaluation is possible 
only in a grammar which assigns a central role to markedness and that too to 
output wellformedness. In fact, the loss of perceptual salience in unstressed 
syllables in Tamil is entirely in keeping with the phonetics and phonology 
of the language vis-à-vis reduction/deletion of unstressed vowels in the lan-
guage. Therefore we see that the phonology-phonetics of Tamil is really a 
continuum; the process of reduction of perceptual salience started by the 
phonology continues in the phonetics in reduction, and ultimately, deletion 
of unstressed vowels. The phonology starts out with the demand that stressed 
vowels and unstressed vowels be maximally differentiated in terms of qual-
ity and quantity and the phonology-phonetics of the language makes sure 
that featural salience and durational salience are preferably reduced/deleted 
in unstressed vowels. Thus we see that the grammar must make markedness 
a central concern of the grammar and not a peripheral, evaluating device. 

Secondly, the parametric approach to markedness splits the options avail-
able to languages into two, namely an unmarked option and a marked op-
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tion. And the parametric approach stipulates that each grammar will make a 
denitive choice with respect to the marked or the unmarked parameter once 
and for all, and once the choice is made, the language is expected to behave 
consistently. This assumption is simply unworkable with respect to any lan-
guage as languages simply do not live up to this assumption.

Consider this case, once again from Tamil. It is true that Tamil normally 
prefers a vowel in the word nal position. In other words, Tamil prefers an 
open syllable at the end of words (whatever its preference word medially). 
Thus, English loans like ‘shirt’, ‘blouse’, ‘card’ etc. invariably end in the 
epenthetic vowel / /. However, consider the words which end in a sonorant 
consonant in Tamil. While the words in (10a) tolerate a variant with a nal 
epenthetic / /, the words in (10b) clearly do not tolerate epenthesis.

(10)  Vowel epenthesis in Tamil
   a. paal ~ paal  ‘milk’     tuu  ~ tuu  ‘pillar’ 
   b. muyal ~ *muyal  ‘rabbit’   para  ~ *para  ‘loft’

The point I am labouring to make is that the ‘parameter’ of vowel nality 
is not selected by Tamil once and for all. It is sometimes enforced strictly, 
sometimes it is the preferred option and sometimes it is turned off complete-
ly – the parameter of vowel nality is sought to be enforced in Tamil (in the 
context of nal sonorants) in monosyllables but not elsewhere. Thus we see 
that parameters can be switched on and off in the same language because of 
pressure form higher level concerns – in this case the enforcement of a disyl-
labic word minimum. I will take up this issue for further discussion in the 
next section. Thus we see that the rule based account which adds markedness 
concerns as an additional, peripheral function where ‘setting a parameter’ is 
supposed to explain parametric variation across languages fails to account 
for the facts of language and must therefore be discarded. 

3.4. Constraint based approach to grammar

I now turn to the last approach (an approach I am sympathetic to) which has 
markedness as its central concern. And markedness in this approach is not a 
pedantic concern (which is an afterthought) but a real output well-formed-
ness concern. In other words, markedness plays a central role in this type of 
grammar as it is the driving force of the grammar. A few words about this 
radical departure from modern, standard linguistics are in order. For the rst 
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time, the concern in linguistics has turned away from cognitive representa-
tion (which is begging the question actually) to a plausible mental represen-
tation arrived at deductively from the various, possible surface representa-
tions. This constraint based approach was rst initiated by Prince and Smo-
lensky (1993) and McCarthy and Prince (1993) called ‘Optimality Theory’ 
(OT henceforth). The ideas that lead to OT had been brewing for a long 
time, namely the observation that the driving force of rules was output well-
formedness with concern for reducing the overall markedness of sequences 
and the concern for explaining the functional unity of rules in a system. For 
instance, if a language does not like consonant clusters word nally, it may 
attest rules to delete one of the consonants and also rules to insert a vowel -
nally. Both rules share the function of reducing the markedness of the output 
vis-à-vis nal coda clusters.

In this framework, the function of the grammar of a language is to medi-
ate between faithfulness, i.e. concern to preserve the lexical specication 
and markedness, i.e. to reduce the markedness values of output sequences. 
Naturally, both sets of constraints can not succeed as they have a conict of 
interest. The revolutionary idea that the grammar of language is the play-
ground where the conict between faithfulness and markedness is resolved 
through constraint ranking is attributable to OT. The idea that OT explores 
is that a marked value does not cease to be marked just because a language 
chooses to select it and that it can be constrained by other considerations,  
namely constraint ranking. The central assumption in OT is that all lan-
guages contain the same set of markedness constraints but the prioritization 
of certain constraints reduce the power of markedness constraints, at times 
rendering them almost invisible. Take the example of aspirates in Sanskrit, 
Bangla and Tamil. While Sanskrit allows aspirates everywhere in a word 
namely the onset and the coda as in /bhakti/ ‘religious fervour’ and /shubh/ 
‘auspicious’, standard colloquial Bangla allows aspirates only in onsets, e.g. 
/dhup/ ‘incense stick’ but not in codas, e.g. ‘/bag ~ bagher/ ‘tiger (nomina-
tive – genitive)’ and Tamil does not allow them at all. Thus we see that the 
markedness constraint *ASPIRATION42 is ranked very low in Sanskrit and so 
aspirates surface everywhere; in Bangla, however, the faithfulness constraint 
which requires syllable beginnings to be faithfully pronounced ranks above 
the markedness constraint *ASPIRATION which bans aspirates and so only the 
aspirates in onsets are pronounced. The ranking IDENTIOSYLLABLELEFT43 >> 

*ASPIRATION makes sure that only syllable initial aspirates will be pronounced 
in Bangla. Finally, in Tamil, the context free markedness constraint pro-
hibiting aspirates is high ranked and so aspirates are never allowed.44 Thus 
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markedness constraints are presumed to be present in all languages but their 
relative ranking allows them to be pronounced in all contexts in some lan-
guages, in some contexts in some languages or not at all in other languages.45 
Ironically, in OT, we see that because of its commitment to constraint rank-
ing, constraints are not obeyed in all outputs. In other words, a constraint can 
be violated if there is a higher ranked constraint which demands something 
else (obviously incompatible with this constraint), as ranking is the ultimate 
arbiter. 

I will demonstrate how ranking can affect the status of a markedness 
constraint in OT vis-à-vis the markedness constraint *NOCODA which pro-
hibits codas in syllables. While Hawaiian ranks the markedness constraint 

*NOCODA very high in its constraint inventory prohibiting codas every-
where, even in loan words, English allows codas everywhere as words like  
‘tem.per’, ‘chap.ter’ etc. illustrate (syllable boundary being indicated by 
dots). However, a language like contemporary, colloquial Tamil has a very 
ambivalent attitude to codas. I take up four distinct contexts where the gram-
mar of Tamil46 reacts differently with respect to the coda. 

Firstly, in words in the contemporary variety which may be deemed to be 
non-derived and hence labeled monomorphemic, we do nd codas in non-
nal syllables as the data in (11) illustrate. 

(11)  Codas in Tamil non-nal syllables

   a. an.b   ‘love’     b. ka . am  ‘difculty’
   c. nat.p   ‘friendship’   d. i .li   ‘a steamed dish’ 
   e. al.pam ‘trivial’    f. gar.bam  ‘pregnant’
   f. kay.di  ‘prisoner’   g. mau.nam  ‘silence’

We see that non-nal codas can be obstruents, nasals, liquids or glides, in 
short, just about any non-syllabic segment. So medial codas are fully li-
censed in Tamil. The markedness constraint *NOCODA is turned off mor-
pheme internally, by the high-ranking faithfulness constraint Morpheme Lin-
earity which makes sure that the linear sequence of segments within a mor-
pheme (IDENTINPUTOUTPUT[IO]MORPHLIN) is not disrupted by epenthesis or  
deletion. 

(12)  Ranking (rst approximation)
   IDENTIOMORPHLIN >> IDENTIOC, DEPV, *NOCODA 
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(13) Tableau for nat.p

IDENTIOMORPHLIN IDENTIOC, DEPV, *NOCODA

a.  nat p *!   *

b.  nap *!  *

c.  nat *!  *

d.  nat.p    *

The ranking of IDENTIOMORPHLIN >> *NOCODA, IDENTIOC (consonants 
in the input must not be deleted), DEPV (no vowel should be inserted in the 
output) is demonstrated by the optimal ouput natp  (candidate d) which turns 
out to be better than either a) nat p (violating DEPV) or b) nap  (violating 
IDENTIOC) or c) nat  as all of them violate IDENTIOMORPHLIN. Even though 
the optimal output violates *NOCODA, it does not violate the higher ranked 
IDENTIOMORPHLIN. 

However, word-nally, only vowels and sonorant consonants (nasals, /l/ 
and /r/ and the glide /y/ are allowed). But when we look at (14), we realize 
that Tamil has strict restrictions on which segments can occur word nally. 
Tamil allows only the three vowels /i, a and / and the sonorant consonants 
/m, n, , l, , r, , and y/. Signicantly, no obstruent coda is allowed. So 
when Tamil encounters loan words which end in obstruents, it adopts the 
strategy of vowel epenthesis, epenthesizing the vowel / / as the data in (15) 
illustrate.

(14)  Final codas in Tamil

   a. pa i ‘step’    b. pa   ‘lie down’
   c. pala ‘many’   d. maram ‘tree’47

   e. para  ‘loft’    f. varan  ‘match (marriage)’
   g. kural ‘voice’48   h. kura   ‘a two line verse’
   i. paravay ‘bird’   j. tami   ‘Tamil’

(15)  Loans in Tamil phonology

   a. Rameesh  [rameesh ]  b. Edith  [e it ]
   c. carrot   [kæra ]   d. cake  [keek ]
   e. life   [laif ]
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At the edge of words we have a total ban on obstruent codas. This can be 
captured by a markedness constraint *WORDFINALOBSTRUENT or *FINALOBS. 
This constraint is higher ranked than the constraint which allows vowel 
epenthesis, DEPV, and the actual vowel inserted is driven by the markedness 
values of vowels – / / being the least marked of Tamil vowels.49 Thus the con-
straint ranking *FINALOBS >> DEPV accounts for the epenthesis facts in loans 
in Tamil. The ranking of these two constraints can be integrated with the 
previous ranking as in (16) below. As *FINALOBS does not allow IDENTIOC to 
be violated (the strategy adopted is no consonant deletion), *FINALOBS can-
not be ranked with IDENTIOC but is ranked higher than DEPV allowing epen-
thesis. It must be pointed out at this stage that *FINALOBS is really a proper 
subset of *NOCODA as the former bans a small set of consonants (obstruents) 
as codas while the latter bans codas altogether. Ranking logic dictates that 
all part-whole set relation must have the subset >> set ranking for the smaller 
set to be visible in the output.

(16)  Ranking (revised)
   IDENTIOMORPHLIN >> IDENTIOC, *FINALOBS >> *NOCODA >> DEPV 

So far, we have seen two contexts where Tamil displays an indecisive-
ness with respect to codas. Morpheme internally it wholeheartedly allows 
codas thereby setting the parameter ‘coda’ just like English. But word nally 
it allows only a small subset of consonants to occur as codas thus partially 
selecting *NoCoda. This is by no means the end of the story.

Consider next the verb + sufx combination in (17) below.

(17)  Tamil verb morphophonology

    Root + future sufx output   Gloss
   a. to  + v     [to v]  touch
   b. puh + v     [puh v]  enter
   c. pee  + v     [pee v]  speak
   d. ol + v     [ olv]   tell
   e. ko  + v     [ko v]   have
   f. kol + v     [kolv]   kill
   g. malar + v     [malarv]  blossom

It will be noticed that morphemes (verb roots in this case) cannot end in 
obstruent codas and so / / is epenthesized between the verb root and the suf-
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x just in case the verb ends in an obstruent. If the verb ends in a sonorant 
consonant, however, just as in the case of the word nal position, sonorant 
codas are tolerated even in this context. 

Of course, epenthesis is not attested when the sufx begins with a vowel, 
e.g. /to + a/ ‘innite’. Therefore we might want to rephrase the constraint 

*FINALOBS as *MORPHEMEFINALCODAOBSTRUENTS. In the case of /to.  + a/, the 
morpheme nal obstruent is not the coda of that syllable and hence does not 
invoke any violation. Since morpheme edge and word edge are co-extensive, 
this newly suggested constraint can handle both cases. But a better solu-
tion is to suggest a general ban on obstruent codas and let it be dominated 
by IDENTIOMORPHLIN. Since morpheme internal obstruent codas cannot be 
saved an *OBSCODA violation because of high ranking IDENTIOMORPHLIN, 
only morpheme nal obstruents if they are likely to surface as codas are pre-
vented from doing so by epenthesis. Therefore, (16) can be revised as (18).

(18)  Ranking (re-revised)
   IDENTIOMORPHLIN, IDENTIOC >> *OBSCODA >> *NOCODA >> DEPV 

Finally, consider now the data pertaining to optional epenthesis in Tamil 
presented earlier as (10).

(19)  Optional epenthesis in sonorant nal words

   A a.  paal  ~  paal      ‘milk’
    b.  tuu    ~  tuu      ‘pillar’

   B a.  muyal  ~  * muyal     ‘rabbit’
    b.  para   ~  * para      ‘loft’

It will be observed that while optional epenthesis is possible in set A, it is 
prohibited in set B. The signicant difference between sets A and B is that 
whereas the former is monosyllabic, the latter is disyllabic. Further data like 
/ara an50 ~ *ara an / ‘king’ clearly tell us that the difference between sets 
A and B is between monosyllables and the rest of the vocabulary of Tamil. 
While monosyllables optionally allow epenthesis changing the inputs to di-
syllabic outputs, epenthesis in sonorant nal words is ruled out elsewhere in 
the grammar of Tamil. Epenthesis becomes a possible repair strategy only 
because of the presence of *NOCODA in the grammar of Tamil. The constraint 
set that accounts for the data in (19) is in (20). 
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(20)  Ranking (nal version)
   (Disyllabic word minimum), IDENTIOMORPHLIN, FAITHIOC >> 

*OBSCODA >> *NOCODA >> DEPV 

Driven by the disyllabic word minimum, optionally, *NOCODA becomes 
a visible constraint in Tamil minimally triggering epenthesis. Thus we see 
that a grammar does not necessarily set a parameter one way or the other. In 
this case, *NOCODA has three options in Tamil, namely, rstly, totally sup-
pressed morpheme medially; secondly, partially suppressed in allowing so-
norant consonants morpheme/word nally; and thirdly, allowing no codas 
at the end of words because of its preference for disyllabic words. Thus we 
see that in a constraint based approach to grammar which has markedness 
concerns as its core, output wellformedness criterion, we nd an explana-
tion for the functional unity of all the processes and also an explanation for 
why only certain processes are attested in particular languages. A parametric 
approach which forces the grammar to choose between *NOCODA and its 
logical opposite will just not be able to account for the facts of Tamil. As 
we saw, in the Tamil case, the *NOCODA constraint is neither switched on or 
switched off all the time in the grammar of Tamil.51 Thus OT allows us many 
subtle intermediate positions between a parameter being turned on or turned 
off in the grammar of a language. Its role can be precisely evaluated in the 
constraint hierarchy (CH) of the grammar in the OT model. 

3.5 The model of grammar for language

As I have already stated, the model of grammar that I propose for Carnatic 
music is informed and inspired by the OT model for language. Let us begin 
by examining the architecture of the OT model for language in Figure 1 be-
low. An input is taken from the lexicon (or several inputs strung together for 
sequences longer than the word) and subject to the ‘Generator’ or GEN which 
generates multiple candidate representations (possibly innite) according to 
well-established structural principles in Universal Grammar (UG). These 
candidate representations are fed to the ‘Evaluator’ or EVAL which evaluates 
all the candidates at one go applying the Constraint Hierarchy (CH) deter-
mined by the grammar of the language to select a unique ‘Optimal’ candidate 
which least violates the constraints in the CH.

Let us begin with the notion of input. For language, it is reasonable to 
assume that the input pertaining to words (however the notion ‘word’ is de-
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ned) is taken from the lexicon (the mental dictionary). For instance, if the 
input is the Tamil verb /peesh (‘speak’) + v (future marker) + person number 
marker/ (which we will ignore for presentation purposes), GEN can gener-
ate candidates such as a) /pee v.../, b) /pee .../, c) /peev.../ d) /pe iv.../, e) 
/pee av.../ f) /pee v.../ and many more. All the candidates except the last one 
will turn out to violate higher ranked constraints in the CH given above in 
(20). While a) violates *OBSCODA, b) violates IDENTIOMORPHLIN by deleting 
the future tense morpheme and c) and d) violate IDENTIOMORPHLIN by delet-
ing some element of the root. Candidate e) is suboptimal because it inserts a 
vowel other than the least marked of Tamil vowels and therefore g) turns out 
to be optimal. In this Tamil example, we see that the verb root, afxes (and 
also words) are supplied by the lexicon. For longer sequences like phrases 
and sentences, we could assume that ‘words’ supplied by the lexicon are 
strung together by universal principles of word combinations (syntax) with 
help from language specic syntactic constraints (like word order etc.). 

 Input

 GEN(erator)

 Output cand
1

  cand
2

  cand
3

  cand
4 

  ...

 EVAL(uator) – ranked constraints

 Cand
n
 – the optimal output

Figure 1.  OT Model for Language

Having decided that the notion grammar (for language as well as Car-
natic music) is best dened as a conict resolution between faithfulness and 
markedness, the major concern now is to determine the nature of the con-
structs ‘input’, GEN and EVAL in the context of Carnatic music. I assume that 
the grammar of Carnatic music, like the grammar of language, must explain 
the musical behaviour of a hypothetical ideal performer-listener of Carnatic 
music. The two major questions that need to be asked are:
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“How would this ideal performer-listener check the grammaticality of an out-
put?” (chapters 4 and 5) and 

“How would this ideal performer listener evaluate the musical output for mu-
sical content?” (chapters 6 and 7).

I take up the issues of the Input, GEN and EVAL in the context of Carnatic 
music in the following sections (3.6 to 3.8) to show how and why the ar-
chitecture of the grammar of Carnatic music is not identical with that of the 
grammar of language and that consequently the model proposed for Carnatic 
music, although inspired by OT, is quite distinct from the OT model for 
language. 

3.6. The input and the lexicon of Carnatic music

I begin with the construct ‘input’ in Carnatic music. I assume here without 
discussion that the input musical line is made up of a sequence of pitch varia-
tions and that structure is imposed on this physical continuum at three levels, 
namely the note, the musical phrase and the musical line. I have discussed 
in detail in chapter 5 how this continuum is structured at these three levels 
(comparable to the segment, phonological word and the intonational phrase 
respectively in language) and the principles of wellformedness requirements 
for Carnatic music at each of these levels. Assuming that these interpretive 
mechanisms constitute the ‘phonetic’ end of the grammar of Carnatic music, 
we now come to the actual structured musical line which is the equivalent of 
the construct ‘input’ for language. Starting with the question where this input 
comes from in the case of language, it is reasonable to assume that the input 
is primarily drawn from the lexicon which lists all the lexical entries in the 
language and presumably also the morphological afxes and their grammati-
cal properties. Even if we ignore the latter as being irrelevant for Carnatic 
music, we cannot assume that the lexicon of Carnatic music contains all the 
musical phrases which are the near equivalents of words in language. Words 
in language, although subject to change over time (across users), have a 
psychological permanence for the user that all musical phrases in a Carnatic 
music discourse may not have.

My assumption is that the lexicon of Carnatic music comprises at least 
the following constructs enumerated in (21) below.

For the phrases actually accessed from the lexicon we could assume that 
any deviation in interpretation (pitch values, sequential properties, promi-
nence, boundary tones, etc.) would constitute IDENTIO violations. But the 
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issue is far more complex than it seems at rst blush. We will see that even 
a so-called lexically listed musical phrase may have to be subject to direct 
FAITHLEX constraints (distinct from IDENTIO constraints). However, assum-
ing that not all musical phrases executed in a discourse are actually listed in 
the lexicon, it is reasonable to assume that those musical phrases which are 
not listed are put together by following the construals for tone, sequence, 
prototypes of phrases, construals pertaining to musical phrases like bound-
ary tones, permissible prominent/emphatically prominent tones, etc. – all of 
which may be subsumed under FAITHLEX. 

(21)  The Contents of the Lexicon of Carnatic Music
   a. Networked grammars of raagas    (chapters 5 and 8)
   b. Abstract prototypes for constructing 
    musical phrases         (chapter 5)
   c. Components of the grammar of a raagam
    i. selected notes of the scale and the 
     pitch interpretations of the notes  (chapter 4)
    ii. specic phrase types, if selected   (chapters 5, 8 and 9)
    iii. specic sequential constraints on 
     notes           (chapter 5)
    iv. choice of prominent/emphatic notes (chapter 5)
    v. choice of initial/nal notes in phrases (chapter 5)
    vi. often used musical phrases (clichés or
     an inividual’s favourites)     (chapters 5, 7 and 9)
    vii. special phrases signalling the raagam (chapters 5, 7 and 9)
    viii. minor phrases, if any      (chapters 6 and 8)

Recall the discussion in chapter 2 section 2.2.8 illustrating creativity in 
Carnatic music. I had illustrated the notion of creativity with phrases from 
the raagam Beega aa music demonstration [2.20] given below as (22) for 
ease of reference.

(22)  Music Demonstration: Beega aa I    [  2.20]
   pa di pa Sa
   pa Ri
   pa Sa Gu

The raagam Beega aa, a vakra (literally ‘crooked’) raagam, does not al-
low the sequence *[. di ni Sa..] The phrases given above would most cer-
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tainly be listed in most performers’ lexicons. Assuming that the phrase [pa 
di pa Sa] is taken from the lexicon, and in this case, all the notes would 
be rendered as almost steady pitches (which we term Rendered as Scale,  
RenScale for short). Therefore a pitch sequence of four steady pitch values 
with prominence on the intial pitch will receive the note interpretation [pa di 
pa Sa] (ignoring the presence of any pitch glides between notes). Now, we 
may assume that this output will be grammatical as it corresponds with the 
input taken from the lexicon. 

However, now, assume another ‘interpretation’ of the same sequence of 
notes. As Carnatic music allows any sequence of two notes separated by a 
pitch interval of a tone (or a greater interval) to be rendered as a pitch curve, 
if the notes ‘pa di’ were to be rendered as a pitch curve on pa followed 
by steady pitch renderings on pa and Sa, the musical phrase as far as the 
‘notes’ are concerned will be identical to the lexically listed phrase but its 
execution would have violated a tone construal in the lexicon of Beega aa 
which requires that these notes be executed as steady pitch values and not 
pitch curves. The constraint prohibits pitch curve interpretations in two tone 
sequences like ‘pa di’, ‘pa Sa’, ‘pa Ri’ and so on in this raagam. As this 
constraint is part of the FAITHLEX set specic to this raagam, the faithfulness 
violation is perhaps not to the lexical entry but to this specic constraint. One 
can argue that repeated renderings of the phrase [pa di pa Sa] along with its 
optimal interpretation would have ‘optimized’ the former interpretation as 
the most probable lexical entry of this phrase and hence, one can maintain 
that the actual entry from the lexicon is the one that the output should cor-
respond with.52 

But as in language where one can coin new words, in Carnatic music too 
we can coin new phrases as the nal phrase in the music demonstration of 
Beega aa given below as (23) for ease of reference illustrates.

(23)  Beega aa I
   [di pa Gu]

The phrase given above is not likely to be a sequence which would have been 
listed in any lexicon (prior to the popularity of the late twentieth century 
composition in which it is embedded) and so there can be no question of a 
corresponence between the input taken from the lexicon and the best output. 
faithfulness, in this context, has to be understood as the direct invoking of the 
FAITHLEX constraints specific to Beega aa, specially the lexical entries listed 
in (22), namely [pa di pa Sa], [pa Sa], [pa Sa Gu], etc., and the constraint 
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requiring steady pitch interpretations for tone sequences referred to in the 
discussion above. The actual phrase executed is a three tone sequence which 
is made up of a two-tone initial sequence that is sanctioned by the second and 
third notes of the rst phrase listed in (22) and the third note is not prohibited 
by any starred sequence for the raagam Beega aa I (e.g. *[di ni Sa]) and so 
not ungrammatical. And the steady pitch execution of all the three notes also 
does not violate the constraint requiring steady pitch interpretation for these 
notes in this raagam. Thus this novel sequence does not incur any serious 
violations and is therefore considered grammatical. Repeated rendering of 
this phrase, naturally, allows it to be listed in the lexicon for future access. 
This could be assumed to be the path that all lexically listed phrases take: the 
notes along with their precise pitch interpretation to be considered part of 
the lexical entry. 

But not all phrases in a discourse are taken from the lexicon and several 
of the phrases need not even become so well-established as to warrant lexi-
cal listing. Therefore, the mechanism that was elaborated for the evaluation 
of the novel phrase [di pa Gu] in Beega aa could be taken as the standard 
one involving FAITHLEX where a set of constraints specic to a raagam are 
involved in the evaluation of the input. 

There is a further problem concerning the input in Carnatic music. Most 
notes in scales of raagas admit more than one pitch interpretation. Further, 
many raagas in Carnatic music have idiosyncratically specied pitch inter-
pretations for specied notes of the scale (I classify these raagas as idiosyn-
cratic raagas belonging to the Idiosyncratic Set (I Set) (see chapter 8 for a 
detailed discussion)). In many of these cases, multiple pitch interpretations 
are not only admissible, but of equal grammatical acceptability. The selec-
tion of a particular pitch interpretation for a note, even for a single performer 
may be random and not totally predictable. If entire discourses were to be 
analysed, with the help of a large body of data, it may be possible to predict 
the selection of particular pitch interpretations by particular artists using a 
probabilistic model. But at the level of the musical line, it is completely 
impossible to select a unique pitch interpretation as the optimal one. One 
solution is to assume that musical phrases may admit multiple listings in 
the lexicon, each of which could function as an input for evaluation in a 
musical line. But then, we end up merely augmenting the process of lexi-
cal listing without offering any explanation for the occurrence of such large 
scale ‘free variation’. I will return to this problem in section 3.8 when we 
deal with the mode of evaluation best suited for the grammar of Carnatic  
music.
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3.7 Generator and the grammar of Carnatic music

Recall that in an OT model the language input is subject to GEN – the Genera-
tor which generates possible candidate representations, possibly innite, ac-
cording to universal structural principles. The assumed universal structural 
principles in the case of language pertain to universal segment types, pho-
nation types, universal syllabication and higher order structures, etc. For 
language, owing to a long history of investigation and research, one can as-
sume quite a lot about possible representations. For instance, certain segment 
types are universally ruled out, e.g. labiodental stops; all languages must 
parse segments into syllables, universally, the nucleus of the syllables must 
be the most sonorous segment in the syllable, all syllables must be gathered 
into higher order structure which may be left or right headed (whatever that 
might mean to linguists) and the structure motivated by phonological criteria 
may not be isomorphic with that necessitated by syntax etc. Keeping these 
universally established guidelines, GEN can generate an innite set of candi-
dates for each input. For instance, take the English word ‘grammar’. GEN can 
generate the following candidate representations and many more: [ ], 
[ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ], [ ] 
and many, many more. These candidate representations generated accord-
ing to some universal principles turn out to be non-optimal for English for 
well-founded reasons. But the point is that if the candidate set generated by 
GEN is large enough it will always include a unique, optimal candidate as 
well. And the idea of generating a large candidate set is to systematically 
rule out all logical possibilities other than the one actually chosen by the  
language. 

When we turn to Carnatic music, we already saw that more than one 
interpretation is possible for an input and that more than one output may be 
optimal as far as the grammar is concerned. But due to paucity of research 
in music in general and Carnatic music in particular, we do not know the 
guiding principles of structure building in music. For instance, while some 
types of music may require structure similar to that of sentences in language 
partitioning the line into a subject/predicate type of bifurcation (Lerdahl and 
Jackendoff (1983), Gilbers and Schreuder (2002) for Western music), Car-
natic music seems to require structuring only at the levels of tone, phrase 
and line, resembling the phonological hierarchy of segment, phonological 
word and intonational group (see chapter 4 and 5 for details). Further, we 
do not know the range of attested behaviour in the realms of pitch realisa-
tions of notes, note boundaries, prominence in phrases, mapping rhythmic 
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prominence to phrasal prominence, etc. in music (see discussion at the end 
of chapters 5 and 7). Therefore, as we have no idea of the universal structural 
principles of music, GEN cannot generate an innite set of candidates for mu-
sic and so we must be satised with a non-generative grammar of Carnatic 
music for the present. 

But as we saw, even within the domain of Carnatic music we can, in fact, 
generate a fair number of candidate interpretations for every input musi-
cal line. Of these plausible candidates, our grammar can even explain the 
ungrammaticality of a large majority of the candidates. But because of the 
nature of the Carnatic music lexicon, the explanation could be attributed to 
one of two types of FAITHLEX violations, namely a raagam-specic one or a 

*AMBIGUITY type detected by the networked lexicon. As for the former, the 
constraint prohibiting pitch curve interpretations of two note sequences in 
the raagam Beega aa is one such FAITHLEX constraint. Here is another ex-
ample of a raagam-specic constraint pertaining to a prohibition on certain 
notes as boundary tones of musical phrases. The example is from the raagam 
Sahaanaa, the sample music demonstration in (12) in chapter 2 [2.24] given 
here as (24) below for ease of reference.

(24)  Musical demonstration
   Sahaanaa II           [  2.24]
   Phrasing A:  [ni sa] [ri gu ma pa][ di ni Sa]
   Phrasing B:  ni *[sa ri gu ma][ pa di ni Sa]

While phrasing A is grammatical, B is ungrammatical. Let us assume that 
the lexicon lists the information as a FAITHLEXSAHAANAA constraint given in 
(25). 

(25)  FAITHLEXSAHAANAA

   FAITHLEXSAHAANAA[sa → *ma] ( informally, an ascending phrase 
initiated by the note sa cannot have ma as the terminal note)

   When an input string {ni sa ri gu ma...} is parsed as ...ni [sa ri 
gu ma]... then FAITHLEXSAHAANAA is violated and the output is 
deemed to be ungrammatical though other parses like [ni sa][ri gu 
ma], [ni sa ri] [gu ma] and [ni sa ri gu] ma and several others will 
not. 

Turning to the second type of ungrammaticality, it is seen that it can be 
attributed to the constraint family *AMBIGUITY. Consider the instance of un-
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grammaticality, once again from a musical line in the raagam Beega aa. The 
music demonstration [6.59] reproduces a musical line the author had come 
across in a live concert of a highly acclaimed artist. ((11–13) of chapter 6 and 
music demonstrations [6.59]–[6.62] reproduced below as (26); see chapter 6 
for a detailed discussion). 

(26)  Musical demonstration
   Beega aa           [  6.59]
   Var am: Beega aa: Aadi: Vii ai Kuppayyer
   The text: // pa, di pa - ma; pa / ; ma pa - di,...
       bha ga va: ri
       *// pa di Sa, Ri Sa - ni di ni di pa, /; ...
       bo: da na 
   Beega aa           [  6.60] 
   Di pa Sa
   Sa Ni; di pa
   Kaamboodi I          [  6.61] 
   Pa di Sa
   Sa Ni di pa 
   Var am II (contd.)         [  6.62]
   (?)// pa di Sa, Ri Sa - ni; di / pa

The reason for the ungrammaticality is that the musical line in the raagam 
Beega aa smudges the raagam boundary between the raagam Beega aa and 
another raagam, Kaamboodi. I assume that a major function of the Carnatic 
music lexicon is to create a network of raagas so that raagam identities are 
kept clear at all points of the discourse (see chapter 8 for a detailed discuss-
sion). In other words, creating an entire musical line ambiguous between two 
raagas is not just a matter of bad taste, it is a matter of ungrammaticality. I 
term the constraint *AMBIGUITY (*AMB for short) as this a general constraint 
type which signals the smudging of raagam boundaries dened explicitly in 
the networked lexicon of Carnatic music (see chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8). In the 
case under discussion, the opening phrase in the rendering [pa di Sa, RiSa] 
will automatically signal *AMB for the raagam Kaamboodi and the situation 
gets worse with the next phrase with the short note ni in the descent which 
is not sanctioned for Beega aa but only for Kaamboodi and the line earns 
a serious *AMB violation for the constraint *[Sa [*ni di] which is part of 
the FAITHLEX constraints specic to the raagam Beega aa making the line 
ungrammatical. 
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The family of *AMB constraints, in addition to assigning a violation mark 
for a specic constraint in the set, identify network connections which trace 
the cause of the violation in the FAITHLEX constraint set of one raagam to an-
other raagam/other raagas. In this case, the phrase Sa [ni di...] triggers a vio-
lation of the Beega aa specic constraint *[Sa [*ni di... and the *AMB family 
of constraints trace the cause of the ungrammaticality to another raagam in 
the network. There is enough anecdotal evidence in Carnatic music circles 
of listeners actually identifying the raagas which have crept in inadvertently 
during the rendering of a raagam by less experienced performers. (See chap-
ters 5, 6, 7, and 8 for discussions of *AMB constraints). 

Getting back to our discussion of the role of GEN in the grammar of Car-
natic music, though, in principle, every Carnatic musician of standing will be 
able to generate a fair number of plausible interpretations of a notated line of 
music constituting the input (if he/she can read music notation), we still do 
not have a clear idea of the limits of musical structure that should be consid-
ered for generating serious contenders for evaluation. This is the reason why 
the model of grammar that I propose for Carnatic music is not a ‘generative’ 
one as it lacks the component GEN. Therefore the model that I propose scans 
a musical line, assigns it structure and with the help of relevant FAITHLEX 
constraints evaluates it for a) grammaticality (chapters 4 and 5) and b) musi-
cal content (chapters 6 and 7). 

However, the question of only one of the interpretations, i.e. a unique 
candidate representation being considered optimal, remains. As I said earlier, 
the ability to offer multiple interpretations for a line of music is an inherent 
characteristic of Carnatic music discourse (as the discourse is not meant to 
be a reproduction of a ‘xed’ text but a spontaneous creation of musical 
ideas (see the last section of chapter 9)), I do not take on myself the task 
of parallel evaluation of multiple candidate representations at this stage of 
musical research. The model of grammar for Carnatic music is thus not quite 
an OT model as it is non-generative and it lacks the power to select a unique 
candidate as the optimal one from among a set of candidates.

3.8. EVAL and the grammar of Carnatic music

3.8.1. Introduction

I now turn to the component EVAL in an OT grammar. In a typical model 
of OT, the function EVAL comprises the ranked constraint set which is ap-
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plied to all the candidate representations generated by GEN simultaneously. 
Constraint ranking is the ultimate arbiter selecting the optimal candidate 
output. Ranked constraints evaluate all the candidates in parallel and the 
candidate which minimally violates the constraint set emerges the winner. 
It must be emphasized that the winning candidate does not have to be free 
of violation (that is why the winning candidate is not called the best candi-
date), it is ‘optimal’ given the constraint ranking. As long as its violations 
are of lower ranked constraints than those of all other candidates, even if it 
were to incur ever so many violations of lower ranked constraints, it would 
still be considered optimal. In the standard model of OT, the only func-
tion of the grammar is to assign strict ranking to all the faithfulness and 
markedness constraints. While the latter is attributed to Universal Grammar 
(UG), the former is language specic. The markedness constraints are taken 
from UG along with their ranking (except for a few cases of indeterminate 
ranking) and the grammar of the language is free to rank its faithfulness 
constraints anywhere in the hierarchy with respect to the markedness con-
straints. It is against this background of strict ranking of constraints that I 
propose my version of EVAL necessary for the grammar of Carnatic music. 
I show in sections 3.8.2–3.8.4 how EVAL in the grammar of Carnatic mu-
sic is distinct from EVAL elsewhere in OT in three ways, namely delimiting 
the constraint hierarchy, mode of constraint evaluation and constraint set  
prioritization. 

3.8.2. Departure 1 from EVAL in standard OT: Delimiting the Constraint 
 Hierarchy

In the abstract, a grammar of Carnatic music would have to put together a set 
of markedness constraints applicable to music in general and also propose 
markedness constraints specic to Carnatic music. As most of these ideas 
are contingent on extensive research in universal musicology (see the last 
section of chapters 5 and 7), I assume that there exist markedness constraints 
with respect to all the aspects of music making, listing them below (the list 
is by no means complete). 

(27)  Markedness Constraints Specic to Music

   a. Markedness constraints pertaining to the twelve tones of the 
    octave (chapter 4)
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   b. Markedness constraints specic to pitch realisations of a ‘note’ 
    (chapter 5)
   c. Markedness constraints characterising note sequences 
    (chapter 5)
   d. Markedness constraints dening prominence in phrases 
    (chapter 5)
   e. Markedness constraints dening emphatic prominence in a 
    musical line (chapters 5 and 6)
   f. Markedness constraints dening the alignment of musical 
    prominence and rhythmic prominence (chapters 5, 6 and 7)
   g. Markedness constraints dening the alignment of language 
    text with musical text (chapter 7)

All these markedness constraints are traceable to universal properties of 
music (yet to be determined). Carnatic music being a distinct type of music, 
a large part of these constraints are ranked so low in the Constraint Hierarchy 
(CH) of Carnatic music to be almost invisible, but not quite. Take the case of 
the realisation of the notes gi (E at), mi (F sharp) and ni (B at) in Carnatic 
music. To begin with, these notes are not the least marked notes in the twelve 
tone scale, presumably, universally. Generally, in Carnatic music, the ‘ideal 
targets’ for these notes are achieved by deecting the string on the preceding 
notes ri and di with the intention of achieving slightly lower targets for gi and 
ni respectively and deecting the string on mi for the slightly higher target 
for this note (see chapters 4 and 5 for detailed discussion).53 Let us assume 
that the markedness constraints *RENSCALEgi, *RENSCALEmi, *RENSCALEni 
are very high ranked in Carnatic music prohibiting their steady pitch values 
xed by keyboard instruments in normal and slower tempos (see discussion 
below, however). These constraints then force the Carnatic musician to nd 
alternate ways to render these notes. Obviously, the only type of constraints 
which can force markedness constraints to be violated are some type of faith-
fulness constraints. But as we will see in chapters 4 and 5, the constraints 
which prohibit steady pitch realisation of lower and higher targets for notes 
are even higher ranked than the *RENSCALE constraints (accounting for the 
fact these diminished and augmented targets are never realised with steady 
pitch values in Carnatic music see chapter 4 and 5 for discussion on micro-
tone/ ruti in Carnatic music). How then should these notes be attempted? 
Carnatic music answers this question by allowing the least marked, mild 
pitch wave realisation. The exact realisation of diminished and augment-
ed targets of ‘notes’ is discussed in detail in chapters 4 and 5 along with  
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algorithms for their realisation. Thus we see that the realisation of the notes 
gi, mi and ni in normal and slow tempos is controlled by the following CH:

(28)  Constraint Hierarchy for the Realisation of the Notes gi, mi and ni
   *RENSCALEreducedgi/ni/augmentedmi
    >>
   FAITHLEXMILDPITCHWAVEgi/mi/ni
    >>
   *RENSCALEgi/mi/ni.tempo.n (where ‘n’ is 1 or slower tempo)

Turning to other pitch realisations of notes in Carnatic music, I assume 
that the markedness constraint that prohibits pitch curve and pitch wave in-
terpretations of a note of music formalised by the constraint *PITCHCURVE/
WAVEN which may be undominated (hence inviolable) in many systems of 
music is so low ranked as to be almost invisible in the CH of many raagas 
in Carnatic music. However, even this low ranked constraint can help select 
a winning candidate if there are other higher ranked context sensitive con-
straints preventing pitch curve/wave interpretations on a note.

Let us take the concrete example of the note gi (E at) in the raagam 
Too i. In the case of the note gi (E at) the markedness constraint in question 
is the requirement that a note be rendered as a steady pitch at the pitch value 
of the note, *RENSCALEgi. The fact that Too i allows both a deep pitch curve 
and a pitch wave interpretation on the note gi (E at) implies the following 
ranking:

(29)  Partial Ranking for the note gi in the raagam Too i
   FAITHLEXPITCHCURVEgi, FAITHLEXPITCHWAVEgi
    >>
   *PITCHCURVEgi
    >>
   *PITCHWAVEgi
    >>
   *RENSCALEgi

However, notice that the requirement that a note be rendered as a scalar 
note with steady pitch is the least marked among the realisations of the note. 
We will see, by and by, that it can, in principle, never be totally banned in the 
lexicon of any raagam. It can only be banned in specied contexts. Continu-
ing with the case of the raagam Too i, RENSCALEgi (steady pitch E at) is 
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prohibited in a sequence like [sa ra gi ma] rendered in the normal tempo. Let 
us formalise this context sensitive markedness constraint as *RENSCALEgi 
[ra_ma]. In the normal tempo, let us call it tempo 1, the ranking FAITHLEX-
PITCHCURVEgi, FAITHLEXPITCHWAVEgi >> *RENSCALEgi[ra_ma] accounts for 
the absence of RENSCALEgi in this context. 

(30)  Revised Constraint Ranking for the Pitch Values of the Note gi in 
Too i 

   FAITHLEXPITCHCURVEgi, FAITHLEXPITCHWAVEgi
    >>
   *RENSCALEgi[ra_ma]
    >>
   *PITCHCURVEgi
    >>
   *PITCHWAVEgi
    >>
   *RENSCALEgi

The phrase [sa ra gi ma] ought to be grammatical with both pitch curve 
and pitch wave interpretations for gi given the fact that the raagam selects 
both pitch interpretations. Under one interpretation of FAITHLEX, assume 
there are two phrases listed in the lexicon one with the pitch curve gi and an-
other with pitch wave gi. Whichever interpretation is the chosen input from 
the lexicon, both will be sanctioned by the CH because of the high ranking 
FAITHLEX constraints. 

However, if we assume that there is only one listing for the phrase in the 
lexicon which leaves the pitch interpretation open to the performer (which 
seems reasonable to me), then the CH with only FAITHLEX constraints will 
not work, given the assumptions regarding EVAL in standard OT. In the ab-
sence of any lexical specication for gi, FAITHLEXgi will be inoperative and 
the higher markedness ranking of *PITCHCURVE will rule out pitch curve 
interpretation for gi in every input. The context-sensitive markedness con-
straint rescues the phrase from ungrammaticality allowing a pitch wave in-
terpretation. Therefore, in principle, more marked pitch interpretations will 
never surface unless explicitly listed in the lexicon as part of the specic 
lexical entry.

I am committed to the view that 
a) musical phrases are listed in the lexicon iff they are frozen expressions or 
clichés and these come with total specication for pitch etc.,
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b) ‘normal’ musical phrases are constructed online using the prototypes and 
the FAITHLEX constraints,
c) for the evaluation to successfully characterise grammatical outputs, con-
straints below the context sensitive constraints are disregarded for evalua-
tion,
d) free variability in the interpretation of musical phrases is solely governed 
by lexical FAITHLEX constraints specic to tones/sequences etc. Such free 
variation may be controlled by considerations of style.

These are the assumptions which underlie the exposition in the book. Par-
ticularly, c) above is a major deviation from standard assumptions regarding 
EVAL in OT. The assumption that works for Carnatic music is then the fol-
lowing: 

(31)  Departure 1 from EVAL in Standard OT 
   Evaluation of a musical line in the grammar of Carnatic music is 

undertaken by the Constraint Hierarchy which lists the relevant 
FAITHLEX constraints interspersed with markedness constraints 
upto the enumerated context sensitive markedness constraint(s). 
The lower ranked context free markedness constraints play no 
role in the evaluation of a line of music.

This kind of delimitation, while it works for the case just discussed above 
turns out to be problematic when it comes to the case I am about to examine 
and hence we will have to modify the delimitation condition suitably. 

Just as in standard OT, in Carnatic music also we nd that lower ranked 
constraints can emerge under constraint domination. Getting back to the case 
of the note gi in the raagam Too i, consider now musical phrases in higher 
tempos. It must be noted that pitch manipulation on a note is easier when the 
tempo is slower (or the note is of longer duration) and hence the following 
two constraints are appropriate for capturing this generalisation.

(32)  Markedness of Pitch Manipulations in Higher Tempos
   *PITCHCURVEgi.tempo.2,
   *PITCHWAVEgi.tempo.2.3

Informally, while pitch curves are difcult in tempo 2, even pitch waves are 
difcult at tempo 3. Integrating these constraints into the CH we have the 
following ranking.
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(33)  Constraint Ranking
   *PITCHCURVEgi.tempo.2, *PITCHWAVEgi,tempo.2.3
    >>
   FAITHLEXPITCHCURVEgi, FAITHLEXPITCHWAVEgi
    >>
   *RENSCALEgi[ra_ma]
    >>
   *PITCHCURVEgi
    >>
   *PITCHWAVEgi
    >>
   RENSCALEgi

At tempo 2, since *PITCHCURVEgi.tempo.2 rules out pitch curves, an input 
which prespecies a pitch curve on gi at tempo 2 will be non-optimal be-
cause of the high ranking constraint. However, under our assumption that the 
input could be assembled from lexical specications, the optimal output will 
have a pitch wave manipulation on gi. At the even higher tempo, say tempo 3, 
since even pitch waves are over-ruled, we see the RenScale rendering emerg-
ing as the optimal output. Finally, in styles where *RENSCALEgi is ranked 
high, what emerges is the mild pitch wave rendering, given the integrated 
ranking in (34) below.

(34)  Integrated Constraint Hierarchy for the Note gi 
   *RENSCALEreducedgi
    >>
   FAITHLEXMILDPITCHWAVEgi
    >>
   *PITCHCURVEgi.tempo2, *PITCHWAVEgi.tempo.3
    >>
   FAITHLEXPITCHCURVEgi, FAITHLEXPITCHWAVEgi
    >>
   *RENSCALEgi[ra_ma]
    >>
   *PITCHCURVEgi
    >>
   *PITCHWAVEgi
    >>
   RENSCALEgi
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The presence of FAITHLEXMILDPITCHWAVEgi in more orthodox styles pre-
vents the emergence of RENSCALEgi even in fast tempos. However, this does 
not imply that even these orthodox styles will ban RENSCALEgi altogether in 
the entire discourse. This least marked of pitch realisation does emerge in 
the absence of context sensitive FAITHLEX constraints in the lexicon of the 
raagam in question. 

We are now in a position to modify the delimitation condition:

(35)  Departure 1 from EVAL in Standard OT (Final Version) 
   Evaluation of a musical line in the grammar of Carnatic music is 

undertaken by the Constraint Hierarchy which lists the relevant 
FAITHLEX constraints interspersed with markedness constraints up 
to the enumerated context sensitive markedness constraint(s). The 
lower ranked context free markedness constraints play no role in 
the evaluation of a line of music, unless the specic context free 
markedness constraint set is partially ranked higher in the con-
straint hierarchy.

3.8.3. Departure 2 from EVAL in standard OT: Violation and value 
 recognition

Taking up next the question of how to evaluate the musical input for musi-
cal content in chapters 6 and 7, I show that all the construals proposed in 
chapters 4 and 5 pertaining to tone, sequence, phrase, rhythm and line per-
form twin functions in the grammar of Carnatic music, namely determining 
grammaticality (chapters 4 and 5) and determining musical meaning/value 
(chapters 6 and 7). I have shown above how one can dene grammaticality 
following the standard practice of requiring EVAL to display violation marks 
against constraints which are not obeyed in the CH (albeit a delimited one). 
Thus the line of music in (24) phrasing B (musical demo [2.24]) and the line 
of Beega aa in (26) (musical demo [6.59]) are clearly assigned violation 
marks and are to be discarded as ungrammatical.

However, issues pertaining to musical content receive evaluation in dif-
ferent ways by the knowlegeable Carnatic music fraternity. And this must get 
reected in the evaluation done by the grammar. There are two distinct func-
tions that constraints perform while evaluating a line of music for musical 
content, namely style function and stylistic function. The former character-
izes the style of a line of music. Let me give a few examples. In chapter 6, I 
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show with specic examples how certain notes in certain raagas are invested 
with special emotive meanings. Evaluating the musical content of a musical 
line in such cases is not just a matter of registering the presence or absence 
of this feature. The grammar must evaluate the exact execution of the note 
to classify the style as restrained/classical, light, emotional etc. purely based 
on parameters like duration and the pitch execution of the note. This evalua-
tion allows one to dene the style of the musical discourse, maybe assign the 
symbol S

n
 ‘n’ standing for a specic style. Take another example, now from 

rhythm construal. There are distinct strategies for evaluating the occurrence 
of rhythmic pattern/formula in Carnatic music. Partitioning the Carnatic mu-
sic discourse into a non-rhythm oriented part and a rhythm oriented part, 
the grammar has to evolve two different strategies for evaluating rhythmic 
pattern. In the former, the occurrence of a rhythmic pattern more than three 
times signals a amboyant/ashy style. However, in the latter, it signals a 
deciency bordering on ungrammaticality for which a specic value may 
have to be assigned. Take yet another example, of musical phrases in a musi-
cal line. If the musical line, specially as part of a spontaneous discourse (not 
based on any received text), contains clichés or quotations from well known 
texts, then the grammar has to evaluate it as an over used lexical entry or as 
an *AMBLINE violation, a quotation taken from a text. Thus, altogether the 
style set assigns a descriptive value to a line of music and does not perform 
an evaluative function discarding any musical line. 

Finally, turning to the stylistic set, the constraints in this set perform a 
range of functions beginning with checking for lexical listing to pattern rec-
ognition to checking for specic stylistic devices. Taking up each one of these 
functions, let us begin with checking for lexical listing. To repeat what I stat-
ed earlier, I assume that “musical phrases are listed in the lexicon iff they are 
frozen expressions or clichés and these come with total specication for pitch 
etc.”. While the former could be special phrases signalling a school of music 
or an individual, the latter is a stock of phrases that are widely used (repeat-
edly in musical discourses). When such phrases are encountered in a musical 
line, the constraints performing a stylistic function assign phrases which are 
listed in the lexicon an *AMBPHRASE violation. However, when novel phrases 
such as the phrase in Beega aa in (23) above (musical demo [2.22]) are en-
countered which do not match any phrase in the lexicon then the constraints 
specic to phrase construal assign a ‘ ’ sign signalling a novel phrase. 
Similarly, construals which examine a musical line for patterns assign a ‘ ’ 
sign signalling a novel/interesting pattern (say, of specic number of note 
sequences satisfying one of several functions like symmetry, balance etc.).  
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Finally, construals which examine a musical line for specic stylistic devices 
like spatial imagery or specic devices like ‘swara bheedam’ (modal shift) 
assign a ‘ ’ sign to signal the occurrence of a special stylistic convention. 

The issue that we are now faced with is that of the overall evaluation 
statement that the complex CH comprising the grammaticality set, the style 
set and the stylistic set makes of a line of music. While the grammaticality 
set indicates violations if any, the style set classies the style and the stylistic 
set recognises merit. The evaluation done by the three distinct sets of con-
straints can be summarized as in (36) below.

(36) Different Evaluation Procedures for Constraint Sets

 Constraint Sets in the Grammar of Carnatic Music

 a) Grammaticality b) Style c) Stylistic
 * S

n
 

We need to determine how the evaluation done by the three distinct sets 
is put together as an overall statement of evaluation of a line of Carnatic 
music. First of all, let us take up the set pertaining to Style. Clearly the func-
tion this set performs is to characterise the style of the musical input and it is 
therefore non-evaluative. As it merely provides additional information about 
the line of music, we can assume that this set is the lowest ranked among the 
constraint sets. 

Under normal circumstances, one would assume that considerations of 
grammaticality should receive higher priority than stylistic considerations as 
the former is a basic requirement which must be satised before one can even 
start looking for stylistic values in a line of music. Thus the ‘normal’ ranking 
would be set determining grammaticality >> set determining stylistic worth. 
The latter then merely adds stylistic value to a line lacking any grammatical 
violation marks. However, under certain circumstances, this ranking can be 
partially or totally reversed as we will see in the following subsection. 

3.8.4. Departure 3 from EVAL in standard OT: Set prioritization

I show in chapter 7 while establishing the ranking of the constraints in the 
grammar of Carnatic music how under two special conditions, constraints 
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pertaining to issues of grammaticality can be assigned lower priority over 
certain stylistic constraints and actually get turned off because of their lower 
ranking. The rst type pertains to the style of certain estabished artists where 
violations of constraints pertaining to grammaticality can be over-looked be-
cause of ‘merit’ assigned to the artist. A crude example that I give now is that 
of an artist of the early-middle twentieth century. This artist had a problem 
aligning his voice with the fundamental pitch (like many others). His funda-
mental pitch would drop a full semi tone in the middle of a discourse lasting 
one or more musical lines. Now if this happenes in a raagam like Too i for 
instance, the upper eighth would sound like a ‘nu’ or B which is not the se-
lected note of this raagam at all. Thus the output would violate all the gram-
maticality constraints pertaining to tone construal, sequence construal, etc. 
It cannot be argued that the listener lowers the fundamental by a semitone 
as the accompanying violin would be at the original fundamental pitch. The 
listeners clearly overlook the grammaticality violations patiently looking for 
and nding many stylistic gems to appreciate. This is by no means an iso-
lated example in the Carnatic music fraternity. In chapter 7, I give another 
example of an artist deliberately assigning lower priority to constraints per-
taining to tone and sequence construals as a style statement, sometimes with 
telling effect.

The second instance of re-prioritization occurs in the stylistic device 
known as ruti bheedam (modal shift) where in the middle of a musical dis-
course (usually raagam aalaapanai), the fundamental note shifts from sa (C) 
of the selected scale to another note in the scale. Here again the constraint 
set specic to a raagam are re-prioritized in the middle of the discourse to get 
lower ranked (below the delimitated mark) than the constraints of a newly 
constructed scale from the old one. I shall elaborate on this point also in 
chapter 7. I mention this fact only to point out that the last of the departures 
in the grammar of Carnatic music from EVAL in standard OT is this possibil-
ity of re-ranking right in the middle of a discourse.

3.9. Conclusion

In this chapter, I outlined the architecture of OT grammar and showed how 
the grammar of Carnatic music, though inspired by OT, is signicantly dif-
ferent from the grammar of language with respect to all the components 
of an OT grammar namely GEN, the Lexicon and EVAL. GEN is untapped in 
this model because of the absence of established universal musical structural 
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principles. The notion of the lexicon is also different with the ‘input’ being a 
listed entry or a sequence put together online with the help of the FAITHLEX 
constraints listed in the lexicon. Finally EVAL is different in three ways, name-
ly, it designates an active part of the constraint set which evaluates the input 
for grammaticality, there are three different ways of evaluation, and stylistic 
devices allow re-prioritization of the grammaticality set in the middle of the 
discourse. In the following two chapters I outline an approach that allows us 
to construct a notated musical line from a stream of pitch variations assign-
ing them note values and attributing structure to the stream at three levels, 
namely note, phrase, and line, and determine its grammaticality.



Chapter 4
Conversion of pitch values to notes

4.1. Introduction 

At the end of chapter 2 I had claimed that the architecture of the grammar 
of Carnatic music was like that of language in requiring, what is called, the 
PF component and I had argued at the end of the previous chapter that the 
evaluation process of a line of Carnatic music could begin if and only if the 
raw pitch values are interpreted as notes of music and assigned appropriate 
structure. Chapters 4 and 5 take up the task of establishing the need for the 
mechanism of interpreting pitch values as ‘notes’ of music and assigning 
the note sequence musical structure at least at three levels, namely the level 
of the mora, musical phrase and musical line. In particular, I argue that the 
grammar of music and particularly, Carnatic music, requires a mechanism 
for relating tones and tonal ranges as abstract ‘notes’.54, 55 In this chapter, I 
show how the interpretive mechanism is necessary for any musical system 
and particularly Carnatic music which has re-interpreted the twelve tone sys-
tem as a sixteen tone system creating potential ambiguity in the tone-note 
interpretation which has to be sorted out in the musical discourse. Finally, I 
take up the further issue of Carnatic music systematically exploiting inter-
tonal pitch frequencies which in Carnatic music theory has been claimed 
to necessitate a further re-interpretation of the twelve tones as twenty two 
‘ rutis’. I also attempt at resolving the conicting claims between the twelve 
note theory and the twenty two ‘ ruti’ to an octave theory, in principle, in 
this chapter. In the following chapter, I undertake a description of the pitch 
proles that are typically used in Carnatic music, the system of abstract time 
and musical structure which are necessary for determining the grammatical-
ity and stylistic values of a line of Carnatic music. 

To begin with language, the PF (for phonetic form) component or its 
equivalent mechanism is required for language for a) interpreting the speech 
continuum as abstract elements of language and b) converting the abstract el-
ements of language into speech sounds. For language, it is correctly assumed 
that the component deriving the sentence patterns mediates between ‘sound’ 
on the one hand and ‘meaning’ on the other. The need for a PF component 
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for language is not quite self-evident, though. First of all, speech, either pro-
duced or perceived, is a continuum and the segmentation of the speech signal 
into segments, words and phrases is a process of abstraction which is a nec-
essary step away from the physical reality and towards the abstraction that 
is grammar. When we speak or listen to speech, for instance, we will notice 
that what we recognize as ‘words’ do not invariably occur with recognizable 
‘pauses’. (Pause – the equivalent of ‘space’ between words in writing is not 
always present in speech.) 

Starting with sounds, a little introspection will sufce to make us realize 
that the number of sounds that we produce/hear is actually quite a lot more 
than the number that we store as relevant ‘sound tokens’ of our language. 
Consider the example of an English consonant and its pronunciations. What 
we would normally represent orthographically as ‘t’ is pronounced quite dif-
ferently in different contexts, in different dialects. To make the presentation 
more dramatic, I take up the examples from General American English.

(1)   a. tea   [th]

   b. stop  [t]
   c. pot   [t ]
   d. writer  [D]

The ‘t’ in the rst word is pronounced with a strong puff of air, technically 
called aspiration. The ‘t’ in (1b) lacks this additional, articulatory gesture. 
The nal ‘t’ in (1c) is normally not released in casual speech. Finally, the ‘t’ 
in (1d) is voiced and ‘apped’, i.e. the tip of the tongue is quickly apped 
against the bump behind the upper teeth, known as the alveolar ridge (similar 
to the consonant which occurs between vowels in the Hindi pronunciation 
of the word ‘saree’). And strangely enough, both ‘t’ and ‘d’ are pronounced 
alike in words like ‘writer’ and ‘rider’ in American English. Though we pro-
nounce and perceive different sounds, we store the sound as one, idealized, 
abstract sound ‘t’, in the case of the words in (1) above, called a phoneme. 
And the variants in (1) are called allophones. In other words, we interpret 
what we hear/produce in the context of other speech sounds and extract the 
abstract information which may not even be really present in that part of the 
speech event. In the case of words like ‘writer’ and ‘rider’, the consonant 
between the two vowels is pronounced exactly alike, with voice and yet it is 
encoded as a voiceless ‘t’ in the former and a voiced ‘d’ in the latter. The in-
terpretation is dependent on the speech signal preceding this sound. In most 
dialects of American and Canadian English, the preceding vowel is distinctly 
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longer when the following sound is basically voiced than when it is, to start 
with, voiceless.56 In other words, in American and Canadian English while 
‘writer’ is pronounced [raiD r], ‘rider’ is pronounced [ra iD r]. It is this dif-
ference in perceived vowel length that signals one ap as ‘t’ and the other 
as ‘d’. In the case of (1a–c), ‘t’, we see that different sounds are interpreted 
as the same token. But we also saw that, sometimes, the same speech signal 
may be interpreted as different tokens as in the case of the apped consonant. 
This situation is by no means unique to English. For most speakers of Tamil, 
the symbols in boldface, standing for different sounds are interpreted as the 
same token (phoneme) in one case (2a) but as different ‘phonemes’ in the 
case of (2b).

(2)   a. marõ   ‘tree’
   b. shoor   ‘rice’   moor   ‘buttermilk’

In the rst word, the rst vowel is a low vowel, i.e. the body of the tongue 
is kept low and the oral cavity is open and the second vowel (ignoring the 
fact that it is nasalized) is rounded and the body of the tongue is distinctly 
higher than it is for the rst vowel. The two sounds are ‘perceptibly’ differ-
ent and yet speakers would have no hesitation in saying that they represent 
the same token, i.e. the phoneme /a/. In the second case, for most speakers 
(of colloquial Tamil), the ‘r’s are pronounced alike in casual speech and yet 
most speakers would have no hesitation in claiming that the sounds represent 
different tokens, i.e. phonemes.57

We can represent this situation graphically as in (3) below:

(3)   Speech sound – language token interpretation

       speech sound language token interpretation

   allophone   a

                 x

   allophone   b

                 d

   same sound   c

                 e
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Without the PF component, or its equivalent, interpretation of speech sounds 
or converting the abstract tokens of the language into speech sounds would 
be impossible. The need for the PF component can be demonstrated in areas 
other than segments (consonants and vowels) too. Take the case of (4b) as a 
response to the question in (4a) below.

(4)   a.  Did you come by the 8 ‘o’ clock train? 
   b.  *No, I came by the 9 ‘o’ clock train.

The word in boldface represents the most important word in the utterance, 
normally signaled in speech by a different pitch pattern. The response in (4b) 
is inappropriate for the question in (4a). The ungrammaticality of (4b) can 
be determined only when we know how to interpret the pitch information 
present in the speech signal.

4.2. Interpretation of tone: Take 1

The question before us now is whether the grammar of music, Carnatic mu-
sic in particular, requires a mechanism equivalent to the PF component in the 
grammar of language. Contrary to Lerdahl and Jackendoff (1983) (see Foot-
note 53 of Mukherjee (2000: 120)), music and Carnatic music in particular, 
denitely requires a module analogous to the PF component for language. 
Speaking up for music, Mukherjee correctly says 

“Conception of pitch-boundaries and their relations with each other subtly 
changes across periods and traditions and there is nothing like ‘xed’ pitches 
(McLain 1976). Traditions differ extensively regarding which set of pitches 
to choose, and the rules of putting them together. Musical systems in that 
sense are ‘parametric’ more or less in the sense in which languages are...” 
(2000: 111)

It could not have been put more succinctly. As Sambamurthy says, “(i)n the 
scale of equal temperament, the octave is divided into 12 equal parts of cy-
clic cents and each semi-tone comprises 100 cents.”(1999V: 42). And in the 
West, prior to the adoption of the even tempered scale, tones were dened 
differently.

I present two arguments in this preliminary section arguing for the need 
for a PF-like mechanism. Firstly, in the Indian context, since there is no ‘ab-
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solute’ value attached to any tone, the task of discovering the fundamental 
pitch – the rst tone of the octave – requires an interpretive mechanism58. 
Secondly, the ingenuity of the Carnatic music system has re-interpreted 
the 12 tone system as a 16 tone system with D, E at, A and B at per-
forming overlapping functions (owing to the ingenuity of the musicologist 
Veenka amakhi) given below in Figure 1. In the re-interpreted scheme, the 
tonal equivalents of ‘D’, ‘E at’, ‘A’ and ‘B at’ perform dual roles as ‘re-
duced E’, ‘augmented D’, ‘reduced B’ and ‘augmented A’ respectively. Since 
a scale is allowed to choose only one tone to represent ‘D’, ‘E’ , ‘A’ and ‘B’ 
and since Carnatic music allows a scale to choose combinations of tones 
such as 2 and 3, 3 and 4, 9 and 10 and 10 and 11 of the Western numbering 
system, such a re-interpretation is necessitated. 

   ru   du
  ra gi mi da ni
  Df Ef Fs Af Bf

  C D E F G A B C
  sa ri gu ma pa di nu sa
   ga    na

Figure 1. The Carnatic 16 tone system

This is the phenomenon I have termed as dual representation of tones as 
notes since ‘D’ can be interpreted as either ‘ri’ or ‘ga’ , ‘E at’can be inter-
preted as either ‘ru’ or ‘gi’, ‘A’ can be interpreted as either ‘na’ or ‘di’ and ‘B 
at’ can be interpreted as either ‘du’ or ‘ni’. Only the context can disambigu-
ate the tones as notes of Carnatic music.

These overlapping functions are interpretable only in context. Thus if ‘ri’ 
is selected after ‘ra’, it performs the function of a Gaandhaaram, now newly 
termed ‘ga’. Similarly, after ‘sa’, if ‘gi’ is selected before a ‘gu’, then the 
former is re-interpreted as ‘ru’; after ‘pa’ and ‘da’, if ‘di’ is selected it is 
re-interpreted as ‘na’ and if after ‘pa’ and ‘ni’, ‘nu’ is selected, ‘ni’ is re-
interpreted as ‘du’. Thus there are in addition to a unique ‘sa’ and ‘pa’ and 
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two Madhyamams, three Ri abhams, three Gaandhaarams, three Daivatams 
and three Ni aadams with the octave containing sixteen ‘notes’ and not 
twelve as in the Western system. Thus, for Veenka amakhi, if every full scale 
has to have seven notes with the ‘sa’ and ‘pa’ xed and the choice is between 
‘ma’ and ‘mi’, by permutation and combination, we arrive at 72 full scales, 
called Mee akartaa. (i.e. in the rst half and second half of the octave twice 
two sets of three notes; 6 × 6 = 36 × 2 (ma or mi) = 72). 

To quote Ayyangar’s (1972) quotation from Veenka amakhi:

“The 72 Mee akartaas I have suggested are doubtless the product of my cre-
ative urge. That is not their sole criterion. If it were so it is a waste of ingenu-
ity. Nor do I claim that the scheme as a whole is practicable here and now. 
True, it covers only a few raagas in circulation at present. I have designed it 
as a honeycomb cabinet to provide a niche for all raagas past, present and 
future.” (p. 159–160)

The comparison that readily comes to mind is with the periodic table 
constructed on the basis of the atomic weight of elements developed by 
Mendeleev which could predict elements not yet discovered. Similarly, 
Veenka amakhi’s Mee akartaa schema could predict raagas like Kalyaa i 
and Karaharapriyaa though he himself was very skeptical of the former (his 
schema was greater than him). In the centuries following Veenka amakhi, his 
schema found general acceptability (in spite of a lot of skeptics) with many 
composers and performers taking up the rarer scales for creating composi-
tions and for elaboration. 

Further possibilities of ‘full’ scales are explored in Sambamurthy (1999) 
with scales selecting one or more different notes in the ascending and de-
scending scale. Therefore, the actual list of possible ‘full’ scales is a very 
large number (of course not fully exploited till now).

Now, with the schema in place, if we allow scales that are not full (with 
a minimum of ve (four?) per ascending or descending scale and scales that 
may be called ‘non-linear’ (known as vakra raagaa, literally ‘crooked’) scales 
which prohibit certain tone sequences59, then we have the best example of 
creativity in Carnatic music as we can create new scales and, in principle, the 
set of possible scales is innite. Therefore, in principle, new raagas can be 
invented/created by the Carnatic music fraternity (it is another matter for the 
new raagas to nd acceptance among the fraternity). 

Keeping all these possibilities in mind, if we consider the function of 
interpreting tones in a musical phrase/line, the inescapable conclusion is that 
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interpretation is not always a simple ‘local’ phenomenon but may involve 
non-adjacent tones in long sequences of tones. 

(5)   Musical demonstration       [  4.33] & [  4.34] 

   Local interpretation
   Sa ra ‘gi’ ma   interpreted as ‘gaandhaaram’ as E at
   Sa ‘gi’ gu ma  interpreted as ‘ri abham’ – augmented D 

   Non-local interpretation
   Sa gu ma .. ..

   And much later
   ma gi sa     where ‘gi’ interpreted as ‘ri abham’, as an 

augmented D if and only if ‘ra’ and ‘ri’ are 
never attested anywhere in the entire musical 
discourse.

Therefore, the role of the PF-like component is unquestionably necessary in 
the context of the grammar of Carnatic music.

4.3. Interpretation of tone: Take 2

We now take a closer look at the issue of tone boundary and the system-
atic exploitation of ‘inter-tone’ boundaries in Carnatic music. It is generally 
claimed that the notes were supposedly derived mathematically as cycles of 
fths and cycles of fourths from a fundamental note (see Sambamurthy 1999, 
V for a fuller discussion). 

In other words, tuning for the fth note proceeded from a fundamental, 
then taking the fth as the fundamental the subsequent fth was arrived at 
and so on. The derived notes were then transposed to the lower octave (if 
necessary) and the other notes in the octave were determined. Similarly, from 
a fundamental the fourth was derived, keeping the fourth as the fundamental 
the next fourth was arrived at and if the notes went beyond the octave they 
were transposed to the lower octave. By these two operations, the twelve 
notes in an octave were mathematically arrived at (supposedly). 
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Table 1. Hypothesized pitch values in cents of the Indian scale and the even 
tempered scale60

Tone label Western  Indian

1. Df ra – suddha ri abham  100  112

2. D ri – catur ruti ri abham  200  204

3. Ef gi – saadhaara a gaandhaaram  300  316

4. E gu – antara gaandhaaram  400  386

5. F ma – suddha madhyamam  500  498

6. Fs mi – prati madhyamam  600  588 (590)

7. G pa – pancamam  700  700 (702)

8. Af da – suddha dhaivatam  800  814

9. A di – catur ruti dhaivatam  900  906

10. Bf ni – kaisiki ni aadam  1000  1018

11. B nu – kaakali ni aadam  1100  1088

The values for the 12 Indian ‘notes’ and their related note in the even tem-
pered scale are given above, along with the labels for the notes in both the 
systems.61 But notice, that because of the different modes of derivation in 
the Indian and the Western scales, we see that the cent values of the Indian 
scale and Western scale do not match. However, notice that the ‘notes’ of 
the major scale, i.e. ‘ri’, ‘ma’ and ‘di’ differ minimally from the notes of the 
Western major scale in their cent values but ‘gu’ and ‘ni’ deviate quite a bit 
from the even tempered Western scale. 

Now consider the real pitch values of the twelve tones in my veena tuned 
to ‘E’ on the pitch pipe, given in Figure 2. These frequencies translated to 
cent values presented below for comparison with the Western system and 
Indian theory are given below. The differences in cent values are quite be-
wilderingly different from any of the other values. Consider the differences 
in Table 2 on the following page.

The major point worth noting is that the Western even tempered cent 
values, the supposedly mathematically derived cent values in Indian mu-
sic theory and the real values from my veena do not match (with the real 
frequencies in my veena converted to cent values). Not only do the values 
on my veena not match either value, they are far off the mark for even the 
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major landmark like ‘pa’. Thus we see that we have practical proof of Indian 
music theory being just that – ‘theory’. It must be mentioned that the entire 
demonstration was done with this tuning on my veena which is attested in 
the demonstration MP3 collection. I have listened to my recording and so 
has the recordist and we found the note values ‘tolerable’. Since these are 
the stable values of the twelve notes on my veena, we do not even have the 
excuse of saying that they are idiosyncratic points on the Indian scale. 

Figure 2. Frequency values on my veena set at E

I have no option but to say that the musical reality of the Carnatic scale 
has nothing to do with the Indian ‘mathematical’ values. The analogy is once 
again language. In language, when languages make use of pitch variation 
either for intonational or lexical purposes, they typically do not aim at ‘ab-
solute’ values. Firstly, the pitch range of the speaker is age-sex dependent: 
younger people and women have higher pitch ranges and secondly, for the 
same speaker, depending on the emotion/expressive nature of the output the 
pitch range can vary rather widely. Thus what constitutes a ‘high’ pitch for 
one speaker may constitute a ‘mid’ pitch for another and what constitutes 
a ‘high’ pitch in one style for one speaker may constitute a ‘low’ pitch for 
the same speaker in another style. Thus in language, pitch labels like ‘high’, 
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‘mid’ and ‘low’ make no sense in isolation or in absolute terms as they vary 
with the speaker and with the register. To labour the same point, the same 
speaker when excited or when speaking to a child is likely to use an extended 
pitch range where the ‘high’, ‘mid’ and ‘low’ would be exaggeratedly far 
apart.

Table 2. The values of notes in cents in the Western, even-tempered scale, the 

Indian theoretical system and my veena62

Note  Western  Indian Theory  my veena

D at; ra  100  112  +12  98  –2

D; ri  200  204  +4  163  –37

E at; gi  300  316  +16  241  –59

E; gu  400  386  –14  327  –73

F; ma  500  498  –2  419  –81

F sharp; mi  600  588  –12  511  –89

G; pa  700  700  ±0  618  –82

A at; da  800  814  +14  710  –90

A; di  900  906  +6  824  –76

B at; ni  1000  1018  +18  944  –56

B; nu  1100  1088  –12  1065  –35

C upper; Sa  1200  1200  1200

Unlike language, the only mathematical reality given to a Carnatic musi-
cian is the value of the octave (approximately). Everything else is culture-
bound. The conclusion that I wish to draw is not that a cent value difference 
of, say, 37 between my veena and the Western absolute scale or a cent value 
of 41 between my veena and that of the Indian mathematical tradition is re-
ally imperceptible to the Indian ear. I would like to maintain that ‘absolute’ 
values are really irrelevant to the Carnatic music system. What the Carnatic 
music system deals with is pitch relations – as long as, perceptible boundar-
ies are dened with respect to the twelve ‘static’ tones. And we will see in 
the next chapter that the Carnatic music fraternity can perceive differences 
as low as 20 cent values and make ne distinctions between different types 
of pitch movements. But more of this later.63
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While the cycle of the fths gives us a fairly close approximation to cent 
values in the Western major scale, i.e. the notes ‘sa’ C, ‘ri’ D, ‘gu’ E, ‘ma’ 
F, ‘pa’ G, ‘di’ A and ‘nu’ B in the Indian theoretical scale, it is quite likely 
that the hypothesized cycle of the fourths which is supposed to give us the 
‘minor’ tones, i.e. ‘ra’ D at, ‘gi’ E at, ‘mi’ F sharp, ‘da’ A at and ‘ni’ B at 
are just that – a theoretical hypothesis worked out mathematically. But the 
cent value of my veena and the twelve tones is a real eye-opener. The entire 
exercise is only a theoretical justication of sorts, the actual reality cannot be 
determined mathematically or by any cycle of the fths or the fourths. Like 
the setting of the pitch values of tones in language, the distinct twelve tones 
are perceptual landmarks in the octave which guide further minute pitch 
variations in a number of grammatically determined ways. 

As is obvious by now, no instrument maker in India ever tunes all the 
twelve notes using the cycles of the fths and fourths as theorized. The large 
part of the setting is done just by ear (and sometimes re-adjusted when there 
is disagreement between the tuner and the musician). Therefore, it is clear 
that the theory of the cycle of the fths and the fourths is just that – theory. 
But an elegant one nevertheless. Notice that some of the differences in tones 
between the Western and the Carnatic systems are fairly large and, I think, 
perceptible to the musically trained ear. This difference is easily demonstrat-
ed comparing the scales rendered on a veena and any keyboard instrument. 
Therefore, since this is a major instance of re-interpreting pitch values which 
is culture bound, we denitely need the tone interpreting mechanism.

4.4. Interpretation of tone: Take 3

But Indian theorizing did not stop with this. They took the ‘experiment’ to 
its logical end and seemingly ended up nding more frequencies than they 
bargained for. The frequencies between the rst and the eighth note of an oc-
tave is a fairly large number – precisely double the frequency of the rst note 
and the Indian system is supposed to have mathematically derived 22 rutis 
or microtones or quarter tones (ignoring two more derivative tones which do 
not match the rst–fth note requirement) in an octave computing with cy-
cles of fths and fourths from a xed fundamental. If one proceeds with the 
‘experiment’ of the cycles of the fths and the fourths then, one ends up with 
twenty two microtones or quarter tones. Of course, other possibilities also 
do exist. For instance, the third is also a possible candidate for such comput-
ing. We could then, theoretically, arrive at many more ‘tones’ combining the 
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cycle of the fth, fourth and the third. And many more possibilities exist in 
‘theory’ only constrained by the human ear’s ability to perceive smaller and 
smaller differences in frequencies. 

But once again, the elegant part of all this supposedly ‘mathematical’ proof 
is that the magical number of twenty two gives us invariant ‘sa’ and ‘pa’ and 
two variants of each of the other ten notes, of sometimes higher, sometimes 
lower frequency. I suspect that this supposedly mathematical experiment 
is really an afterthought, a justication of what was already in practice. It 
is quite possible that the Indian musical system had started exploiting the  
inter-tonal frequencies and the so-called proof was really after the fact. 
However, whatever my conjecture, we cannot fail to admire the ingenuity of 
the entire enterprise. Whether sanctioned by theory or justied by it later, the 
fact that Carnatic music systematically exploits inter-tonal frequencies is a 
reality that we have to come to terms with. The fact that Indian music theory 
sanctioned it with a sophisticated, elegant mathematical argument is proof 
of the Indian genius. 

The question of paramount importance now is whether we should recog-
nize 12 tone boundaries or 22 ‘signicant’, ‘perceptually salient’, tones in an 
octave, as claimed by many scholars in the Indian tradition. The crucial words 
here are ‘signicant’ and ‘perceptually salient’. Therefore what is at stake for 
Carnatic music is not, perhaps, the actual number values in cents64 of the 12 
xed tones (at least in the fretted musical instruments) but the issue of the 22 
distinct rutis in the octave. The Indian tradition hypothesizes that, apart from 
the two xed tones ‘sa’ and ‘pa’ (rst and fth respectively), all the other tones 
admit a lower or a higher variant. The list of the 22 rutis, their labels and 
their hypothesized cent values are given below (adapted from Sambamurthy 
(1999, V: 41). While there are reduced versions of ra, ri, gi, di and ni, there 
are augmented versions of gu, ma, mi and nu. The reduced (henceforth red) 
are played on the preceding fret and the augmented (henceforth aug) ver-
sions are generally played on the same fret by deecting the string of the 
veena. The cent values worked out from the cycles of the fths and fourths 
in the Indian system may require ‘imaginative’ adjustments in ‘real’ values. 
For purposes of presentation, I will assume that actual number of rutis and 
their real values could range between the mid value in the tempered scale 
or slightly less or more (depending on whether the quarter tone is reduced 
or augmented respectively) than the hypothesized Indian value. As we know 
from previous discussion, tone (semi and quarter) boundaries are not precise 
frequencies in real life in Carnatic music. They are a range of frequencies 
perceived to be ‘the same’ by convention in the music community and they 
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even vary quite a bit from performer to performer in Carnatic music (see 
Krishnaswamy 2003a, b for details). We will see shortly that these reduced  
and augmented micro tones are ‘notes’ only in theory and that in practice it 
is something very different. The renderings are always a range of pitch fre-
quencies which are interpretable as ‘different’ notes – specic to raagas. 

Table 3. The 22 ruti microtonal system which Carnatic music systematically 
exploits

Carnatic labels  Temp. Veena

1. a jam (sa)  0  C  0  0

2. gau a ri abham (red. ra)  90

3. suddha ri abham (ra)  112  D at  100  92

4. tri ruti ri abhan (red. ri)  182

5. catur ruti ri abhan (ri)  204  D  200  163

6. bhairavi gaandhaaram (red. gi)  294

7. saadhaara a gaandhaaram (gi)  316  E at  300  241

8. antara gaandhaaram (gu)  386  E  400  327

9. cyuutagaandhaaram (aug. gu)  408

10. suddha madhyamam (ma)  498  F  500  419

11. beega aa madhyamam (aug. ma)  520

12. prati madhyamam (mi)  590  F sharp  600  511

13. cyuuta pancamam (aug. mi)  612

14. pancamam (pa)  700  G  700  618

15. eeka ruti daivatam (red. da)  792

16. suddha daivatam (da)  814  A at  800  710

17. tri ruti daivatam (red. di)  884

18. catur ruti daivatam (di)  906  A  900  824

19. bhairavi ni aadam (red. ni)  996

20. kaisiki ni aadam (ni)  1018  B at  1000  944

21. kaakali ni aadam (nu)  1088  B  1100  1065

22. cyuuta a jam (aug. nu)  1100 *65
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The point worth noting is that the reduced and augmented notes and their 
associated pitch ranges are quite distinct from other pitch range possibilities 
that Carnatic music systematically exploits (which I will examine in the next 
chapter). 

I assume that the exploitation of inter-tonal frequencies must have struck 
the theoreticians as bizarre but the theory rose to the occasion to justify the 
practice offering an elegant mathematical proof of the fact.

We must recognize that there are two distinct claims implicit in this math-
ematical ‘proof’ of ‘quarter tones/ rutis’ in Carnatic music. The rst claim 
is that frequencies much less than 50 cents are perceptible to the (south) 
Indian ear. On the one hand, it is doubtful that the adequately trained Car-
natic fraternity can perceive tones as close as 12 cents. Notice that while the 
majority of reduced and augmented tones have a tonal distance of 22 cents, 
the tonal difference between kaakali ni aadam and cyuuta a jam is only 12 
cents. Intuitively, this seems quite incorrect. The ‘cyuuta a jam’ must be 
actually higher than the cent value of ‘B’ but it is not. I take it that there has 
been a miscalculation here and leave it at that. On the other hand, the general 
idea is that reduced/augmented versions of semi tones are in the range of 20 
cents – an intuitively sound idea. In other words, the reduced/augmented 
versions of the semi tones are ‘minor’ deviations from the semi tone pitch 
frequency. Intuitively, it must have been the case that the ‘note’ in Carnatic 
music did not quite ‘come up to’ the frequency of the semi tone (in the case 
of the red tones) or went a ‘little beyond’ the semi tone (in the case of the aug 
tones) and the intuition is that the frequency is not half way between the semi 
tones (not 50 cents) but ‘minor’ deviations (of the range of 20–22 cents). The 
‘perceived’ effect then receives theoretical support from the mathematical 
argument. But still, the rst claim has two subparts to it. Firstly, the reduced/
augmented tones are perceivable as static tones in different contexts and sec-
ondly, they are perceivable in strict context. I assume that while the former 
claim is not true, the latter is. Let me explain the difference in interpretation 
to the two sub claims. While the distinction between ‘ra ma’ and ‘ri ma’ is 
obvious enough to any music lover, as ‘ra’ and ‘ri’ are perceivable in a broad 
context, the difference between a static ‘red.ra ma’ and ‘ra ma’ may not be 
perceivable to the Carnatic music fraternity. However, what the Carnatic 
music fraternity can and does perceive is the distinction between a 20 cents 
reduced value of ‘gi’ from a twenty cents augmented value of ‘gi’ in context, 
i.e. when the anchors and the targets are well dened. In other words, percep-
tion of smaller cent values improves in context of relational pitch values in 
the musical phrase. Therefore, in one sense the Carnatic music fraternity is 
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sensitive to minute pitch variations, i.e. distinctions in the range of twenty 
cents or even less, but only in narrow contexts, i.e., the musical phrase in 
which the pitch value is embedded.66 But more of this in the next chapter.

The second claim implicit in the ‘mathematical’ proof is that Indian (Car-
natic) music employs 22 static pitch specications instead of 12 static pitch 
specications. The two claims are distinct and not interdependent. While we 
could easily demonstrate the incorrectness of the second claim, it would be 
unwise to dismiss the rst claim off hand. The objective of the rest of this 
chapter is to show that while the rst claim is ‘psychologically’ valid for 
Carnatic music, the second is valid neither psychologically nor in real pitch 
values and must be abandoned as a valueless ‘theoretical’ construct of a by 
gone era. 

Questioning the second claim in traditional Indian musicology, Krishnas-
wamy (2002a, b) has shown conclusively with the pitch graphs of sample 
music clips (excerpted from musicians of ‘standing’) that there are, in fact, 
no more than 12 static pitches in Carnatic music. He has demonstrated visu-
ally that the supposedly lower tones, namely the ri abham in Saaveeri raa-
gam (Gau a ri abham (red ra)) or the gaandhaaram in Too i raagam (Bhai-
ravi gaandharam (red gi)) are not static notes with lower pitch boundaries 
than ‘ra’ and ‘gi’ respectively. He says quite correctly,

“We did not nd any quarter tones… Rather we found a total of 12 clearly dis-
tinguishable intervals among the constant-pitch notes, and their values were 
also close to the 12 semitones used in Western music.” (2002a:V-559)

These notes which are rendered from a lower note are, in fact, pitch spikes 
moving from the lower note to almost the next semitone for a very brief pe-
riod of time. He adds that 

“(i)f we calculated the average value (in cents) of these spikes, we would end 
up roughly in the quarter tonal range or less. It is clear by simple visual in-
spection, that neither the peak heights nor the average values of these spikes 
are in any sense consistent with the interval values stated in (Sambamurthy 
(1999; V)) … Quartertones (constant pitch intervals bisecting the semitones) 
are not used in Carnatic music, and it is possible that they may even sound 
strange or unmusical to many Carnatic musicians.” (2002b: 3) 

Actually, one does not even need a pitch graph to tell a person trained in 
Carnatic music that the ‘alleged’ quarter tones are not static tones. All prac-
titioners/connoisseurs of Carnatic music know that while the ri abham in the 
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raagam Reevati admits a static, long ‘ra’, i.e. one can prolong the note as a 
steady pitch, the ri abham of the raagam Gau a (if prolonged) does not, i.e. 
it is a gentle pitch oscillation. While the former is a steady pitch, the latter 
is not. It is clearly a pitch variation which is determined precisely by the 
grammar of Carnatic music (we will see instances of pitch graphs and their 
interpretations in the following chapter). Further, had musical practice been 
fairly undisturbed across centuries (a rather questionable assumption, no 
doubt), then it must have been physically evident to our forefathers as well. 
That certain tones were held static at a frequency and others were rendered 
as pitch oscillations must have been obvious to early theorists as well. Still 
they chose to posit ‘abstract, steady microtones’. Why? 

Thus, Arvindh Krishnaswamy’s observations are irrefutably true as far as 
the physical reality of the phenomenon is concerned. However, when we con-
struct a grammar, our prime concern is the ‘cognitive reality’ (psychological 
reality) of the constructs and the interpretation of the theoretical constructs 
as physical events is another matter altogether (of course, the theoretical 
construct must nd adequate internal justication). Whereas the cognitive 
reality is a theoretical construct, the physical reality is the acoustic evidence. 
Neither can challenge the other directly. Let me illustrate the point with a few 
examples from linguistics before taking up the issue of the 22 rutis. 

If one were to take a high speed lm of the lips pronouncing the word 
‘coast’,67 one would observe that the maximal lip rounding occurs not during 
the end of the vowel but during the articulation of ‘s’. But no one in his/her 
right mind would want to attribute rounding to the sound ‘s’ in English as we 
‘know’ that English does not employ labialization on consonants (rounding) 
unlike some languages which do. Thus, while constructing the grammar of 
English, we transcribe the ‘s’ without any rounding and attribute the round-
ing to the preceding segment.

Of course, a researcher trying to synthesize the word ‘coast’ would be led 
astray if she/he were to follow the abstract grammar and allow rounding to 
coincide with the vowel. The issue of microtones at hand is a similar case. 
What Krishnaswamy is attempting is a performance model and its ultimate 
aim is to be able to feed, perfectly laudable, ‘utilitarian’ projects like ‘auto-
matic transcription’ and ‘music synthesis’. So the perspective is very differ-
ent and, naturally, the conclusions would be different too. But his argument 
that “(quarter tones) may even sound strange or unmusical to many Carnatic 
musicians” is actually a non-argument. Of course it would be rejected as un-
grammatical exactly as the substitution of one allophone for another would 
be in language. For example, pronouncing the words ‘top’ and ‘stop’ with the 
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allophones of /t/ interchanged would not be acceptable to the native speaker. 
Nor would the voiceless ‘allophone’ of ‘p’ be acceptable after a nasal as in a 
Tamil word like [paamp ] ‘snake’ as the pronunciation of the word is, irrefut-
ably, [paamb ] for all speakers of Tamil. 

To take yet another example, while doing ‘cognitive’ linguistics, it is nec-
essary to posit segment level constructs and principles of higher order orga-
nization like the onset, the rhyme and the mora as constituents of the syllable 
shown below with the syllabication of the word ‘octave’.

There is ample theory-internal as well as external evidence for the con-
structs ‘syllable’, the optional ‘onset’, the obligatory ‘rhyme’ and the unit of 
abstract timing – the ‘mora’. To begin with internal evidence, the constraints 
on initial consonant clusters are best stated on the construct ‘onset’ rather 
than on linear sequences of consonants. For example, English does not allow 
/p/ to occur before /s/ in a cluster – as an onset, e.g. in the word ‘psychology’ 
the ‘p’ is not pronounced in English but it is in French. But that does not 
prevent a word like ‘upset’ from being considered grammatical where the /p/ 
and the /s/ belong to different syllables. 

(6)   The syllable and its constituents

 σ σ syllable

 O R O R (O = onset, R = rhyme)

 µ µ  µ µ  mora

  k t ei v

The constituent ‘rhyme’ is the domain in which combinatorial constraints 
are expressed. For example, in English, in monosyllabic, non-derived 
words, one nds only consonants pronounced with the tip and blade of the 
tongue (known as ‘coronals’) after the vowel /au/, e.g. ‘loud’, ‘blouse’ etc. 
but *‘bloup’, *‘blouk’. But proper names like ‘Mowbray’ and the famous 
ctional name ‘Mowgli’ are perfectly ne. This is because the vowel /au/ 
occurs in one syllable and the offending consonant is the onset of the fol-
lowing syllable. Similarly, the abstract timing element called ‘mora’ allows 
us to capture many linguistically valid generalizations. For example, we can 
explain why consonant clusters are allowed after short vowels but generally 
prohibited after long vowels in monosyllabic, non-derived words, e.g. ‘help’, 
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‘lisp’ but *‘heilp’, *‘leasp’ etc.68 Short vowels occupy one mora and hence 
there is enough ‘time’ for two consonants; but long vowels (and vowel glide 
combinations called diphthongs) occupy two moras and there is ‘time’ only 
for one consonant. The timing unit is clearly an abstract notion of time and 
‘real’ timing is quite another issue, as can be easily demonstrated visually in 
a spectrogram. Moreover, this abstract timing unit pertains only to the theo-
retical construct ‘rhyme’, it must be obvious that consonants which are in 
the onset also do take up some time but are not accounted for by this timing 
construct. Even within the rhyme, vowels and consonants in different posi-
tions of the word tend to take up different timing spans which this ‘abstract’ 
theory of linguistic timing has nothing to say about. 

(7)  Abstract timing and duration mismatch

 σ σ syllable

 O R O R (O = onset, R = rhyme)

  µ µ  µ µ  mora

 k  n s e nt
      –   —   duration

In English, as stressed syllables take up more time than unstressed syl-
lables, the codas in stressed syllables will have greater duration than those in 
unstressed syllables. For example, in the noun-verb word ‘consent’ the dura-
tion of the nasal in the nal syllable will be demonstrably longer than that of 
the nasal in the rst syllable since the nal syllable is stressed (irrespective 
of whether it is a verb or a noun) in native varieties of English. 

As (7) graphically illustrates, though the nasal in the rst syllable has a 
mora all to itself unlike the nasal in the second syllable which has to share it 
with the nal ‘t’, the actual duration of the nasal in the second syllable may 
be greater than that of the rst nasal.

Turning to external evidence, the constructs onset and rhyme are the ones 
involved in ‘slip of the tongue errors’ where one onset may be switched 
for another (not just one consonant for another), e.g. ‘bread and jam’ may 
become #‘jed and bram’ but never *#‘jred and bam’ with just the rst conso-
nant being interchanged. And of course, the construct rhyme takes its name 
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from the notion rhyme in poetry where identity is dened in terms of the 
segments in the rhyme.

Thus the syllable and its constituents are well motivated in linguistic 
theory and do not need any further justication. However, for purposes of 
speech synthesis etc., it is totally inadequate. First of all, segment sized ele-
ments are simply unmanageable in speech synthesis (and of course, seg-
ments do not exist in the speech continuum). For purposes of speech syn-
thesis what may work better is a construct called the demi-syllable where 
the sequences CV and VC dene possible combinations taking into account 
the fact that the consonants are dened with respect to the vowel in its vi-
cinity and do not have independent, constant identities. For example, in 
the word ‘pap’, the two /p/s have distinct acoustic realizations in the vow-
el and similarly, the /p/s in /pip/ are different and so on. Thus, in reality, 
there are twice as many incarnations of a consonant as there are vowels in 
a language.69 Therefore, for purposes of speech synthesis, the linguistic syl-
lables CVC ‘pap’ ought to be segmented as demi-syllable CV ‘pa’ and demi- 
syllable VC ‘ap’ and the values of the two ‘p’s dened clearly in acoustic 
terms and the two demi-syllables put together or merged along the central 
steady state realization of the vowel ‘a’ keeping in mind the real timing of 
the monosyllable. 

The point I am labouring to make is that the cognitive reality does not 
deny the physical reality nor does the physical reality challenge the hypoth-
esized cognitive structure. Both are valid (equally valid) constructs and one 
can develop algorithms to map one onto the other and vice versa. The gram-
mar one constructs to explain the cognitive process that is language does 
not undermine in any way the algorithms one constructs from the speech 
continuum for purposes of speech synthesis or vice versa. But one must re-
member that neither can directly falsify the other. 

Another example from linguistics, more relevant for Carnatic music, is 
the representation of pitch. In reality, we employ a range of frequencies in 
speech. An utterance exploits some pitch perturbation intentionally to con-
vey grammatical meaning; but there are many ‘minor’ perturbations which 
are caused by consonantal effects and are therefore not intentional. If the 
grammar were to consider all the pitch variations on a par, the grammar that 
would get written would be very uneconomical and inelegant (criteria of 
quite some importance in science). 

Let us consider the possible pitch values on the rst syllable of the words 
‘naal ’ (‘four’) and ‘patt ’ (‘ten’) pronounced in distinct contexts by speakers 
of Chennai Brahmin Tamil.
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(8)  Neutral and Contrastive Focus in Chennai Brahmin Tamil

  a. i.  eppo vand ?
     When came (you)
     ‘When did you come?’

  a. ii.  naal  ma ikk  vand
     four hour-DAT came
     ‘Came at four o’clock’

  a. iii.  patt  ma ikk  vand
     ten  hour   came
     ‘Came at ten o’clock’

  b. i.  aar  ma ikk  vandiyaa?
     Six  hour   came?
     ‘Did you come at six o clock?’

  b. ii.  ill // naal  ma ikk  vand
     No;  four  hour  came.
     ‘No; I came at four o’clock.’

  b. iii.  ill // patt  ma ikk vand
     no;  ten   hour   came
     ‘No; I came at ten o’clock.’

From the linguistic point of view, the relevant generalization is that neu-
tral focus (the answer to the question “when did you come?”) is realized 
as a low pitch on the rst vowel and a rise on the following vowel and that 
contrastive focus (the answer in the negative to the question “did you come 
at six o clock?”) is realized as a high pitch on the st vowel and a low pitch 
on the following vowel is necessary and sufcient. However, in terms of 
actual physical reality one would see that the initial sounds /n/ and /p/ have 
their own inuence on the pitch of the following vowel and the fact that 
the vowel is long in one case and short in the other would also affect the 
implementation of the ‘low’ and ‘high’ pitch ideal. But for ‘linguistic’, or 
rather, cognitive purposes, we ignore these physical perturbations as they are 
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predictable performance factors. For linguistic purposes we would consider 
the former rst syllable to be low pitched and the latter rst syllable to be 
high pitched, not withstanding the initial pitch utter due to the preceding 
sound and the duration of the steady state because of the length of the vowel. 
In other words, cognitively, what one sizes up as ‘high’ or ‘low’ may have 
different, variant physical realization in language. 

Similarly, in Carnatic music, the acoustic proof that Krishnaswamy estab-
lishes does not necessarily deny the theoretical construct of 22 rutis if we 
can show that this idea of microtonal music allows us to explain the cogni-
tive reality of Carnatic music. The criteria I will be invoking to claim the 
need for the 22 rutis in Carnatic music are:

(9)  Criteria for establishing the validity of 22 rutis
   a. the ‘psychological reality’ of rutis or microtones (henceforth 

m.tones) which may be supported by perception experiments 
and 

   b. the distinct nature of microtones which denes raagas.

I take up the issue in (9a) rst. Given the fact that Indian music, and 
Carnatic music in particular, does employ frequency ranges in between the 
recognized semi-tones, the questions to ask are:
1. Can all these tonal boundaries (22 according to Indian theories) be per-
ceived by trained/semi-trained listeners?
2. Does the Carnatic musical system exploit the static m.tone boundaries as 
independent ‘notes’ for musical purposes?

At the outset let me say that my answer to the rst question is a “yes, most 
probably” and a denite “no” to the second. A positive response to the rst 
question implies the “psychological reality” of at least 22 rutis (or a slightly 
modied version) in an octave for the adequately trained performer/listener. 
The 22 perceived tonal boundaries would be some kind of abstract or ‘cogni-
tive landmarks’ for the performer/listener which the grammar manipulates 
in different ways. The rst question can be answered (positively or nega-
tively) if and only if we can show with the help of perception experiments 
which can be replicated that trained performers/listeners can/cannot, in fact, 
perceive 22 tones in an octave (the boundary question to be determined 
either by the law of the average or according to the average of the Indian  
measurements). 

The outline of a sample experimental setup is described here. As a base-
line assumption, I take it that all humans can, with or without training, per-
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ceive the twelve tonal boundaries (this may be a questionable assumption, 
specially, regarding non-trained or inadequately trained listeners/perform-
ers70). The working hypothesis is that trained performers/listeners of Car-
natic music can perceive m.tones, i.e. the intermediate ‘xed’ frequencies 
(approximately xed in the range of 20 to 40 cents around the tone with 
which it is related in the red or aug relationship ). The data presented should 
be synthesized pure tones and, perception experiments must be tested on 
fairly large, homogenous groups for the result to be robust. For the test 
to be meaningful, we should select at least a 30 member, fairly homoge-
nous group of the Carnatic music fraternity (in three random groups) who 
should be presented with carefully constructed tests (10 sets each level) 
of successively higher levels of ‘cognitive’ material. The question asked 
should be restricted to “Are the tones/tonal sequences heard the same or  
different?”

(10)  Step 1: Test material: ‘sa’; ‘reduced ra’ and ‘ra’ in normal 
tempo (the second and third notes in random order).

      Question to ask: Are the second and third tones the 
same or are they different? 

   Step 2: Test Material in slow to moderately slow tempo:
      Set 1: sa, reduced ra, ma 
      Set 2: sa, ra, ma
      Question to ask: Are the second notes in the sequences 

the same or different?

   Step 3  More complex sequences…
      e.g. sa, reduced ra/gi or gu
      sa, ra/gi or gu
      Question to ask: Are the second notes in the sequences 

the same or different?

If the overall response to questions in steps 1 and 2 is positive (signicance 
computed statistically), then we have sufcient evidence to establish beyond 
reasonable doubt the ‘psychological reality’ of m.tones in the Carnatic music 
system that is the foundation of the Indian tradition. The result obtained for 
red.tone can be then replicated for aug.tones as well. Pending experimen-
tal verication, I assume the ‘psychological reality’ of the m.tones in my 
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grammar of Carnatic music. I thus assume the Indian tradition is, by and 
large, correct regarding the necessity of postulating m.tones as theoretical 
constructs.71

The claim that the grammar of Carnatic music may refer to 22 (or even 
23) rutis and not just 12 tones is, in fact, the corner stone of the theory that I 
propose here. I now need to demonstrate the ‘distinct’ nature of some of the 
m.tones to prove beyond reasonable doubt the distinctive nature of m.tones 
in the raagam system. As in linguistics, we are agreed that an element is 
‘distinctive’ if and only if it occurs in an environment where its presence/
substitution with another note would make a difference. We are all agreed 
that the selection of one of the 12 semi-tones and the change in any one tone 
may signal a distinct scale, rendering all the 12 distinctive in the grammar 
of Carnatic music. The crucial word here is the word ‘distinctive’ meaning 
capable of creating a distinction. As in the case of language, the substitution 
of ‘p’ for ‘b’ in the word ‘bee’ can create a new lexical item, a substitution of 
one semi-tone for another can create another scale and that is how we prove 
the distinctive nature of 12 tones. For instance, in the scale /sa ri gi ma pa di 
ni Sa/ if we replace any one ‘note’, say ‘nu for ‘ni’ the scale changes from 
Karaharapriyaa to Gaurimanoohari. This is why it is amply clear that the 
twelve ‘notes’ are distinct entities in Carnatic music and the substitution of 
one by another can bring about a change of scale. 

The proof for the distinctive nature of the additional 10 tones is a little 
more complex. Recall that our answer to the second question 
2. “Does the Carnatic musical system exploit the xed m.tone boundaries as 
independent ‘notes’ for musical purposes?”
is a denite ‘No’. As the instrumental evidence in Arvindh Krishnaswamy 
irrefutably demonstrates, Carnatic musicians do not, in fact, render ap-
proximations of more than 12 static tones as static reference points. In other 
words, there is an undominated context-free markedness constraint prohibit-
ing the static realization of the reduced and augmented tones (the additional 
10) which we label *RED/AUGRENSCALETONE. This explains why there are no 
more than 12 static frequency reference points in an octave which are the 
least marked renderings of the ‘notes’ of Carnatic music henceforth referred 
to as RenScale rendering. Further, the constraint label also makes it clear that 
not only can the reduced/augmented tones not be realized as static targets, 
they cannot be specied as targets either, i.e. recognized pitch values to be 
achieved. To render a reduced/augmented tone, perforce, one would have to 
have an initiating anchor tone to start with, a target tone to be the maximum 
pitch value and a nal anchor tone to which the glide must approach which 
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are distinct, and which have to be one of the 12 semitones. This explains 
why these reduced/augmented tones always get realized as a glide from an 
‘anchor’ tone to a ‘target’ tone satisfying the grammar’s specication of a 
reduced/augmented tone by traversing the reduced/augmented tone by pass-
ing through these frequencies. Further, these reduced/augmented tones are 
always paired with their appropriate semi tone which could be the same or 
different from the target tone (more of this by and by). The distinct realiza-
tions of several reduced and augmented tones will be dealt with in detail 
subsequently. 

Having outlined the issue of the execution of reduced/augmented tones 
(referred to as m.tones henceforth), I now demonstrate the distinctive nature 
of m.tones in Carnatic music. I show a few examples where, other things be-
ing equal, some raagas idiosyncratically select for an m.tone where others do 
not (but since the related semi tone is the least marked tone of that category, 
no raagam can avoid selecting the least marked semi tones). The distinctive 
nature of m.tones will be established if and only if we can show that in two 
or more sequences with (more or less) the same tonal sequence, while some 
select an m.tone others do not (as in the case of sounds in language). I give 
two sets of raagas below which help us establish the distinctive nature of 
m.tones in Carnatic music.

(11)  Proof of the distinctive nature of reduced/augmented tones in Car-
natic music.

   a1.  i. Maayaamaa avagau a     [  4.36]
     ii. Gau a
     both raagas select ‘sa ra gu…’ and also select for reduced 

‘ra’.
     iii. Saaveeri         [  4.37]
     selects sa ra ma…’ and also reduced ‘ra’.

   a2.  i. Bau i           [  4.38]
     selects ‘sa ra gu…’ but not reduced ‘ra’
     ii. Reevati         [  4.39]
     selects ‘sa ra ma..’ but not reduced ‘ra’. 

   It is not even the case that the m.tone in question is not se-
lected by the raagas in a2 because ‘ra’ cannot be rendered 
as a prolonged note because the ‘ra’ can be long but still 
must not be ‘red.ra’ for these raagas.
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   b1.  i. Harikaamboodi       [  4.40]
     selects ‘sa ri gu ma…’ and also reduced ma.

   b2.  i. Ravichandrikaa72

     selects ‘sa ri gu ma…’ but not reduced ma.

Thus we see that the reduced/augmented tones are really distinctive in nature 
and their presence/absence help us distinguish one raagam from another. 

However, I am not sure all ten of them are equally ‘distinctive’. While red.
ri and red.di are of questionable standing (see chapter 5 for details), certain 
other notes if selected, automatically also select the m.tones associated with 
them, e.g. ‘mi’ and ‘nu’. All raagas which select these notes also admit their 
respective aug.m.tones also. Similarly, all raagas which select ‘gi’ and ‘ni’ 
also select slightly lower values for these notes which I re-label as red.gi and 
red.ni respectively (not sanctioned by Indian music theory).73 Thus clearly, 
certain m.tones are distinctive and certain others are not. So I conclude that 
the grammar of Carnatic music does indeed refer to m.tones, some of which 
are invoked selectively in some raagas and not others arguing for their cogni-
tive reality for the Carnatic music fraternity. We will see later that in addition 
to the 22 rutis, Carnatic music has several other devices like distinct pat-
terns of pitch glides, eeting tones etc. for distinguishing one set of raagas 
from another etc.

What I have tried to show is that Carnatic music not only sanctions 
m.tones (10 or 11 as the case may be) but also allows certain raagas to select 
them randomly and not others. The random selection of m.tones by raagas is 
irrefutable proof of the distinctive nature of m.tones in Carnatic music. This 
fact supports the often reiterated generalization that the system of gamak-
kam (pitch oscillations) is not a mere matter of ornamentation but the very 
essence of Carnatic music, often crucial for determining issues pertaining to 
grammaticality (more of this in chapters 6 and 7). However, as I said earlier, 
not all m.tones are distinctive as the choice of a note may necessitate the 
obligatory selection of its corresponding m.tone as well, to varying degrees. 
This is the reason why notes like ‘gi’ and ‘ni’ must always sanction their cor-
responding reduced m.tones but ‘mi’ and ‘nu’ may not. The difference lies 
in the nature of the rendering. While the non-selection of the corresponding 
m.tones in the case of ‘mi’ and ‘nu’ can be masked to a certain extent by ren-
dering these notes as ‘eeting’ notes or chaayaa swaram, the non-selection 
of the m.tones corresponding to the notes ‘gi’ and ‘ni’ cannot be masked as 
the following note is usually at least a semi-tone away and therefore ‘gi’ and 
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‘ni’ cannot be rendered as eeting notes. However, when the following note 
is ‘gu’ or ‘nu’ (where ‘gi’ and ‘ni’ are interpreted as ‘ru’ and ‘du’ respectively, 
it is a matter of style whether these notes can be rendered as RenScale notes 
only or as reduced m.tones). Thus we see that while the m.tones of ‘ra’, ‘gu’, 
‘ma’ and ‘da’ are totally distinctive, i.e. idiosyncratically selected by raagas, 
the m.tones of ‘gi’, ‘ni’ on the one hand and ‘mi’and ‘nu’ on the other may 
not be distinctive but style-oriented, signaling differences across styles of 
Carnatic music. Another point worth noting is that while the reduced m.tones 
of ‘gi’ and ‘ni’, I claim, are selected by all raagas of Carnatic music, these 
notes admit an augmented m.tone each as well which are idiosyncratically 
selected by raagas of Carnatic music. But more of this in the next chapter. 

Thus I argued in this chapter that Carnatic music denitely requires a tone 
interpretation mechanism and that while the twenty two ruti theory of the 
octave may be a cognitive reality for the Carnatic music fraternity, quarter 
tones are not realized as static targets because of a high ranking markedness 
constraint *RED/AUGRENSCALETONE, which prohibit these tones to function 
as stable anchors/targets.

4.5. Interpretation of tone: Take 4

In this section, I take a still closer look at some of the constraints that help 
us dene the relative markedness of tones and their sequencing in Carnatic 
music. Once again, before addressing this issue, I shall go back to linguistics. 
Informally speaking, it is well-known that one produces ‘voice’ by the vibra-
tion of the vocal cords. But in reality, it is rather difcult to turn the vibration 
of the vocal cords on and off in a matter of milliseconds. Firstly, the effort 
required to vibrate the vocal cords is much less when air escapes without 
obstruction or friction through the oral tract or the nose (for the set of sounds 
called ‘sonorant’, i.e. vowels, nasal sounds and /l/ and /r/ type sounds (the 
last two types are known as liquids)) than it is for sounds during the produc-
tion of which there is either complete block or friction in the oral tract (as it is 
for consonants called ‘obstruents’ comprising stops and fricatives), e.g. b, d, 
g,  (as in ‘Jew’), v,  (as in ‘they’ (this is a fricative, i.e. a continuous sound 
in native styles of speech), z (as in Zen),  (as in ‘rouge’). Therefore, gener-
ally, it is easier to pronounce voiced vowels, nasals and liquids and voiceless 
stops and voiceless fricatives. This fact is also reected in the selection of 
sounds across languages. Whereas all languages select sounds freely from 
the easy, unmarked sets (called context-free unmarked), not many languages 
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select any from the marked sets (called context-free marked). Thus, there 
are languages which select voiced vowels, nasals, liquids but only voice-
less stops and fricatives (closer home, the only fricatives the south Indian 
languages select are voiceless ones) but there are no languages which se-
lect exclusively from the marked sets. There are no languages which select 
only voiceless vowels, or only voiceless nasals or voiced fricatives or voiced 
stops. By implication, if a language has a voiceless vowel, it must also have a 
voiced vowel; if it has a voiced stop it must also have a voiceless stop, etc. 

Secondly, since it is difcult to control the vocal cords quickly, to turn 
voicing on and off on command, it depends on where the voicing occurs, 
whether it is preceded/followed by silence, a voiceless segment or a voiced 
segment. Thus one nds asymmetries like the following (referred to as 
context-sensitive markedness): 
a) It is easier to pronounce voiceless stops at the beginning of a word as in 
‘peace’ as there is enough time to adjust for voicing for the vowel later.
b) By implication, it is more difcult to pronounce a voiced stop at the be-
ginning of a word as in ‘bee’ when the vocal cords are to be set in motion 
from a state of rest (silence)
c) The same situation obtains word nally where the vocal cords tend to pre-
pare for rest in anticipation of the nal silence. So, it is easier to pronounce 
the word ‘rip’ than the word ‘rib’.
d) The time lag between the opening of the oral cavity and the vibration 
of the vocal cords that we are referring to is rooted in our physiology. But 
the way the time lag (technically called voice onset time (VOT for short) is 
exploited is language dependent. For instance, although initial voicing in 
obstruents is universally difcult (marked), English and French learn to cope 
with it in distinct ways. While English takes the easier route by suppressing 
the vibration of the vocal cords during and even a little after the release of 
the oral closure (for the stop /b/), French initiates the vibration of the vocal 
cords a little before the release stage (and it is quite possible many Indian 
languages may start the vibration well before the release stage, almost coin-
ciding with the closure stage). 

So, in effect what we call a ‘voiced’ consonant in the English word ‘bee’ 
has no voicing at all during the closure and the release stages clearly. And 
this causes no confusion to English speakers as what matters is the distinc-
tion between ‘bee’ and ‘pea’ which is maintained because of the extended 
VOT in the case of the latter (known as aspiration). In other words, in the 
latter word, the vocal cords start vibrating much, much later than the release 
of the closure and the start of the vowel resulting in a part of the vowel being 
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voiceless which is what we call aspiration. Since French does not choose to 
delay VOT which would result in the production of a voiceless vowel, it opts 
for the marked early voice onset. And in many Indian languages there could 
be an increase in markedness as the contrast required is a four way one (/p, ph, 
b and bh/) rather than a simple two way distinction as in English and French.

Both from the point of view of distinctiveness and adult perception, it is 
amply clear that voicing and voicelessness are categorical and no language 
systematically distinguishes words on the basis of voiced, semi-voiced and 
totally voiceless segments. But the physical reality is very different across 
languages.74 Thus the interaction of vocal fold vibration, context-free (gen-
eral) markedness, context-sensitive markedness and the salient distinctions 
in a language is complex giving rise to a large set of possibilities across 
languages. We should bear in mind that we have considered only one feature 
namely [voice] till now. There are other features like the tension of the glot-
tis [slack vocal cords] and [stiff vocal cords], and the state of the vocal cords 
whether they are [constricted] or [spread] which also affect the vocal cords’ 
ability to vibrate and produce voice/affect the voice quality of the sound. 
Thus the eventual interaction gets more and more complex across languages. 
But the entire gamut of variation in ‘voicing’ effects can be adequately cap-
tured using the limited feature set mentioned above, rather than in terms of 
degrees of voicing.

The 22 rutis and the different types of glides executed in Carnatic music 
can be tackled along lines analogous to ‘voicing’ effects across languages. 
As in language, we should be able to describe all the tonal effects evidenced 
in Carnatic music with the help of a small set of specic constraints which 
could be ranked with respect to each other in different ways to account for 
the variety of glide effects that are encountered in Carnatic music. As we 
have already seen, the execution of m.tones is strictly controlled by the un-
dominated (hence inviolable) context-free markedness constraint *RED/AUG-
TARGETTONE which ensures that m.tones are never specified as stable anchors 
or targets of execution and that they require an initiating anchor and a target 
semi-tone to be bounded in a glide for their ‘eeting’ realization. 

As a rst approximation, I illustrate below the possible execution of some 
of the m.tones along with the specication of their anchor and target tones. 
Of course, I draw heavily on my practice while describing the execution of 
m.tones. I am aware that there could be (minor) variations in their execution 
across performers/styles. Once the mechanism for the execution of m.tones 
is in place, we can go on to examine the pitch realization of a note in several 
raagas to further rene the mechanism in the following chapter.
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(12)  Execution of some Reduced/Augmented tones
   a. Reduced ra
    Anc.sa-Red.ra-Target.ri
    Informally, reduced ‘ra’ is rendered as a glide from ‘sa’ almost 

or up to ‘ri’.
   b. Reduced gi
    Anc.ra or ri-Red.gi-Target.gi
    Informally, reduced ‘gi’ is rendered as a glide from the preced-

ing semitone selected by the raagam (sa or ra or ri) and the 
following semitone as the target (the preceding semitone is 
dependent on the raagam). 

   c. Augmented gu
    Anc.gu-Aug.gu-Target.ma
   d. Augmented ma75

    Anc.gu-Aug.ma-Target.mi or even pa
   e. Augmented mi
    Anc.pa-Aug.mi-Target.pa
   f. Reduced da
    Anc.pa-Red.da-Target.di
   g. Reduced ni
    Anc.pa, da or di-Red.ni-Target.ni
   h. Augmented nu
    Anc.Sa-Aug.nu-Target.Sa

The details in (12) above capture the normal playing style of these 
m.tones on the veena (basically my style). Three major observations are in 
order pertaining to the execution of m.tones. As I said earlier, rstly, being a 
veena player, I hardly nd much evidence for reduced ‘ri’ played on ‘ra’ or 
a reduced ‘di’ played on ‘da’. This was the reason why I am a little skeptical 
about the postulation of tri ruti ri abham and tri rutidaivatam respectively in 
Indian music theory. Secondly, Aug.mi and Aug.nu, though played on ‘mi’ 
and ‘nu’ respectively, have a higher starting pitch, perhaps ‘pa’ and ‘Sa’ re-
spectively and, as I mentioned earlier, all raagas which select these notes also 
select the related m.tones.. Finally, Red.gi, Aug.ma and Red.ni admit greater 
variation specifc to styles/raagas (more of this later). 

Apart from the rendering of Aug.mi and Aug.nu, the generalization that 
one can extract from the formalization in (12) above is that a reduced m.tone 
is a glide from the immediately preceding (semi-)tone (selected by the raa-
gam) to a higher goal and the augmented m.tone is a downward glide from 
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a higher, immediately following semi-tone to the RenScale note ‘mi’ or ‘nu’ 
as the case may be via the aug. m.tone and back to the anchor. And while 
targets can be more than one semi-tone higher than the specied m.tone, in 
general, they can be particularly higher for red.gi, red.ni and aug.ma. Finally, 
the anchor of aug.mi and aug.nu are ‘pa’ and ‘Sa’ respectively rather than 
‘mi’ and ‘nu’ respectively – the lower tone as in the other cases. These can be 
formalized as the constraints in (13) below:

(13)  Constraints on anchors, goals
   a. Markedness of Red.ri and Red.di
    *Red.ri,*Red.di
   b. Execution of Reduced Tone (ERT)
    [T

A
 T

Red/Aug
 T

G
] Glide

    Informally, a glide is initiated from an anchor tone, passes 
through the reduced tone and has a higher goal.

   c. Anchor of Augmented Tone I (AAT-I)
    T

A
 T

Aug.Ti
 = T

Ti
 T

Aug.Ti
 

    Informally, the anchor of the glide is the note which is to be 
augmented.

   d. Anchor Augmented Tone II (AAT-II) 
    (specic to Aug.mi and Aug.nu)
    T

A
 T

Aug.Ti
 = T

Ti+1
 T

Aug.Ti
 

    Informally, the anchor of the glide is the semi-tone higher than 
the tone to be augmented.

   e. Execution of Target Tone (ETT)
    ...T

Red/Aug.Ti
 T = T

 Red/Aug.Ti
 T

 Red/Aug.T i + n 

    where n is at least a semi-tone or at most the next full tone.

In this section we took up the problem of the execution of reduced/aug-
mented tones in Carnatic music and demonstrated how best we could rec-
oncile traditional wisdom with modern, (acoustic) instrumental ndings re-
garding the microtonal nature of Carnatic music.

The claim that grammar of music, in general, and that of Carnatic music 
in particular, requires a mechanism to interpret tones as notes of music is 
supported by several arguments. I showed how pitch boundaries are not uni-
versally, mathematically dened and that across cultures/performers bound-
aries could vary. I also explained how Carnatic music has re-interpreted the 
twelve tone scale as a potential sixteen tone scale giving rise to ambigu-
ity in the interpretation of tones in isolation. Further, since Carnatic music 
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systematically exploits inter-tonal pitch ranges, the mechanism to interpret 
tones and tonal ranges as notes of music is all the more important. Finally, 
an attempt was made to formalize the relative markedness of the additional 
reduced and augmented tones and formalize their rules of interpretation/re-
alization. 



Chapter 5
Representation of the musical line

5.1. Introduction

In the previous chapter I argued for the need for an interpretive mechanism 
which can work on the tone-pitch range to note relationship76 in Carnatic 
music. I argued that since Carnatic music has a sixteen tone scale system and 
a twenty two (or twenty three) m.tone system the need for an interpretive 
mechanism cannot be questioned. I had shown how a tone in Carnatic mu-
sic is interpreted from the perspective of a fundamental which is arbitrarily 
xed by the performer, and disambiguation is necessitated by the fact that 
the tones ‘ri’, ‘gi’, ‘di’ and ‘ni’ are subject to dual interpretation solely on the 
basis of the context (sometimes not even local) and the practice of exploiting 
the inter-tonal frequency required Carnatic music to set up a fairly elaborate 
mechanism for the interpretation of pitch graphs as notes of music in the 
domain of the musical phrase.

In this chapter, I go on to demonstrate the major realizations of one of the 
three notes, namely ‘gi’ from the set ‘gi’, ‘ma’ and ‘ni’ which admit a range 
of pitch interpretations with a view to establish the characteristics of such a 
range of pitch interpretations and to account for the range of variation in the 
theory (abstracting away incidental, predictable or style dependent details). 
The summary of this discussion leads to a characterization of the types of 
pitch graphs attested in Carnatic music. Then I go on to further issues in the 
representation of notes in musical phrases and the musical line to include is-
sues like the representation of phrasal prominence and extra prominence in a 
musical line. Thus the interpretive mechanism which is in place now for the 
Grammar of Carnatic Music has the responsibility of assigning ‘note’ status 
to tones and pitch ranges, assigning phrasal boundaries and phrasal promi-
nence, assigning musical line boundaries and determining extra prominence 
at the level of the musical line for an input (perceived or intended). Thus we 
see that the tone interpretive mechanism (analogous to the PF component in 
language) performs the functions of assigning a ‘note’ value to a physical 
entity, assigns structure to the sequence at three levels, i.e. the level of the 
mora, the level of the phrase and the line and assigns prominence values to 
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notes in the sequence. In short, this interpretive mechanism supplies the an-
notated input that the grammar can evaluate. In the last part of the chapter I 
take a cursory look at the south Indian system and ask questions which will, 
hopefully, determine the paradigm for future research in issues in Universal 
Musicology.77 

5.2. Pitch range interpretation

I now go on to take a still closer look at some more constraints in the tonal 
grammar of Carnatic music. I will present below an outline of my theory of 
‘gamakkam’ – the exploitation of inter-tonal frequency – in Carnatic music. 
As I pointed out earlier in chapter 4 and as Krishnaswamy (2003 a, b) cor-
rectly observes, gamakkam in Carnatic music cannot be translated as ‘orna-
mentation’ which would imply that it is an optional addition in the rendering 
which is not the case at all. Gamakkam is obligatory and the lack of it could 
very well render a phrase ungrammatical in many cases. As we saw earlier, 
m.tones are idiosyncratically associated with raagas and their execution be-
comes obligatory, not mere ornamentation.

To begin with, I assume, without much discussion, that of the twelve 
semitones, apart from ‘ra’ (D at), ‘mi’ (F sharp) and ‘da’ (A at), all the 
other tones are of equal context-free markedness. One could argue that the 
remaining tones are the ones found in the major scale with two additions 
namely ‘gi’ (E at) and ‘di’ (B at) from the scale derived from the four 
note signature of Saama Veedam.78 Or one could look for more sophisticated 
mathematical proof etc. I advance two arguments in favour of my intuition 
regarding the relative markedness of ‘ra’ (D at), ‘mi’ (F sharp) and ‘da’ (A 
at) below.79

Firstly, these three tones seem to be fairly unstable anchors and ‘pivotal’ 
notes in a musical phrase. In other words, they rarely occur as the resting 
tone in a musical phrase (note: I did not say ‘never’). And if they do, they are 
coupled with some, adjacent appropriate prominent tones as ‘shadow’ tones. 
I demonstrate this point with a few sample phrases from raagas Too i and 
Kalyaa i. 

(1)   Musical demonstration
   raagam Too i            [  4.42] 
   gi ra, gi ma
   Here, ‘ra’ is a passing note and not a pivot (even though it is long).
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   gi ra ra  ni da da
   The second ‘ra’ and ‘da’ are rendered as split notes ‘sa ra’ and ‘pa 

da’ respectively where ‘sa’ and ‘pa’ are stable pivots.

   raagam Kalyaa i .         [  4.43]
   Sa nu di pa mi
   The ‘mi’ is actually a shadow note parasitic on the pivotal ‘pa’.

Secondly, these three tones, i.e. ‘ra’, ‘da’ and ‘mi’ are found to be difcult to 
execute for beginners.80 I therefore conclude, without further argumentation, 
that the relative context-free markedness of the twelve tones is as shown 
below.

(2)   Relative context-free markedness of the twelve tones
   a.  *ra, *mi, *da
     >>
   b.  *ri, *gi, *gu, *ma, *pa, *di, *ni, *nu

Apart from beginning stages, this ranking never shows up (or almost never 
does) as faithfulness constraints ranked higher than these two constraints 
render them invisible. 

I now turn to context-sensitive markedness values among the twelve tones.  
I assume the following types of context-sensitive markedness constraints.

(3)   Context-sensitive markedness of the twelve tones 
   Case I: Problem of proximal tones
   a.  sa ru gu ... gu ru sa >> sa ru: gu ... gu ru: sa
     Informally, it is more difcult to render ‘ru’ (i.e., gi) before 

or after gu if the ‘marked’ tone is not assigned a double du-
ration (indicated by ‘:’). Similarly,

   b.  pa du nu ... nu du pa >> pa du: nu ... nu du: pa
     Informally, it is more difcult to render ‘du’ (‘ni’ before or 

after ‘nu’ if the marked tone is not assigned a double dura-
tion.

Some singers of standing even resort to gliding from the adjacent, more 
stable ‘ri’, ‘di’ respectively.81 Of course, not all sequences of proximal tones 
are of equal context-sensitive markedness. For instance, sa ra ga and pa da na 
may not be as marked as the sequences ma ga ra or Sa na da respectively. 
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The reason is that a tone’s context-sensitive markedness status improves con-
siderably in the vicinity of stable tones which function as pivots. If the pivot 
is adjacent to the ‘difcult’ sequence, then the markedness value decreases 
considerably as in the case of sa ra ga and pa da na as ‘sa’ and ‘pa’ are very 
stable pivots and so are ‘ga’ and ‘na’ which are really ‘ri’ and ‘di’ respec-
tively. But in the case of ma ga ra, ‘ra’ is a marked note and so is ‘da’ in Sa 
na da. Hence the greater markedness of these sequences. 

(4)   Case II: Problem of the lack of pivotal anchor in the vicinity
   a.  ga ra nu >> ga ra sa
   b.  na da mi >> na da ma >> na da pa

(5)   Case III: Problem of tonal distance in the ascent
   a.  pa nu >> pa ni 
   b.  sa mi >> sa ma 

It may be observed that many established performers of repute render the se-
quences ‘pa nu Sa’ as in raagas like Naa ai, Hamsadhvani and Hamsanaadam 
as ‘pa (di) nu Sa’.82 No scale, to my knowledge, employs the sequence ‘sa 
mi..’ and, I am sure all performers will readily agree with me on the extreme 
markedness of this sequence which is ruled out altogether in Carnatic music 
as an undominated constraint. The problem of tonal distance is pronounced 
in the ascent because one has to leave a pivotal tone and target a non-pivotal 
tone at a distance. On the descent, however, there is no problem because the 
nal tone is a pivot which is always unmarked and easy to render.

Thus we see that among the 12 tones, though the majority of them have 
the same context-free markedness status, i.e. low ranked markedness con-
straints implying that they are not marked at all, there are, at least, three 
distinct cases of context-sensitive markedness among the twelve tones. 
However, in the case of performers who are well trained, all the constraints 
pertaining to the twelve tones are fairly low ranked becoming invisible and 
thus do not perform any function in their grammar. But for performers for 
whom these context sensitive markedness constraints are visible, these con-
straints will have to be higher ranked than the raagam specic constraints 
which stipulate the member notes of the raagam set to the extent that specic 
sequences are blocked by markedness allowing ‘non-designated notes’ to act 
as intermediate notes. Thus for some performers for whom the markedness 
constraints *pa nu Sa is higher ranked than the faith constraints which select 
the notes of the raagam, the grammar of these performers would include a 
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high ranking markedness constraint prohibiting this specic sequence but 
allowing an intervening ‘eeting’ ‘di’ to alleviate the marked sequence thus 
rendering the sequence that will be notated as ‘pa nu Sa’ but rendered as 
[pa (di) nu Sa]. Unlike orthodox grammarians, I do not brand such render-
ings as ungrammatical but merely note that this practice is sanctioned by a 
specic constraint in the grammar of these performers. Remember, there 
is no such thing as right and wrong when it comes to the practice of es-
tablished performers/users of Carnatic music (as in language). The descrip-
tive grammar of these performers are signicantly different from that of 
other performers who overcome the specic markedness constraint noted  
above.83

5.3. Pitch manipulations

So far, I have examined the markedness constraints pertaining to the twelve 
tones and the absolute prohibition (undominated status) on rendering m.tones 
as targets in Carnatic music. I now venture to take a closer look at gamakkam 
– the systematic exploitation of inter-tonal frequency in Carnatic music. As 
I said earlier, gamakkam is not ornamentation or added decoration but an 
obligatory part of Carnatic music. 

(6)   The twenty two rutis of Carnatic music84

   1.  a jam         (sa)   C
   2.  Gau a ri abham      (red. ra) 
   3.  suddha ri abham      (ra)   D at
   4.  tri ruti ri abhan     (red. ri)
   5.   catur ruti ri abham     (ri)    D
   6.  bhairavi gaandhaaram    (red. gi)
   7.  saadhaara a gaandhaaram   (gi)   E at 
   8.  antara gaandhaaram     (gu)   E
   9.  cyuuta...gaandhaaram     (aug. gu)
   10.  suddha madhyamam     (ma)   F
   11.  Beega aa madhyamam    (aug. ma)
   12.  prati madhyamam      (mi)   F sharp 
   13.  cyuuta pancamam      (aug. mi)
   14.  pancamam        (pa)   G
   15.  eeka ruti daivatam     (red. da)
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   16.  suddha daivatam     (da)   A at
   17.  tri ruti daivatam      (red di)
   18.  catur ruti daivatam     (di)   A
   19.  Bhairavi ni aadam      (red ni)
   20.  kaisiki ni aadam      (ni)   B at
   21.  kaakali ni aadam      (nu)   B
   22.  cyuuta a jam       (aug nu)

Once the m.tone was sanctioned by the theory (maybe in hindsight to 
justify the practice) and once its execution was effected as a glide from a 
lower anchor to a higher target executing the m.tone in passing, an entirely 
new approach to the exploitation of inter-tonal frequency was in place. And 
more possibilities became available, once again leaving theoretical justi-
cation lagging far behind. The point I wish to make now, is that the theory 
sanctioned only two interpretations for all the ten tones (leaving aside ‘sa’ 
and ‘pa’). But in practice, while ‘ra’ and ‘da’, ‘gu’, ‘mi’ and ‘nu’ still have 
roughly only two possibilities and the m.tones associated with ‘ri’ and ‘di’ 
are not really exploited in contemporary practice, ‘gi’, ‘ma’ and ‘ni’ have 
found more incarnations in practice. I showcase the note ‘gi’ and its range 
of interpretation with a view to setting up a theory of inter-tonal variation 
in Carnatic music and advance a description that will successfully bridge 
the theory–practice divide. The characteristics that I establish for ‘gi’ are 
denitely valid for ‘ni’ and, may also be valid, with minor adjustments, for 
‘ma’. Due to lack of space I am not able to take up each one of these notes 
for detailed analysis. 

I argue that each of these three ‘expressive’ notes admits two m.tones 
each, a reduced one and an augmented one thus bringing up the total of tones 
in an octave to 23 – a theoretically inelegant number.85

But before I venture into the world of pitch intricacies in Carnatic music, 
I wish to take a brief excursus into the exploitation of pitch. According to Yip 
(2002), as cited in Gussenhoven (2004), “more than half of the languages in 
the world are tone languages”, i.e. languages which exploit pitch to signal 
different lexical entries. For example, in the language Mizo spoken in the 
north eastern state of Mizoram, India, though the words in (7) have the same 
segmental specication, their pitch specications are different signaling dif-
ferent meanings:

 H LH L
(7)   /lei/ ‘slanting’   /lei/ ‘to buy’   /lei/ ‘a bridge’
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Roughly speaking, languages which exploit pitch in this manner are called 
tone languages. However, in all languages, i.e. both tone and non-tone lan-
guages, pitch is also employed to signal communicative meaning, often re-
ferred to as intonation. For instance, in most languages we employ a rise at 
the end of the utterance to indicate that we have not nished speaking yet. 
For example, the sentence below is normally pronounced with a rising pitch 
at the end of the rst break and a fall at the end of the sentence.

(8)   Rising pitch to signal incomplete utterance

   When I was going to the shop,// I met my friend.//

Similarly, all languages employ distinct pitch to signal declarative and 
interrogative sentences. Thus languages employ pitch to signal lexical dif-
ferences and convey sentential meaning. Since speakers may chose to use a 
narrow or a broad pitch range in their speaking style, for instance, one will 
normally use a narrow pitch range if one wants to convey a sense of calmness 
but a broad pitch range for conveying excitement/anger etc. But irrespective 
of the pitch range employed, one can characterize the pitch movements using 
just two abstract heights High and Low.86 These abstract specications of H 
and L are indirectly related to actual pitch heights employed. 

Languages adopt various strategies for keeping track of the pitch speci-
cations. They allow the pitch to come down if distinctions in the sequence 
are maintained, e.g. in many languages in a H L H sequence, the second H 
is realized at a lower pitch height, a phenomenon known as downstep. The 
two H’s are the same from the point of view of the phonology but, phoneti-
cally they are realized differently. Another strategy that a language can adopt 
is to enhance the H after a H L sequence so that the difference between 
the L and the following H is striking. This phenomenon is known as upstep. 
In Carnatic music too we have a comparable phenomenon in pitch move-
ment sequences. In one type which I have recorded, the pitch glides achieve 
higher targets in consecutive curves and the dip is also higher in consecu-
tive glides. We could take this to be comparable to ‘upstep’ in language. In 
phrases which are in the ascent as well in the descent, we see that the same 
principles are applicable in Carnatic music, namely, consecutive targets are 
higher and consecutive dips are higher. In other words, in Carnatic music 
what we seem to have, irrespective of whether the musical phrase in which 
the pitch curve is embedded is in the ascending phrase or descending phrase, 
is for consecutive dips and targets to obey upstep with higher dips and higher 
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targets. This is only a conjecture but it may very well turn out to be correct. A 
larger corpus of data across performers is needed to establish this claim that 
pitch curves/waves/spikes whether upward or downward oriented are always 
subject to upstep in Carnatic music. Needless to say, such an investigation is 
beyond the scope of this book. But what one does not nd is either downstep, 
a lowering of an intended pitch after a lower pitch or a general lowering of 
all pitch values towards the end of a musical line (comparable to ‘declina-
tion’ – gradual lowering of pitch within an intonational phrase in language) 
in music. Such a sliding of pitch would result in ambiguity in music where 
pitch values are much more stable than in speech.

I illustrate below the wide variety of interpretations that the note ‘gi’ ad-
mits across raagas. But the general point that I wish to make is that while 
the theoretical justication for m.tones paved the way for the systematic ex-
ploitation of inter-tonal pitch movement between designated anchors and tar-
gets traversing the m.tones, the practice opened up further systematic pitch 
movements between notes. The designated anchors could be RenScale ones, 
or m.tones in non-initial anchors, or notes not designated by the raagam in 
question. I will illustrate each of the possibilities below. While the former 
two instantiations get covered in the discussion below, the last cited example 
requires to be handled here rst.

Take the example of a raagam like Sriranjani with the scale /sa ri gi ma di 
ni Sa/. If practitioners introspect on the manner in which they would render 
a phrase like //ni di di,// in this raagam when they sing,87 they will realize 
that they, in fact, do invoke, although eetingly, a ‘pa’ in between the two 
instances of ‘di’. I can answer the question readily, being a veena player: the 
second ‘ni’ has a shadow ‘pa’ as its anchor, though ‘pa’ is not a designated 
note of the raagam.88 Thus we see that ‘eeting’ anchors need not even be 
designated notes of a raagam. But they may need to be from the twelve tone 
set. Another point that requires to be discussed is the general issue of inter-
tonal exploitation. The m.tone issue had allowed a certain range of possibili-
ties and, my hunch is that once the ‘Pandora’s box’ of inter-tonal frequencies 
was opened up, there was a range of possibilities which had to be dealt with. 
I will deal with these possibilities in some detail before I venture into pitch 
ranges in raagas. 

If we take a look at the pitch graphs that are presented below, we will see 
that minute variations of pitch are distinctive to the Carnatic music fraternity. 
Take this concrete example of Fig. 1 below (p. 115) where the three occur-
rences of Too i ‘gi’ are at 191, 198 and 200 Hertz. I am sure every sensitive 
Carnatic musician would realize that while the rst pitch wave illustrates a 
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red.gi the second and third are not all that reduced. Now, the perception of 
red.gi is a ‘real’ value of 4 Hertz below the target for ‘ri’, i.e. a mere 28 cent. 
Therefore my claim in the previous chapter about a range of 20 to 30 cent 
value difference being perceptible to the Carnatic fraternity is validated. The 
further point that needs to be noted is that the second and third iteration of 
the pitch wave evidences progressively higher targets – nally the target ex-
ceeding ‘gi’ which stands at 195 Hertz and the target of the nal pitch wave 
is 200 Hertz which is a 37 cent augmented pitch.89 It is quite clear that the 
mathematical proof of the Indian tradition has gone awry. To give them the 
benet of doubt, I take it that the proof that was given was, perhaps, valid 
for the practice then current.90 Clearly, for the Carnatic musician, percep-
tion of reduced and augmented tones has changed radically in contemporary 
Carnatic music practice and there is every need to address this changed situ-
ation. 

We have sufcient research evidence to say that language does not remain 
static over centuries; nor can we expect Carnatic music to be strictly faithful 
to sixteenth and seventeenth century theoretical premises, being a language-
like system specic to humans. I shall argue with the support of pitch graphs 
for the need to re-dene the Carnatic music octave. I would like to maintain 
that the insight presented by Carnatic music theorists is basically not mis-
placed; though the earlier arguments are purely theoretical (not supported by 
any raw data, nor can the model be replicated). My hypothesis is that their 
vision of multiple versions of the notes of the scale, in fact, led to the great 
pitch revolution in Carnatic music. 

A considerable part of this chapter is devoted to an analysis of the pitch 
movements of the ‘note’ ‘gi’ in Carnatic music across raagas. I had made out 
a case for the red.tones and aug.tones to be pitch graphs in the previous chap-
ter. In this chapter I demonstrate that the ‘ rutis’ of Carnatic music and ‘pos-
sible pitch movements’ in contemporary Carnatic music need to be dened 
anew. Thus the objectives of a large part of this chapter are the following:

(9)   Objectives: Interpretation of pitch movement
   a. The octave needs to be re-dened in contemporary Carnatic 

music vis-à-vis m.tones which are there to stay, 
   b. the practice of pitch movements introduced to accommodate 

red.tones and aug.tones opened the way for more systematic 
exploitation of inter-tonal frequencies and

   c. the pitch realization of pitch variation is a function of time in-
dicated by the abstract timing unit – the mora µ.
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The issues in (9) above are inter-related and hence cannot be taken up one 
after the other. Therefore, I will have to tackle the issues as a related set of 
ideas. My plan for this section of the chapter is to examine the pitch readings 
of the ‘note’ ‘gi’ which admits a great variety of pitch movements across raa-
gas and arrive at a general conclusion about all the three issues listed in (9) 
above. The reason why I target the ‘note’ ‘gi’ is that it showcases the problem 
and allows us to arrive at an elegant solution.91 If this detailed interpretation 
of ‘gi’ could set in place a new theory of microtonal Carnatic music, the 
other ‘notes’ with equally varied pitch variation or less varied pitch interpre-
tations can easily be handled by a less sophisticated mechanism. As I said 
earlier, ‘ra’ and ‘da’ admit reduced varieties and ‘gu’, ‘mi’ and ‘nu’ admit 
augmented varieties, however, ‘ri’ and ‘di’, in contemporary Carnatic mu-
sic, to the best of my playing/listening experience of forty six years, do not, 
contrary to Carnatic music theory. But ‘gi’, ‘ma’ and ‘ni’ seem to admit more 
than one m.tone. Therefore, when I take up the issue of redening the m.tone 
map of contemporary Carnatic music, I will keep these observations in  
mind.

A minor digression on the interpretation of the notes ‘ri’ and ‘di’ in con-
temporary Carnatic music. As I said earlier, I cannot nd any instance of 
reduced varieties of these two notes in any raagam in any sample of con-
temporary practice, contrary to Carnatic music theory which postulates a 
tri ruti ri abham and a tri ruti daivatam. What I do construe across styles 
of Carnatic music practice is a mild pitch wave on ‘ri and ‘di’ signaling an 
augmented ‘ri’ or a reduced ‘gi’ standing for a ‘ru’ and ‘an augmented ‘di’ 
or a reduced ‘ni’ standing for a ‘du’ in raagas where they function as ‘re-
duced ru’ and ‘reduced du’ where the actual ri abham and daivatam which 
are really reincarnations of ‘gi’ and ‘di’ respectively are played on ‘ri’ and 
‘di’ with a slight deection indicating an augmented m.tone.92 Thus in these 
‘vivaadi’ scales which select actual ‘gi’ and ‘gu’ labeling them as ‘ru and ‘gu’ 
respectively, or scales which select ‘ni’ and ‘nu’ labeling them ‘du’ and ‘nu’ 
respectively, where the former notes are, at least in certain styles of Car-
natic music, really augmented versions of ‘gi’ and ‘ni’ played on ‘ri’ and 
‘di’ respectively as a pitch movement between ‘ri’/‘di’ and the higher target 
notes ‘gu’ and ‘nu’ respectively. Thus, in addition to raagas like Too i and 
Bhairavi which employ aug.gi, the vivaadi raagas which select ‘ru gu’ and 
‘du nu’ actually require the ‘ru’ and ‘du’ to be rendered as aug.gi and aug.ni 
respectively in certain styles of Carnatic music. But all Carnatic music per-
formers would agree with me when I say that though the m.tone employed 
is the same, i.e. aug.gi and aug.ni in both Too i and vivaadi raagas which 
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select ‘ru and gu’ and ‘du and nu’, the pitch rendering can be quite distinct. 
While in Too i, aug.gi and aug.ni may be instantiated by deep pitch curves 
with targets as high as ‘ma/pa’ and ‘nu/Sa’, the aug.gi and aug.ni renderings 
for vivaadi mee akartaas can never be deep pitch curves but have to be mild, 
at pitch movements with much lower targets. So, in addition to selecting 
m.tones distinctively in raagas, raagam types are constrained to employ dis-
tinct pitch movements though the selected m.tone is the same. The type of 
pitch movement selected will then signal a difference in the raagam type.93 
In fact this restriction on selecting only mild pitch wave for aug.gi (and  
aug.ni) may be attributed to the fact that these raagas select a note which is 
only a semi-tone away as their adjacent note, namely ‘gu’ and ‘nu’. I will 
return to a discussion of the selection of pitch movement types as a conse-
quence of the notes of the scale selected by the raagam. 

The discussion on pitch manoeuvres in Carnatic music is illustrated with 
varieties of ‘gi’ as found in the raagas Too i, Bhairavi and Hindoo am.94

(10)  Musical demonstration  Types of ‘gi’
   ‘gi’ in Too i
   a.  gi

1
, gi

2
 ra (sa) ra   Fig. 1

   b.  sa ra gi
3
 gi

4
, ma    Fig. 2

   c.  gi
5
 ma pa ma gi

6
,   Fig. 3

Too i is specially interesting as it attests at least ve different executions of 
the note ‘gi’ given below in Fig. 1–3 below.

Notice that there are ve pitch movements which signal Too i ‘gi’ in 
this phrase starting at 186 which is just above ‘ri’ and the peaks begin at 191 
– which is clearly lower than ‘gi, with the successive peaks getting higher 
and higher at 198, 200 which is well above ‘gi’ – almost half way between 
‘gi and ‘gu’. What do we make of this? I propose to interpret the ve pitch 
movements in the following way (see Fig. 1).

I assume that the rst two pitch movements, which are gentle pitch 
waves, are instances of red.gi which the raagam sanctions. I assume that 
the next three pitch movements are pitch curves which are instantiations of 
the m.tone aug.gi, which I presented earlier while discussing vivaadi raagas 
and the rendering of the note ‘ru’ as an augmented ‘gi’ sanctioned by these 
vivaadi raagas. Thus, raagas like Too i as well as vivaadi raagas sanction  
aug.gi. How do we distinguish their usage? As I said earlier, the vivaadi 
raagas are constrained to select only the mild pitch movement as the adja-
cent note is only a semi-tone higher. But the following note in Too i is ‘ma’ 
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which is tone away and therefore the aug.gi in Too i admits all manner of 
pitch movements, pitch wave, pitch curve and pitch spike, etc. 

Figure 1.

Thus in this case, I suggest that two of the pitch waves out of the ve of 
Too i ‘gi’ which fall back on a lower note ‘ra’ are instantiations of red.gi and 
the following three of aug.gi. While red.gi has ‘gi’ as its target, aug.gi has 
‘gu’ as its target, clearly showing us that targets and eeting anchors need 
not be members of the scale of the raagam. However, stable anchors have 
to be sanctioned members of the scale of the raagam. Thus this rst musi-
cal phrase illustrates the fact that red.gi and the aug.gi are selected by the 
raagam Too i. It also shows how we have two different concepts of anchors 
– stable and eeting; while the former must be a member of the scale of the 
raagam, the latter can be any appropriate ‘tone’ in the neighbourhood. 

I next turn to a pitch analysis of the musical phrase “sa ra gi, ma”. As 
in all things pertaining to Carnatic music, here too we have a considerable 
number of variations across iterations by the same performer but, more im-
portantly, greater than usual, across performers signaling differences in style. 
I have heard performers who render the phrase shown above with ‘pa’ rather 
than ‘ma’ as the target. For want of a better label I shall refer to this style 
as ‘ultra-orthodox’ where phrases like “sa ra gi, ma” and “pa da ni, Sa” are 
rendered with distinctly higher targets, i.e. ‘pa’ and ‘Sa’ respectively.

I assume that a unique characteristic of this “ultra-orthodox” style is 
the selection of higher targets in pitch curves, perhaps uniformly. Typically, 
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these higher targets occur in raagas of the idiosyncratic set (see chapter 8 for 
details) where the designated notes are at least a tone higher. So the same 
kind of exaggerated pitch curve (with higher target) is the practice for the 
notes ‘gu’ and ‘di’ in Kalyaa i, ‘ma’ and ‘di’ in Shankaraabhara am and so  
on.95 

Figure 2.

Turning to the second phrase, we nd the rst ‘gi from the anchor ‘ra’ 
going up to 214 which is almost ‘ma’ coming down to 186 which is slightly 
above ‘ri’ again shooting up to 219 which is a bit above ‘ma’ and gets back 
to 193 which is almost RenScale ‘gi’ for a eeting moment. The two ‘gi’s are 
distinctly different. I take it that, generally, in consecutive pitch movements, 
the later pitch movements are always closer to the target than the earlier ones 
and that this incremental behaviour is really a performance factor which 
we nd comparable to upstep in language. In the case of language and also 
in Carnatic music, cases of upstep should be deemed to be an implemen-
tational criterion and get on with our theoretical analysis. Further, in such 
cases while the initiating pitch movement has a lower anchor (in this case 
‘ra’ – the designated note of the raagam) the second eeting anchor is actually 
‘ri’ which is not a designated note of the raagam. The generalization is that 
the second, eeting anchor is always higher than the rst anchor. I assume 
that, as far as the theory is concerned, the two pitch curves can be described 
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as shown below and their actual pitch realization can be captured by the 
generalization below: 

(11)  Note–pitch relation generalization
   a. In consecutive note pitch movements, the initiating anchor is a 

designated note of the raagam.
   b. However, in pitch movements driven by aug.tones, the anchor 

need not be a designated note of the raagam.96

   c. The anchor of the non-initial pitch movement is usually a eet-
ing anchor, a pitch value closer to the target by at least a semi 
tone/quarter tone.

   d. In consecutive pitch movements, though the target remains 
stable, the achieved target pitch gets progressively higher (and 
closer to the target and sometimes, even overshooting the tar-
get).

Thus I take it that the two pitch curves are really theoretically the ‘same’, 
though their actual realizations are different. I term this type of pitch curve 
‘note pitch curve’ to indicate that this type of pitch movement is possible 
between all designated notes in a raagam – in all raagas (idiosyncratic or 
scalar). In all raagas, note pitch curves are possible between the designated 
notes of the raagam provided the adjacent notes are at least a tone away 
from each other. In raagas like Kalyaa i, Too i, Bhairavi, Karaharapriyaa, 
Beega aa, Kaana aa and so on, notes which are separated by an interval of 
a tone are allowed to interpret the lower note as a pitch curve from the lower 
note. Even in non-idosyncratic raagas like Hamsadhvani and Hamsanaadam 
etc., for instance, the ‘ri’ can be rendered as a note pitch curve. In the for-
mer its anchor would be ‘ri’ and target an appropriate higher note. It must 
be noted that for these scalar raagas, though pitch curves are admitted, the 
targets are never really the right adjacent note in the linear ordered scale. For 
instance, for Hamsadhvani, if one renders a pitch curve on ‘pa’, the target is 
never ‘nu’ but much lower (probably just ‘di’ which is not a designated note 
of the raagam). To sum up our discussion so far about Too i, we take it that 
the raagam sanctions the pitch wave red.gi, the pitch wave and curve aug.gi, 
and the note pitch curve ‘gi’.

Thus we see that the distinction between a pitch curve and a note pitch 
curve is that while the former happens when there is an aug.m.tone involved 
and its anchor may or may not be a sanctioned note of the raagam, the an-
chor of the note pitch curve, which is always between designated notes of a 
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raagam provided they are at least a tone away from each other, is always a 
designated note of the raagam.

I next turn to the phrase “gi, ma pa, ma gi,, ra” and show that even this 
raagam does allow RenScale ‘gi’, in addition to all the other variations it 
sanctions: the rst note is RenScale ‘gi’ in the musical phrase presented be-
low:

Figure 3.

In this phrase, we see that the rst static ‘gi’ is a RenScale ‘gi’ at 194. The 
second ‘gi’ is once again a double pitch curve with ‘gi’ as target. I assume 
that the target is ‘gi in both cases and that ‘note’ attempted is aug.gi. Thus we 
see that the pitch with the eeting anchor ‘ri’ and progressively going higher 
with targeted ‘gi’ curves whether they occur as initiating notes or as phrase 
nal sequences having the same properties I listed above in (11).

(12)  The ‘notes’ of Too i 
   Sa
   red.ra  ra
   red.gi  RenScale.gi  aug.gi
   pitch curve ‘gi

(13)  Renditions of ‘gi’ in Too i
   a.  RenScale gi
   b.  Red.gi
     This may have either ‘ra’ or ‘ri’ as anchors depending on 

whether the pitch wave/curve is an initiating one or a suc-
cessive one.
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   c.  Aug.gi
     This could have ‘gu’ (or even ‘ma’ or ‘pa’) as its target 

depending on whether the pitch wave/curve is an initiating 
one or a successive one.

   d.   Like any other raagam, this raagam should also be allowed 
to execute a pitch curve between the selected ‘notes’ of the 
raagam which are at least a tone away from each other. The 
initiating anchor is unambiguously the lower note and suc-
ceeding anchors and targets are progressively higher ‘gu’ or 
‘ma’ or even ‘pa’.

These four stipulations above sufce to account for all the pitch range varia-
tions in Too i. Thus we have a ‘gentle’ pitch wave from ‘ra’ to indicate 
the red.gi version, limited pitch wave to indicate aug.gi versions and ex-
tended note pitch curve to indicate pitch curve between two selected ‘notes’ 
of a raagam. Thus we are able to account for all the variation in a uniform  
fashion. 

However, this account has to deny the red. versions of ‘ri’ and ‘di’ and add 
two new m.tones to ‘gi’ and ‘ni’ respectively, and an additional red.m.tone 
for ‘ma’. In addition to that, we still need to stipulate that
a) a red.m.tone can function as a eeting anchor of a non-initial pitch move-
ment and
b) ‘gi’, ‘ni’ and ‘ma’ have not just one but two associated m.tones each, and 
that ‘ri’ and ‘di’ do not have any m.tone associated with them.

In all, from the three phrases we see that the raagam Too i admits widely 
different frequency interpretations for a single performer, even within the 
same phrase. The raagam has ‘gi’ around frequencies 190 which is like an 
augmented ‘ri’ or a reduced ‘gi’, 195 a proper ‘gi’, 198 which is an augmented 
‘gi’ and a pitch curve which has ‘ma’ (or ‘pa’) as its target. Thus we see that 
the frequency range for Too i ‘gi’ is between 190 (an augmented ‘ri’) to 
219 (which is a target ‘ma’) or even higher for some performers. So the ‘gi’ 
arsenal of Too i is fairly extensive and therefore, no wonder, it is such an 
expressive swaram ‘note’ spanning nearly 20 Hertz or more. If its execution 
is not entirely predictable even for a single performer, one can imagine what 
the situation would be across widely different styles of music.97 It is now 
appropriate to formulate the constraints. I start with the at rendering of ‘gi’, 
i.e. render the note as RenScale. Using the formula for pitch glides I had 
introduced earlier (chapter 4, (13), p. 102), I can now describe a composite 
pitch curve which is, in fact, made up of two halves, with the anchor and target 
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reversed to form a composite curve. I modify the formula for augmented 
tone given in ((13c); chapter 4) as (14a and b).

(14)  Constraints for Too i ‘gi’
   a. RenScale gi
   b. Ascending Glide for Too i ‘gi’
    T

A.ra 
T 

Aug.gi
 T 

T.gu/ma/pa

   c. Descending Glide for Too i ‘gi’
    T

A.gu/ma/pa
 T

Aug.gi
 T

T.ra

   d. Composite Pitch Curve for Too i Aug.gi
    T

A.ra 
T 

Aug.gi
 T 

T.gu/ma/pa
 /%/ T

T.gu/ma/pa
 T

Aug.gi
 T

A.ra

The convention I follow is that ‘%’ indicates that the order of the two parts of 
the pitch glide can be reversed so that the composite pitch curve can be either 
an ascending or a descending curve. In the phrase [gi, ma pa] it is an upward 
pitch curve but in the phrase [ma gi, ma] it is an inverted one. 

Keeping this formula in mind we can now actually state the constraints 
that derive the various pitch movements for Too i ‘gi’ as shown below.

(15)  The repertoire of Too i ‘gi’
   a. RenScale gi  steady pitch 
   b. Red.gi   single or double pitch wave
    T

A.ra
 T

T.red.gi
 T

T gi
 T

A.ra/ri
 ... T ...

    (if a single pitch wave then the second anchor is a ‘ra’; if a 
second pitch wave follows then the anchor is a eeting ‘ri’ and 
the actual peak pitch gets progressively higher)

   c. Aug.gi   single or double pitch wave98

    T
A.ra

 T
T aug.gi

 T
T gu/ma/pa

 T 
A. ra/ri

 ... T
    (if a single pitch wave then the second anchor is a ‘ra’; if a 

second pitch wave follows then the anchor is a eeting ‘ri’ and 
the actual peak pitch gets progressively higher)

   d. Note pitch curve ‘gi’
    T

A.ra
 T

T ma/pa
 T 

A. ra/ri
 ... T

    (if a single pitch wave then the second anchor is a ‘ra’; if a 
second pitch wave follows then the anchor is a eeting ‘ri’ and 
the actual peak pitch gets progressively higher)

I take it that the statements in (15) above are comparable to ‘phonologi-
cal’, i.e. abstract generalizations and the comments in brackets are more or 
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less like ‘phonetic implementation’ rules.99 Just as in contemporary linguistic 
theory where we do not assign the phonological and phonetic issues to two 
separate modules, in Carnatic music too I wish to keep them integrated in 
a single set of constraints. However, more inputs are needed before a full 
blown theory of implementation is in place for Carnatic music. While the 
‘phonological’ counterpart – the statements in (15) – are likely to be stable 
across musical events by and large (allowing slightly different anchors and 
targets in certain styles), the ‘ne print’ in brackets comparable to phonetic 
implementation is likely to vary across events and users. 

Further, there is an inviolable, high ranked constraint which restricts the 
target to be the semi-tone closest to the m.tone when the glide is to be associ-
ated with a single mora or less. In other words, either when the ‘gi’ is to be 
rendered as a single mora or in a fast tempo (where more than one note is to 
be associated with a single mora), the distant target of ‘ma’/‘pa’ are impos-
sible and the ‘gi’ is rendered with a minimum of gamakkam. This is captured 
as a general constraint (16) given below.

(16)  Prohibition on higher targets/lower anchors in fast tempo render-
ings 

   a.  Ascending Glide
     *..T

Aug t
 T

T n 
(if n – t ≥ 1) 

   b.  Descending Glide
     *..T

Aug. t
 T

T n 
(if t – n ≥ 1)

In plain language, we see that at faster tempo, pitch curves are prohibited 
(by markedness constraints specic to fast tempo rendition) and only mild 
pitch wave renditions of red.T and aug.T may be allowed. In certain styles 
even pitch waves could be prohibited making the notes in fast tempo pure 
RenScale or approximations to RenScale notes. (Recall discussion in chapter 
3 pp. 64–68.)

We saw that the single note ‘gi’ in the raagam Too i has as many as four 
different renditions and that the choice of a particular rendition of ‘gi’ was 
determined by i) idiosyncratic selection of the performer ii) the style of the 
performer and c) the time span mapped to the note in question. Between the 
three factors, it becomes almost impossible to predict when a certain pitch 
movement would be executed for the note ‘gi’ in the raagam Too i. One 
would have to examine an enormous amount of data to be able to make a sta-
tistical prediction about the tendencies of certain patterns to occur in certain 
musical phrases and styles and so on. The moral of this is that synthesized 
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Carnatic music (just like synthesized language) still has a long, long way to 
go.100 Further, unlike language where some head way has been made by de-
cades of research, Carnatic music has yet to start detailed investigation of the 
intricacies of pitch movements, tendencies within a style / across styles, etc. 
Thus, even a recognition model for Carnatic music is a distant dream, leave 
alone a production model.

I now turn to the ‘gi’ in the raagam Bhairavi with a view to determine 
whether the execution of the note ‘gi’ in this raagam is very different from 
Too i requiring different generalizations.

(17)  Musical Demonstration
   ‘gi’ in Bhairavi
   a.  gi, ri   Fig.6
   b.  gi, ma   Fig.7
   c.  ri, ri gi, ri Fig.8

Figure 4.
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What we have in Fig. 4 is a RenScale ‘gi’ at the beginning. The following 
two (or rather one and a half) pitch waves have RenScale ‘gi’ as anchor and 
then moves to red.gi at 189 and 192 Hertz before returning to RenScale ‘ri’ 
at 184. These are instances of inverted pitch curves for red.gi. The starting 
anchor is a RenScale ‘gi’ and the target is ‘ri’ traversing red.gi along the way. 
If we compare the red.gi of Too i and the inverted red.gi for Bhairavi we do 
not see much of a difference in actual pitch values between the two. But we 
must keep in mind the fact that what we term a ‘note’ of Carnatic music is not 
really an isolated pitch value (static or otherwise). These notes of Carnatic 
music are composite pitch movements to be interpreted a) in the domain of a 
whole pitch movement and b) the musical phrase in which it is embedded. If 
interpreted in this spirit, what we have here is a pitch sequence denoting two 
notes of music ‘gi’ and ‘ri’ initiating the phrase. Thus there is no ambiguity in 
interpreting the red.gi here, and in Too i earlier, as the context of the occur-
rence of the red.gi pitch wave is strikingly different in the two cases. While 
in Too i the initial note ‘ra’ signals Too i unambiguously, in the Bhairavi 
phrase, though the initiating note is RenScale ‘gi’, the target is unambigu-
ously ‘ri’, a note signaling Bhairavi and not Too i. But, nevertheless, from 
the theory point of view both are instances of red.gi, a single m.tone with 
speciable pitch values.

In the next sample, the realization of ‘gi’ is as a note curve ‘gi’ as in 
Too i. 

Figure 5.
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If we compare the two occurrences of note curve ‘gi’ we nd that, as is 
expected, the initiating anchor of the Too i pitch curve is ‘ra’ at 173 Hertz 
but the Bhairavi initiating anchor is, naturally, ‘ri’ at 186 Hertz. The targets, 
signicantly are not different as both touch peak frequencies of 186 and 219 
indicating progressive incremental approximation to the target ‘ma’. Once 
again, the proof is loud and clear: the ‘gi’ itself is not distinct but the disam-
biguation is in the different initial anchors, namely ‘ra’ in the case of Too i 
and ‘ri’ in the case of Bhairavi. 

Thus in both instances, several of my claims are justied. Firstly, pitch 
curves are executed as progressively higher peak values. Secondly, though 
the eeting anchors in both cases are no different, i.e. at 186 Hertz, yet the 
theory interprets the pitch as ‘ra’ in the former and ‘ri’ in the latter. This 
shows that the eeting anchor is just that, a eeting approximation to a note 
and not to be taken as signicant. I would hazard a guess saying that the 
eeting anchors of Too i and Bhairavi will be ‘perceived’ differently by the 
knowledgeable Carnatic music fraternity. They would perceive the former as 
‘ra’ and the latter as ‘ri’ though their pitch values are identical. I do not see 
this as a problem for the theory I am trying to construct. In fact, it supports 
my hypothesis that perception of pitch values is ‘relative’ in Carnatic music 
(as in language and elsewhere for humans) and pitch values are converted 
to ‘notes’ in context by implementation rules. I conclude by saying that the 
abstract representation that the theory constructs and the double pitch curve 
that gets executed with their minute differences are all instances of pitch 
realization about which I will have more to say subsequently. 

A small digression for the skeptics. Draw by hand a rough ‘s’ like gure 
and show it in the context of a) numbers, b) letters of the alphabet, c) icons 
like moon, tree, owl, etc. and one will see that the same gure is interpreted 
differently in different contexts. This contextual perception is in the nature 
of human perception.101 This is not an anomalous situation at all for linguists. 
Take the case of the words pronounced [moor ] ‘buttermilk’ and [shev r ] 
‘wall’ in my dialect of Tamil – the Chennai Brahmin dialect – the ‘r’ is pro-
nounced exactly alike but still ‘educated’ Tamil speakers will assign them to 
two different symbols/graphemes.102 

The major point that I would like to make at this point is that 
a) initiating anchors are crucial for determining grammaticality but 
b) eeting anchors are interpreted variably in context and
c) the target is realized in a gradient, incremental fashion.

The two anchors are interpreted differently depending on their context. 
While initiating anchors have to be sanctioned by the raagam, other pitch 
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movements are interpreted ‘relatively’. In the case of the eeting anchor 
the same pitch value is interpreted as ‘ra’ in one case but as ‘ri’ in the oth-
er case. The point that I am making here is that the interpretation of ap-
parently simple pitch facts is indeed a very complex affair. But we should 
not lose sight of the ‘wood’ of Carnatic music theory for the ‘trees’ of the 
pitch values and movements. This extended discussion is necessitated by 
mistaken attempts by some ‘musicologists’ in postulating distinctions 
where distinctions do not exist, proliferating classication without any real  
need.

What we have below are two further instances of ‘gi’. 

Figure 6.

The rst pitch movement is a curve from the anchor 186, i.e. ‘ri’ to the peak 
of 209 which is ‘gu’ and this makes it an instance of aug.gi which the raagam 
sanctions. The second pitch movement is altogether different. First of all the 
pitch movement is a pitch spike (i.e., a pitch movement undertaken in a short 
span of time). While the target of the previous pitch curve was ‘gu’, the tar-
get this time could be ‘ma’ which is underachieved or ‘gu’ which is overshot. 
However, I advance the view that the imprecise realization of the target is 
a function of time. Due to lack of adequate time, the target is not achieved 
satisfactorily (from the perfectionist’s point of view). The real pitch value, 
therefore, is a performance factor affecting the intended target ‘gu’ at 207 
Hertz. Thus this may not be an instance of an aug.gi or ‘ma’. Conversely, we 
could assume that pitch spikes have ‘exaggerated targets which are under-
achieved and in this case, the target was really ‘ma’ which was undershot by 
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the pitch spike. Whether the target is ‘gu’ which is not a designated note of 
the raagam or ‘ma’ which is a designated note of the raagam will remain a 
theoretical issue. The reality is that the real pitch peak of pitch spikes will 
always be imprecise given the timing factor and so I will leave this discus-
sion at this rather inconclusive stage. 

I now turn to the problem of characterizing a pitch wave and a pitch 
spike.

(18)  Pitch value association to mora
   a. Pitch curve association to mora
    Associate the anchor and target to the rst mora and the fol-

lowing anchor and target to the second mora.
   b. Pitch spike implementation
    Associate the anchor, target and following anchor to the rst 

mora and the following note/target, if any, to the second mora. 

The difference between a pitch curve and a pitch spike then is a matter 
of timing. While in the former, only two ‘virtual’ notes are associated with a 
unit of timing, in the latter three ‘virtual’ notes are associated with a single 
unit of time and hence result in spiking the curve and the ‘imprecise’ nature 
of achieving the target. 

I also formulate the nding that in consecutive pitch troughs and peaks, 
there is an upstep of the second curve/spike giving rise to higher values of 
the second curve/spike. I will propose a total solution for the pitch variations 
towards the end of this section. 

(19)  Upstep in consecutive pitch curve/spike
   In [T

Ai
 T 

Ti 
T

Aii
 T

Tii
]

 curve/spike
, A

ii
, T

ii
 > A

i
 T

i

Informally, the successive pitch curves, the anchors and targets get higher. 
The question to ask now is whether Too i also allows pitch spike ‘gi’ like 

Bhairavi. And the answer is that it does.103 So the entire range of ‘gi’s avail-
able to Too i is also available to Bhairavi. Therefore, clearly the mechanism 
for disambiguation is at the level of the phrase and since the initiating anchor 
is different in the two cases in upward pitch movements and the targets in 
downward pitch movements, there is no ambiguity and hence no ungram-
maticality. 

I now turn to the third raagam which selects ‘gi’ in its scale, namely 
Hindoo am.
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(20)  Musical demonstration
   gi in Hindoo am
   sa gi, sa ga ma

In the raagam Hindoo am we may safely say that there are only two pos-
sibilities for executing ‘gi’, namely a gentle pitch wave ‘gi’ which varies 
approximately between the value of ‘ri’ and ‘gi’ which we will now readily 
label m.tone red.gi (this is an m.tone which we have already added to the list 
of 22 rutis (replacing red.ri) and RenScale gi. 

Figure 7.

The execution of the former red.gi is like that of any other red.tone, i.e. its 
anchor is the tone preceding it and its target is the next higher semi tone (gi). 
Unlike Too i and Bhairavi, it does not allow higher targets. And, the only 
gamakkam allowed is the gentle wave type that we nd in the picture.104 

Note that in the case of Hindoo am red.gi, the anchor is ‘ri’ which is not 
sanctioned by the raagam but notice that this anchor is a eeting anchor as 
the static anchor is at ‘sa’ – 164 Hertz which initiates the phrase and hence 
the initiating anchor. Thus, our denition of ‘eeting anchor’ also changes. 
A eeting anchor is a pitch value which is not stable with respect to a range 
of time and in the case of Hindoo am, the anchor ‘ri’ is not a designated 
note of the raagam and it is a eeting note though it is the rst anchor and 
not a succeeding anchor. This kind of phenomenon happens, specially, in 
raagas which skip certain notes and so ‘surrogate anchors’ are necessitated 
to execute pitch curves driven by m.tones. I have nothing further to say on 
this matter.
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We saw how one note, namely ‘gi’, can be interpreted in quite distinct 
ways in different raagas. While Too i and Bhairavi allow the same range of 
interpretations, ambiguity is avoided because of distinct anchors. However, 
raagas like Hindoo am allow only a gentle pitch wave signaling red.gi (and 
red.ni) and the RenScale rendition of the note ‘gi’ (and ‘ni’). Here too ambi-
guity is avoided by including the musical phrase as the point of reference. 

Two further points for explication. Firstly, the fact that Hindoo am selects 
red.gi (and red.ni) does not in any way imply that this raagam belongs to 
the ‘idiosyncratic set’ like Too i or Bhairavi (for me and many other prac-
titioners). It is in the nature of the notes ‘gi’ and ‘ni that, in Carnatic music, 
they always allow red.gi and red.ni respectively (specially in some styles 
of Carnatic music). Recall the earlier discussion on these two notes where I 
said that these notes are always ‘less sharp’ than the even tempered scale or 
the scale of the Harmonium in Carnatic music. That was an informal way of 
saying that reduced versions of these notes are preferred in Carnatic music. 
However, since the RenScale notes are the least marked of notes, no raagam 
can actually rule them out. But since all Carnatic raagas which select ‘gi’ and 
‘ni’ also select red.gi and red.ni automatically, the actual pattern of choice of 
the pitch value of these notes is dependent on the style of the performer. 

Secondly, pitch curves are attested when a raagam sanctions an aug.
m.tone and note pitch curves are attested when a raagam selects notes in such 
a way that there is an interval of a full tone between adjacent notes. 

I had stated at the beginning that the mechanism meant for interpreting 
m.tones was extended to other pitch manipulations in a systematic manner 
in Carnatic music. What I had meant precisely was the extension of the aug.
m.tone rendering as a pitch curve to any two notes separated by at least a 
tone for a note pitch curve rendering for all types of raagas. I had also noted 
that unlike aug.m.tone induced pitch curve which sanctions only notes se-
lected by the scale as targets (in both upward and downward curve), note 
pitch curves are not constrained in this manner. This is the reason why
a) note pitch curves can select higher targets in idiosyncratic raagas like 
Too i and Bhairavi (e.g., selection of ‘pa’ as the target in ultra-orthodox 
styles of note pitch cuvres on ‘gi’) and
b) note pitch curves can select notes not selected by the raagam at all even 
in scalar raagas, e.g. in Hamsadhvani which selectes only /sa, ri, gu, pa, nu, 
Sa/ a note pitch curve on ‘pa’ sanctions the target ‘ni’ rather than ‘nu’ or ‘Sa’ 
though this note is not selected by the raagam. One can test this claim record-
ing the note pitch cuvre on ‘pa’ for raagas like Suddhasaaveeri which selects 
‘di’, Madhyamaavati which selects ‘ni’ and Hamsadhvani which selects ‘nu’. 
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Clearly in my style the pitch curve on ‘pa’ for all the three raagas is identical 
to my naked ear. Therefore I assume without further argument that the note 
pitch curve ‘pa’ may be characterized as selecting a target ‘di’ or ‘ni’ for the 
three raagas without any reference to the actual notes selected by the raagam 
in question (subject to instrumental verication). 

This is what I call the ‘extension of the execution of m.tone to scalar inter-
pretations’. My strong hunch is that the theoretical construct of the m.tone set 
in motion a whole range of pitch movements which could not be contained 
any longer. Thus all raagas have to allow note pitch curves between notes 
which are at least a tone away from each other. In all other cases, pitch move-
ments are strictly governed by the lexical class membership of the raagam 
and its idiosyncratic selection of tones. This makes eminent practical sense. 
Imagine a situation where pitch movements were allowed if and only if a 
raagam selected an m.tone. Then we would have two entirely different types 
of raagas in Carnatic music, one type allowing pitch curves and another al-
lowing only RenScale notes. It is actually difcult to imagine such a state 
of affairs in contemporary Carnatic music. The extension of the note pitch 
curve mode of pitch movement to raagas which do not select any m.tones en-
sures that all raagas limit RenScale renditions, requiring “gamakkam” which 
is the hallmark of Carnatic music. 

The detailed exposition of the range of possibilities that I illustrated for 
the note ‘gi’ can be demonstrated for the notes ‘ma’ and ‘ni’ – equally expres-
sive notes. But for lack of space, I will assume that the postulation of a red.
m.tone and an aug.m.tone may be allowed for the other two notes as well and 
the algorithm postulated for ‘gi’ can be extended to all the other notes in the 
scale, without further discussion.

To sum up, we now know that a raagam can select for the following:

(21) Selection of notes in Carnatic music
  a. Selection of RenScale value
  b. Selection of red.tone if sanctioned by the lexicon
  c. Selection of aug.tone if sanctioned by the lexicon
  d. Selection of note pitch curve if notes are farther apart than a semi-

tone
  e. Pitch variation is a function of time.

Thus, in Carnatic music we nd that the interpretation of a note of mu-
sic is dependent on several factors, namely its preceding note, its preceding 
anchor, the abstract time factor, etc. Summing up my ndings so far, we can 
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say that Carnatic music systematically exploits inter-tonal pitch frequency in 
ways suggested below, namely:

(22)  a. m.tones are specied in the lexicon of the raagam such that 
their execution is taken care of by the constraints pertaining to 
their implementation.

   b. Note pitch curves are sanctioned for designated notes in any 
raagam which are at least a tone apart.

   c. The actual pitch movement is a function of time: The longer 
the duration the greater the number of pitch movements. 

   d. The difference between a pitch wave on the one hand and 
pitch curve, note pitch curve and pitch spike on the other hand 
is purely a matter of the selection of pitch range.

   e. There are only two kinds of pitch movements, namely a move-
ment between an anchor-target (a wave/curve depending on 
the time allowed) and between anchor-target-anchor which 
generally denotes a pitch spike. While the former occurs when 
two pitch values are associated with a single unit of time, i.e. 
mora, the latter is selected when three pitch values are as-
sociated with a single mora. Thus, from the theory point of 
view the pitch curve, the pitch spike and the note pitch curve 
will receive similar interpretations. The difference lies in the 
implementation. We will see below how this is done.

Thus we see that we are now in a position to consider both the ‘wood’ 
and the ‘trees’ – reconcile Carnatic music theory and contemporary practice 
in a straightforward manner. Let us recall our earlier discussion on duality 
of structure and its consequent structure dependence. The interpretation of 
the non-initial anchor ‘ra/ri’ at 187 Hertz for both Too i and Bhairavi is a 
good example of structure dependence. The interpretation of the raw pitch 
value is possible only in the context of the musical phrase; the identical pitch 
value will be analyzed as ‘ra’ in the former case but as ‘ri’ in the latter case 
because the total pitch movement species a ‘ra’ anchor for the former and 
a ‘ri’ anchor for the latter. Thus the interpretation of a pitch value is possible 
only in the context of the structure in which it is embedded – clearly a case 
of structure dependence.

I now turn to the question of representation. We have an abstract ‘note’ 
representation (like the phonemic representation in linguistics) and the pitch 
realization–implementation rules (like the rules of phonetic implementation 
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in language). In the current model of linguistics which I adopt for describing 
Carnatic music, both types of phenomena are accommodated simultaneously 
as distinct sets of well-formedness requirements. Before I take up this issue 
in detail, a small digression is necessary. I have to demonstrate how this is 
done in linguistic theory. Take the simple example of the difference between 
a phonological representation and its related phonetic representation. Take 
the Tamil words [maradi] ‘forgetfulness’ and [maratt ] ‘become numb’ in the 
sentences given below in (23).

(23)  a. avan kk  kaal maratt ppoocc
    for him   leg  numb became
    “His leg became numb.”
   b. avan kk  romba maradi
    for him   very much forgetfulness
    “He is very forgetful”

From the phonological point of view, the sound ‘t’ is long (as represented 
above) and ‘d’ is not. However, in the sentential context where the preced-
ing words are highlighted, it is quite likely that the sounds ‘t’ and ‘d’ do not 
have signicantly distinctive duration. If that is the case then the phonologi-
cal and the phonetic representations of these two sounds could be as shown  
below.

(24)  a. Phonological representation

 µ ∙ ∙

 t d

   b. Phonetic representation

 ∙ ∙

 t d

It could turn out that durationally, the two sounds are not signicantly 
different. However, with respect to voice onset they could still be distinct. 
While the former sanctions the voice immediately after the release of the 
sound ‘t’, the latter could initiate voice even before the release of ‘d’. Thus, 
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while phonologically, the main difference between the two representations is 
durational (and also ‘voice’), phonetically the durational effect is rendered 
null in this particular sentential context and the sole factor is the onset of the 
vibration of the vocal cords, just after release in the former and a little before 
the release in the latter. Thus we see that the phonological and the phonetic 
representations could be signicantly different. The specic constraints that 
map one representation onto another are a little complicated and so I do 
not wish to go into the details here. But sufce it to say that each of these 
representations are eminently suitable to a) satisfy the wellformedness re-
quirements of their level and b) they are amenable to ‘adjustment constraints’ 
which can translate one to the other and vice versa. 

The case at hand in Carnatic music is no different. Below are the two 
representations namely the Note Representation (like the phonemic repre-
sentation) and the Pitch Implementation Representation (like the phonetic 
representation).

The constraints I have set in place do the needful in converting ‘note 
representation’ to ‘pitch implementation’ and vice versa. All the gener-
alizations made so far are encapsulated in the representations in (25) and 
(26). The generalizations that eeting anchors are higher than initiat-
ing anchor, successive targets are progressively higher and that the only 
difference between a pitch curve and a pitch spike is in the difference in  
timing. 

(25)  Note Representation

 Pitch curve Pitch spike

 T T

 (m.tone)

 Anchor x Anchor x Anchor x Anchor x

 µ µ µ
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(26)  Pitch Implementation

 Pitch curve Pitch spike

 T T T

 t
–1

 t
–

 t
–2

 (m.tone)

 Ax+y ...
 Ax Ax Ax

 µ µ ... µ

With this discussion we come to the end of the note–pitch implementation 
interface in Carnatic music. This is a major interpretation mechanism which 
has to be in place before the input can be evaluated for grammaticality and 
stylistic factors. But the actual implementation by different performers may 
admit further additional details. For instance, those who choose the ‘ultra 
orthodox’ pitch curve on, say, ‘gi’ in Too i will choose a higher target, say, 
‘pa’ and, perhaps, underachieve the target. This would be style dependent 
and listed in the lexicon of the performer. Hence the tone implementation 
constraints would have to select the appropriate targets from the lexicon 
of the performer and then set about the task of implementation. Further, in 
this case, the lexicon of the performer would have extra specication listed 
as permissible for the rendering of the note ‘gi’, some of the renderings not 
listed in the lexicons of other performers. 

But the input representation that the grammar can access and evaluate 
requires further annotation. We see the details of this process in the follow-
ing section.

5.4. Assigning structure 

Before I take up the issue of duality of structure in Carnatic music, let me 
briey introduce the notion of structure in language. In language we have 
structure at the level of the word, phrase and the intonational phrase. Let me 
illustrate these notions with concrete examples from English. 
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(27)  Structure in language
   Words: politicians, corrupt
   Sentence: Politicians are corrupt.

When spoken/perceived, this sentence has two syllables which are pro-
nounced with greater prominence, and one of them has greater prominence 
than the other, as shown below in (28). The third syllable of the word ‘poli-
tician’ and the second syllable of the word ‘corrupt’ are prominent at the 
level of the word. However, at the intonational level, in an ‘out-of-the-blue’ 
sentence given above, the rst of the two prominent syllables is the most 
prominent syllable in the entire intonational phrase. 

(28)  Degrees of prominence

 * 
 * * 
   Poli'ticians are co'rrupt.

Thus we see that every word has a location for prominence and every intona-
tional phrase has a unique placement of ultimate prominence in the intona-
tional group in an utterance. 

Just like language, Carnatic music too has structure at least at two levels 
(they will be motivated in chapter 6). Carnatic music needs to recognize the 
units musical phrase (comparable to the phonological word (see chapter 6 
for a detailed discussion)) and the musical line (comparable to the intona-
tional phrase). And in each of these structures, as in language, there are rules 
which determine prominence (just as in language, but more of this in chapter  
6). 

Thus, sufce it to say for now, that a sequence of notes are assigned struc-
ture, prominence and fully annotated before the line is subject to evaluation 
by the grammar of Carnatic music. One such annotated musical line is given 
below (36b) of chapter 6, p. 168). 

The musical line has several musical phrases indicated by brackets, each 
phrase has a designated prominent note indicated by the symbol “ ’ ” and the 
musical line contains two notes which receive extra prominence indicated by 
the symbol ‘*’. The rationale for this kind of annotation of the music input 
is given in chapter 6. 

(29)  Himaadrisutee:          [  6.76] 
   Kalyaa i; Ruupakam: Shyaamaa Shaastri
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 *
   // /[’ri, gu][’ri - sa sa, nu] // [’ri; ri / ; ] [’gu, - ; pa mi // pa;] 
    hi ma: dri su te: pa: hi ma:m

 *
   / ;; - [’gu di pa mi] // [’gu; ri] / [’gu di pa mi] - [’gu,; // ri, sa,]
    va ra de: pa ra de: va te:

The question that arises at this point is: “What physical evidence do we have 
for assigning this kind of structure to a sequence of pitch variations which 
constitutes a sequence of notes?” 

Frankly, I do not have the entire range of physical correlates that signals 
phrasal/line boundaries. I can, however, suggest a few plausible candidates. 
Phrases could be initiated by ‘attack’, i.e., a fresh breath of air/strumming/
fresh bowing etc. across various styles of Carnatic music. What we yet have 
to determine are the following:
a) What are the correlates of phrase/line initiation?
b) What are the correlates of phrasal/line prominence? 

What I have set down here and also in chapter 6 is my impressionistic 
judgement on these issues. Let me say what my impressionistic views are 
on these matters. Firstly, I think the phrasal prominence is audible and may 
be interpreted as a fresh plucking/breath/greater intensity/attack etc. and the 
notion of extra prominence at the level of the musical line is a matter of ex-
tra prominence clearly signaled by greater emphasis (not just length). Once 
again, I show in chapter 6 with examples how phrasal sequencing is crucial 
to determining grammaticality and how placement of prominence can repair 
a borderline ungrammatical phrase thus showing the theoretical importance 
of these constructs. The evidence for the phrase boundary, phrasal promi-
nence, musical line boundary and the extra prominence at the level of the 
musical line are interpreted from the raw physical input/output. Thus we 
see that the structure assigned to a sequence of pitch movements is based 
on purely physical signals like pause, phrase initiating ‘attack’, prominence, 
extra prominence, etc. that are contained in the pitch sequence.

We will see that the structure that we have assumed for Carnatic music is 
signicantly different from the structure that has been proposed for Western 
Classical music by Lerdahl and Jackendoff (1983) and others in the next 
chapter. While the former has a three level, ‘at’ structure, the latter seems to 
require a very articulate, hierarchical structure. The comparison that readily 
comes to mind, once again from language, is that the structure of the for-
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mer is similar to the structure that the phonology–phonetics end of language 
requires while that of the latter is more comparable to the structure at the 
syntactic end. 

5.5. Conclusion

In this chapter and the previous one we saw that there is denitely a need 
for a component like the Phonetic Implementation component in language 
in the grammar of Carnatic music. We saw that Carnatic music had added 
so much more to the standard twelve tone octave. With the addition of ex-
tra note interpretations, additional m.tones and an entirely new way of tra-
versing the pitch space between tones the need for interpreting raw pitch 
values as notes of Carnatic music is indispensable. Further, an input also 
needs to be interpreted by assigning structure to it at the level of the mu-
sical phrase and the musical line and correctly interpreting phrasal prom-
inence and emphatic prominence (if any) at the level of the musical line. 
Only when these annotating devices are in place can the grammar under-
take the evaluation of a musical line for grammaticality and stylistic issues. 
Thus I assume that the grammar of Carnatic music takes up a sequence of 
raw pitch values, and assigns structure to it for the grammar to evaluate. 
The grammar of Carnatic music is then ready to evaluate the annotated 
line for judgements on grammaticality (based on style internal factors) and  
stylistic issues like ‘creativity’, ‘avoidance of clichés’, ‘new ideas’, ‘imag-
ery’, ‘wit’, etc. 

In this chapter I argued that the mechanism of interpretation, in addi-
tion to interpreting pitch values as notes of music also assigns appropriate 
structure to the pitch sequence based on purely physical signals like ‘attack, 
prominence, duration, pause and extra prominence’, etc.

I have so far been describing the system of one among innumerable sys-
tems of music. As I said earlier, the ultimate objective of Modern Linguistics 
(Generative Grammar) is to throw light on the cognitive faculty of humans. 
Analyzing languages, ultimately, allows us to look at the language faculty in 
humans which, in turn, throws light on the cognitive aspect of the language 
faculty. Research in linguistics has reached a certain stage of maturity such 
that it is possible to ask pertinent questions regarding human cognition and 
the language faculty in humans. For example, we do have reasonable an-
swers to questions like “why does no language attest the word order Noun-
Determiner-Adjective within a Noun Phrase?” and so on.
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But in the eld of music, since this kind of cognitive approach to music 
has not been attempted in a systematic manner, we do not have any answers 
to interesting questions like the ones below:

(30)  Questions pertaining to Universal Music Theory

   – Is the upper limit of steady tones within an octave 12 univer-
sally?

   – What is the lower limit of steady tones in an octave? For in-
stance, no musical system will select only two steady tones 
within an octave selecting the rst and eighth.

   – Is there a discernible pattern in evolving musical systems 
both historically and in acquisition? In other words, is there a 
progression from a three note scale to four and so forth and at 
what stage does the octave emerge? And when do musical sys-
tems expand beyond the octave?

   – What are the other possibilities for exploiting inter-tonal fre-
quencies? Which types of musical systems typically feel the 
need to exploit inter-tonal frequencies systematically?

Of course, I have answers to none of these questions at the moment. We 
have to await future research in ‘Universal Musicology’ along the lines that I 
have adopted for Carnatic music. It may not be the case that Carnatic music 
is the only system which exploits inter-tonal frequencies systematically. To 
say that the Carnatic music system is unique in the world music scenario 
because of its ‘gamakkam’ orientation with no empirical evidence is nothing 
but chauvinism. I am sure there are other musical systems which exploit dis-
tinct tonal ranges for distinct musical expressions. But what makes Carnatic 
music of considerable interest to a Theory of Universal Musicology is that 
the system allows us an insight into a language like, ever evolving system 
admitting several varieties in time and across time. This inherent typologi-
cal characteristic allows us to dene the outer limits of what constitutes the 
system of Carnatic music beyond which several characteristics of Carnatic 
music will cease to be operational. 

Take for instance, experiments in orchestrating Carnatic music. When a 
group of melodic instruments are allowed to render the object ‘orchestrated 
Carnatic music’105, then the rst casualty is the pitch curve. Since targets of 
pitch curves are variable in nature (such pitch variation is not quite amenable 
to precise manipulation), the rst rule of orchestrated Carnatic music is the 
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avoidance of pitch curves. I am stating this as a fact, with no value judge-
ment attached to it. I merely note that this is a dening feature of orchestrat-
ed music that it strictly denes the pitch manipulation of performers so that 
a unique interpretation of a pitch rendering is made possible. The lexicon of 
this variety of Carnatic music automatically gets rewritten. 

The theoretical point of interest for us will be to compare musical systems 
which give as much room to the individual melodic player as Carnatic music 
does or more and then compare the extent of inter tonal pitch exploitation 
of these systems with that of Carnatic music to dene the universals of pitch 
boundaries:

(31)  – Is the upper limit 23 m.tones in an octave?
   – Are there music systems which dene prominence in musi-

cal phrases from the right edge (like right edge alignment of 
prominence in languages like English, Hindi etc., e.g. the last 
heavy syllable in the word ‘eigh teen’ vs ‘ eighty’.)

   – Is the multi-layering of musical structure as in Western Classi-
cal music always motivated by concerns for simultaneous/lin-
early sequenced polyphonic/harmonic relations of notes/phras-
es/themes in a scale/musical line?106

Once again, I have no answers to any of these questions. But I will like to 
end this discussion on the interpretation of pitch manipulations in Carnatic 
music with the plea that this is just the beginning of a line of research which, 
according to me, will lead to a Theory of Universal Musicology which, in 
turn, will throw light on the music faculty in humans.



Chapter 6
Construing meaning in Carnatic music: 
Determining grammaticality

6.1. Introduction

I had claimed several times that the general architecture of the grammar of 
language and Carnatic music are similar in that both are concerned with 
capturing the systematic relation between sound and meaning. 

 Lexicon 

 Input Representation 

 Phonetic Form Logical Form 

 [output sentence] 

Figure 1. Architecture of the grammar of language

The implication is that ‘meaning in language is derived from three dis-
tinct sources, namely a) the lexicon, b) syntax and c) Logical Form. While 
the lexicon gives the normative meaning of a lexical category, syntax adds a 
supportive syntactic relational meaning. Finally, the LF adds further details 
with respect to quantiers/wh-words etc. Meaning in language is a compos-
ite factor and has to be compounded from, at least, three different sources. 
‘Meaning’ in Carnatic music may have to be constructed from just the pitch 
form and the notated representation.

Further, both language and Carnatic music require mechanisms to inter-
pret sound/pitch on the one hand and evaluate the interpreted sound sequence 
for grammaticality and meaning properties on the other hand. However, un-
like language which is supposed to have the architecture as in Fig. 1 above, 
Carnatic music has the architecture as in Fig. 2.
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 a b c d e f Pitch ow

  Interpretation of pitch 4 & 5
  Lexicon

 * 
 [[’ a b] [c ’ d, e f]] 

  Grammaticality & stylistic issues 
  6 & 7 Lexicon

 Evaluated Output */S
i
/  

Figure 2. Architecture of the grammar of Carnatic Music

I had argued for the need for a mechanism equivalent to that of Phonetic 
Form for language to interpret tonal information in Carnatic music in chap-
ters 4 and 5. This component interprets real pitch values as ‘notes’ of Carnat-
ic music and also interprets raw data as musical phrase and line boundaries, 
prominence and emphatic prominence. Armed with this interpretation, the 
dynamic pitch input is converted into a structured notated musical line which 
is then subject to evaluation by the component equivalent to the one on the 
right, i.e. ‘Logical Form’ of language. I now take up the much more conten-
tious issue of ‘meaning’ in music, particularly, Carnatic music. 

6.2. The question of meaning in music

A grammar can be thought of as a box that mediates between ‘sound’ and 
‘meaning’ allowing us to understand a sequence of sounds as a meaningful 
sentence and allowing us to express meaning as a sequence of sounds. I now 
turn to ‘meaning’ in language as, we will see, it turns out to be a difcult is-
sue with regard to music.

How exactly do we construct the meaning of an utterance? Roughly, 
meaning, as we understand it, is constructed from three sources in a sentence 
as discussed below: 
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A) The lexicon
The lexicon is a repository of the meaning and usage of all the lexical entries 
in a language 
B) Syntax
The syntax or sentence grammar lays out the sequencing principle of words 
in a language (and other things besides) and 
C) Logical Form
The Logical Form component helps us interpret pronouns, negation and ex-
pressions like ‘everyone’, ‘Wh’ words, etc.
A and B are simple enough to understand. While the dictionary gives us 
meanings of words like ‘men’, ‘love’ and ‘cars’, it is B that spells out the 
relation between these words in a sentence. In other words, in the sentence 
‘Men love cars’ because of the linear sequencing of words we know that 
‘men’ is the agent/subject of ‘love’ and that the object of ‘love’ is ‘cars’. Now, 
one might say that whatever the order of words, there can be no doubt about 
who loves what as the verb requires an animate agent to do the loving and 
cars, being inanimate cannot do it. Try substituting the word ‘women’ for 
‘cars’ and you know how crucial word order is. Finally, coming to C, in a 
sentence like ‘Everyone loves his mother’, it is Logical Form which allows 
the sentence two meanings (the second meaning, if you have not got it yet, 
will become obvious – and the only meaning possible if you lay extra em-
phasis on ‘his’). 

Let us now try to ask the question ‘Does music require a meaning com-
ponent like language?’ Obviously not. Neither musical notes nor musical 
phrases are amenable to semantic interpretation unlike words in language. 
Therefore, the lexicon of Carnatic music, though it may list tones, phrases 
and idioms of particular raagas cannot list any meaning for each one of them 
as they may have none (as we understand the notion ‘meaning’). Therefore, 
logically, music may be said to lack the constituent ‘A’ with respect to mean-
ing (however, we will see that it is not as clear cut as it seems now and, more 
importantly, may require further renement). 

What about ‘B’? What we called the sequencing principle of ‘sen-
tence grammar’ revolves around the verb. In language, the phrases, infor-
mally speaking, that occur in a sentence are determined by the selection 
of the verb. For instance, consider the sentences of English given below 
where ungrammatical sentences are marked with an asterisk (please note 
that what is ‘ungrammatical’ is not determined by any grammarian but 
by the speaker/listener and arrived at by general consensus in a language  
community).
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(1)   a.  The man disappeared.
   b.  * The man disappeared the forest.
   c.  The man disappeared into the forest.

(2)   a.  * The mother saw.
   b.  The mother saw a movie.

(3)   a.  * The father gave.
   b.  * The father gave a book.
   c.  The father gave a book to his daughter.
   d.  The father gave his daughter a book.

While (1a and c) are grammatical, (1b) is not. The verb ‘disappear’ does not 
take an object and hence the ungrammaticality of (1b). However, this verb 
can take an optional, oblique object (prepositional object) and hence the 
grammaticality of (1c). Whereas the verb ‘see’ requires one, obligatory ob-
ject, hence the ungrammaticality of (2a), the verb ‘give’ requires two objects 
and hence the ungrammaticality of (3a and b). However, the two objects can 
occur in any order and hence the grammaticality of (3c and d). Whether a 
verb requires an object or two objects and whether the objects can occur in 
any order in the sentence are idiosyncratic properties of the verb listed in 
the lexicon. Compare the verb ‘donate’ with the verb ‘give’, for instance. 
Whereas the verb ‘give’ allows variation in the order of objects, ‘donate’ 
does not as the ungrammaticality of (4b) below illustrates.

(4)   a.  Ram donated his collection of books to the local library.
   b.  * Ram donated the local library his collection of books.

Similarly, the verb determines whether it requires a sentential object, and 
how it should be realized with two options; either to promote the subject of 
the clause to full subjecthood as in (5a) below or to force the entire clause to 
shift to the right as in (5b). 

(5)   a.  [   ] appears [ the man] to be a fool].

   b.  It appears that [the man is a fool].

I have by no means exhausted the subject of syntax. However, this brief 
discussion will sufce to illustrate the point that Carnatic music (and music 
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in general) does not require syntax in the sense that languages do. Music 
crucially lacks grammatical categories like ‘verb’, ‘noun’, ‘adjective’ etc. 
Unlike language where the choice of a verb necessarily forces one to make 
several choices with regard to the type of words one can choose, in Carnatic 
music, the choice of a note no more forces you to select another note than 
some other note.107 Therefore, as music lacks grammatical categories, it 
lacks syntax and hence the constituent ‘B’. (However, like language, music 
too requires notes to be sequenced, I will take up this issue in a short while 
from now.) Finally, since music does not refer to the world of objects, since 
it has no equivalents of pronouns, Wh expressions etc., there is no question 
of the constituent ‘C’. The crucial question is “Does the grammar of Carnatic 
music require a meaning construal component?” 

It is indisputable that (Carnatic) music 

(6)   a. lacks grammatical categories 
   b. does not have predicate argument structure like language (i.e. 

verb, subject, object etc.)
   c. has no syntax
   d. is not referential 
   e. is not bound by truth conditions (being non-referential)

The questions to ask now are:

(7)   a. “Does it mean that the concept of grammaticality is irrelevant 
in Carnatic music?”

   and 

   b. “Does it mean that (Carnatic) music has no ‘meaning’ associ-
ated with it? 

I will take up both the questions for detailed discussion below. I will exam-
ine issues pertaining to grammaticality in Carnatic music in this chapter and 
take up the issue of construing stylistic/aesthetic meaning in Carnatic music 
in the next chapter. Taking up the second question rst, it should be obvious 
that since music is not referential, it can not refer to objects and events in the 
real world. However, several (rather vague) arguments have been advanced 
for the existence of ‘meaning’ in music. I summarize a few claims below and 
show how they are not quite appropriate.
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Claim 1: Tone pictures/visual association 
There are several successful attempts at ‘painting’ pictures with tones, e.g. 
Symphony VI of Beethoven and the tone poems of Debussy.

Rejoinder: It is difcult to assert that a systematic relation exists between 
music (individual tones) and the outside world. Indisputably, music can oc-
casionally attempt at painting a picture, though music is not referential. E.g., 
thunderstorm in Beethoven’s pastorale is quite transparent, as the association 
of drum roll with thunder is not far fetched by any account. However, drums 
do not always signal thunder in Beethoven/Western music. But Debussy’s 
attempts at tone painting are not so transparent. Nor is the example from 
Carnatic music I give below. Consider a witty tone picture of a bounced ball 
in the Tamil padam (love song).

(8)   Musical demonstration 
   Tiruvotriyuur Tyaagaraajan       [  6.57]
   ‘Tiruvotriyuur Tyaagaraajan’; A aa aa, Ruupakam, Ganam 

Krish ayyar.108

   // ri, ma ri, / ma, pa ma - di, di, 
    pan da i pa du
   // Sa nu di, / Sa nu di, - ni di pa ma // pa,
    po: le zhum bum

The glide from a lower note to a higher note and later from a higher note to a 
lower note translates into the spatial image of a ball bounced off the ground 
and later thrown up and caught on its way down (at least for me). But it 
must be admitted that the interpretation leans rather heavily on the language 
text. However, such attempts must be classied under imagery (and we will 
come across a few more examples of imagery in Carnatic music later) and it 
is quite clear that imagery works within traditions and is culture bound. But 
there is no question of associating individual sounds with specic referential 
properties. It must be pointed out that the interpretation is not raagam-depen-
dent nor note-specic. It would have worked equally well in another raagam 
or from another set of notes. 

Claim 2: Magical meaning
Some claim that Bau i raagam evokes sunrise and the picture of early morn-
ing.
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(9)   Musical demonstration
   Bau i II             [  6.58] 

   // sa ra gu, pa da pa, da pa pa gu, pa da pa da Sa, //
   // Sa; nu da nu da, pa gu pa da, gu pa gu ra, sa //

It is true that this raagam invariably evokes a sense of sunrise/freshness etc. 
for the Carnatic music fraternity. But I feel that the response is due to regular 
association in the cultural context where this raagam is used for wake up 
songs (the meelukoo tradition) and with suprabhaatam which, once again, 
is a wake up slookaa addressed to specic deities in the Hindu pantheon. I 
am not denying the evocative quality of the raagam for the Carnatic music 
fraternity vis-à-vis this raagam. But what I am questioning is the reduction-
ist consequence that this claim has on the raagam. It reduces a raagam to 
a specic emotion/scene denying other possibilities for the raagam. There 
are compositions in this raagam which have nothing to do with the early 
morning scene. In fact, one can even compose a fast paced tillaanaa (dance 
composition) in the raagam just to prove the point that the raagam is much 
more versatile than the associationists would admit. We will have more to 
say about such claims for associating raagas with specic emotions later on.

There is a strong tradition in India which asserts that ‘sound’ can inu-
ence the environment and that it has causative/curative properties vis-à-vis 
the magical properties of slookaas and the tradition of assigning raagas to 
different times of the season and the day. Each raagam is supposed to be 
associated with a deevataa/spirit which embodies the essence of the raagam 
and so on. 

Counter-claim: Proving the general irrelevance of the seasonal/diurnal 
tie up with music, Carnatic music has, happily, abandoned this notion as 
unnecessary cultural baggage. The original association of raagas with specic 
times of the day etc. has been almost totally lost in contemporary Carnatic 
music and most performers may not even be aware of such associations now. 
Since most Carnatic concerts are scheduled in the evening, performers have 
got used to rendering any and every raagam in their concerts. However, I 
have nothing more to say about the ‘magical’ properties of music, in spite of 
recent claims to its curative/therapeutic properties.

Claim 3: Emotive meaning
There are claims that music can evoke emotions – the language of the heart. 
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Mukherjee (2000: 103) says,

“...it is quite false that music primarily expresses emotions. If it did, then this 
property ought to be traceable to some aspects of the structure of musical 
expressions. Thus, even if some musical pieces, on the whole, evoke certain 
emotions like joy, sadness, chivalry, and the like, there is nothing in the mu-
sical passages or phrases or the individual notes to show how elements of 
emotions are attached to them.”

First of all, I agree with Mukherjee in denying the claim that music primarily 
expresses emotions. I can show that emotions are only a part of the range of 
meanings music tries to convey. Carnatic music is an intellectual activity and 
a sizeable part of it is cerebral. And denitely in Carnatic music, a large part 
of it is sheer exploration of the tonal domain, stretching the limits dened by 
the grammar of a raagam; creating new ideas, creating complex mathemati-
cal combinations, etc. But getting back to music and emotion, the questions 
I try to answer are the following:
a) Is the correlation between the musical line and emotion constant across 
the music community?
b) If yes, where does the emotion reside? We will take up this issue when we 
examine certain notes in certain raagas being associated with certain emo-
tions subject to criteria like ‘emphatic prominence, tenor of the voice/instru-
ment etc.’.
I argue that, contrary to Mukherjee, certain notes embedded in the musical 
line can and do convey specic emotions under some conditions.

So we come back to the question does music have ‘meaning’? My own 
position on this issue is that since ‘meaning’ is internal to the system and 
as music is not referential, if a message with an emotion were intended, the 
most economical way to go about it would be to say it in so many words, us-
ing language. Contrary to Mukherjee, meaning is ‘compositional’ in music 
too the way it is in language. In language, the meaning of a sentence, for 
instance, “Ram loves his wife”, can be arrived at from the meaning of the 
individual words, the meanings of ‘Ram’, ‘wife’ and ‘love’, the syntactic 
relations tells us the person who loves and the person who is being loved 
and the interpretation of the word ‘his’ from the sentential context and addi-
tional prominence (if present) etc. In Carnatic music too we need to interpret 
‘meaning’ from the level of the tone, tonal sequence, musical phrase, the 
musical line and the musical content to arrive at a complete interpretation of 
a piece of music. I show in this chapter and the next that in Carnatic music 
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too, as in language, interpretation starts from the smallest unit and moves up 
to include larger and larger units up to the musical discourse to construct a 
full interpretation. However, since I restrict myself to the level of the musical 
line (like sentence grammar), I do not have much to say about the interpreta-
tion of a piece of musical discourse, at this point.

6.3. ‘Meaning’ in Carnatic music

So, music lacks grammatical categories and syntax. If that is the case, how 
do we determine which sequence of notes is ‘grammatical’ and which ‘un-
grammatical’ in Carnatic music? For surely, in Carnatic music, performers 
and keen listeners know when a piece of music has ‘slipped’. As in language, 
speakers and listeners know when a chunk of language is of questionable 
grammaticality, where speakers do sometimes correct themselves, with or 
without any cue from the listener. For instance, consider the dialogue given 
below:

(10)  A:  What did you say when your wife accused you of over-
spending?

   B:  Oh, I got around her saying her...
   A:  (A doubtful look from A)
   B:   I mean, telling her that it was a matter of over-billing.

This is a made up example to be sure, and perhaps not very convincing at 
that. But the example of musical ungrammaticality that I give now, is authen-
tic (but for form’s sake I will withhold the name of the performer – who was 
a highly acclaimed, extremely popular singer of the 70’s and 80’s). I give 
below the rst two beats of the rst line of the chara am – the nal part of 
the var am (a two part composition rendered at the beginning of a concert) 
in Beega aa composed by Vii ai Kuppayyer.

(11)  Musical demonstration
   Beega aa            [  6.59]
   Var am: Beega aa: Aadi: Vii ai Kuppayyer
   The text: // pa, di pa - ma; pa / ; ma pa - di,...109

       bha ga va: ri
       *// pa di Sa, Ri Sa - ni di ni di pa, /; ...
       bo: da na 
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If the performer had listened to the recording, perhaps, he/she may have 
frowned at the ungrammaticality of this phrasing. While Carnatic music al-
lows a lot of liberty to performers to play around with musical texts, this 
rendition is clearly ungrammatical. The ungrammaticality arises from the 
phrasing leading one to interpret it as another raagam, namely Kaamboodi 
in this case. The ascent and descent of the two raagas in the upper half of the 
octave are distinctly different.

(12)  Musical demonstration (continued)
   Beega aa           [  6.60] 
   Di pa Sa110

   Sa Ni; di pa
   Kaamboodi I          [  6.61] 
   Pa di Sa
   Sa Ni di pa 

Though the ‘ascending’ sequence ‘pa di Sa’ is not perhaps totally ungram-
matical for Beega aa, the ambiguity could have been considerably reduced 
had the ‘ni’ in the descent been lengthened, a marked feature of the raagam, 
and the phrase rendered as shown below. The grammaticality of the line will 
have improved considerably.

(13)  Musical demonstration (continued)
   Var am II (contd.)         [  6.62]
   (*)// pa di Sa, Ri Sa - ni; di / pa111

I wish to make two important points with this example. Firstly, extempo-
rizing on musical texts is a tricky issue, not to be taken on lightly. Secondly, 
the repair strategy adopted here shifts the focus from the rst half of the 
phrase, i.e. ‘pa di Sa, Ri Sa’ to the second phrase, i.e. ‘ni , di pa’ reducing the 
unintended interpretation as Kaamboodi considerably. In other words, just as 
in language where ambiguity can be resolved sometimes satisfactorily with 
the help of focus and intonational effects, in Carnatic music too, phrasing and 
focus (indicated by one of several strategies like emphasis, attack (plucking/
bowing/breath) etc.) can be used to disambiguate musical sequences. How-
ever, unlike language, in Carnatic music ambiguity usually signals ungram-
maticality/incompetence (unless of course undertaken as a ‘joke’) etc.

I will show, with suitable examples, that several mechanisms are involved 
in the work of extracting musical meaning from a musical line. I will list the 
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mechanisms and also show how they work in the following sections. While 
some of the construals determine grammaticality, some dene aesthetic is-
sues which contribute to the construction of meaning in Carnatic music. I 
shall take up issues pertaining to grammaticality in this chapter and examine 
issues related to identication of style/aesthetic values in the next chapter.

6.4. Evaluating a line of music

Before I list the construals and their functions, let us consider the model of 
grammar of Carnatic music that I have outlined so far. As I said earlier, I as-
sume that the mechanism of the grammar of Carnatic music is activated when 
a line of Carnatic music is presented to it as a physical, pitch reality. To begin 
with, the Tone Interpretive Mechanism ‘interprets every tone and assigns 
it a note value, interpreting ‘musical phrase’ and ‘musical line’ boundaries 
and assigning phrasal prominence and determining emphatic prominence 
in the given line of music extracting the information present in the physical 
signal. We must remember that without the structure assigned by the Tone 
Interpretive Mechanism, the construals that I discuss here and in the next 
chapter cannot evaluate a line of music. The construals can evaluate only a 
structured representation of a line of music and not the raw data pertaining to 
a line of music. In short, the Tone Interpretive Mechanism assigns structure 
to the line of music and renders it interpretable by the grammaticality/style/ 
stylistic construals. The construals have three functions to perform, namely 
a) determine grammaticality, b) determine style and c) evaluate the stylistic 
content of the musical line. As the functions of the construals are rather di-
verse, there is a need to assume that the mode of evaluation of the sets of con-
struals is also varied depending on the function of the particular constraint 
in the construal set. I assume that the set which determines grammaticality 
assigns a violation mark ‘*’ every time it encounters an ungrammatical note, 
sequence, phrase etc.; the set which evaluates a line for the style assigns a 
Style identication mark ‘S

i
’ as a function, i.e. every feature that helps iden-

tify a particular style will be awarded a single Style mark which will even-
tually be interpreted collectively in the discourse. For instance, in a line of 
music three ‘events’ point to Style

i
 and two to Style

j
, then when the discourse 

is evaluated as a whole, the overall Style will be computed and evaluated for 
coherence etc. But as I do not discuss issues pertaining to the grammar of 
musical discourse, I have nothing more to add to this at this point.112 Finally, 
the construals which evaluate a line for its stylistic content are of two types, 
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namely positive construals and negative construals. Whereas the former as-
signs a ‘ ’ to a line which attests the idea the construal formalizes, the latter 
assign a violation mark ‘*’. Thus we see that construals are evaluated in 
three different ways. I summarize the functions of the different components 
of the grammar in the schematic representation below.

 a b c d e f Pitch sequence

 //[a ’bc][’def]// Tone Interpretive Function

 *, * a. Grammaticality Function

 //[a ’bc][’def]// 

 S
i
 b. Stylistic Function

 //[a ’bc][’def]// 

 *,  and S
i
 c. Style Function

 Ranking among the three Functions

 Overall evaluation of the line of music

Figure 3.

I give below in (14) the set of construals which determine ‘grammatical-
ity and assign meaning’ to a line of Carnatic music.

(14)  Meaning construal mechanism in Carnatic music 
   a.  Tone Construal   (TC)
   b.  Sequence Construal (SC)
   c.  Phrasal Construal  (PC)
   d.  Line Construal   (LC)
   e.  Rhythm Construal  (RC)
   f.  Content Construal  (CC)
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The construals (a–e) above perform three functions partly determining gram-
maticality, style and evaluating the stylistic merits of a line of music. The 
set of construals which determine grammaticality (14a–e) above (excluding 
(14f) which is responsible for evaluating the stylistic content of a musical 
line) evaluate an input and assign a violation mark ‘*’ if a constraint belong-
ing to this set is violated by the input. 

6.5. Determining grammaticality: Tone Construal

I take up the content and role of Tone Construal (henceforth TC) rst. As I 
discussed at length how tones are generated and interpreted as notes in the 
previous chapters, I will direct the attention to issues of grammaticality per-
taining to tone in this section. TC has twin functions, local and global, both 
of which I will demonstrate below. The functions of TC are the following:

(15)  Tone Construal (TC)
   a. Checking for Grammaticality (Local Function)
   b. Checking for *Ambiguity (Global Function)

To take up the local function of TC rst, a tone, i.e. a specic pitch, pitch 
wave, pitch curve, note pitch curve or pitch spike which are the different 
realizations of a ‘note’ are, to begin with, checked with the lexicon of the raa-
gam in question to see whether the executed/perceived entity is, in fact, sanc-
tioned by the lexicon of that raagam. For instance, the double pitch curve 
execution of ‘gi’ from the anchor sa (demonstrated below) in the context of 
the raagam Hindoo am will signal ungrammaticality as the lexicon of this 
raagam does not list this execution of the aug.gi m.tone. 

(16.)  Musical demonstration113

   Hindoo am and Dhanyaasi gi
   sa gi, of Hindoo am 
   sa gi, of Dhanyaasi

The reason is not far to seek. The undominated requirement in the networked 
raagam system of Carnatic music is that raagas should be different from 
one another at the level of the execution of the note114 which we call *AMBI-
GUITYNOTE (*AMBNOTE).This family of constraints ensures that one raagam 
does not get mistaken for another raagam. Now, in this case, a pitch glide 
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movement from sa which includes aug.gi is typical of another major raagam, 
namely Dhanyaasi and both raagas have the same rst three notes in the 
aarooha am – the ascending scale.

Thus we see that TC is crucial for determining grammaticality in a local 
domain and the explanation for the ungrammaticality lies in the global re-
quirement *AMBNOTE. But the question to ask at this point is, “the specica-
tion for which raagam overrides the specication of which other raagam for 
satisfying *AMBNOTE” (vis-à-vis blocking in linguistics, e.g. the existence of 
the word ‘children’ blocks the regular plural *‘childs’). The answer is rather 
clear cut in this case as only one of the raagas has the specication for the 
pitch curve for Aug.gi, in this case Dhanyaasi.115 

But the case of ‘gi’ in Too i and Bhairavi we discussed in the previous 
chapter is a good illustration of both raagas selecting aug.gi and yet ambi-
guity being avoided. We saw that this happened because of the initiating 
anchors which were ‘ra’ and ‘ri’ for Too i and Bhairavi respectively. 

However, in principle, since RenScale values are allowed for all raagas 
and some pitch specications can be listed in the lexicons of several raa-
gas (with partially overlapping scales), *AMBNOTE may be violated in some 
cases. Take the case of Moohanam which selects /sa ri gu pa di Sa/ and 
Naagasvaraa i which selects /sa gu ma pa di Sa/. Thus any musical phrase 
between ‘pa’ and ‘Sa’ with any interpretation of ‘di’ will result in an *Amb-
Note violation. Both raagas allow, in my style, RenScale ‘di’, gentle pitch 
wave ‘di’ and note pitch curve ‘di’. Thus the lexical specications are totally 
overlapping. In chapter 8 I show how, in such circumstances *AMB is held in 
suspension till the musical line at which level every line is expected to signal 
the raagam unambiguously by including a note which will disambiguate the 
two raagas in question. More of this later.

At least in the case of Moohanam and Naagasvara i we could argue that 
both raagas are scalar raagas (or only marginally idiosyncratic). What about 
raagas like Harikaamboodi and Kaamboodi where both raagas are idiosyn-
cratic with distinct lexical specications? Here, in my opinion, the issue of 
grammaticality may have to be dealt with in a gradient fashion. The two 
raagas have many distinct lexical specications for the note ‘ma’, e.g. while 
Kaamboodi lists aug.ma pitch curve Harikaamboodi does not. Yet both raa-
gas allow RenScale ‘ma’, gentle pitch wave aug.ma. Therefore there is some 
scope for ambiguity. How is the issue resolved in practice? Since both raagas 
allow certain pitch renditions, the notion of grammaticality will have to be 
postponed to the next construal – the sequence or even the phrase. We will 
take up this issue later for carrying the discussion forward.116 
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We will see later that TC does not evaluate all notes with the same rigour 
while checking for *AMBNOTE when I take up the issue of prominence in 
musical phrase and the musical line. Some ambiguous renderings of notes 
are even tolerated. In other words, in the prioritized constraint set, some 

*AMBNOTE violations are actually ignored as the musical line is not trashed 
as ungrammatical. But more of this later. 

6.6. Determining grammaticality: Sequence Construal

As the name implies, the main function of Sequence Construal is to check for 
the sequencing of notes.

(17)  Sequence Construal (SC)
   Checking for sequencing of notes

This function checks for grammaticality. Once again, like TC, the reason for 
the ungrammaticality of a sequence will be traced to an *AMB violation in 
the globally networked Carnatic music lexicon. The other two functions of 
SC which evaluate stylistic details will be taken up in the next chapter when 
I discuss constraints which belong to the stylistic set. Let us recall our earlier 
discussion of two types of scales in Carnatic Music in Rule 7 of (3), chapter 
2, p. 20. I said that though we enumerate a scale as a sequence of notes, in 
principle, a scale is an unordered set of tones. Therefore in principle, for in-
stance, though the scale of the raagam Kalyaa i is said to be ‘sa ri gu mi pa 
di nu Sa’, in principle, any note can precede or follow any other note as the 
scale is an unordered set of tones. However, in practice, not every logically 
possible combination is grammatical. The constraint on possible ordering 
is not imposed from within the grammar of a particular raagam but due to 
the high ranking constraint we have already referred to, namely *AMB. The 
particular constraint here is *AMBIGUITYSEQUENCE (*AMBSEQ for short). As I 
have already mentioned, the lexicons of raagas are networked and that *AMB 
is a global constraint looking for possible ambiguity to be starred as ungram-
matical. Examine the musical demonstration in (18) below along with the 
explanations for the ungrammaticality of the starred sequences.

A shrewd reader would ask the question: “If raagas like Moohanam and 
Hamsadhvani have partially identical sequences in their scales, how will 

*AMBSEQ work in the case of these raagas?” I answer the question in chapter 
8 where I classify raagas into two sets, namely the Idiomatic set and the 
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Scalar set and discuss how different strategies may be employed in these two 
sets of raagas to avoid ambiguity.

(18)  Musical demonstration
   Kalyaa i II           [  6.65]
   a. ri mi gu      b. sa pa mi gu ri
   c. gu nu di pa mi ri gu  d. nu mi di nu pa
   e. *ri gu pa   Moohanam, Hamsadhvani 
   f. *sa ri mi pa  Saraswati, Hamsanaadam
   g. *sa gu    Valaji, Amritavarshi i, Gambiira naa ai etc.

In addition to *AMB deciding on the grammaticality of sequences of 
notes, as I have already mentioned earlier in chapter 2 (p. 20), there are 
certain scales called vakra raagas, which literally means ‘crooked scales’, 
which supposedly allow only a certain sequence of notes. Though in tra-
ditional classication these scales have a xed non-linear progression of 
notes as illustrated below, in practice, it is taken to mean a strict prohibition 
on certain linear sequences. I illustrate this point below with the raagam  
Puurvikalyaa i.

(19)  Musical demonstration
   Puurvikalyaa i I         [  6.66] 
   a. Scale: sa ra gu mi pa di pa Sa
      Sa nu di pa mi gu ra sa
   b. Practice: The sequence *di nu Sa is prohibited.
    Permitted sequences: pa di nu di pa
           mi di Sa
           mi nu di Sa nu di ...
           gu mi di nu (Ri) nu di pa mi117

Thus SC assigns grammaticality judgments to sequences checking the inputs 
for any violations of specic prohibitions in the lexicon of a particular raa-
gam and also evaluating the grammaticality of sequences with the help of the 
global constraint *AMBSEQ to see whether there is any loss of identity with 
another raagam anywhere in the network and if there is ambiguity, to mark 
it as ungrammatical.

First of all, it is important to see how sequences are construed for evalu-
ation. Let me illustrate the point, though I may be running ahead of myself 
in doing so. I just now said that the sequence ‘ri gu pa’ is disallowed for the 
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raagam Kalyaa i. However, listen to the musical demonstration below of a 
structured sequence of notes in Kalyaa i raagam.

(20)  Musical demonstration
   Kalyaa i III           [  6.67]
   [’ri gu,] [pa mi ’gu, ri sa]
   [’pa nu di,] [’pa mi gu,] [’ri mi gu,] [ ’ri sa nu] 
   [pa ’nu, di pa mi]...
   *[’pa nu,][’Sa nu di,]...
   *[pa ’nu, Sa]

Though ‘gu’ is followed by ‘pa’ in the sequence of notes, this musical line 
does not attract any *AMBSEQ violation. The reason for not attracting an 

*AMBSEQ violation is that while ‘gu’ belongs to the rst musical phrase (en-
closed in brackets), ‘pa’ belongs to another phrase (I will dene the con-
cept ‘musical phrase’ (enclosed by square brackets) and prominence in 
musical phrases (marked by a closing apostrophe) in the next section) and 
the domain of *AMBSEQ is the musical phrase. Sequencing of notes across 
phrases, however, is not checked by *AMBSEQ and so the grammaticality of 
the line above (we will see in the next chapter that sequencing beyond the 
musical phrase is taken care of by stylistic constraints checking for musical  
coherence). 

Once again like TC, SC also does not evaluate all sequence violations 
alike. Just as TC ranks certain violations of tonal rendering higher than oth-
ers (we will see shortly what the criterion is), SC also tolerates violations of 
certain notes/sequences in a musical phrase. 

Clearly, *AMBSEQ does not blindly go by linear sequencing of the notes 
‘pa nu’, even within phrases, but checks the overall use of notes. In the gram-
matical phrases, ambiguity is avoided by the use of the note ‘di’ within the 
musical phrase, though the note ‘pa’ is not followed by ‘di’. Thus we see 
that *AMBSEQ is constrained to check for sequences within musical phrases 
and, crucially, partly ambiguous sequencing is tolerated provided the phrase 
contains clearly unambiguous notes to mitigate the potential violation.118 In 
conclusion, normally the domain of the construal SC is the musical phrase. 
In addition, even within musical phrases, SC does not blindly check for lin-
ear sequencing of notes. If a note which is not allowed to be skipped (be-
cause of *AMBSEQ violation) is found to be absent at position ‘n’, checking 
continues within the musical phrase to conrm the presence of the skipped 
note in the musical phrase before evaluating the musical phrase for an 
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*AMBSEQ violation. In a sense, *AMBSEQ too may function as though notes 
in a phrase were unordered within the phrase and only absence signals a  
violation. 

But this strategy of SC assuming that notes in a musical phrase are unor-
dered will not work in the case of vakra raagas where what has to be scru-
tinized is the presence of a precise sequence *‘n

1
n

2
n

3
’ which is banned. I 

assume that SC runs in two versions, namely SC (general) and SC (special). 
In the former, SC evaluates musical phrases under the assumption that notes 
are not linearly ordered and the checking only looks out for missing notes 
which may render the phrase ungrammatical. In the special version which 
is triggered only by ‘vakra’ raagas, the general assumption that notes are 
unordered is set aside. However, even in vakra raagas, strict linear ordering 
is assumed only for specically targeted notes/sequences. For instance, in a 
raagam like Kaamboodi which disallows the linear sequences [di ni sa] and 
[gu ma pa di ni sa], checking for strictly linear sequencing within musical 
phrases is triggered by the presence of ‘ni’ in a musical phrase. Once the 
note sequence ‘di ni’ is located then the special version of SC goes into high 
alert making sure that it is never followed by ‘Sa’ immediately. Thus even 
the special version of SC does not have the impossible task of looking for 
unspeciable violations. 

Thus SC (general) checks for the presence or absence of a note in a musi-
cal phrase and then acts accordingly and SC (special) is triggered only for 
vakra raagas where specied notes require certain other specied notes not 
to follow this note which alone trigger a violation mark.

Let us get back to our earlier problem of two idiosyncratic raagas having 
partially overlapping lexical specications with the specifc example of the 
raagas Harikaamboodi and Kaamboodi and the specications for the note 
‘ma’. Since both raagas allow RenScale as well as gentle pitch wave aug.ma 
we need to know how *AMBTONE/*AMBSEQ operates here. 

(21)  Musical demonstration119

   Harikaamboodi
   Gentle Pitch Wave ‘ma’
   [’ri gu] [ ’ma pa] [’di, ni di] [’pa ma gu ma,] 
   Kaamboodi
   [’ma, (di) pa ma gu] [‘ma pa di ni] [’pa di,]

The dominant raagam in this pair being Kaamboodi, and Harikaamboodi 
being a ‘poor relative’, the former sets the terms for the use of the gentle 
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pitch wave for aug.ma. The note in question, i.e. the gentle pitch wave aug.
ma is in italics in the notation above. Note that while in Harikaamboodi 
the note in question initiates a phrase or is phrase nal, in Kaamboodi it 
is phrase initial, long and prominent or phrase initial when the phrase in-
cludes notes till ‘ni’. Finally, the gentle aug.ma pitchwave is allowed as a 
nal pivot only for Harikaamboodi. Thus we see that there are subtle rules 
disambiguating raagas even when they select the same pitch values and these 
rules are encoded among the sequential constraints hence directly under  

*AMBSEQ. 

6.7. Determining grammaticality: Phrasal Construal

In this section, I dene the concept of the musical phrase and, importantly, 
the concept of prominence which is obligatory in the domain of the phrase. 
The functions of Phrasal Construal are the following: 

(22)  Phrasal Construal (PC)
   a. Checking Phrase Boundary
   b. Checking Phrasal Prominence

I had briey invoked these concepts in chapter 5 where I had argued that 
the mechanism which interprets the physical reality of a pitch sequence must 
interpret this sequence assigning it note values and also assigning it structure 
at minimally three levels, namely the level of the abstract unit of timing - the 
mora, the musical phrase and the musical line. I had also claimed that the 
musical phrase and the musical line admit their own brand of prominence etc. 
I now motivate these constructs for Carnatic music.

Before I examine these functions, let us take a look at language. All lan-
guages have words and all of us would readily agree that we know intuitively 
what words are.120 To begin with, let us start with the assumption that a mu-
sical phrase is something like a phonological word in language, a minimal, 
stand-alone unit (in speech, signicantly not in writing).121 Thus a musical 
phrase is a sequence of notes that is likely to be produced/perceived as a 
minimal musical unit. A musical phrase could be a simple sequence of ran-
dom notes or it could be a structured sequence of notes which we will call a 
musical idiom. The musical idiom is a fairly small set of algorithms to com-
bine notes to form musical phrases. To begin with, a musical phrase could be 
a random sequence of notes.
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(23)  Musical demonstration
   Kalyaa i V           [  6.68] 
   1. Random notes
    [’Sa nu ] [’di pa mi] [’gu ri]

In this sequence of seven notes, there could be three musical phrases (each 
with initial prominence, indicated by ’ before and above the note that is 
prominent). While teaching a student to perform, for example, this is the 
way the sequence of seven notes would be split; and while rendering it on 
the veena, there would clearly be three prominent notes if played at normal 
speed. I have a strong hunch that, irrespective of tempo, the sequence will 
always be rendered as three musical phrases governed by the need to assign 
prominence to the important notes of the raagam (the jiiva swaras). How-
ever, in ultra slow tempo, each note could be a musical phrase by itself, for 
example, in a kalpanaa swaram with six moras to a note.

(24)  Musical demonstration
   Kalyaa i VI           [  6.69]
   //[’Sa,; - ;] [’nu, / ; ;] - [’di,; // ;] [’pa, - ; ;] / [’mi,; - ;] [’gu, // ; ;] 

- [’ri,; / ;]

The proof for each note being a separate musical phrase comes from a mini-
mal rendering with each note receiving equal prominence (of course it is 
possible to add emphatic prominence to the ‘Sa’, ‘di’ and ‘gu’, but more of 
this later).

I next turn to the musical idiom. It is a formula for combining adjacent 
notes. Here are a few to illustrate the point.

(25)  Demonstration
   [where T is a note and numerical subscripts indicate the linear se-

quence of notes assuming an ordered scale] 
   a.  T

1
, T

2
 T

1
   gu, ma gu

   b.  T
1
, T

2
 T

1 
T

1
  gu, ma gu gu

   c.  T
1
 T

1
, T

-1
   Sa Sa, nu

   d.  T
1
 T

2 
, T

1
   gu ma, gu

   e.  T
2
 T

1
 T

1
,   ma gu gu,

The idioms given above are not exhaustive. But what is of theoretical in-
terest is that they open up an entirely new approach to the sequencing of 
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notes. Many of them are of general applicability and some are specic to 
certain notes in certain raagas. For instance, while (25a) can be applied to 
any two adjacent notes in a scale, (25c) is restricted to certain notes a semi 
tone apart in certain raagas. For instance, whereas (25c) is possible for the 
notes ‘ma’ and ‘gu’ and ‘ni’ and ‘di’ in the raagam Sura i, it is disallowed 
in Keedaaragau a though both raagas select the same notes (in a manner of 
speaking).

(26)  Musical demonstration
   Sura i            [  6.70]
   ni ni, di ma ma, gu
   Keedaaragau a 
   ni di  ma gu

Actually, the combinatorial possibilities we have listed as musical idioms 
show that the interpretation of a note is rooted in abstract time where below a 
threshold unit of time a note is interpreted as a ‘eeting’ note or a ‘shadow’122 
note – chaayaa swaram of traditional parlance – the usage of which is, once 
again, regulated via the lexicon. 

As I said earlier, a musical phrase is a sequence of notes which can be 
easily identied and extracted from a musical line, it can be a near random 
sequence of notes or a combination of notes and a musical idiom or a musical 
idiom by itself. 

Since a musical phrase can also be made up of an idiom prexed/suf-
xed with random notes, the construct which is more comparable in lan-
guage with the musical phrase is the construct ‘phonological word’. The 
phonological word, like the musical phrase, is made up of the morphological 
word (roughly uninected words listed in the dictionary) and a few small 
elements (technically called inections and ‘clitics’) before and after it, e.g. 
while ‘book’ is a morphological word, [the book] is a phonological word and 
so is [the book’s ] and the plural [the books]. And as in the musical phrase 
(see below), the phonological word also has a single prominence contained 
within the morphological word. 

(27)  Musical demonstration
   Kalyaa i VII          [  6.71]
   prexed      [mi pa [’di, nu di]]
   sufxed      [[’di, nu di] pa mi]
   prexed and sufxed  [mi pa [’di, nu di] pa mi]
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Two observations on the nature of the musical phrase are in order. Firstly, 
I consider these forms to be single musical phrases because they can be 
rendered with a single prominent note (as indicated) (to be discussed below). 
And secondly, unlike language where, prexed and sufxed forms always 
have binary structure at every stage of representation, e.g. 

(28)  Word structure 

   [
3
 un [

2
 [

1
 character]

1
 istic]

2
 ]

3
,

in musical phrases, I do not nd any evidence for strict binarity; therefore a 
at structure for the prexed and sufxed form is quite adequate. I follow the 
convention of enclosing musical idioms and the musical phrase in brackets 
[…]. Assigning appropriate boundary and structure to musical sequences is 
the function of the constituent ‘Checking for Musical Phrasing’.

(29)  Musical phrase structure 

   [mi pa [’di, nu di] pa mi]

At this point, sufce it to say that the musical phrase has no hierarchical 
structure unlike the morphological word or phonological word in language. 
We will see what the implications of this nding is when we compare the 
structured musical line proposed for Carnatic music with that proposed for 
Western Classical music in Lerdahl and Jackendoff (1983) and other litera-
ture. 

Let us now see how checking for musical phrase boundary can evaluate 
musical inputs for grammaticality. Recall the earlier discussion in chapter 2 
pertaining to duality of structure in language and Carnatic music (p. 26: (12), 
musical demonstration 2.24). I had given the example of the raagam Sahaa-
naa and given the musical phrases [’sa ri gu ma pa] and [’ri gu ma pa], stating 
that the note ‘sa’ cannot initiate a musical phrase which goes up to the note 
‘pa’. Consider the range of possibilities for musical phrases which begin on 
the note ‘sa’ for the raagam Sahaanaa.
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(30)  Musical demonstration
   Sahaanaa IV           [  6.72]
    * [’sa ri gu ma]

[sa ri ’gu ri ri,]
[’sa ri sa ni sa,]
[’sa, gu ri sa ni]
[’sa, ma gu ri sa]

The generalization is that a musical phrase initiated by the note ‘sa’ can-
not include the linear sequence ‘ri gu ma’. This a case of a raagam-specic 
constraint which prohibits a musical phrase to begin with ‘sa’ and end in ‘ma’ 

*[sa ri gu ma..] for the raagam Sahaanaa. No student of Carnatic music is ever 
taught this negative constraint explicitly (to the best of my knowledge) and 
yet every ‘good’ performer ‘knows’ this and therefore avoids the offending 
phrase in his/her rendering of the raagam. However, though they avoid this 
phrasing, not many performers would be conscious of this knowledge. Of 
course, the reason for avoiding this sequence is *AMBSEQ as the sequence in 
question would point to another raagam, namely Harikaamboodi or a Scalar 
raagam like Ravichandrikaa.

Instances of ‘unconscious knowledge’ like this are commonly encoun-
tered in language too. Facts of language form and use which are never ex-
plicitly taught or learnt are evidenced commonly in language output. For 
instance, given the nonsense words ‘groump’ and ‘kround’, every speaker of 
English would know that the former is not a possible English word whereas 
the latter is though no teacher or parent had ever told the learner that Eng-
lish does not allow labial consonants after the vowel ‘au’ in an uninected 
monosyllable. Similarly, no one was ever explicitly taught that one cannot 
construct a word like, say “ *inbelievable”, though there was no positive evi-
dence for the absence of this word in the input data that the child is exposed 
to. The point that I am trying to make is that while there is positive evidence 
for avoiding certain words/pitch realizations in language and music, there 
is no negative data to inform learners either in language or Carnatic mu-
sic to inform learners of the ner points of grammaticality. Yet every child 
learning his/her mother tongue and every adequately knowledgeable lover of 
Carnatic music manages to acquire these subtle points of usage successfully. 
Children’s ability to extract such minute points of usage from impoverished 
language data has prompted linguists to think of children as ‘little linguists’ 
who, like trained linguists, construct a grammar of maximal generality from 
the minimal data that she/he is exposed to. This trait has been attributed to 
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the Language Acquisition Device (the famous LAD or the Black Box pro-
posed by the founder of Generative Linguistics – Noam Chomsky) which 
is the genetically pre-wired neural network in the brain which explains the 
rapid and successful acquisition of the rst language by the child in spite 
of impoverished data presented to the child. Since the learning experience 
of the rst language and the successful learning of Carnatic music are, not 
obviously, comparable, I tentatively put forward the hypothesis that, as in 
language and the innate LAD, humans may have an innate Pitch Acquisition 
Device (PAD) which assumes that humans are pre-wired to perceive pitch 
patterns, musical phrase boundaries, emphatic renderings of tones, etc. The 
PAD hypothesis may not be too far fetched as children are known to per-
ceive pitch patterns long before they perceive the sounds of language. The 
evidence for this claim comes from the well documented fact that children 
acquire the intonation patterns of their language (the tunes that go with state-
ments, questions, incomplete utterances etc.) much before they acquire the 
segments and words of their mother tongue. However, more documentation 
is required before the implications of this hypothesis can be spelt out which 
can be empirically veried.123 

But how do we explain the fact that all Carnatic music performers/listen-
ers acquire the knowledge that the phrasing [sa ri gu ma] is ungrammati-
cal for the raagam Sahaanaa though it was perhaps never taught explicitly 
to anyone? The postulation of the PAD explains how learners acquire the 
techniques of identifying musical phrasal edges and the phonetic correlates 
of phrasal prominence.124 This in combination with the general notion that 

*AMB is a high ranking family of constraints in the Carnatic music lexicon 
informs the learner the ungrammaticality of this phrasing for the raagam 
Saahaanaa. Firstly, the offending phrase would never have been positive-
ly attested in the Sahaanaa input the learner is subjected to and secondly, 
when the learner is exposed to the raagam Harikaamboodi, she/he learns 
immediately that the phrase [sa ri gu ma] signals the latter raagam and not  
Sahaanaa. 

Having dened a musical phrase, I now turn to the question of promi-
nence within a musical phrase. As in language, every phrase must have a 
designated prominent note. When a sequence of syllables are put together 
in time, it would indeed be very monotonous for every syllable to be pro-
nounced with equal prominence. In fact, it would sound like ‘robotic’ speech. 
Languages tend to favour either the left edge or the right edge of the word 
to select a syllable for prominence/stress. For instance, while French is said 
to have xed nal prominence, Tamil selects the left edge of the word for 
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bestowing prominence. Once again, languages favour heavy syllables, i.e. 
syllables with two moras if present over light syllables, i.e. syllables with 
a single mora for prominence. With the edge orientation in place and syl-
lable weight consideration noted, we can handle matters pertaining to word 
level prominence across languages. For example, whereas the Tamil word  
/’maradi/ ‘forgetfulness’ has initial prominence, /a’la:di/ ‘strange’ has promi-
nence on the second syllable because the rst syllable is light and the second 
is heavy – with a long vowel.125 

Every musical phrase must also have a prominent note. We assume that 
musical phrases too have, like Tamil word stress, left edge orientation. While 
normally, the leftmost note is prominent, under three conditions this require-
ment can be suppressed. Firstly, the leftmost long note in a non-initial posi-
tion is prominent (31a). Secondly, in the semi-rhythmic, free discourse called 
taanam any note can be prominent (long or short) (31c). Finally, in rhythmic 
passages, rhythmic formulae have to be highlighted, whether initial or not 
(31d). The convention we follow is to enclose musical phrases in square 
brackets, enclose the musical line with a double slash and add a stress ( ’ ) 
mark above and before the note that is prominent.

(31)  Musical demonstration
   Kalyaa i VIII          [  6.73]

   a. Initial Prominence
    i. // [’mi pa di nu,] [’di pa pa,]126  a sequence of notes
    ii. // [’di, [nu, Sa nu]] [’di pa pa,] // a note + idiom + idiom

   b. Non-initial Prominence because of a long note
    i. // [mi ’nu, di] [pa mi ’gu, ri] //  a sequence of notes
    ii. // [[mi ’pa, di pa, di] [’pa mi]] [gu ’mi, ri] // 
                a note, an idiom and 
                sequences of notes

   c. Non-initial Prominence in taanam
    i. // [gu ri ’ri gu,] [ri ’ri gu,]    idioms in taanam

   d. Non-initial Prominence in Rhythmic Phrases
    i. // [gu mi{’ni di pa mi gu}{’di pa mi gu ri}
     {’pa mi gu ri sa}] //     a sequence of notes + 
                rhythmic idioms 
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Thus we see that every musical phrase has a designated prominent note 
just like every word has a designated prominent syllable in language. The 
conditions for the general placement of prominence in musical phrases, i.e. 
on the leftmost note/leftmost long note but never nal is very reminiscent 
of stress systems in language where too we nd leftmost/leftmost heavy 
syllable receiving stress but governed by non-nality. Having shown that 
prominence in Carnatic music phrases is similar to stress systems in many 
languages I go on to say that this information is provided and checked by the 
function ‘Checking for Prominence in Musical Phrases’. 

In a raagam, not every note is capable of receiving prominence in a 
phrase, unless it happens to be the only note in a phrase. Recall that in chap-
ter 2 while discussing the notion of creativity in Carnatic music (chapter 
2, p. 24: (9), musical demonstration 2.21), I had mentioned that in the raa-
gam Sahaanaa, normally between the notes ‘di’ and ‘ni’, it is ‘ni’ that is the 
preferred note for receiving prominence in a musical phrase as the musical 
demonstration below illustrates. But the facts are a little more complex than  
that.

(32)  Musical demonstration
   Sahaanaa IV           [  6.74]

   a.   i.  [di ’ni, di pa ma]
      ii.  [’di ni di pa ma]
      iii.  [di ’ni , Sa ri] / [’di ni Sa Ri]
    but  iv.  * [’di, ni Sa Ri]
      v.  [di ’di] [’ni Sa Ri.]
      vi.  [’di,] [’ni, di pa ma]

   b.   i.  [Ri Sa ’ni, di pa ma]
    but  ii.  * [’Ri Sa ni di pa ma]

   c.     [’ma di,] [’ni Ri,] [Sa ’ni, di pa ma]

   d.     [’ma di ni,] [Ri Sa ’ni, di pa ma]

   e.   i.  [’ma di,] [’gu ma di,] [’pa ma di,]
        [’ma pa ma di,] [’ri gu ma pa ma di,] 
    but  ii.  * [’ma di ni,] [’gu ma di ni,] [’pa ma di ni,]
        [’ma pa ma di ni,] [’ri gu ma pa ma di ni,] 
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Notice that it is not just a question of either prominence or length. While  
(32a.i–iii) are grammatical, (iv) is odd. It can be repaired, as it is in the 
var am with the phrasing [di ’di]127 [’ni Sa Ri..] where prominent ‘di’ be-
longs to a separate phrase and prominent ‘ni’ initiates another phrase (32a.v)  
or long ‘di’ and ‘ni’ may be equally long but belong to distinct phrases with 
equal prominence (actually, in most renderings, ‘ni’ will have additional 
prominence due to emphatic prominence in the musical line (see below)) as 
in (32a.vi). Clearly in the descent (32b), ‘ni’ has to be long where ‘di’ should 
not be long.128 Another fact is that both ‘di’ and ‘ni’ can be long (32c and d). 
Finally, notice that ‘ni’ cannot be a phrase nal ‘pivotal’ note in a series of 
musical phrases whereas the use of ‘di’ as a pivotal nal note is grammatical 
(32d). Thus the grammar of prominence and length can be quite complex 
extending beyond the musical phrase to include the musical line in conjunc-
tion with another constraint checking for patterns across musical phrases. I 
summarize the ndings regarding the notes ‘di’ and ‘ni’ in Sahaanaa in the 
constraints below in (33).

(33)  Constraints specic to the notes di and ni in the raagam Sahaanaa

   a. ‘di’ may be prominent in the context of ‘ni’ in the ascent if 
both notes are of the same length in the musical phrase.

   b. ‘ni’ must be long in the descent.
   c. long ‘di’ makes a good pivotal, nal note in a series of musical 

phrases in the ascent; ‘ni’ does not.

Thus the function ‘checking for prominence in musical phrases’ has to as-
sess the placement of prominence in a musical phrase keeping in mind con-
straints like those in (33a–c) and many more such constraints. Finally, evalu-
ating grammaticality is a simultaneous function which takes in constraints 
pertaining to tones, tonal sequences, musical phrases and musical lines in 
tandem rather than in a bottom up, derivational fashion going from tone, to 
sequence, to musical phrase to musical line. Had it been a derivational model 
of grammar which works in a bottom-up fashion, one would have to undo 
the grammaticality/ungrammaticality marks earned at lower levels due to 
higher level considerations, unnecessarily complicating the grammar. The 
ranked-constraint based model that I adopt here allows us to elegantly cap-
ture the inter-relatedness of constraints at various levels evaluating a musical 
input simultaneously, at one go.129
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6.8. Determining grammaticality: Line Construal

Before I try and dene the construct ‘musical line’, let us look at the levels 
of organization higher than the phonological word in language. Take the 
English sentence and its Tamil equivalent given below and the possible ways 
it can be pronounced in English and Tamil.

(34)  English

   a. i.  //[The young man loves a beautiful girl.//
    ii.  //The young man// //loves a beautiful girl//
    iii.  * //The young man loves// //a beautiful girl//

   b. i.  //or  i ai an or  a ahaana pe ai kaadalikkiraan//
    ii.  //or  i ai an // or  a ahaana pe ai kaadalikkiraan//
    iii.  //or  i ai an // or  a ahaana pe ai // kaadalikkiraan//
    iv.  //or  i ai an or  a ahaana pe ai // kaadalikkiraan//

In English, an intonational phrase (bounded by ‘//’) can be either the en-
tire sentence, or the subject noun phrase (NP) and the predicate verb phrase 
(VP); but the subject NP and the verb by itself cannot constitute an intona-
tional phrase. Unlike English, in Tamil, all NPs and the verb can constitute 
independent intonational phrases, and any two adjacent NPs or the NP and 
the verb can constitute an intonational phrase. Notice that even the subject 
NP and the object NP which do not ever form a constituent in syntax may be 
taken together as a single intonational phrase.

In language, we nd at least two higher levels of organization, i.e. the 
phrasal level, i.e. the noun phrase (NP) and the predicate/verb phrase (VP) 
and the intonational phrase (IP). Unlike language, in Carnatic music, if we 
equate the musical phrase with the phonological word, we nd only one 
higher level of organization, namely the musical line, which is comparable 
to the intonational phrase. There is no level comparable to the ‘phrasal level’ 
of language. 

There is yet another point of difference between language and Carnatic 
music. In language, every word has a designated syllable which is prominent, 
every phrase has a designated syllable which has the utmost prominence and 
every intonational phrase has an identiable ‘tonic’, i.e. the most prominent 
syllable.130 For instance, in English, while noun phrases normally have maxi-
mal prominence on the noun (the head of the phrase), the verb phrase has 
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maximal prominence on the last object in the verb phrase (in out-of-the-blue 
statements). Therefore the pattern of prominence for English can be rep-
resented as shown in (35a) below. Unlike English, Tamil generally prefers 
initial prominence in noun phrases, and in intonational phrases the object 
immediately preceding the verb is the most prominent as in (35b). 

(35)  a. Levels of prominence in English

 IP     * 
 NP  *   * 
 W * * * * * 
  The young man loves a beautiful girl

   b.

 IP  * 
 NP * * 
 W * * * * 
  or  i ai an or  a ahaana pe ai kaadalikiraan

While English systematically differentiates between compounds and adjec-
tive + noun sequences by assigning initial prominence to the former and 
nal prominence to the latter as in ‘ 'blackboard’ (found in a class room) but 
‘black 'board’ (a board which happens to be painted black), Tamil does not 
differentiate between compounds and phrases using prominence. Thus both 
the compound ‘ 'ma appe ’ ( bride) and ‘ 'nalla pe ’ (good girl) have initial 
prominence.131 

Unlike language which has at least three levels of prominence, Carnatic 
music has only one obligatory level of prominence, i.e. the phrasal promi-
nence that we have been discussing so far. Carnatic music does not seem 
to require a level comparable to the phrasal level of language and, unlike 
language, at the level of the musical line – the equivalent of the intonational 
level of language, Carnatic music does not require an obligatory super-or-
dinate prominence equivalent to the ‘tonic’ syllable at the intonational level 
in language. However, there could be an optional, emphatic prominence (or 
more) on any musical phrase(s) within the musical line for purely stylistic 
reasons. Before we go on to illustrate the ner points of difference between 
language and Carnatic music, let us rst begin by dening the musical line 
and lay out the diverse functions of Line Construal.
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A musical line is that entity which can be repeated (in compositions) and 
that which is bounded by pause in free owing renderings. I illustrate the 
musical line with examples from compositions (where it is indisputable). 
The renderings given below are typical of my style of playing (and it must be 
pointed out that other possibilities also do exist).

(36)  Musical demonstration

   a. Bhajaree:           [  6.75] 
    Kalyaa i: Tisra Tripu ai: Muttuswaaami Diikshitar
    // [’gu; mi;] / [’pa,;] - ; ; // [’pa mi pa, di pa mi gu] 
     bha ja re: re:
    / [’gu ri, gu] - [’ri sa sa,]
     ci tta
    // [’sa , ri, gu ri sa,] / [’sa nu di nu - sa nu sa,]
     ba: la: m
    // ; [ri ’gu , ri] / [’gu, gu, mi gu - [[’ri, gu ri] ri,]
     bi kaa

   b. Himaadrisutee:         [  6.76] 
    Kalyaa i; Ruupakam: Shyaamaa Shaastri
 *
    // /[’ri, gu][’ri - sa sa, nu] // [’ri; ri / ;] [’gu, - ; pa mi // pa;]
     hi ma: dri    su te:  pa: hi ma:m
 *
    /; ; - [’gu di pa mi] // [’gu; ri] / [’gu di pa mi] - [’gu,; // ri, sa,]
      va ra de: pa ra de: va te:

It will be noticed that in the musical line (36b) there are two occurrences of 
emphatic prominence at the level of the musical line while (36a) does not 
have even one. So, we nd that ‘emphatic prominence’ in the musical line 
in Carnatic music – the equivalent of the ‘tonic’ in the intonational phrase 
in language – is optional and more than one occurrence of emphatic promi-
nence is also welcome in a musical line. In (37) below, there is another ex-
ample of a musical line without any emphatic prominence. The same line 
could be rendered with three emphatic prominences on the second ‘di’, fth 
‘ri’ and the ninth ‘sa’ phrase. Therefore, it is clear, this particular musical line 
has not one but may have three emphatically prominent tones. 
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(37)  Musical demonstration
   Daari i I:            [  6.77]
   Suddhasaaveeri: Aadi: Tyaagaraajaa
   // [’Sa,] [’di,] - [’pa,] [’ma,] / [’ri,] [’sa,] - [’sa ri]
    da: ri i te lu su ko
   [’sa, ri sa sa di] // [’sa,;] - ;, [ri / ’ma, pa, - [’di Sa di Sa Ri,]
            i tri pu ra sun

Table 1. Levels of representation and representation of prominence

Language Carnatic music
1. Phonological word obligatory 1 Musical phrase obligatory 1
2. Phonologigal phrase obligatory 1 Missing
3. Intonational phrase obligatory 1 or 2 Musical line optional 1 or more

The table above summarizes our discussion of the hierarchical levels and 
prominence pattern in language and Carnatic music. 

However, in language, structure is necessitated not only by phonological 
requirements, namely layers of prominence at the word, phonological word, 
phonological phrase, the intonational phrase etc. but also by syntactic crite-
ria. The implicit assumption that I have made through out the discussion in 
this chapter is that only the phonological end of structuring of language is 
relevant for Carnatic music. However, signicantly, the assumption in the 
literature on applications of linguistics to Western music exemplied by Ler-
dahl and Jackendoff’s (1983) classic and subsequent literature uniformly as-
sume that Western music requires a many layered, structured representation 
more comparable to the syntactic representation. Compulsions of the tonic 
note, principles of harmony, thematic requirements, perhaps, make a mu-
sical line in Western classical music comparable to syntactic requirements 
in language in the sense that the choice of a tone/chord forces the artist to 
choose the following tone/chords etc. just as in language the choice of a 
verb forces the choice of certain types of subject, object, etc. Unlike Western 
music, in Carnatic music, such compulsions do not exist to the best of my 
experience both as a performer, listener and minor composer. The choice of a 
note or phrase does not in any way impinge on further choices in the musical 
line and further, there seems to be no need for any articulated, hierarchical 
structure within any level. Thus while the musical phrase has a at structure 
as illustrated in (29) above, the comparable phonological word in language 
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would have a binary structure motivated on internal grounds. Similarly, at 
the level of the sentence, language displays a richly articulated binary struc-
ture at all the intermediate levels unlike Carnatic music which once again 
has a ‘at’ structure where all the constituent musical phrases in a musical 
line are at the same level multiply linked to the level of the line. Hierarchi-
cal structure in both language and Western music is motivated by internal 
considerations (of head-dependency etc.) which is totally lacking in Carnatic  
music. 

Now that I have roughly dened the notion musical line, let me proceed 
to spell out the various functions of the construct Line Construal (LC). LC 
includes at least the following functions:

(38)  Functions of Line Construal (LC)
   a. Checking for boundaries
   b. Checking for emphatic prominence

Clearly, musical lines have to be clearly dened (though, as in language, 
the length of a line is dependent on the performer/style of the performer etc.). 
Every tone in a musical line must be well parsed as a member of a musical 
phrase – avoiding dual membership to musical phrases/or parts of phrases 
(very much so as in language). The checking for emphatic prominence is 
usually also a checking for the grammaticality of note length as well as the 
appropriateness of emphasis on a particular note. As I have demonstrated 
earlier, not every note in a scale is amenable to length and/or emphatic 
prominence. Illustrating the optionality of emphatic prominence we have 
the rendering in [6.77] above and the one in [6.78] below. But the same line 
may be rendered with three instances of emphatic prominence on the second, 
fth and the ninth phrase.132 But the interpretation in [6.79] is ungrammati-
cal as the important tones or jiiva swaras ‘di’ and ‘ri’ of Suddhasaaveeri are 
ignored and other tones are emphasized, in this case because of linguistic 
considerations, i.e. word prominence on the initial syllables of /'daari i/ and 
/'telusu/.

The point worth noting is that linguistic prominence (or stress) is totally 
irrelevant for musical reckoning. We will see shortly that the rhythmic beat 
(and the half beat) too can be disregarded in exactly the same manner in 
which linguistic prominence is ignored for placement of musical prominence 
in Carnatic music. In fact, words can even be split across musical phrases, 
musical lines in Carnatic music.133
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(39)  Musical demonstration
   a. Daari i II:          [  6.78]
    // [’Sa,] [’di,] - [’pa,] [’ma,] / [’ri,] [’sa,] -
     da: ri i te lu su
    [’sa ri] [’sa, ri sa sa di] // [’sa,;]
     ko  i

   b. Daari i III:          [  6.79]134

    *Ungrammatical
 * *
    // [’Sa,] [’di,] - [’pa,] [’ma,] / [’ri,] [’sa,] -
     da: ri i te lu su
    [’sa ri] [’sa, ri sa sa di] // [’sa,;]...
     ko  i

A related point in question is the admissible length of specic tones be-
ing governed by the grammar of the raagam. I have already illustrated the 
complex factors governing prominence and length of the notes ‘di’ and ‘ni’ 
in the raagam Sahaanaa in [6.74] above. Here is another illustration of gram-
maticality and tonal length. For the composer Tyaagaraajaa, in Saaveeri, the 
note ‘gu’ is never lengthened beyond two pitch curves, occupying utmost 
four moras, in any musical phrase in the descent in the entire set of composi-
tions in this raagam and when ‘gu’ occurs in an ascending musical phrase, 
length is altogether taboo.135

(40)  Musical demonstration
   a.  Saaveeri II         [  6.80]
     According to Tyaagaraajaa
     da pa ma gu, ra
     * da pa ma gu;..ra
   b.              [  6.81]
     sa ra gu ra
     * sa ra gu, ra

Of course, in many contemporary renderings, both the starred phrases occur 
frequently. All I am saying is that the grammar of the raagam has changed 
considerably since Tyaagaraajaa and not that contemporary renderings are 
ungrammatical.136 But without doubt, the function of checking for emphatic 
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prominence is an important constituent of LC, one that can call into question 
the grammaticality of a musical line in a given style.

Nevertheless, in major raagas at least, though certain swaras may be des-
ignated to be the important notes – jiiva swaras – and naturally receive promi-
nence and length in musical phrases and emphatic prominence in the musical 
line, the ingenuity of the composer/performer can force prominence, length, 
emphatic prominence on other notes as well provided satisfactory contexts 
are created. One such example that comes to my mind readily is the masterly 
musical line by the composer Shyaamaa Shaastri in the raagam Kalyaa i. As 
I have said before, the notes which are normally considered important in this 
raagam are ‘gu’ and ‘di’. Compositions like Tyaagaraajaa’s Eetaavunaraa 
and Nidhicaala sukhamaa begin on the note ‘gu’ and so does Diikshitar’s 
Bhajaree and Kamalaambaam bhajaree. But the Shyaamaa Shaastri compsi-
tion begins on an unlikely note – ‘ri’ and that too an extremely extended ‘ri’ 
at that. Listen to this marvelous line below.

(41)  Musical demonstration
   Talli ninnu: nera I:         [  6.82]
   Kalyaa i: Tisra Triupu ai: Shyaamaa Shaastri (Kritimanimalai; 
                  IV; p 80)
 * *
   // ; ; [’ri, / ; ;] - [’ri sa sa; ; ni] //[’ri,;] [’ri, / ;] [’gu,] - [’gu,;]
    ta lli ni nnu ne ra
 * *
   // ; ; [’pa, / ; ;] - [’pa, mi,] // [’mi, gu, gu, / ri,] [ri, - ’mi, gu,
    nam mi naa nu vi na
   // gu, ri,]
    vee

Not only is the unlikely ‘ri’ made long and prominent, it is also made to bear 
emphatic prominence twice in a row in a grand display of condence. Fur-
ther, the emphatic prominence on ‘pa’ gives a sense of balance – ‘ri’ and ‘pa’ 
being the natural fourth. Finally, ‘mi’ is given emphatic prominence leaving 
no room for doubt about the identity of the raagam. And the note which is 
expected to receive prominence – ‘gu’ – never does at any point in the entire 
musical line. But it must be pointed out that this musical piece is a difcult 
one to execute with conviction. Most performers make slight changes, bring-
ing in a shadow or a full edged ‘gu’ and shifting the emphatic prominence 
onto ‘gu’ as shown below.137
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(42)  Musical demonstration
   Talli ninnu nera II:         [  6.83] 
   Kalyaa i: Tisra Triupu ai: Shyaamaa Shaastri (Altered version)
 * * *
   // ; ; [ri ’gu, / ; ; ] - [’ri sa sa; ; ni] // [’ri,;] [’ri, / ;] [’gu,] - [’gu,;]
    ta lli ni nnu ne ra
 * *
   // ; ; [’gu, / ; , mi] - [’pa, mi,] // [’mi, gu, gu, / ri,] [’ri,] - [’gu, ri,
    nam mi naa nu vi na
   // ri sa, ri]
    vee

This version is, no doubt, a lot easier to render as length and emphatic promi-
nence sit much more comfortably on ‘gu’ than ‘ri’. But the ‘fun’ is missing 
(at least for me).

Thus we see that phrase and line construal checking for prominence 
and emphatic prominence respectively, primarily check for grammaticality, 
though it could be argued that the distinctions between versions [6.82] and 
[6.83] is really stylistic rather than grammatical. But assuming that the com-
poser did, in fact, conceive of the line as in [6.82] (we have no evidence for 
being dogmatic about these issues, Carnatic music being orally transmitted 
and each performer doctoring the input according to his/her taste138), then 
what we have on our hands is a musical line of remarkable boldness ques-
tioning the basic tenets of musical orthodoxy.

Another point which needs to be made is that the distinction between 
grammaticality and stylistic consideration (which I take up in the following 
chapter) is not always clear cut. An instance of ‘poetic license’ if not ac-
ceptable to a performer becomes a point of grammaticality. Music being a 
‘constructed’ language, it is not always possible to distinguish what is purely 
grammatical and what is purely aesthetic as, with practice, certain aesthetic 
preferences get entrenched as points of grammaticality.

6.9. Determining grammaticality: Rhythm Construal

As this book is primarily about the melodic aspects of Carnatic music, I will 
not dwell at length on rhythmic principles in Carnatic music. I will show that 
the super-ordinate constraint in this domain is a prohibition on phrasal prom-
inence coinciding with ‘too many’ consecutive ‘beats’ of the rhythm.139 And 
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rhythm construal runs in two versions (like SC) with one version evaluating 
style in certain types of musical discourse and another looking out for viola-
tions of grammaticality in other types of musical discourse. While the former 
assigns and ‘S

i
’ mark, the latter assigns the normal violation mark ‘*’. 

Let me begin with a brief explanation of the notion of taa am which is a 
cycle of beats either of equal or unequal duration marked with the palm and 
ngers by vocalists and by the special strings meant for this purpose in the 
veena. Taa am is a matter of abstract timing. We illustrate below some of the 
taa as frequently encountered in performances. 

(43)  Common taa as in Carnatic music
   a.  Aadi taa am eight beat cycle.140

     // 
p
 µµ  - 

lf
 µµ   / 

rf
 µµ  -    

mf
 µµ 

      palm little nger ring nger middle nger 
     // 

p
 µµ  -  

up
 µµ 

      palm upturned palm 
     / 

p
 µµ   -  

up
 µµ //

      palm upturned palm 
     ‘p’ stands for the beat indicated by bringing down the palm
     ‘lf’ stands for the beat indicated with the little nger
     ‘rf’ stands for the beat indicated by the ring nger
     ‘mf’ stands for the beat indicated by the middle nger141

   b.  Ruupakam142

     // 
p
 µµ / 

lf
 µµ - 

up
 µµ //

   c.  Tisra Tripu ai (or Misra Caapu)143

     // 
p
 µµµ / 

p
 µµ - 

up
 µµ //

   d.  Jampai (or Ka a Caapu)144

     // 
p
 µµ / 

p
 µ / 

p
 µµ

For a detailed exposition of the classication of the system of taa am, the 
reader is advised to refer to Sambamurthy (1999), R. R. Ayyangar (1972 etc.) 
and other references cited there.

First of all, we must keep in mind the fact that ‘prominence’ in a musical 
phrase need not coincide with a beat of the rhythm in Carnatic music (and 
I have already mentioned that musical prominence need not coincide with 
linguistic prominence). Just as musical lines can split words with a part of a 
word in one musical line and the remaining part of the word in another line, 
the beat does not have to coincide with musical phrasal prominence or musi-
cal phrase boundaries. To simplify issues a little for ease of presentation, I 
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classify rhythmic line style into two styles, namely the ‘measured style’ and 
the ‘missed beat style’. In the measured style as in many of the compositions 
of the composer Muttuswaami Diikshitar we nd that musical prominence 
and the beat do coincide either on the full beat or the half beat as shown in 
(44) below (the half beat indicated by “ ‘ ”).

(44)  Musical demonstration
   Measured style
   Baalagoopaala I145         [  6.84] 
   Bhairavi: Aadi: Muthuswaami Diikshitar 
   // [’sa ni] ‘ [’sa gi - ri,] ‘ [’gi ri] 
    baa la goo
   / [’gi ma] ‘ [’pa ma - pa,] ‘ [’da pa]
    paa la
   // [’pa,] ‘ [’di ni] - [’di ni, da ‘ da pa]
    paa la ya
   / [’ma gi ma, ‘ pa, da pa] - [’pa ma gi, ‘ , ri ri sa]
    aa shu maam

I indicate the beat with / or – or // and a half beat with ‘. Notice that not a 
single beat or half beat is ever mis-aligned with respect to musical prominence 
(though not all instances of musical prominence are aligned with the beat 
or the half beat). However, monotony is avoided by making the musical 
prominence align with the full beat or the half beat in a manner not totally 
predictable.

I now turn to the other style – the missed beat style where very often 
neither the beat nor the half beat coincide with musical prominence, creating 
a tension between melody and rhythm (which makes rhythm in Carnatic mu-
sic what it is – subtle and complex). Here is an excerpt from Tyaagaraajaa’s 
composition Cakkani Raaja in (45) below. 

(45)  Musical demonstration
   Missed beat style
   Cakkani raja (vocal):        [  6.85]
   Karaharapriyaa: Aadi: (8 moras to a beat): Tyaagaraajaa
   // ; ; ‘ ; [’ri, - ; , gi ‘ ri ; ,] / [’sa , ; ‘ ; ;] - [’ni,; ‘ni di di,]
      ca kka ni   raa     ja 
   // ; ; ‘ ; [’ni , - ; sa ‘ ri ; ;] / [’ri, sa, ‘ni, sa, - ;] [’sa sa ‘ ; ;
     ma:r ga mu   lu       a ga // ; ; ;146
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In the missed beat style, musical prominence may be misaligned with the 
rhythmic beat and the half beat. It goes without saying, in this style too, lin-
guistic prominence may occur just anywhere, irrespective of the musical or 
rhythmic prominence. I illustrate this point in the musical demonstration 
below where I highlight linguistic prominence in italics.

(46)  Musical demonstration 
   Broovabaaramaa:         [  6.86] 
   Bahudaari: Aadi: Tyaagaraajaa147

 *
   // ; ; - ; [pa di / ’ni, Sa;, ni - pa,] [’(ma) pa ma] 
    broo va baa ra
 *
   // [’ma gu ma gu - ; , ] [ma / ’ni; pa pa,] - ; [’pa, di pa
    ma ra ghu raa maa
   // ma,; - ;]

Notice that the priority for aligning musical prominence with rhythmic prom-
inence is much higher than the alignment of linguistic prominence. In the 
second example of the missed beat style we nd that every alternate beat, i.e. 
a strong beat is aligned with rhythmic prominence. However, notice that in 
both the styles, what does not happen is for every beat/half beat to coincide 
with musical prominence. To state it formally, in a beat of say, x moras and 
n beat cycles, we do not nd musical phrases of precisely x number of notes. 
If we did, we would nd a musical line like the following which would be 
extremely odd in Carnatic music (bordering on ungrammaticality).

(47)  Musical demonstration
   Baalagoopaala II         [  6.87] 
   a. *// [’sa ni sa,] - [’gi ri ri,] / [’gi ri gi ma] - [’pa ma pa,]
    ba: la go: pa:...
   Baalagoopaala III         [  6.88]
   b. *// [; ’sa ni - sa,] [’gi ri / ri,] [’gi ri - gi ma] [’pa ma // pa,]
    ba: la go: pa:...

Whereas in (47a), every beat coincides with prominence on every musical 
phrase, in (47b), every half beat coincides with prominence on every musical 
phrase. Since we come across neither types in Carnatic music, we can safely 
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conclude that both types are ungrammatical in Carnatic music. We can for-
mulate this nding as a negative constraint given below.

(48)  Negative Constraint on alignment of musical prominence and 
rhythm: Do not Align consecutive beats/half beats with musical/
rhythmic phrasal prominence. We will call it *ALIGNBEATPROMI-
NENCE (*ALIGNBP for short)

   * / or ‘ [’sa sa ..] / or ‘ [’sa sa ..] 

The only occasion where this principle is systematically set aside is at 
the beginning of a percussion solo, where at least half the cycle of a taa am 
is regularly aligned to indicate clearly the measure of the beat. In all other 
occasions *ALIGNBP is adhered to more or less strictly. In most music per-
formances, while rendering either niraval or kalpanaa swaram, musicians 
generally follow the missed beat style to make the interaction of the beat 
and prominence more and more complex. Therefore rhythmic groups of four 
moras are eschewed in beats with two or four moras.148, 149 Thus we see that 
‘rhythm’ in Carnatic music is an interesting conict between musical promi-
nence and rhythmic prominence and the conict gets resolved, may be after 
several cycles of taa as, but the more delayed it is the greater the pleasure.150 
Here is one such ‘delayed’ align satisfaction in the rhythmic passage in (49). 
I enclose a rhythmic formula in { } to indicate the number of iterations of the 
formula clearly.

(49)  Musical demonstration
   Kalyaa i: Aadi          [  6.89]

   Taa am Cycle 1
   // ; ; ; ; - ; ; ; ; / ; ; {[’Gu, Ri Sa ] - [’Ri, Sa nu Sa; [’Gu 
   // Ri, Sa nu Sa,] [’gu Ri - , Sa nu di] [’Ri Sa, nu 
   / di pa] [’gu mi, pa di nu]}

rhythmic cycle 1

   - {[’Gu, Ri Sa ] [’Ri, Sa nu 

   Taa am Cycle 2
   // Sa;] [’Gu Ri, Sa nu - Sa,] [’Gu Ri, Sa nu di] 
   / [’Ri Sa, nu di pa] [’gu mi - , pa di nu]}

rhythmic cycle 2 
{[’Gu, Ri Sa]

   // [’Ri, Sa nu Sa; [’Gu - Ri, Sa nu Sa,] [’gu Ri 
   / , Sa nu di] [’Ri Sa, nu 
   - di pa] [’gu mi, pa di nu]}

rhythmic cycle 3
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This is a fairly simple formula of 26 moras and three rhythmic cycles of 78 
moras covered in one cycle and ve and a half beats of taa am. Longer rhyth-
mic cycles with odd numbered units, to be adjusted to end at nishing points 
either before or after the start of a taa am can be encountered frequently in 
music performances (involving fractions at times). Therefore this is but the 
tip of the iceberg as far as rhythm in Carnatic music is concerned. It is not an 
exaggeration to say that the grammar of rhythm in Carnatic music is a book 
in itself.151 

We saw that RC classies a musical line in one of two styles of rhythm, 
namely the ‘measured style’ and the ‘missed beat style’. While RC is ir-
relevant for non-rhythmic discourse like aalaapani and taanam (to a certain 
extent), it performs a classicatory function while evaluating a line of a com-
position marking it S

ms
 or S

mb
 (for the measured style and the missed beat 

style respectively). However, it performs a grammaticality function while 
evaluating a rhythmic passage such as kalpanaaswaram or niraval awarding 
a violation mark ‘*’ for not observing the missed beat style in these dis-
courses. Thus a performer who aligns rhythmic prominence unfailingly with 
the beat or the half beat will be severely looked down upon (considered un-
grammatical). For instance, a performer who chooses a four mora rhythmic 
formula [ta ka di mi] either with the beat or the half beat is clearly not going 
to be appreciated much. It would be far more interesting to use a ve mora 
rhythmic formula [ta din gi a tom] for a four mora beat where one would 
have to start before the beat to end on the next beat or if one starts on the beat 
then the right edge of the formula will be properly aligned with a beat only 
on the fth beat after the fourth iteration. But, as we will see later, in rhyth-
mic passages, the number of iterations of a rhythmic formula is strictly laid 
down as three – neither more nor less (see chapter 7 p. 206). Therefore, to 
get the proper alignment at the end of the rhythmic passage one is required to 
start before or after the beat. The matter is further complicated when the line 
of the composition to which the rhythmic passage is attached either starts 
before or after the beat. 

6.10. Conclusion

With the exception of Content Construal (CC), I have examined all the other 
construals pertaining to grammaticality in this chapter. Starting with the tone, 
the sequence, the phrase and the line, we examined each one of the functions 
of the construals determining grammaticality. We saw that in every domain, 
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interpretation is complex subject to top-down considerations which are eas-
ily amenable in a non-derivational model of grammar that I have adopted. 
For instance, consideration of grammaticality of a note is over-ridden by the 
greater strength of prominent/emphatic notes over non-prominent notes; de-
termining grammaticality of sequences is bound by the musical phrase (we 
will see that this function has to be modied depending on the nature of the 
raagam (see chapter 8, pp. 251–252)); and even within the musical phrase, 
emphatic prominence can overlook certain apparent anomalies in sequenc-
ing etc. We saw that checking musical phrase boundaries is not a trivial issue 
as it crucially involves notions of grammaticality. Certain notes may not be 
allowed to initiate musical phrases in raagas and certain notes may not occur 
as pivotal notes in phrase nal position repeated in the musical line in certain 
raagas. We also saw that placement of prominence/emphatic prominence is 
once again a matter of grammaticality. But Carnatic music being an arti-
cially created language-like system, stylistic considerations may be involved 
in certain violations being condoned. More of this in the next chapter. We 
saw that, unlike language where the placement of the tonic in the intona-
tional phrase is obligatory, in Carnatic music, emphatic prominence is not 
obligatory at the level of the line and one may nd more than one instance of 
emphatic prominence in a musical line. Finally, we saw that the alignment of 
linguistic prominence is of least importance and that consecutive occurrence 
of musical prominence may not be aligned with the rhythmic beat/half beat 
in any style of rhythm. In the next chapter, I go over the entire list of constru-
als from the perspective of style/stylistic consideration which, I argue, is not 
external to the grammar of Carnatic music the way stylistic issues may be 
in language. 



Chapter 7
Construing meaning in Carnatic music:
Style/stylistic issues

7.1. Introduction

In the previous chapter I examined constraint sets which determine gram-
maticality under the heads Tone Construal (TC), Sequence Construal (SC), 
Phrasal Construal (PC), Line Construal (LC) and Rhythm Construal (RC). 
Of the proposed six construal sets only Content Construal (CC) was not 
dealt with as I explained that it dealt exclusively with stylistic matters. Of  
the three concerns of construal of meaning in Carnatic music, I dealt with 
issues pertaining to grammaticality judgements and marginally touched 
on a few issues pertaining to determining the style of a musical input in 
the previous chapter. Of the issues pertaining to style those which are  
evaluated at the level of the musical line were discussed at some length, 
e.g. RC. I take up issues pertaining to assigning stylistic meaning to 
a line of music in this chapter. What do I mean by ‘meaning’ in the con-
text of music? Reiterating the point I made in the previous chapter, mean-
ing in Carnatic music is dening grammaticality, style and determining  
the content which is partly emotive and partly intellectual. As music is 
not referential, meaning is purely internal to the grammar of Carnat-
ic music and it is compositional. I show in this chapter how one could  
proceed with the construction of emotive and intellectual meaning in a mu-
sical line. Let us go over the entire set of construals proposed for Carnatic 
music.

(1)  Meaning construal in Carnatic music 
  a. Tone Construal   (TC)
  b. Sequence Construal (SC)
  c. Phrasal Construal  (PC)
  d. Line Construal   (LC)
  e. Rhythm Construal  (RC)
  f. Content Construal  (CC)
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To repeat, except (1f) all the construals have a grammatical part and a style/ 
stylistic part and the former, i.e. (1f) is entirely stylistic. In the following sec-
tions, I take up the style/ stylistic aspect of each one of them.

7.2. Style/stylistic issues: Tone Construal 

Taking up TC rst, I assume that at least the following two sets of construals 
are required for Carnatic music, while the former determines style and stylis-
tic factors, the latter determines only the style of the music sample.

(2)  Tone Construal
  a. Checking for emotive/aesthetic content 
   (local function) (style and stylistic)
  b. Checking for pattern of usage 
   (global function) (style)

Apart from the grammatical functions of TC, another function of TC is to 
give an emotional/aesthetic interpretation to a note which is part of the lexi-
cal information of the raagam in question. I give two sets of examples where 
the same note has different emotional colours in two raagas or a ‘loaded’, 
emotional interpretation in one raagam but not in the other.

In linguistics, for instance, if one wants to prove that two elements are 
distinctive/ contrastive, one looks for minimal pairs or, in the absence of 
minimal pairs, at least semi-minimal pairs. For instance, to prove that the 
dental sounds /t/, /th/, /d/ and /dh/ are contrastive/ distinctive in Hindi, we 
can select the following minimal or semi-minimal pairs. The fact that /t/ and 
/d/ are contrastive/distinctive is proved by the minimal pairs /taal/ ‘beat in 
rhythm’, /daal/ ‘a gruel made with lentil’ where the substitution of one sound 
for another brings about a change in meaning, other segments being kept 
constant. For the other two sounds, in the absence of minimal pairs, we can 
consider the words /dhaan/ ‘charity’ and /thaanaa/ ‘police station’ which are 
semi-minimal pairs as the other segments in the words are not completely 
identical (one word has an extra vowel). Using the same principle of semi-
minimal pair, we can establish the four way contrast between these four 
sounds in Hindi as the left environment of the sounds, namely beginning 
of the word, and the right environment, namely the vowel /aa/, is identical. 
Thus we can prove that the four sounds /t/, /th/, /d/ and /dh/ are contrastive/
distinctive in Hindi. 
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This principle of contrastive/complementary distribution can be ap-
plied in other areas of language too. For instance, the adjectival sufxes 

-al/-ar are not contrastive/distinctive as they predictably occur with nouns 
with different specication, e.g. /circle ~ circular; table ~tabular/ but /par-
ent ~ parental; form ~ formal/. In other words, while the former attaches 
only to nouns which end in /l/, the latter attaches elsewhere and they per-
form the same function, i.e. converting a noun to an adjective. Therefore, 
the two sufxes -ar and -al are not distinctive/contrastive (i.e. they are the 
different realizations of the same adjectival sufx). On the other hand, the 
nominal sufxes -ation and -al are distinctive/contrastive as a) they attach 
to the same category of the word, namely verb, b) they output the same 
category, namely noun but c) if one substitutes one sufx with another, keep-
ing the base constant (if possible), then one produces words which have a 
distinct meaning. For instance, ‘recitation’ recite+ation and ‘recital’ recite+al 
which have distinct meanings associated with them in the lexicon of English. 
Therefore the nominal sufxes -ation and -al are distinctive/contrastive in  
English.

Applying the same principle of contrastive distribution I show that the 
‘same’ note in different raagas may have distinct emotional associations 
when embedded in minimally similar musical phrases proving the claim that 
specic notes in specic raagas may have emotional interpretation listed for 
them in the lexicon of Carnatic music. 

(3)  Musical demonstration
   a. Shaamaa           [  7.90]
    // [’di Sa di pa] [ma ’gu; ri ri...] //
    shaanta/calmness etc. for gu
     Deevagaandhaari         [  7.91]
    // [’di ni di pa, (ma)] [(gu) ma ’gu; ri ri,] //
    pleading/devotion etc. for gu
   b. Hindoo am ‘ni’         [  7.92]
    // [’ma da ni Sa] [’ni; da] [’da; ma] // 
    no particular emotional colour for ni
    Aahiri            [  7.93]
    // [’da ni Sa] [’ni; da da pa] //
    supplication etc. for ni

Notice that the notes in italics are embedded in identical contexts in the sets 
of musical phrases. Also notice that the notes in question are identical with 
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respect to phrasal prominence (indicated by a closing inverted comma) and 
comparable in length. As I said earlier, in linguistics, we would call such 
phrases ‘semi-minimal pairs’ and it would constitute proof of the distinc-
tive character of the element in question. Whereas in (a) the same note has 
different emotional interpretation in the two raagas, in (b) while one note 
has no specic emotional interpretation, the other does receive an emotional 
interpretation. Clearly, Mukherjee is wrong in that emotions can be and are 
associated with certain notes, but idiosyncratically and hence specied in 
the lexicons of certain raagas. TC also gauges the extent of the emotional 
reading of the prolonged note equating over-length with cloyingly over-ex-
pressive emotion/sentimentality/wearing religiosity on one’s sleeve etc. only 
in the raagas which admit this interpretation.152 Of course, this emotional 
meaning is culture-bound but so is the meaning of a word. And the meaning 
of a word is no more derived from its sounds than the meaning of a note from 
its frequency. When Mukherjee (2000) says,

“even if some musical pieces, on the whole, evoke certain emotions like joy, 
sadness, chivalry, and the like, there is nothing in the musical passages or 
phrases or the individual notes to show how elements of emotions are at-
tached to them.” (p. 103)

the problem with his argument is that he equates notes with words,153 which 
is completely off the mark. If notes were words, then words in music would 
be limited to 12 in an octave or at best 23, if one accepts my claim. Not only 
is a note not equivalent to a word, all the realizations of a note do not have 
xed meanings across raagas in Carnatic music. Each raagam is like a lan-
guage with a unique history, lexicon and a life of its own.

While we are on the topic of emotional interpretation for specic notes 
in specic raagas, I would like to take up another claim regarding global as-
sociation of raagas with emotion. As I said earlier (chapter 6, pp. 144–146), 
in the Indian music tradition there is a persistent claim that each raagam has 
a presiding deity (deevataa), a specic colour, the ability to invoke a specic 
mood/emotion and an appropiate time of the day/year when it should be ren-
dered, etc. This belief system is still strongly entrenched in the north Indian 
classical music system. But in the south, while ‘theorists’ pay lip service to 
old beliefs in their treatises, performers have quietly buried the entire belief 
system (quite rightly too in my view).

For instance, this popular belief is endorsed even by the eminent mu-
sicologist Prof. Sambamurthy. He asserts that raagas are associated with 
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specic emotions globally. In my view, this belief has done a lot of dam-
age to the appreciation of raagas by the lay public. It creates a crude as-
sociation, usually negative, between certain raagas and certain emotions, 
e.g. the raagam Mukhaari is supposed to evoke lamentation (notice that the 
Tamil word for lamentation ‘oppaari’ rhymes with the name of the raagam). 
In my view, this kind of glib talk merely creates a prejudice in the public 
mind. Let us examine one of Sambamurthy’s claims with respect to a raa-
gam. He is of the opinion that the raagam Keedaaragau a expresses bhakti 
(emotion?) (1999: 172). But consider the Arunaacala kavi composition ‘vi u  
vi a aa siitayai’. 

(4)  Musical demonstration
  Vi uvi a aa Siitayai         [  7.94] 
  Keedaaragau aa Aadi: Aru aacala Kavi
  // ; , ri - ; ma pa / pa, pa ma; - pa; ni di // pa,
    vi u vi a aa  sii ta yai 

The musical line clearly expresses anger/command/threat etc.154 If a raa-
gam can express emotions as diverse as ‘bhakti’ and ‘anger’, surely there 
is something wrong with the claim of global association of a raagam with a 
specic emotion. A raagam cannot be associated with as diverse emotions as 
bhakti and anger. My claim is much more modest; I claim that some notes 
in some raagas can have specic emotional interpretation under certain con-
ditions (like emphatic length/over-length, a tremolo rendering, etc.). This 
leaves the majority of notes in the majority of raagas still open to inter-
pretation. This is the reason why the majority of raagas admit a variety of 
emotional interpretation, depending on the melodic content and the language  
text. 

Here is another example of a raagam expressing very different emotions. 
Among the many extraordinary compositions in the raagam Bhairavi, I pre-
sent below a musical line which according to me is the best example of Car-
natic music marrying emotion – intense supplication – with melody and ex-
tremely intricate rhythm spanning nearly two octaves; starting on a low pitch 
and soaring high (symbolizing, at least for me, total surrender – throwing up 
of one’s hands) till the voice can go no higher. It is the second last musical 
line of the last cara am of Shyaamaa Shaastri swarajati ‘Amba Kaamaakshi’ 
in Misra Caapu. The second example is of pure joy, the composer is bubbling 
with enthusiasm to decorate the idol that is about to be worshipped, the com-
position ‘Ceetulaara’ by Tyaagaraajaa in Aadi Taa am.
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(5)  Musical demonstration
  Abhimaanamuleedaa         [  7.95]
  Amba Kaamaakshi: Bhairavi: Tisra Tripu ai: Shyaamaa Shaastri 
  (Kritimanimalai: IV: 13)155

  * *
  // [’gi ri ri ni] // [’sa,; ; / ; ;] - [’pa; di pa ma] // [’pa,; ; / ; [’di, - ; ;]
    a bhi ma: na mu le: da:
  * * *
  // [’ni,; ; / ;] [’Sa, - ; ;] // [’Ri,; ; / ;] [’Gi, - ; ;
    na: pai de: vi...

(6)  Ceetulaara: Bhairavi: Aadi: Tyaagaraajaaa 
  (Kritimanimalai I: 414)156, 157

  * *
  // - / [’pa, di ni] [’di, ni Sa] // [’ni Sa] [’pa, di ni] [’di ni] [pa ’pa / ,] 
    srin gaa ra mu
  * *
  [di pa ’ma, gi - ma,] [’di pa] [’pa ma] //
   jee si
 * *
  [’ma gi] [’gi ri] [’ri sa] [’ri,] - [ri sa ’ni, sa,;] / ; ;
    ju tu noo

  // - / - [’ri gi ma pa] [’di ni Sa Ri] 
    srin
  * *
  / [Sa ’Sa] [’pa, di ni - di ni] [pa ’pa] /
   ga: ra mu
   [’ma gi ri,] [da ’pa, ma - gi ri] [pa ’ma, gi ri sa]
      je:      si
  * *
  // [’ma gi] [’gi ri] [’ri sa] [’ri,] - [’ri sa ni, sa,; / ; ; -
    ju: tu no:

The same raagam Bhairavi expresses the emotion of intense pleading in 
one case and great joy in the other. Thus raagas, in general, admit a variety 
of emotional expressions, with perhaps, some raagas leaning more to certain 
kinds of emotions than others. But, on the whole, it would be quite wrong 
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to tie most raagas down to specic emotions, seasons, rasaa etc. in Carnatic 
music. 

As I said earlier, originally, in Indian music, there must have been a strong 
tradition of associating raagas with the seasons of the year, time of the day 
and to specic rasaas (emotions). But the death of this tradition in the Car-
natic music system is all the more strange when we see that it is the more 
conservative of the two major systems of music in India. Primarily, I believe 
that it is the strong inuence of music composition in the south that has 
made this revolutionary idea of breaking away from traditional association 
of raagas with specic emotion/specic timing for their rendering possible 
in the largely conservative south. Considering the sheer range of composi-
tions created in the majority of raagas by the major composers of the south 
since the middle of eighteenth century, it was no longer possible to equate 
a raagam with a specic emotion/time of the day or year. Each of the popu-
lar raagas attracted the attention of all the great composers since the music 
trinity to the present day with each composer adding his/her own emotional 
interpretation of the raagam thus laying to rest any vestige of specic asso-
ciation of emotions to raagas. The second important factor, a pragmatic one, 
in getting rid of this traditional associationist, reductive hypothesis of the 
raagam-emotion-diurnal tie-up was the fact that Carnatic music had to move 
out of temples and temple rituals to the local Prince’s court and eventually 
to music halls/wedding receptions etc., where concerts were scheduled only 
in the evenings. With the result, Carnatic musicians have gradually given 
up on this traditional association between raagam and seasonal/diurnal/emo-
tional association in general. Many contemporary musicians may not even 
know that whereas raagas like Dhanyaasi and Sri are morning/forenoon raa-
gas, raagas like Too i, Madhyamaavati, Bhairavi, Mukhaari are meant to be 
rendered in the evening or late at night. Similarly, contemporary musicians 
generally do not associate most raagas with specic rasaas or emotions. Thus 
most Carnatic musicians may not associate Varaa i with disgust just because 
one of Tyaagaraajaa’s compositions expresses this emotion (Sambamur-
thy 1999: 173) or Sura i with vanity (emotion?) (Sambamurthy 1999: 175) 
since there are other compositions in these raagas which express a range of  
emotions.

Having established the point that not entire raagas but only certain notes 
in certain raagas can and do have specic emotional association set down in 
the lexicons of these raagas, we must now turn to the task of determining the 
evaluative function of TC “Checking for emotive/aesthetic content”. Since 
determining the emotional message of a line of music is part of the mean-
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ing determining function that I call ‘stylistic’ function, TC should perform a 
stylistic function in the evaluation of a line of music. Whenever it encoun-
ters an appropriate note-emotion association endorsed by the lexicon of the 
raagam, it would assign a reward mark ‘ ’. However, the actual execution 
of the emotion reveals the style of the performer. For instance, a ‘classical’ 
style would attest the subdued/understated execution of emotional messages. 
It would severely restrict the exploitation of either duration or pitch varia-
tion on the note. But more overtly expressive styles ranging from the popular 
emotional to the frenetic religious styles would have more prominent execu-
tion of emotion in terms of duration, emphatic prominence and the pitch 
rendering of the note. Thus the same function performs two, not mutually 
contradictory, functions. It evaluates, at the level of the musical line, the 
presence of emotional interpretation and, at the level of the discourse, it ad-
ditively sizes up the discourse classifying them in terms of distinct styles in a 
gradient fashion. I have nothing more to say about the latter function of TC. 

We saw in the previous chapter that TC could evaluate a tone locally to 
determine grammaticality and it could also evaluate globally activating a 
network of raagas to diagnose the reason for the grammaticality violation. 
Both cases would have earned the musical representation a violation mark. 
We now consider another type of global computing which takes the entire 
musical discourse as its input to evaluate its style and assign the ‘S

i
’ mark. 

Take a raagam like Too i, for instance. We saw in chapter 5 pp. 114–119 
that it employs at least ve different executions of ‘gi’, namely RenScale 
‘gi’, red.gi pitch wave, aug.gi pitch curve, note pitch curve ‘gi’ and pitch 
spike ‘gi’. No two styles will have the same prole of the use of these four 
variants of the note ‘gi’ in the entire musical discourse. The predominance 
of, for example, RenScale ‘gi’ in the musical discourse will signal that the 
musical style is ‘light’ or one which avoids ‘orthodox’ gamakkam. Notice 
that it is not necessary to actually count the number of instances of each 
of the three types of execution. Assuming that the style in a musical dis-
course is constant, sampling a random portion of the discourse, say a 20 
second bit will give us the information which type of execution predomi-
nates (not in actual numerical values but as a ‘greater than’ indicator).158, 159 
That is to say in a 20 second sampling if RenScale ‘gi’ is attested more than 
aug.gi pitch curve which is again more than note pitch curve ‘gi’, then we 
can conclude that the style is ‘light’/unorthodox etc. I have nothing more to 
say on this kind of global computing of a section of the musical discourse 
as I limit myself to the grammar of Carnatic music up to the level of the  
musical line. 
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We saw in this section what functions the constraint set TC performs in 
construing style/stylistic ‘meaning’ in a musical discourse. However, notice 
that these construals of TC determine primarily the emotional ‘content’ of 
the music sample before going on to determine the style. Obviously, the set 
of constraints which actually evaluate notes for emphatic prominence, their 
duration, mode of rendering etc. will have to be worked in detail for TC 
(Style) to be able to classify music samples. The details of the specic con-
straints and their mode of evaluation will have to be worked out.

7.3. Style/stylistic issues: Sequence Construal

I take up the two stylistic functions of SC here.

(7)  Sequence Construal (stylistic)
  a. Checking for new sequences (local function)
  b. Checking for iterations of ‘minor’ phrases (Global function at the 

discourse level)

In chapter 2 (pp. 22–25), while discussing ‘creativity’ in Carnatic music, I 
had mentioned that Carnatic music admits creativity just like every day lan-
guage where phrases never heard before can be commonly encountered. The 
example I had given (musical demonstration 2.20) was from a contemporary 
composer in the raagam Beega aa. The sequence I had mentioned was [di 
pa Gu] which is not prohibited in the raagam but not encountered in any of 
the extent compositions (and not commonly attested even in free renderings). 
Here I give another example of an unusual sequencing in a composition by 
the contemporary composer Tanjavur Shankara Iyer in the raagam Sindub-
hairavi (2001). The nal phrase with the pivotal note ma and the phrases 
built around it are rather striking (at least for me).

(8)  Musical demonstration (Adapted from Compositions of Tanjavur 
Shankara Iyer, 2001: 28)

  Manadirkkuhandadu         [  7.96]
  Sindu bhairavi: Aadi: Tanajavur Shankara Iyer
  // ; [’da pa - ;] [’ma gi pa ma] / [gi ’ra ; - , sa sa,

  ma na dir ku han da du
  // ;] [sa ’gi - ,] [’sa gi ma pa ni da] / [’pa da] [ma ’pa - , ma ;]
    mu ru han ru: pam
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Checking for new sequences, like SC in general, takes the musical phrase/
line as its domain. It assigns a value ‘ ’ whenever it comes across a new 
sequence in the musical input, i.e. a sequence not listed in the lexicon either 
as a phrase, idiom or even in the lexicon of compositions.160 

Turning to the other stylistic function of SC, ‘Checking for iterations of 
minor phrasing’, let me begin by explaining what I mean by minor phras-
ing. While discussing a scale, I had said that, in principle, scales are un-
ordered sequences of notes (enumerated as a sequence) and that certain 
logically possible sequences are considered ungrammatical either because 
they incur an *AMBSEQ violation in the lexical network or they are explicitly 
prohibited by the grammar of a (vakra) raagam. While the sequence *[sa 
ri mi] is prohibited for Kalyaa i as it would incur an *AMBSEQ violation 
because of the raagas Saraswati, Hamsanaadam etc. in the lexical network, 
the sequence [pa di ni Sa] is prohibited for Beega aa as the grammar of this 
raagam explicitly prohibits this sequence. In addition to these two types of 
prohibition, there exists another type of sequence which is not prohibited 
entirely but is allowed only rarely in the discourse. More than one iteration 
of such sequences in the entire discourse may not result in ungrammatical-
ity but will result in the discourse being branded as of questionable taste 
reecting the lack of judgement on the part of the performer etc. But such 
phrases must be rendered at least once in the discourse for the discourse to 
be deemed to be complete. I call such sequences ‘minor phrases’. These mi-
nor phrases are generally present in the lexicons of all performers/listeners, 
irrespective of style.161 Here are a few examples of minor phrases in some  
raagas.

(9)  Musical demonstration

  a. [ma gu Sa] in the raagam Kaamboodi   [  7.97]
  b. [Sa, di pa] [gu ri, sa] 
   in the raagam Shankaraabhara am    [  7.98]
  c. [gi, ma pa, ma gi ri] with the italic gi as RenScale in the raagam 

Riitigau a           [  7.99]
  d. [ma gu ri gu ma pa, ma] and [Sa nu di nu Sa Ri, Sa] in the raagam 

Aanandabhairavi         [  7.100]
  e. [nu Sa GU, Ma Ri Sa] in the raagam A aa aa [  7.101]

I will take up these phrases one by one. Although (9a) is sanctioned by 
a famous var am which begins with this phrase, it remains a minor phrase 
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as it invokes an *AMBSEQ violation with raagas like Naa akuranji, Kamaas, 
etc. Similarly, (9b) is sanctioned by great compositions like Srikamalaambi-
kaayaam, Akshayalingavibhoo, Dakshi aamuurtee of Muttuswaami Diikshi-
tar. But once again, this sequence skipping the ‘nu’ and the ‘ma’ will bring 
the raagam to the brink of an *AMB violation and hence it may be called a 
minor phrase. Though I hasten to add that it only takes the musical line to 
the brink of an *AMBSEQ violation and not an actual violation as the pitch 
interpretations of ‘di’ and ‘gu’ are ‘softened’ adequately to contain in them 
hidden ‘nu’ and ‘ma’ respectively. Turning to (9c), the RenScale ‘gi’ ren-
dering, sanctioned by the composition Dvaitamu sukhamaa of Tyaagaraa-
jaa is an unusual phrase with a stark rendering of ‘gi’ which must be used 
sparingly. As I observed earlier (see chapters 4 and 5), normally, RenScale 
renderings of ‘gi’ and ‘ni’ in Carnatic music are always ‘softer’ with a lower 
value, executed as a pitch wave, than the keyboard notes E at and A at re-
spectively.162 This is the reason why this stark rendering of ‘gi’ in this phrase 
is a ‘minor phrase’ permissible just once in the discourse and not the regu-
lar interpretation of ‘gi’. The rest of the phrases have accidental notes – in 
italics – which, once again, must occur just once or twice in the entire dis-
course. If they were to occur more often they would not be ‘accidental’ any  
more. 

This brings us to yet another problematic issue in some well known raagas. 
What must have been an accidental note at one point of time has acquired 
a lot of importance being found in many phrases till it is difcult to assert 
which note is part of the scale and which note is an accidental note. Take 
the raagam A aa aa, for instance. Take any composition at random and one 
would nd both ‘ni’ and ‘nu’ in fairly equal measure. Which note belongs to 
the scale of the raagam and which one is an accidental note? One can dispute 
the parentage of this raagam forever and yet be no wiser. Take this notation 
adapted from Ayyangar (Kritimanimalai, III ii: 97) of the composition Ty-
aagaraajoo viraajatee by Muttuswaami Diikshitar in Ruupakam.

(10)  Musical demonstration
   Tyaagaraajoo viraajatee:       [  7.102]
   A aa aa: Ruupakam: Muttuswaami Diikshitar (adapted from Kri-

timanimalai, III ii: 97)
   // Sa nu Sa; Ri / Sa nu di, - di ni pa,
    tyaa ga raa
   // ma pa ma, pa ma ri / ri ma pa ni pa, - ni ni pa ma
    joo vi raa ja 
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   // pa Sa di, / , ma; ni - pa ma ri ma
    tee ma haa
   //ri sa pa ma / ma; ni papa di - , nu Sa Ri
    raa ja raa ja sri

Except for the two occurrences of ‘nu’ in italics in the above musical 
line, the use of ‘ni’ and ‘nu’ is totally undisputable, xed by usage. Which 
note belongs to the raagam and which note is accidental is hard to decide. 
Yet Ayyangar is not wrong in claiming that in this composition the raagam 
A aa aa should be treated as a janyaa (derivative) of Shankaraabhara am 
– with ‘nu’ as its natural note and ‘ni’ as an accidental note, I think, on the 
basis of the original notation of the ‘nu’ in bold letter. But, setting aside the 
debatable issue of authenticity in the largely oral tradition of Carnatic music, 
it would not be considered ungrammatical or unacceptable to substitute ‘ni’ 
for the two occurrences of ‘nu’ in italics. But then would the raagam sudden-
ly change its afliation to Harikaamboodi? At best it is an academic issue.163 
But notice that once we accept the phrase [nu Sa Ri] for A aa aa, the raagam 
does change ever so subtly, beginning to acquire more phrases where ‘nu’ re-
places ‘ni’. I will take up this issue at length in chapter 9 where I discuss the 
issue of intra-style musical phrasing. The point that I wish to make now is 
that many raagas have such minor phrases sanctioned by great compositions 
which are, however, rendered sparingly in the discourse. Global computing 
of the entire discourse is required for evaluating the use of minor phrases in 
these raagas. But, nevertheless, minor phrases belong to the domain of gram-
maticality since their minimal rendering in a discourse is obligatory for the 
evaluation of the grammaticality of a discourse. 

7.4. Style/stylistic issues: Phrasal Construal

Having examined two functions of SC which evaluate sequences for stylistic 
meaning, I now take up Phrasal Construal.

(11)  Phrasal Construal (stylistic)
   a. Checking for clichés
   b. Checking for iteration of phrasing/phrasal types

Consider the constituent ‘Checking for clichés’ rst. A cliché is a musical 
phrase or a series of musical phrases which is/are proto-typical of a raagam.
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(12)  Clichés in musical phrasing
   a. Too i aalaapanai        [  7.103]
     [’gi, gi ra ra,] … [’ni, ni da da,]
   b. Kalyaa i aalaapanai       [  7.104]
    [’ri, gu ri sa sa,] … [’di, nu di pa pa,]
   c. Moohanam aalaapanai      [  7.105]
    [’Sa Sa,] [’Sa Sa,] [Sa ’Ri, Sa di] ...
    [’pa pa,] [’pa pa,] [ pa ’di, pa gu]

Interestingly, both in language and Carnatic music, beginners revel in 
clichés (and xed expressions) and only at later stages of acquisition do 
they learn to avoid them (if at all) in their discourse.164 Like clichés in lan-
guage, clichés in Carnatic music too reect a kind of mental inertia. Instead 
of thinking up new combinations of notes, it lifts an entire phrase from the 
lexicon.

It can be argued that cliché is, in fact, an *AMB violation at the level of 
the musical phrase; let us call it *AMBPHRASE for short. It too like other *AMB 
constraints looks for a match in the lexicon and when it does come up with a 
match stars it. The only difference between *AMBTONE and *AMBSEQ on the 
one hand and *AMBPHRASE on the other is that while the former set globally 
computes for identity across raagas from the raagam network, the latter set 
checks the lexicon of a particular raagam and nds an identity at the level 
of the musical phrase and whereas the former set determines grammatical-
ity, the latter merely assigns a stylistic value to the input. It is worth noting 
that, while on the whole construals which determine stylistic values assign 
an award mark ‘ ’, since ‘checking for clichés’ is, in fact, an *AMBPHRASE 
violation, like other *AMB family of construals, *AMBPHRASE too assigns a 
violation mark. We will see in the last section of the chapter how ranking of 
the constraints helps us in the holistic evaluation of the musical line and how 
the various marks, namely ‘*’ violation mark, ‘Style

i
’ mark, and the stylistic 

award mark ‘ ’ are computed by the grammar.
As in creative language use, in Carnatic music too, a discourse is not eval-

uated highly solely on the basis of avoidance of common words and phrases. 
A poem by Wordsworth is rated highly even though it uses simple words 
to telling effect. Similarly, in Carnatic music too, a familiar phrase may be 
used to create a special effect. On the one hand, common phrases make raa-
gam recognition easier and hence more listener-friendly. Rare phrasing, on 
the other hand, may mislead the listener. Therefore, a performer may have 
to judiciously mix different types of phrasing to create a new discourse 
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that is appreciated by the comparatively un-initiated as well as the keen  
listener.165

The last constituent of PC is ‘Checking for iterations of phrases/types of 
phrases’. This constraint also belongs to the stylistic set like ‘Checking for 
clichés’ and not the set which determines grammaticality. Like *AMBPHRASE 
which assigns a violation mark (*) when it comes across a phrase which is 
listed as a cliché in the lexicon of the raagam, ‘Checking for iterations of 
phrases’ also assigns a negative value (*) every time it comes across a repeat-
ed phrasing/sequence in a discourse, i.e. at the next higher level of musical 
organization, namely the musical discourse. But since I restrict myself to the 
level of the musical line (comparable to sentence grammar), I have nothing 
more to say regarding this constituent.

7.5. Style/stylistic issues: Line Construal

I now examine the stylistic issues pertaining to Line Construal in Carnatic 
music.

(13)  Line Construal (stylistic)
   a. Matching language text and musical phrasing
   b. Checking for link-ups between musical phrases
   c. Checking for type of phrases in the musical line 

The stylistic function of matching language text and musical phrasing 
performs a stylistic function evaluating the placement of syllables of the 
language text in musical phrases. Consider two versions of the beginning 
of the Muttuswaami Diikshitar composition Maamava Pa aabhiraamaa in 
Ma irangu, Tisra Tripu ai.

(14)  Rendered in Madhayama ruti: Version I166

   Maamava Pa aabhiraamaa: Ma irangu:
   Tisra Tripu ai: Muttuswaami Diikshitar
   // ; ; sa, / sa; ni - sa,; // ri, ri,; / gi, ri, - ri, sa,
    maa ma va pa aa bhi...

(15)  Rendered in Madhayama ruti: Version II
   Maamava Pa aabhiraamaa: Ma irangu:
   Tisra Tripu ai: Muttuswaami Diikshitar
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  // sa, ri sa ni, / sa,; - ri,; // ri, sa ri; / gi, ri, - ri, sa,
   maa ma va pa aa bhi 

Though musical prominence does not respect word level prominence in 
Carnatic music (as I have said several times), syllable weight considerations 
are generally respected in Carnatic music when aligning syllables with notes. 
It is odd, at least for me, that the rst syllable with a long vowel (which is 
also the prominent syllable in the word) should be aligned with a note which 
is shorter than the following note which has a syllable with a short vowel in 
the rst version. I think the second version is an improvement because it re-
spects syllable weight while aligning syllables with notes. I would justify the 
longer note aligned with the rst syllable of the second word (in the second 
rhythm cycle) arguing that as the rst syllable is the most prominent syl-
lable in the compound ‘pa aabhiraamaa’, a longer phrase aligned with it is 
perfectly ne. Of course, it is not easy to arbitrate between different versions 
so easily all the time. Take the example of two versions of the Tyaagaraajaa 
composition Kaligiyu ee in the raagam Kiiravaa i set to Aadi.

(16)  Musical demonstration
   Kaligiyu e Version I        [  7.106]
   Kiiravaa i: Aadi: Tyaagaraajaa.
   // ; ; ; sa, - ra; gi ri sa sa, /ni, sa, ri,;
    ka li gi yu ee
   Kaligiyu ee Version II       [  7.107]
   Kiiravaa i: Aadi: Tyaagaraajaa.
   // ; ; ra; gi ri sa sa, - ; sa, ni, sa, / ; ; ri,;
    ka li gi yu ee

The rst three syllables in the word ‘kaligiyu ee’ are light and prominence is 
on the rst syllable. Personally, I prefer version two with the phrases aligned 
with the rst two syllables of equal weight. But the rst version is clearly 
neither awkward nor ungrammatical.

Consider now the alignment of syllables with the musical line in the 
Purandara daasaa composition Dayamaa oo in Kalyaa i. Aadi.

(17)  Musical demonstration
   Purandaravi alana         [  7.108]
   // ; di Gu - , Ri sa nu / nu di pa mi - di, nu Sa 
    pu ran da ra vi a la na ra
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   // Sa Sa nu, Ri Sa - Sa nu di, / pa mi gu, - mi di nu Ri // ; 
    ha ri saar va bau maa

First of all I would like to make it clear that this discussion is not a cri-
tique of the father of Carnatic music. While his texts have survived, his mu-
sic to a large extent has not. Even when we do have a continuous line of dis-
ciples as in the case of the Carnatic music trinity we have so many different 
versions of their compositions,167 in the case of the father of Carnatic music, 
who established the kriti pattern among other things, sadly, the music has 
not survived at all. In most cases the language text has been set to music by 
modern musicians based on slim or unclear authority. 

Whatever way in which we re-distribute the syllables in italics, we get 
an alignment which is awkward by all standards. The musical line improves 
drastically if we substitute ‘hari’ for ‘narahari’. Another example of muti-
lated language text for the sake of the musical line is from the Muttuswaami 
Diikshitar composition Sri Krish am bhaja in Too i where he cuts short the 
language phrase ‘va apatra shayanam’ meaning ‘he who lies on the banyan 
leaf’ to ‘va a shayanam’ leaving out the word ‘leaf’ which is linguistically 
quite odd.168 But, I am sure everyone will agree with me that the composition 
does not suffer because of this linguistic deviation. In fact, I take it as proof 
of the primacy of music in our compositions (where language, for all the 
piety and lip service that gets paid to the role of religion in Carnatic music, 
takes a back seat). 

In fast tempo musical lines, of which Muttuswaami Diikshitar is the best 
exponent, language text and musical notes have to be aligned paying at-
tention to syllable weight (with syllables with long vowels or short vowels 
in closed syllables, i.e. a vowel followed by at least two consonants one 
of which closes the preceding syllable counting it as heavy) considerations. 
Whereas heavy syllables have to be aligned with either a long note or a note 
sequence, light syllables are aligned with a single short note.169 Consider this 
example from Muttuswaami Diikshitar’s composition Bhajaree in Kalyaa i 
set to Tisra Tripu ai (M.C).

(18)  Musical demonstration
   Bhaavaraaga          [  7.109]
   Bhajaree: Kalyaa i: Tisra Tripu ai:
   Muttuswaami Diikshitar
   // sa nu sa ri,   ri, / gu, gu mi - , pa di, 
     bhaa  va raa ga taa a moo diniim
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   // mi, pa,   di, / nu, Sa Sa - , di nu Sa
    bhaktaa bish ap pra daa yi nim
   // Sa nu Gu Ri Sa Nu / di, nu di - pa mi pa di
    see va ka ja na paa li ta gu ru gu ha
   // nu Ri, nu di nu / , di mi di - , mi gu mi // gu ri 
    ruu pa mud du ku maa ra ja na niim

One cannot fail to appreciate the perfect alignment of syllable weight with 
notes of music. This is why this composer is known for his great fast tempo 
lines in his compositions. Also notice that the alignment with the rhythmic 
beat subtly and unpredictably skips a few beats.

But there is another, perhaps, major tradition, of a composer prior to 
the trinity, who was scarcely known, whose compositions were revealed to 
the Carnatic music fraternity only in the latter half of the twentieth century 
– Uuttukkaa u Veenka asubbayyar who had a very different idea of composi-
tion. He composed mainly in Tamil (and also in Sanskrit) where generally 
closed syllables do not count as heavy. Consider his musical line in the fast 
tempo. 

(19)  Musical demonstration
   Paalva iyum muham:        [  7.110]
   Naa akuranji: Aadi: Uuttukkaa u Veenka asubbayyar
   // [ma ’di, ni] - [Sa ’ni, Sa Sa,;] - [ni ’di, ni] // [pa ’di, ni ni,;]...
    {KaaLinga} {shi ra tti lee} {ka di tta} {pa da tti lee}

Apparently, while closed syllables are always aligned with long notes 
or note sequences, syllables with long vowels are sometimes aligned with 
short notes and sometimes with long notes. However, the alignment is not 
as random as it may seem at rst blush. Two observations are in order. First-
ly, in this style of composition, primacy is given to rhythm (as it was pre-
dominantly a dance style closely related to the opera tradition). The primary 
concern being for the phrases to match rhythmically, long vowels may be 
articulated in a slightly shortened manner if necessary. The rhythmic line is 
the sequence of two rhythmic phrases {[##,#][##,##,]} with the second long 
note and a sequence nal long note that has to be matched with a language 
text and so, the rst syllable with a long vowel is aligned with a short note. 
Linguistically, this is quite odd as there are no languages where closed syl-
lables count as heavy but long vowels may not. But it makes eminent sense 
musically (in Carnatic music and specially in dance music) for rhythmic 
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consideration to take precedence over the language text. Secondly, notice 
that musical phrases and ‘words’ are perfectly aligned at both edges of musi-
cal phrases. 

Consider a musical line by the same composer when he composes in San-
skrit, Bhajanaamrita, in Naa ai, Aadi.

(20)  Musical demonstration
   Bhajanaamrita:          [  7.111]
   Naa ai: Aadi: Uuttukkaa u Veenka asubbayyar Chara am 8
   // [ma, pa ma - ru,;] / [ma, pa ma] - [ru ru] [sa sa]
    Krish a ka thaa kar a na vita japa
   //[sa nu,] [sa - , pa pa ma] / [ gu, pa ma] - [gu ma gu ma]
    ta pas stroo trag va ni taarca na yoo ga
   // pa, nu] [pa - pa, nu pa] / [ma pa nu pa - , nu] [pa ma
    raasa ma hoo tsa va vibhava bhaa va para
   // gu, pa ma] - [sa, sa sa / sa sa] [pa, - pa pa pa pa]
    maatbuta nar ta na va ra nrt tya ca tu ra
   // [Sa Sa Sa Ru] - [Sa; Ru] / [pa pa pa nu] - [pa; nu]
    a ga i ta raa ga na va vi da taa a
   // [ma gu] [pa ma] - [nu pa] [Sa nu] / [Sa, Ru Sa - Sa, Sa Sa]
    kra ma la ya ga ti swa ra tan tri sa man vi ta
   // [Sa, Sa, - Sa;] [Ma / Gu Ma] [Sa Gu] - [Sa Sa, Sa]
    aa nan daa di sha ya su kha ni mag na
   // Ru Sa, Sa] - [pa pa, pa] / [ru sa sa, - sa gu gu ma] 
    a nan ta mahaanta ca ra aa ra vin da

Here we nd that both long vowels and closed syllables are aligned with 
long notes or a sequence of notes, as is the standard practice in Carnatic 
music. But, as is the practice in the Tamil compositions, words are aligned 
with musical phrases at both edges, making it a distinct ‘spoken/operatic 
style’ of Carnatic music. Another characteristic feature of this style is its 
uninhibited repetition of the same note, for the entire word/phrase (indicated 
by italics).170

Contrast this operatic style with the ‘standard’ style of composition where 
words can be split by the intervention of a break (caesura) or even across 
musical lines. The musical demonstrations below illustrate both types. No-
tice that the word is split across musical phrases. Performers not aware of 
the word division (in the Telugu language text) will normally take a breath 
between the second musical phrase and the third making the language text ir-
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recoverable. An improved rendering is one which retains the musical phras-
ing but shifts the prominence to the second note in the third phrase. 

(21)  Musical demonstration
   Juutaamuraaree:          [  7.112] 
   Aarabhi: Ruupakam: Tyaagaraajaa
   // [pa,; ;] / [pa ma pa, - ;] [ma, // pa, di] / [pa ma; ; , gu] - 
    [juu taa mu] [raa ree]
   [ri sa ri ma]

Consider next a musical line from the Tyaagaraajaa composition Chak-
kani raajaa in Karaharapriyaa set to aadi. 

(22)  Musical demonstration
   Va isri             [  7.113] 
   Chakkaniraaja: Karaharapriyaa: Aadi: Tyaagaraajaa
   // ; ; ; Ri, - ; Gi, Ri,; / Sa, Ri Sa ni,; - di, ni, di ni Sa,
    va isri saa kee
   // ni Sa Ri, Sa ni Sa, Ri Sa - ; ni, di,;
    ta raa muni
   / pa, di pa ma, pa ma gi, gi ri ri,; 
    bha ktya ne:
   // ; ; ;  {or // ; ni, Sa,}
       {i u

In the above musical line, the line begins in the middle of the word ‘i va i’ 
(in italics) and generally many performers repeat the line from beginning to 
end a number of times rendering the language text total gibberish. A consid-
erable improvement is achieved if the musical phrase in curly brackets is ap-
pended before the line is repeated. However, the point that I set out to make 
is that in the standard style, unlike that of the operatic style, words are clearly 
subordinate to the music and rules of musical phrasing, line break and tonal 
prominence have a higher priority than word structure etc.

Thus we see that in all styles, at normal tempo or slow tempo, syllable 
weight and prominence are totally irrelevant for aligning a syllable with 
a note – prominent or otherwise. But in fast tempo, we have two distinct 
styles, namely the syllabic style where closed syllables and syllables with 
long vowels have to be aligned with long notes or a sequence of notes, and 
the rhythmic style where closed syllables are preferably aligned with long 
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notes or a note sequence but primarily the rhythm of the phrases in a line 
have to match even at the cost of aligning long vowels with short notes. In 
addition, in the latter style, words and musical phrases must be perfectly 
aligned at both the edges.

It must be obvious by now this construal ‘matching language text and the 
musical phrasing’ is operative only for assessing compositions (and that too 
not for the un-initiated). It is a construal that determines the style of the com-
position (I add two more to the two already discussed), i.e. whether a compo-
sition is in a measured style, mixed beat style, syllabic style or the rhythmic-
operatic style, etc. Even while evaluating compositions it, perhaps, does not 
assign any violation marks but merely assigns a ‘Style

i
’ mark to a line which 

has a less than desirable alignment of the language text with the musical line. 
Or we could assume that it is a style-internal matter where there is no ques-
tion of awarding any kind of mark whatsoever but preferences are always 
clear cut and denitive. However, the criteria of this style dependent align-
ment are not always clear (at least to me). As in the case of the two versions of 
[7.106] and [7.107], the choice is not always logically determined but is arbi-
trated by popular decision. The clearly clumsy cases like [7.108] are easy to  
decide and one may even mark them as violations ‘*’. But the large major-
ity of cases are really cases of style-internal decisions and within styles, of 
course, decisions are black or white; but the reasons for the choice are not al-
ways clear. So I assume that style dependent values are assigned to this con-
strual a) only by the adequately initiated and b) only for reference purposes. 

I next take up the issue of ‘Checking for link ups between musical phras-
es’. Let me illustrate the point with a musical demonstration.

(23)  Musical demonstration 
   ko i I (the three last phrases of [6.76])  [  7.114]
   [’sa ri] [’sa, ri sa sa di] // [’sa,;]  _______

    ko  i

(24)  Musical demonstration
   ko i II:            [  7.115]
   ? [’sa ri] [’sa, ri sa sa di] *// [’sa, ;] 
    ko  i

It will be observed that while there is hardly any linking up between the 
rst two phrases, there is a clear glide which links the last note of the sec-
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ond phrase with the rst note of the last phrase (7.114) indicated by the line 
underneath connecting the two phrases. If such a link is absent as in (7.115), 
it does not signal ungrammaticality but it would signal a clipped style (we 
could call it ‘the keyboard style).

Can we predict when such link ups are desirable across musical phrases? 
As it is a matter of style, the answer is “no”. The linking between musi-
cal phrases cannot be predicted and the strategies used for linking between 
phrases may even differ from style to style. I take it that ‘linking’ is really 
a matter of adding details to the musical line. Since I have unlimited access 
only to my own style, the following discussion of linking between phrases is 
specic to my style of Carnatic music which I call Chamber Music Style A in 
chapter 9 where an extended discussion of two distinct styles is taken up.

In my style, linking between phrases in a musical line takes place under 
certain conditions. Listen to the music demonstration [7.95]. The notation is 
repeated below for ease of reference as (25) but with underlining to indicate 
the notes which are linked in the rendering. 

(25)  Musical demonstration
   Abhimaanamuleedaa        [  7.95]
   Amba Kaamaakshi: Bhairavi: Tisra Tripu ai: Shyaamaa Shaastri 
   (Kritimanimalai IV: 13)171

  * *
   // [’gi ri ri ni] // [’sa,; ; / ; ;] - [’pa; di pa ma] // [’pa,; ; / ; [’di, - ; ;]  ______ ____ _____

    a bhi ma: na mu le: da:

  * * *
   //[’ni,; ; / ;] [’Sa, - ; ;] // [’Ri,; ; / ;] [’Gi, - ; ;   _____

    na: pai de: vi...

Notice that rstly, the two notes linked stand in a lower-upper relation in 
the octave and secondly, linking does not take place when the following note 
has emphatic prominence. On introspection, I nd that linking is not always 
between a phrase nal lower note to a phrase initial higher note within the 
line. I nd that linking is also possible from a phrase nal higher note to a 
phrase initial lower note as in the var am in Kalyaa i by Puucci Srinivaasa 
Ayyangaar which is notated below.172 
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(26)  Musical demonstration
   Var am in Kalyaa i by Puucci Srinivaasa Ayyangaar: Aadi
   ...[’pa di nu] [’pa, di nu Sa]  ______ 

Therefore, linking by gliding is not restricted to a lower–higher note re-
lation across phrases. But linking is not possible between a non-prominent 
nal note in the preceding phrase and an emphatically prominent initial note 
of the following phrase. The reason for such linking not being possible is 
also quite clear. As a phrase with an emphatic note always initiates its own 
domain of ‘supra-phrasal’ organization, the preceding phrase is beyond the 
purview of any linking.

As I said earlier, there exist other devices which link notes in and across 
phrases. Consider the musical line in (27) which is reproduced from chapter 
6 (36b) for ease of reference but with additional ‘linking’ information (notes 
in parentheses). 

(27)  Himaadrisutee:          [  6.75] 
   Kalyaa i; Ruupakam: Shyaamaa Shaastri
    *
   // / [’ri, gu] [’ri - sa sa, nu] // [’(sa) ri; ri / ;] [’gu, (di) - ; pa mi //
    hi ma: dri su te: pa: hi
   pa ;]
   ma:m
                  *
   / ; ; - [’gu (di) pa mi] // [’gu; ri] / [’gu (di) pa mi] - [’gu,; // ri, sa,]
    va ra de: pa ra de: va te:

The notes in italics are really notes of embellishment/shadow notes that 
are not to be played as full edged notes. These could also be taken as a link-
ing device which is employed both in the inter-phrasal and the intra-phrasal 
domain. Of course, the more such details, the more complex the musical line. 
If one assumes (as I do in chapter 9) that the hallmark of the concert hall style 
is an uncluttered musical line and the prerogative of a chamber music style 
is the detailed style which forces attention on minute details in the musical 
line, then, one can generalize that the more details there are in a musical line 
the more it veers towards the chamber music style. Thus we see that this 
construal is really a gradient construal evaluating style in Carnatic music. 
Of course, given a musical line, this construal can only attribute the acoustic 
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properties present in a musical line to a distinct style. The evaluation of style 
in a musical discourse will of course be done in a gradient fashion with the 
additive style marks leading to a distinct style characterization. But as I take 
on the grammar of Carnatic music only up to the level of the musical line, I 
have nothing more to add on this issue. 

Of course, as linking notes within and across musical phrases is a style 
based issue, it will certainly exhibit style based differences. It is quite likely 
that styles which have distinct preferences for more intra-phrasal linking may 
also require a level of structural organization between the musical phrase and 
the musical line, let us call it the musical supra-phrase. Such styles, it is quite 
likely, may exhibit some variation in the overall organization of the musical 
structuring. I capture the possible architecture of such styles as compared 
to other styles which lack this intermediate level of musical organization. I 
leave it to future research the minute details of the differences that may be-
come necessary to describe such styles.

(28)   Style: normal
   Musical phrase    Obligatory prominence
   Musical line     Multiple/optional emphatic prominence 

    Style: chamber music
   Musical phrase    Obligatory prominence
   Supra musical phrase  Multiple prominence
   Musical line     Multiple/optional emphatic prominence

However, the new level is rather difcult to motivate as of now as the 
only criterion for its existence is the use of the linking devices between 
musical phrases. In language where the intermediate level, i.e. the phras-
al level is motivated by additional prominence (phrasal prominence) and 
also grammatical criteria, e.g. [a book] and [a big book] (the primary and 
secondary prominence are indicated as upper and lower vertical bar). Un-
like language, it is rather difcult to motivate such articulate hierarchical 
structure in Carnatic music as differences in degrees of prominence are not 
so obvious and hence difcult to motivate. Further as the only motivation 
for the supra-phrase in certain styles of Carnatic music is the intra-phrasal 
linking, I leave it to future research to sort out this issue with more robust  
acoustic backing.

Finally, the function of ‘checking for type of execution of phrases in the 
musical line’ has the following constituents:
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(29)  Checking for type of phrases in  the musical line 
   a. Checking for musical coherence. (stylistic)
   b. Checking the number of iterations of a pattern/musical phrase. 
    (style and grammaticality)
   c. Checking the mode of execution of phrases in a musical line. 
    (stylistic)

I take up the constituent ‘checking for musical coherence’ rst with the 
musical demonstration in (30) where, (30a) is clearly ‘incoherent’ but other 
choices such as (30b), (30c) or (30d) are equally plausible. In other words, 
determining ‘coherence’ does not in any way predict in what direction a mu-
sical line will go but, given a sample, it will be able to determine the relative 
coherence among possible candidates.

(30)  Musical demonstration
   Kalyaa i IX           [  7.116] 
   a. // [’gu mi di,] [’mi di nu,] ?[’pa Ri,] //
   b. // [’gu mi di,] [’mi di nu,] [’di nu Ri,] //
   c. // [’gu mi di,] [’ni di pa mi] [’di nu Ri,]//
   d. // [’gu mi di,] [’mi di nu,] [di pa mi ’gu, ri] //

In (30a), the last phrase is neither ungrammatical nor aesthetically unde-
sirable in itself, far from it. It is just that as a third phrase after the rst two in 
that particular musical line it is less than pleasing. I repeat once again (as it is 
a point worth repeating), the progression of a musical line is no more predict-
able than the choice of lexical items in a sentence in language, though, the 
choice of the clause types, types of objects selected for, etc. are determinable 
to a great extent. Thus like language, in Carnatic music improvisation too, a 
musical line, in principle, is unpredictable as possibilities are innite. But as 
in sentence grammar, so too in musical line parsing, many possibilities may 
turn out not to be ungrammatical but aesthetically not ‘desirable’. As we see, 
aesthetic considerations in Carnatic music are more central than they are in 
everyday language (and that is to be expected music being an art form). The 
centrality of aesthetic considerations are reected in the ‘positive’ evaluation 
of satised stylistic constraints. 

The question to ask at this juncture is: “What are the elements which con-
tribute to musical coherence?”

I identify a few below (there may be more):
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(31)  Checking for musical coherence
   a. Checking for pattern
   b. Checking for balance
   c. Checking for symmetry

Pattern, balance and symmetry are overlapping functions dened over 
several musical phrases. When we consider patterns of musical phrases, for 
example, we do not just look at the number of notes in a phrase etc. In the 
example above, if we examine the rst phrase, we nd that the rst phrase 
with three notes with four moras has the fth note – ‘pa’ – missing. And the 
second phrase also continues the pattern with a three note-four mora phrase 
avoiding the fth. The musical line (30b) above satises the criterion ‘pat-
tern’ with three similar phrases each of then avoiding either the fth – ‘pa’ 
– or the eighth – ‘Sa’ – and is therefore considered coherent. If we consider 
(30c), we nd the second phrase is comparable in length with the rst with 4 
moras but it does not follow the pattern set out by the rst phrase. However, 
while the rst phrase uses notes on the ascent, the second uses notes on the 
descent, satisfying the criterion ‘balance’. Balance requires notes/idioms in 
the ascent to be matched with notes/idioms in the descent. Finally, the third 
phrase continues the pattern started by the rst phrase, i.e. avoidance of the 
three most important anchors in an octave, namely the rst, the fth and the 
eighth – ‘sa’, ‘pa’ ‘Sa’ and picking up the pattern at a higher point in the oc-
tave satisfying the criterion ‘symmetry’ which requires that phrases/idioms 
in the lower part of the octave be matched with similar phrases/idioms in 
the upper half of the octave. And the musical line (30d) satises ‘balance’, 
once again, by matching the third phrase with the rst two phrases taken 
together in both number of tones and satisfying the ascent-descent aspect of 
balance.173

It will be noticed that a musical line does not have to satisfy all the cri-
teria of ‘coherence’ to be considered a coherent execution of a musical idea. 
All the three criteria are optional but at least one of them has to be satis-
ed to earn a mark – an award ‘ ’ – for coherence. As this is a stylistic 
factor, musical lines which do not merit a positive mark for coherence can 
still escape being assigned a violation mark. But the absence of a mark for 
any of the construals of coherence renders the line an unremarkable line of  
music.

I now take up the issue of restrictions on the number of iterations of a pat-
tern in a musical line. This principle has variable interpretation in non-rhyth-
mic and rhythmic passages. Whereas in non-rhythmic discourse (meaning 
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not pertaining to kalpanaa swaram etc.), it remains highly desirable to limit 
the iteration of a pattern to three, it is mandatory to render three iterations in 
rhythmic passages (no more no less); this point is illustrated with a sangati 
‘variation’ of the musical line in (32).

(32)  Musical demonstration
   Daari i telusu ko i II:       [  7.117]
   Suddhasaaveeri: Aadi: Tyaagaraajaa
   // [’Sa Ri, Gu Ri] [’di Sa, Ri Sa] - [’pa Di, Sa di] 
    dha: ri i 
   [’ma pa di Sa] / [’di pa ma ri] [’sa,] - ...
    te lu su
   Daari i telusu ko i III:       [  7.118]
   * // [’Sa Ri, Gu Ri] [’di Sa, Ri Sa] - [’pa Di, Sa di] 
    dha: ri i 
   [’ma pa, di pa] ...
    te ...

We do not normally nd more than three iterations of a type of musical 
phrase in a row in a musical line. However, if more get piled up, which does 
happen rarely, then it clearly signals a bravura passage meant for ‘the gal-
lery’.174 Here is one such passage which is very popular. When compositions 
attest a violation of this restriction, then, as the construal performs a style 
function, the presence of three or more than three phrase types will elicit an 
S

i
 mark from the construal branding the style as ‘popular’, ‘amboyant’ or 

‘playing to the gallery’.

(33)  Musical demonstration
   Ninuvina:           [  7.119] 
   Navarasa kaana aa: Ruupakam: Tyaagaraajaa175

   1. // pa, pa, / Sa, Sa, - ni Sa; // Sa, Gu Ri / Gu,; - Ri Gu Ma, 
     ka nu la ko ni: so ga sen
    // Gu,; / ; ; - ; ; // Ri,; / ; ; - ; ; // Sa,; / ; ; - ; ; 
     to:
    // Gu,; / Ri,; - Sa,; //
   X. // pa, pa, / Sa, Sa, - ni Sa; // Sa, Gu Ri / Gu,; - Ri Gu Ma, 
     ka nu la ko ni so ga sen
    // Gu, Ma gu Gu, Ma gu / Gu, Ma gu Gu, Ma gu
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    - Gu, Ma gu Gu, Ma gu
    // Ri, Gu Ri Ri, Gu Ri / Ri, Gu Ri Ri, Gu Ri
    - Ri, Gu Ri Ri, Gu Ri
    // Sa, Ri Sa Sa, Ri / Sa, Ri Sa Sa, Ri Sa
    - Sa, Ri Sa Sa, Ri Sa
    // Gu, Ma Gu Gu, Ma Gu / Ri, Gu Ri Ri, Gu Ri
    - Sa, Ri Sa Sa, Ri Sa

This is a principle which is not totally inviolable in compositions, aalaa-
panai and tanam. Though it is not an inviolable principle, it surely signals 
a ‘certain’ style which may put off the orthodox Carnatic music fraternity.176 
But it is quite a different matter when it comes to rhythmic passages. A rhyth-
mic formula, if repeated, should be iterated neither more nor less than three 
times in a rhythmic line. Consider the patterns in (34a–c) below. Clearly, this 
construal has a grammaticality function when checking rhythmic passages 
and will consequently award a violation mark ‘*’ in case just two iterations 
or more than three iterations are encountered in a line. Thus this construal 
has varied interpretation in ‘rhythmic; and ‘non-rhythmic’ passages.

(34)  Iterations in a rhythmic line
   a.  // [μμ:μμμ] [μμ:μμμ] [μμ:μμμ] μμ...// 
   b.  * // [μμ:μμμ] [μμ:μμμ]] μμ...//
   c.  * // [μμ:μμμ] [μμ:μμμ] [μμ:μμμ] [μμ:μμμ] μμ...//

In other words, the constraint has different functions in different domains. 
While it has in non-rhythmic domains a mere ‘style

i
’ function,, in rhythmic 

domains it has a grammaticality function. Thus the rhythmic construal has 
dual function; to determine grammaticality and also to determine style in 
different domains. I assume that the annotated input which is subjected to 
evaluation is partitioned into appropriate rhythmic and non-rhythmic por-
tions prior to evaluation, presumably by the Tone Interpretative component 
(see chapter 5 pp. 133–136 for details). However, though we partition the 
constraints into the arhythmic and rhythmic sets, the partitioning of the con-
straints remains problematic. As style keeps varying even within the set [aa-
laapanai, niraval and kalpanaaswaran] and denitely between the so called 
‘manoodharma sangiitam’ including aalaapanai, addition of sangatis, niraval 
and kalpanaaswaram, from performer to performer, we would have to do the 
partitioning on an individual basis. 
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I next consider the last function of ‘Checking for type of execution of mu-
sical phrase’, namely ‘Checking the mode of execution of musical phrases 
in a musical line’. Consider the musical line in (35a and b) below where the 
difference lies in the execution of the same ‘notation’.

(35)  Musical demonstration
   Kalyaa i X           [  7.120]
   a. // [’Sa, Ri Sa] [’nu, Sa nu] [’di, nu di pa mi] // (typing)
   b. // [’Sa, Ri Sa] [’nu, Sa nu] [’di, nu di pa mi] //

In (35a), the beginning of all the phrases are executed exactly alike sig-
naling a ‘typing effect’/monotonous rendition etc. In (35b), however, the 
same musical phrase is executed in two different ways with the crisp render-
ing and the mellow rendering alternating to avoid monotony. Thus ‘checking 
for execution of a musical line’ evaluates musical lines looking for iteration, 
repetition, types of execution, namely crisp, mellow, slightly delayed render-
ings177 etc. to assign a precise evaluation to the musical line. The avoidance 
of monotony is naturally awarded a positive value, i.e. ‘ ’. But the absence 
of a positive evaluation of a particular musical line does not damn the entire 
musical discourse. Far from it. A performer/listener is not expected to be at 
his/her creative best in every musical line. If ‘Homer can nod’, so can the 
Carnatic performer. The weightage given to a Carnatic music discourse is not 
strictly additive, assessment is not strictly musical line by musical line, but 
holistic. I have nothing more to say on this matter as I do not undertake to 
consider the grammar of Carnatic music discourse.

7.6. Style/stylistic issues: Content Construal

Finally, I come to the last set of construals that assign ‘meaning’ to a line of 
Carnatic music, namely Content Construal (CC). Unlike the other constru-
als which have multiple functions, the CC performs only a stylistic function  
and has at least the following constituents (these are perhaps not exhaus-
tive).

(36)  Content Construal (stylistic)
   a. Checking for quotation (awards a ‘*’)
   b. Checking for new ideas (awards a ‘ ’)
   c. Checking for imagery/wit (awards a ‘ ’)
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As is my usual practice, I will take up each one of these construals for 
discussion, beginning with ‘Checking for quotation’. As I said in chapter 1, 
the equivalent of free owing language which is a pre-requisite for language 
acquisition, is the ‘xed text’ in Carnatic music, in other words well-known 
compositions by established composers. Just as frequent, repeated exposure 
to words and phrases help in building the child’s mental lexicon, frequent, 
repeated exposure to these compositions help set up the lexicon of Carnatic 
music (I will have more to say on this matter in the next chapter). As Car-
natic music performances require total recall of compositions without the 
aid of any physical prop,178 all Carnatic performers have an online diction-
ary of compositions which can be accessed during performances. Thus, for 
the ‘ideal’ Carnatic music performer/listener, every experience of perform-
ing/listening to a raagam is inextricably linked to the musical lines of the 
compositions already known to the individual. So, when one encounters the 
following musical line in a Kalyaa i aalaapanai, it immediately sets the bell 
ringing and gives it the label ‘Nidhicaala sukhamaa’ of Tyaagaraajaa.

(37)  Musical demonstration
   Kalyaa i XI           [  7.121]
   // [gu ’di, pa, mi gu, ri] [sa nu ’ri; gu] [’ri sa sa,] //

   Nidhicaala sukhamaa:        [  7.122]
   Kalyaa i: Tisra Trupu ai: Tyaagaraajaa
   // ; gu di; / pa,; - pa mi gu, // gu,; ri, / sa nu ri; gu] [’ri sa sa,]
    ni dhi ca: la su kha ma: ...

With more exposure/experience, one slowly realizes that it may not be a 
very good idea to reproduce an entire line from a composition as part of an 
improvised sequence. More sophisticated performers take pleasure in chang-
ing the quotations in subtle ways to display their creativity (perhaps an act of 
over-coming a mental copyright violation) as shown in (38) below.

(38)  Musical demonstration
   Kalyaa i XII:          [  7.123]
   // [’gu di,] [’gu, pa, di pa pa, mi gu, ri sa] //

It is not a good idea to reproduce an entire line from a composition as part 
of an improvised sequence unless it is done intentionally to start a series of 
variations etc.
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(39)  Musical demonstration
   Kalyaa i XIII:          [  7.124]
   // [gu ’di, pa, mi gu, ri] [sa ’mi, gu, ri sa, nu] //

It is a mark of mastery when one learns to disguise quotations in a free 
rendering.

Checking for quotation is actually a part of the *AMB family of constraints 
which search globally for matches. In this case, a musical line matches a line 
of a well known composition. Thus I conclude that checking for quotation 
is actually *AMBMUSICALLINE violation (*AMBLINE for short). An *AMBLINE 
violation can be evoked by a line of the aalaapanai, a line of a new composi-
tion etc. Here is an example of an *AMBLINE violation found in the opening 
line of a twentieth century composition by the composer Paapanaasam Sivan 
which copies the opening line of a Tyaagaraajaa composition.179

(40)  Musical demonstration
   iishanee inda:          [  7.125]
   Cakravaaham: Ruupakam: Paapanaasam Shivan
   // ; pa, / di, ni  di - pa ma pa di // pa, ...
    ii shanee in da

(41)  Musical demonstration
   Sugu amulee:          [  7.126]
   Cakravaaham: Ruupakam: Tyaagaraajaa
   // ; pa di / , ni di, - pa ma pa di // ,
    su gu a mu le:

Notice that we now have *AMB at every level of music starting from the 
tone, sequence, phrase and the line. Whereas *AMB violations at the levels of 
the tone and sequence indicate ungrammaticality because the identity of the 
raagam is at stake, at higher levels, namely the musical phrase and musical 
line, violation marks indicate lack of originality/mental laziness etc., and 
therefore belong to the stylistic set of constraints. It is nevertheless an *AMB 
violation because here it is the identity of the performer which is called into 
question.

I now turn to ‘Checking for musical ideas’. This constraint is turned on if 
and only if the musical line in question has not been assigned any violation 
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of *AMBPHRASE and *AMBLINE. Some of the constituent construals of this 
overall constraint are, to name a couple:

(42)  Checking for musical ideas (stylistic)
   a. Checking for varied phrasing
   b. Checking for varied sequencing

Unlike the other constraints we have been examining so far, (42a) re-
quires the musical discourse as its input (and not just the musical line). 

(43)  Musical demonstration
   Shankaraabhara am II        [  7.127]
   The repeated, nal musical phrase of several musical lines
   [pa gu, ma ma ma, gu]

I recall a recording of the National Programme of Music, All India Ra-
dio where the singer rendering an aalaapanai of Shankaraabhara am ended 
several, consecutive musical lines with the phrase [pa gu,mama,gu] and 
even when he/she had switched over to variations of this phrase, the ac-
companying violinist insisted on holding on to the earlier phrase to the an-
noyance/amusement of the listener. This construal presumably awards a 
violation mark ‘*’ to a phrase/sequence which is repeated several times in 
the course of the discourse. But since I restrict myself to the grammar up 
to the level of the musical line, I have nothing more to say about this con-
straint. Unlike (42a), (42b) works at the level of the musical phrase and the 
musical line. While discussing the concept of creativity in Carnatic music 
vis-à-vis everyday language use in chapter 2 (pp. 22–25 and music dem-
onstration [2.20]) I emphasized the fact that as in everyday language use, 
so too in Carnatic music, ‘novel’ sequences, sequences never encountered 
before, can be and are encountered in new compositions, ongoing musical 
renditions, etc. Here is another example, once again from a twentieth century 
composition of the composer Paapanaasam Shivan in Bilahari, set to Aadi  
taa am.

(44)  Musical demonstration
   Bilahari            [  7.127]
   The sequence *di nu Sa is prohibited (among the other sequences 

not allowed in the ragam) 
   Cittam mahi : Bilahari: Aadi: Paapanaasam Shivan
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   // - / - // pa di Nu; Ri - nu di, nu di pa
    ka  ha um ka  

This is indeed a new way of avoiding the prohibition *[di nu Sa] in the raa-
gam Bilahari by by-passing Sa altogether. This constraint checks for such 
gems in musical lines and every time it encounters one it awards it a ‘ ’ 
sign.

Finally, I consider ‘Checking for imagery/wit’. Here, once again recall the 
musical demonstration [6.56] at the beginning of the previous chapter where 
the downward and upward movement in the tonal domain was transferred 
to the spatial domain creating an imagery. Here I give another example of 
an imagery – this time the beauty of the unpredictably slow or fast owing 
river Cauvery in Tyaagaraajaa’s kriti ‘Kaaruvelpumu’ in Kalyaa i and Aadi 
taa am.

(45)  Musical demonstration
   Kaaruvelpumu:          [  7.128] 
   Kalyaa i: Aadi: Tyaagaraajaa
   The rst and the last sangatis of the pallavi 
   (‘Kritimanimalai’ II: 614)

   1. // Sa,; - nu di Sa nu / di pa mi pa - pa mi gu, gu,
     ka: ru vel
    // ri sa ri gu - , ri, gu ri sa sa, / , ri gu, mi pa, - di nu Sa Ri
     pu lu ni: ku sa ri

   7. // Ri Sa nu di pa mi gu ri - sa nu di pa di nu sa ri

    / gu mi pa din u di pa mi - Sa nu di Ri Sa gu Ri Sa

    // di nu Sa nu ni di di pa - gu mi pa mi gu ri gu,

    / mi pa di pa Sa nu di pa - di nu Sa Gu Ri Ri,

Of course, imagery, specially in music, is a cultivated artifact and may 
not be obvious to one and all. Another example of imagery is a simple glide 
from the rst to the eighth note in the great Tyaagaraajaa pancaratna (one of 
the ve great compositions in the ve gana raagas, namely Naa ai, Gau a, 
Aarabhi, Sri and Varaa i) composition in the raagam Naa ai.
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(46)  Musical demonstration
   Oomkaara:           [  7.129]
   Jagadaanandakaaarkaa: Naa ai: Aadi: Tyaagaraajaa
   // sa; Sa - ; Sa,...
    om ka: ra

In the Indian philosophical/religious tradition, the sound ‘Om’ is supposed 
to be the primordial sound lling the entire universe, ante-dating the birth of 
galaxies, the solar system, etc. And musically, the glide spanning the entire 
octave is the best way to capture the philosophical notion (in my view).

There are two more kinds of imagery which are exploited in Carnatic mu-
sic. One is called ‘swaraaksharam’ where the syllables of the language text 
match the names of the notes when sung and the other is an elaborate system 
of ‘yati’ where the musical phrases are matched spatially to stylistically de-
termined objects in the real world. I will give examples of both below.

(47)  Musical demonstration
   Swaraaksharam (partial)
   Paashavalai:           [  7.130]
   (The underlined syllables in the language text constitute swaraak-

sharam)
   Maamoohalaahiri: Kamaas: Raapakam: Anonymous
   // [pa; ; ; pa / ni di] [pa; ; , - ; ; pa ni di pa]
    pa: sha va lai pa: sha va lai
   // ma; gu, ma gu; ma / ; pa, pa; ni - di; pa di pa ma,
    ma ha: ma: yai pol la: da da i 

The underlined syllables of the language text constitute swaraaksharam. An-
other very beautiful example of swaraaksharam is the play on the note ‘ni’ 
and the language syllable ‘ni’ in the great Tyaagaraajaa composition in the 
raagam Naayaki. 

(48)  Musical demonstration
   Swaraaksharam
   Nii bhajana:           [  7.131] 
   Naayaki: Aadi: Tyaagaraajaa 
   (Kritimanimalai I: 609)
   // di,; - di; ni di, / di ni, di - di, di, // pa, di,  ; pa
    ni: bhaja na ga: na
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Although when notated the note ‘ni’ does not gure prominently, when 
the swaras (notes) are sung for the rst three beats, it would be sung as ‘ni’ 
throughout. And the later sangatis go on to elaborate on the variations of ‘ni’ 
to great expressive effect. 

Turning to the concept of ‘yati’, it is best described as a ‘translation’ of 
spatial imagery into a tonal one, taking real life objects which are stylisti-
cally set in xed modes. Below in (49) we have what is known as ‘ghoo-
puccchayati’ i,e something shaped like the hair on the cow’s tail. 

(49)  Musical demonstration
   Ghoopucchayati:         [  7.132]
   (shaped like the hairy end of the cow’s tail – narrow at both ends 

and swelling at the middle)
   Kalyaa i swaram
   2 moras: [nu Sa] 
   [di nu Sa] [pa di nu Sa] [mi pa di nu Sa] 
   [gu mi pa di nu Sa] 6 moras – the broad middle 
   [mi pa di nu Sa] [pa di nu Sa] [di nu Sa] 
   [nu Sa] 2 moras

Finally, I turn to the task of dening ‘wit’ in Carnatic music.180 By wit I 
mean a novel turn of phrasing which results in building up of tension (arising 
from an expectation of an impending grammaticality slip) whose unexpected 
release may result in humour/a modied world view – requiring the lexicon 
to be re-dened – etc. Naturally, one does not encounter instances of wit very 
frequently as it requires a musician of extraordinary caliber to carry out the 
enterprise successfully (and success here also depends on how much sense 
of humour/exibility the listener has). I give below two instances of ‘wit’ 
one from a musical line from a composition of the composer Muttuswaami 
Diikshitar181 and another from a rendering of the great veena player – the 
legendary Veena Dhanam.

(50)  Musical demonstration
   Niilaka ham:          [  7.133] 
   Keedaaragau a: Ruupakam: Muttuswaami Diikshitar
   //

1
 ; , ma / ma,; - ma, gu ma gu sa

    na ksha tre:
   //

2
 ri    ri ma pa di ; , / , pa   pa , - pa, di pa pa ma ; 

    sha she: kha ram
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   //
3
 ; ma, / pa, Sa ni - di; ni di pa; 

    na: ma ru: pa
   //

4
 ; pa ni Sa, / ; Sa...

    vi ci tra

In the rst two cycles of the taa am it is like tight rope walking where ev-
ery tone is sanctioned for the raagam but still uncomfortably close to the 
raagam Yadukulakaamboodi and therefore *AMBTONE, *AMBPHRASE are on 
high alert; but the composer sedately (remember he is the master of the mea-
sured style) goes on in the third cycle with his picture of Keedaaragau a and 
the listener’s tension is released. That is not the end of the story. The com-
poser has the last laugh as he includes the word ‘vicitra’ meaning ‘strange’ 
at this point and then nally at the end of the line he goes on to give the 
name of the raagam also. According to me, this is quintessential musical  
wit.182

The next example of wit is from a sangati rendered by one of the wittiest 
of Carnatic musicians – Veena Dhanammal. The last sangati of the pallavi 
of Tyaagaraajaa’s composition ‘Sri Naarada’ in Raapakam is the one I have 
in mind.

(51)  Musical demonstration
   Sri Naarada:           [  7.134] 
   Kaana aa: Ruupakam: Tyaagaraajaa
   // ; ; / [’ri gi] [’ma pa] - [’di ni] [’Sa Ri] // ni; di...
   Kaana aa: A vakra raagam      [  7.135]
   a.  [ri gi ma pa]
   b.  [ri gi ma di]
   c.  [di ni Sa Ri]
   d.  [ma di ni Sa]
   e.  * [ri gi ma pa di ni.]

Kaana aa is a vakra raagam and therefore the sequence in (51e) is disal-
lowed, while allowing (51a–d). Therefore the former sequence will elicit an 

*AMBSEQ violation. Dhanam cleverly seems to argue that *AMBSEQ can con-
sider only sequences within the musical phrase (specially in an I set Raagam 
(see chapter 8)) and each phrase is perfectly legitimate and if the witticism 
works for you (it does for me), she stops an *AMBSEQ violation on its tracks 
chuckling with glee (it seems to me).
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7.7. Evaluation Procedure and the setting up of the Constraint
  Hierarchy

In chapters 4 to 7 I presented construals for tone, sequence, phrase, rhythm 
and line which postulate markedness constraints, both context sensitive and 
context free, for note implementation and faithfulness constraints at all the 
levels. I had argued in chapter 3 that, in a large majority of cases, the notion 
of input in Carnatic music is quite different from that of language. Though 
musical phrases are comparable to the phonological word, unlike words in 
language which are listed in the lexicon, a sizeable portion of the musical 
phrases in a Carnatic music discourse may not be listed but constructed on-
line following specic templates listed in the Carnatic music lexicon, and 
therefore what one requires to be faithful to is not neccesarily any specic 
input entry in the lexicon but to the construals specic to raagas called FAITH-
LEX constraints which capture the requirements of the raagam. Thus a musi-
cal input will be judged ungrammatical if it incurs violation marks for these 
FAITHLEX constraints. 

I had argued in chapter 3 how the evaluation procedure in the grammar 
of Carnatic music is signicantly different from that of language in three 
ways. Firstly, the entire CH does not seem to be involved in the evaluation 
of a musical input all the time. I had showed how context free markedness 
constraints ranked below context sensitive markedness constraints must be 
inactive in evaluating a musical input. Many potential notes in the input 
admit more than one pitch interpretation, and all of them may be equally 
grammatical. Recall the example of the raagam Too i and the note gi in 
chapter 3 (3.8.2 pp. 64–68). The lexicon of the raagam lists pitch curve and 
pitch wave interpretations for the note gi. But assuming that the ranking of 
the markedness constraints are *pitch curve >> *pitch wave reecting the 
greater difculty of the pitch curve interpretation, if the entire CH is active 
for the evaluation, the pitch curve interpretation will always emerge less than 
optimal when compared with the pitch wave interpretation. Therefore both 
the context-free markedness constraints must be rendered inactive to allow 
either of the interpretations to be considered grammatical. However, when a 
context free markedness is ranked high, then in order to allow the emergence 
of the unmarked, we need access to the entire CH. This had prompted me to 
formulate the delimitation condition for the CH in the grammar of Carnatic 
music ((35) of chapter 3), repeated below in (51) for ease of reference.

There is a further issue that needs to be attended to. We can offer any num-
ber of musical data arguing for a top-down and against a bottom-up model. 
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Take the instance of a phrase in the raagam Bhairavi as rendered by many 
established musicians. This phrase is the opening phrase of the Tyaagaraajaa 
composition Upacaaramu ceesee in Ruupaka Taa am, given in (52).

(52)  Departure 1 from EVAL in Standard OT (Final Version) 
   Evaluation of a musical line in the grammar of Carnatic music is 

undertaken by the Constraint Hierarchy which lists the relevant 
FAITHLEX constraints interspersed with markedness constraints 
upto the enumerated context sensitive markedness constraint(s). 
The lower ranked context free markedness constraints play no 
role in the evaluation of a line of music, unless the specic con-
text free markedness constraint set is partially ranked higher in 
the constraint hierarchy.

(53)  Musical Input183 
   [ri ma * gi, ri]

As many established musicians render this phrase as I have notated, a 
descriptive grammar of Carnatic music must take it to be grammatical. How-
ever, when asked to notate the phrase these same musicians would (if they 
can notate music) notate the line as [gi ma * gi, ri]. But I can vouch for 
it, the phrase initial note will be almost right on the pitch values of ri.184 
Also consider several variations of the phrase in (54) below all of which 
would be unhesitatingly considered ungrammatical by the Carnatic music  
fraternity.

(54)  a. *[ri ma * gi, ri]
   b. *[ri (*) ma, gi ri]
   c. *[ ri ma gi ri]

All the variants in (54) are instances of unalloyed ungrammaticality. The 
raagam Bhairavi does not allow the sequence [ri ma] in normal tempo as it 
is listed for an allied raagam, namely Mukhaari. A bottom-up model cannot 
allow the phrase in (53) to be constructed in the rst place. Even the fast 
tempo [ri ma] would be ungrammatical in other musical phrases where it 
is not immediately followed by an emphatic, long gi as illustrated by the 
ungrammaticality of phrases like *[ri ma pa], *[sa ri ma pa]. What saves the 
phrase is the fact that the intended note gi is the initial note of a fast phrase 
and is realised just a semitone lower. We need to formulate a higher ranked 
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construal which allows us to ignore a mismatch of a semi tone note (the 
notes ri and gi are a semi tone apart) at higher tempos. The specic constraint 
could be formulated as given below in (55).

(55)  Pitch-Note mismatch
   Award a violation mark to the intended initial note of a phrase in 

the fast tempo if and only if
   a) it is not a semi tone lower and 
   b) the achieved note is not of less markedness than the intended
    note.

The initial phrase ri ma will not incur a violation for this constraint as it 
is only a semi tone lower and the achieved note is less marked than the in-
tended note. If we now combine this constraint with the sequential constraint 
Bhairavi *[ri ma] and rank the conjoined constraint higher in the CH, the 
conjoined constraint will incur a violation if and only if both the constituent 
constraints are violated. In this case, the pitch-note mismatch does not elicit 
a violation mark and therefore the constraint conjunction does not incur a 
violation mark and the input is saved. However, we still need to delimit the 
CH (or render the sequential constraint invisible). As it would have become 
clear by now, whatever device in the OT arsenal we might employ, my de-
limitation requirement is still required. Of course, I am aware that we need 
to do a lot more detailed analysis before we can precisely dene the delimi-
tation condition. The delimitation condition I have proposed thus remains a 
tentative one which needs to be examined in great detail before we can arrive 
at a better formulation.

Turning to the second departure from standard OT, the construals pro-
posed in chapters 4 to 7 concern grammaticality requirements (chapters 4 
and 5), as well as style and stylistic considerations as part of the exercise of 
extracting musical meaning from the input (chapters 6 and 7). These con-
struals, however, have different methods of evaluation, unlike standard OT 
where there is only one value of evaluation, namely a violation mark. In the 
construal set that I have proposed, there are at least three different methods 
of evaluation. While the grammaticality set awards a violation mark (as in 
standard OT), the style set awards an S

n
 mark indicating an afliation to a 

particular style (from an enumerable set) and the stylistic set awards a  sign 
to inputs which attest some unusual feature in the input. The question that 
now arises is: “How do we constitute a composite CH for the grammar of 
Carnatic music with such disparate methods of evaluation?” The rst pass of 
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the answer to this question is to delimit the style set as it is primarily meant 
to identify the style of a performer, which is crucially dependent on the entire 
discourse. As my effort has been to lay the ground rules for a grammar of 
Carnatic music till the level of the musical line, any construal that considers 
the entire discourse (however we partition the construals) is certainly beyond 
the scope of this book. Thus the style construals can easily be set aside for 
this preliminary attempt undertaken in this book. Between the grammatical 
and stylistic constraints, the unmarked ordering is, of course, grammatical 
construals >> stylistic construals. But even within the grammatical constru-
als we saw that a bottom-up prioritization will not work for Carnatic music. 
Therefore, a top-down grammaticality ranking for Carnatic music as in (56) 
below is appropriate.

(56)  Constraint Ranking for Grammaticality construals

   Construals for musical line
    >> 
   Construals for musical phrase
    >>
   Construals for note sequencing
    >>
   Construals for tone interpretation

Thus we see that the prioritization is top-down, ranking higher levels 
above lower levels (and certain lower ranked pure markedness contruals de-
limited, turning invisible, so to speak). We will see in a little while how this 
CH is taken advantage of by the grammar of Carnatic music where stylistic 
issues are involved. 

I now take up the third and nal difference between the grammars of 
Carnatic music and language. Under normal circumstances, grammaticality 
considerations take precedence over stylistic considerations. However, since 
Carnatic music is an art form where each artist must strive to create her/
his individual ‘unique style of performance’ which may be termed ‘dialect 
of Carnatic music’, we can understand why stylistic considerations are of 
prime importance. The crude example that I gave in chapter 3 was that of an 
extraordinary artist who had a handicap of falling a semi tone when he ap-
proached the upper Sa. Thus in a raagam like Too i when his pitch fell a semi 
tone at the upper Sa, he was really at nu which is not a designated note of the 
raagam. The musical line with this re-designated upper Sa would therefore 
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be a case of pure ungrammaticality. However, his admirers set aside this 
episode (though the violinist would still be at the original fundamental sa) as 
there were enough stylistic awards waiting for them.

But the examples that I will give now are more concrete, one from a style 
of a great performer and another from a stylistic device. I shall take up one 
particular example of style to illustrate the idea how style factors can be pri-
oritized over grammaticality factors in the grammar of Carnatic music. The 
style I have in mind is that of an acclaimed, male vocalist of the last half of 
the twentyrst century, who was much admired by fellow musicians and a 
few knowledgeable Carnatic music lovers. He had a resonant low, pitched 
voice. But the voice was not highly manoeuvrable as pitch manipulations 
and fast tempo passages were not easy to handle with this voice. Given this 
voice prole, the artist had to dene his style by restricting pitch curves and 
pitch spikes and maintaining a steady, slow tempo. Had the artist merely 
done this, he would have achieved a sober, perhaps, careful style, nothing 
more. But what he did achieve was nothing short of a miracle ; he was an 
innovator and at the heart of his innovative approach was this simple idea 
of taking RenScale values of notes and exploring the relationships among 
steady pitch values of notes in scales of raagas. The central style statement 
of this artist was then ‘Explore RenScale relations of notes in a scale’. When 
one is exploring the relations that hold between notes in a scale, the criteria 
that are put to work are the following:

(57)  Style Set for RenScale Relations in Scales
   a. explore steady pitch contrasts of non-linear notes
    (Informally, consider notes which are not linear adjacent in the 
    scale, e.g. sa di/ pa Gu ; sa gu pa/ ma di Sa, etc.)
   b. look for symmetry
   c. look for patterning
   d. look for unusual sequences of notes

Let me explain briey once again how these construals work in the gram-
mar of Carnatic music. They are not unworkable, abstract concepts of art 
but concrete principles which are at the heart of the grammar of Carnatic 
music. Taking up construal (57a), if non-adjacent notes are sequenced in 
phrases, then what one looks for is the distance between notes on the scale. 
For instance, sa and di are ve notes apart and so are pa and Gu. Construal 
(57b) pertains to notions of symmetry, a notion central to music (I return to 
the importance of the notion symmetry in the next chapter where I discuss 
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the issue of raagam change). Dividing the scale into two parts sa-pa, pa-Sa 
or sa-ma and ma/mi-ni/nu one gets two easily accessible and denable mea-
sures of symmetry between notes in the lower and upper parts of the octave. 
For instance, in the raagam Too i the notes ra and da are symmetrical and 
so are gi and ni. Further, the lexically specied pitch manipulations on the 
latter pair of notes are identical, another example of symmetry. Like sym-
metry, patterns are at the core of melody and rhythm in music. One can look 
for patterns by nding identical phrase making templates and/or nding the 
same distribution of short and long notes across phrases, e.g. [ta taa ta ta ta] 
is a frequently used six mora phrase with a long second note and so on. The 
patterns can and do get very complex with complex combinations of pat-
terns employed very frequently. Finally, (57d), the last construal, is not re-
ally an undenable concept at all. In the context of Carnatic music, keeping 
in mind that performers do not perform with notes in front of them, phrases 
culled over a life time, common and usually heard phrases are entered in the 
lexicon as input. Going over the listed phrases allows us to recognise novel 
sequences. It is not very different from speakers recognising new coinages 
or nonce words in spoken and written discourse. 

One can list more specic strategies. But for our purposes, these would 
more than sufce. Armed with this style constraint set, the above-mentioned 
musician set out to explore the world of musical ideas in Carnatic music. 
The result was great music but certain issues of grammaticality were the 
casualty. The style set can and does override many constraints specic to the 
grammaticality set. I base this discussion of this artist on his rendering of aa-
laapanai and taanam in the raagam Shankaraabhara am.185 Like other raagas 
belonging to the Idiosyncratic set (see chapter 8 for an extended discussion 
of the topic), Shankaraabhara am has several notes which admit complex 
pitch movements. For instance, the raagam selects the scale [sa ri gu ma pa 
di nu] (the major scale of Western music) and the notes ri, ma and di admit a 
range of pitch interpretations.186 As in other raagas there are context sensitive 

*RENSCALE constraints specic to these notes prohibiting RenScale rendering 
of these notes in the lexicon of Shankaraabhara am. These grammaticality 
constraints are deliberately violated when the artist launches his RenScale 
explorations time and again in both the aalaapanai and taanam.187 

As mentioned earlier, in addition to determining the grammaticality of 
notes in the scale there are grammaticality issues pertaining to note se-
quences governed by the overarching constraint *AMB that requires each 
raagam (specically raagas belonging to the Idiosyncratic set) to be dis-
tinct from every other raagam at the level of the sequence, musical phrase. 
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Shakaraabhara am too has several such *AMBSEQ constraints (avoid ambig-
uous sequences of notes), e.g., avoid *[sa gu pa], *[gu pa nu] (as that would 
point to another raagam, namely Hamsadhvani) etc. because they will result 
in Shankaraabhara am being mistaken for some other raagam. The explo-
ration of RenScale relation by the artist results in violations of constraints 
pertaining to *AMBSEQ. Thus we see that the constraint ranking pertinent for 
the artist has the set ranking as shown in (58). The higher ranked style set 
overrules violations at the lower levels of notes and sequences. 

(58)  Set Ranking for the Style
   Set for RenScale Relations in Scales
   a. explore steady pitch contrasts of non-linear notes
   b. look for symmetry
   c. look for patterning
   d. look for unusual sequences of notes
   Delimited set ––––––––––––––––––––
    >>
   Context sensitive *RENSCALE constraints specic to several notes,
   *AMBSEQ constraints specic to sequences and musical phrases

The question that arises is ‘if all constraints which dene the gram-
mar of the raagam can be violated, how is the discourse perceived as 
Shankaraabhara am?’ Naturally, irrespective of style, if all constraints den-
ing grammaticality may be violated, there is no question of the discourse be-
ing perceived as Shankaraabhara am. It will not be Shankaraabhara am. For 
the discourse to be recognised as Shankaraabhara am it should be possible 
to partition the grammaticality constraints into a violable and an inviolable 
set with the latter working to maintain the identity of the raagam. One natural 
place to look for this partitioning is the note and sequence within the musical 
phrase in one set and the musical line in the other set. In fact, this seems to 
be the required partitioning that explains why each musical line is unambigu-
ously assigned to Shankaraabhara am even though there are violations at 
lower levels which are tolerated. If every musical line is taken as the domain 
for evaluation, then we see that constraints at the level of the musical line 
like interpretation of emphatic prominence, checking to see that all the notes 
listed in the scale are satised, then the grammar of Shankaraabhara am is 
not really jeopardised. Thus the overall constraint ranking for the artist (for 
this discourse) is as captured below.
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(59)  Set Ranking for the Style
   Grammaticality Set 1
   Construals pertaining to the musical line :
   Construals for emphatic prominence, 
   Checking for presence vs absence of notes in the scale
    >>
   Set for RenScale Relations in Scales
   a. explore steady pitch contrasts of non-linear notes
   b. look for symmetry
   c. look for patterning
   d. look for unusual sequences of notes
    >>
   Delimited Set ––––––––––––––––––––
   Grammaticality Set 2
   Context sensitive *RENSCALE constraints specic to all notes,
   *AMBSEQ constraints specic to sequences and musical phrases

Thus, specically, the two major areas where violations are tolerated are 
with respect to individual notes and sequences in musical phrases. This re-
sults in a delayed satisfaction of grammaticality concerns, creating a kind of 
tension which is resolved at the level of the musical line. The two issues that 
this discussion leads to regarding this delay are in the satisfaction of gram-
maticality concerns and whether even higher order grammaticality concerns 
can be set aside, even temporarily. As for the rst issue, I would like to 
submit that the delayed satisfaction of grammaticality concerns is a stylistic 
convention in Carnatic music which I call ‘wit’ in this chapter (and see dis-
cussion below). As for the second possibility, namely whether the entire set 
of grammaticality constraints can be set aside temporarily, we will see below 
how this is done when the stylistic convention called ruti bheedam (modal 
shift) is undertaken.

I next turn to stylistic factors in Carnatic music. To recapitulate the idea 
discussed earlier in this chapter, by stylistic factors I mean those conven-
tions of musical discourse and musical meaning making that are at the dis-
posal of the artist. For instance, devices like imagery, the matching of the 
language and the musical note, wit and ruti bheedam or modal shift are 
some that come to mind readily. Musical imagery is bound by the conven-
tions of the system (like onomatopoeia being bound by the phonotactics of 
the language), e.g. the scale sa ra gu pa da Sa-Sa nu da pa gu ra sa of the 
raagam Bau i is considered to evoke sunrise for the Carnatic music fraternity 
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(see Claim 2: Magical Meaning and the music demo [6.58], chapter 6 pp. 
156–157). Further, imagery can be the transfer of spatial relations to that of 
pitch. For instance, to convey the concept of vastness of space the pitch glide 
may range over the entire octave (music demo [7.129] this chapter, p. 212). 
Imagery can also be highly stylised. The Sanskritic tradition has conventions 
for capturing the meandering of a river, the shape of the cow’s tail etc. which 
are used fairly frequenly in Carnatic music (music demo [7.132] this chapter, 
p. 213). The matching of the syllables of language with the solfa notation 
is much appreciated in Carnatic music (music demos [7.130], [7.131] this 
chapter, p. 212). Turning next to wit, I had dened wit in Carnatic music as 
an instance of a musical discourse where the elaboration of the raagam leads 
to the brink of an *AMB violation but getting rescued just in time, sometimes 
barely so, but within the musical line. Some popular artists of the past were 
known to render a few phrases which were deliberately ambiguous between 
two raagas and after the violinist made bold to assume that it was one of the 
raagas, to go on to the other raagam to the discomture of the accompaying 
violinist. Of course, this is not a very good example of wit as it violates the 
basic convention to be followed in a public recital – the principle of mutual 
cooperation. However, there are good examples of wit in Carnatic music 
where composers have created this tension in the rst few musical phrases 
of a musical line to go on to resolve the tension later on in the musical line 
(musical demos [7.133], [7.134], this chapter, pp. 213–214). It should now 
be clear why I had compared the style of the artist in the discussion above 
to the stylistic device ‘wit’. The artist also revels in taking the raagam to the 
brink of *AMB violations at the levels of the note and the phrase, but rescuing 
it nally at the level of the musical line.

I turn next to the stylistic device ruti bheedam or modal shift. I will 
show that this device allows the artist to temporarily violate all the con-
straints pertaining to grammaticality. ruti bheedam is a device which shifts 
the fundamental from sa to any other note of the scale in the middle of a 
discourse without changing the designated notes of the original scale – only 
their relations are redened. This results in the scale of a different raagam. 
For example, if one takes the scale of Shankaraabhara am – the major scale, 
sa, ri gu, ma, pa, di, nu, Sa, and shifts the fundamental to ri, then the rela-
tion that obtains is the scale sa, ri, gi, ma, pa, di, ni, Sa, the minor scale of 
Western music or the scale of the raagam Karaharapriyaa. If ruti bheedam is 
undertaken in a Carnatic music recital, it is usually done while rendering the 
aalaapanai of the main raagam, towards the end of the aalaapanai. Typically, 
when ruti bheedam is undertaken, then all the constraints dening the base 
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raagam are set aside when the fundamental shifts to some other note of the 
scale. In the example quoted above, if an artist were to do ruti bheedam on 
Shankaraabhara am on ri then she/he has to set aside all the constraints for 
interpreting the notes, sequences, phrases of Shankarabhara am and replace 
them with those for Karaharapriyaa. There is no question of interpreting the 
discourse as Shankaraabhara am as long as the ruti bheedam is on (the 
vocalist signals the violinist to keep bowing the shifted fundamental). The 
ranking that would account for this stylistic convention then is as shown 
below:

(60)  Ranking Convention for ruti Bheedam
   Constraints specic to Raagam y at the level of note, phrase, line,
   The fundamental note of Raagam y is a RenScale note

n
 of Raa-

gam x
    >>
   Delimited ––––––––––––––––––––
   Constraints specic to Raagam x at the level of note, phrase, line,
   Constraints specic to note

n
 of Raagam x

   The fundamental note C of Raagam x

The stylistic device of ruti bheedam sanctions this set prioritization. 
However, not all performers/theoreticians accept this type of ruti bheedam. 
Let me outline a more subtle approach to ruti bheedam which may be ac-
ceptable to more performers/theoreticians, in principle, though it is much 
more difcult to execute/perceive. This approach demands that all the lexical 
pitch specications of the parent raagam be kept inviolable and RenScale 
pitch value be sanctioned for the selected note of the original raagam which 
is to be taken as the changed fundamental note of ruti bheedam. Thus, for 
example, the note ri would no longer be an appropriate note for undertak-
ing ruti bheedam in the raagam Shankaraabhara am as this note has many 
FAITHLEX pitch specifications. More appropriate notes would be gu or pa. 
But the former note would be problematic as its third note pa (the gi of the 
new scale) would never admit any pitch manoevres at all resulting in a xed 
gi which is only sparingly used in Carnatic music as a RenScale note. Under 
ruti bheedam, only the lexical pitch specications/phrase requirements of 

the new raagam which match those of the original raagam are selected for 
rendering the new raagam. This approach requires partitioning the constraint 
sets of the original raagam (Raagam

a
) and the new raagam (Raagam

b
) such 
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that there exist a partition (Partition
sx

) of each raagam where there are no 
mututally conicting pitch/phrasal requirements which are to be exclusively 
utilized under ruti bheedam.188 The set prioritization required is then as in 
(61) below. 

(61)  Ranking Convention for ruti Bheedam (Revised)
   Partition

sa/x
 = Partition

sb/x 
, *Partition

–sb/y 
, 

   Fundamental note
n 
,

    >>
   Delimited ––––––––––––––––––––
   Fundamental note

c 
,

   [Partition
–sa/y

]

The overlapping constraint partition sets of the two raagas are exclusively 
to be used and are therefore inviolable. The residue partition set of the new 
raagam is negatively stipulated and the change in fundamental note is also 
ranked above the original fundamental note. This kind of ruti bheeedam is 
not only more difcult to render, it is also more difcult to perceive. How-
ever it is done, ruti bheedam as a stylistic device requires reprioritization 
of the constraint set dening grammaticality. The downgrading of the gram-
maticality set, even if only partial, is a major departure from the grammar of 
language. In language one cannot imagine a scenario where grammaticality 
issues would be set aside, unless one is thinking of constructing a CH for 
international intelligibility of a language. But then we are considering cross-
dialectal intelligibility as the focus of our grammatical description. That 
would really be a move in the right direction where we write grammars for 
perception as well as production. Surely, an unforseen fallout of my preoc-
cupation with Carnatic music. 

7.8. Discussion

Reading chapters 4 to 7, it would have been clear that this book does not 
really sketch the grammar of Carnatic music but lays the ground rules for 
what a grammar of Carnatic music would be like if attempted. It is more an 
outline of a research programme on Carnatic music situating the system in 
universal musical values of pitch and rhythm.189 The outlined ideas can lead 
to descriptive work as well as more fundamental, challenging work on the 
basis of human musical competence. 
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Armed with the construals outlined in the chapters here, work of a de-
scriptive kind can now examine a single raagam handled by a single artist/
composer or even across artists/composers, or even take up related raagas for 
similar explorations. Other systems of music may also be protably analysed 
using these tools. Finally, this paradigm allows one to ask fundamental ques-
tions about the musical faculty in humans. A few sample questions (each one 
of which could be a research topic) are:

– When does the twelve note scale emerge in musical systems?
– Which kind of musical systems exploit inter-tonal pitch intervals?
– Prominence in language performs a phrasal parsing function allowing one 

to delimit either or both the edges of words; thus languages are known 
to have left edge orientation to prominence, e.g. Dravidian languages, or 
right edge orientation to prominence, e.g. French, Latin, Hindi, Punjabi, 
Arabic, or both edges, e.g. English and Bangla. Can musical systems ex-
hibit such diversity in orienting prominence to one or both edges of musi-
cal phrases too?

– When does a musical system begin to evolve distinct, complex melodic 
systems as raagas in the Indian classical traditions?

– When does a musical system start ignoring performance factors like voice 
quality, production values and shift its focus to the musical content?

We do not have even partial answers to any of these questions at the mo-
ment. It is hoped that this research programme, if it takes off, will spawn a 
generation of research where a discipline called ‘Universal Musicology’ may 
become a reality. 

I would like to end this chapter with a discussion on another issue that is 
at the heart of a system like Carnatic music. To begin with, we should situate 
it in the primarily oral tradition. But that does not explain all the characteris-
tics of a system like Carnatic music. Traditionally Carnatic music discourse 
has been classied into a rendering of a xed text, a composition attributed 
to a specic composer in most cases and a manoodharma part where the 
performer is ‘composing’ at the performing event, a concert. As we know 
by now, examples of the latter are aalaapanai, taanam, neraval and kalpana-
aswaram. The latter types of spontaneous compositions are not meant to be 
rehearsed texts, but must ow spontaneously while performing. I have ques-
tioned the validity of keeping the two groups in water-tight compartments 
arguing that even the so-called xed texts are not all that xed (varying con-
siderably across performers/schools of music etc.). Be that as it may, what 
I would now like to focus on is the nature of this spontaneous composition, 
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what Amritavalli (1999) calls ‘creative compositions’. We now know pre-
cisely how this spontaneous creativity becomes possible in Carnatic music. 
Performers de-compose the construals pertaining to tone, sequence, phrase 
etc. from extended listening, and also store templates for creating musical 
phrases (some of which could be raagam specic). Then this spontaneous 
creativity becomes possible because of the stored construals in the lexicons 
of the raagas, a large part of which are commonly shared among the Carnatic 
fraternity (hence the ‘sameness’). But the issue that I would like to address 
is the nature of the Carnatic music event. As Amritavalli (1999: 12) correctly 
observes,

“They do not result in ‘objects’ that become xed texts. They exist only within 
the space of time within which they are being actively created.”

As they do not have the permanence of objects, they have, strictly speak-
ing, no value when reproduced/recorded and so there can be no copyright. 
Then the question is: “What is the status of a Carnatic music event?”

Is it to be evaluated as a performance? The rules of evaluation of a per-
formance are not very dissimilar to those of printed matter and visual/audio 
productions. They are all subject to the same set of evaluative procedures. 
They are judged on their production values like good editing, sound pro-
duction, absence of slips, etc. But a typical Carnatic musical event is not 
evaluated like that at all. The artist could slip, go off key at times, talk in 
between, ght with the accompanist, etc. No critic will include these intru-
sions while reviewing the recital, if the performer is considered an eminent 
artist. Though the one often repeated complaint about Carnatic music events 
is the intolerable level of the audio system. So, I would like to advance the 
view that a Carnatic music event is not really a performance and Carnatic 
music is not a performing art but that it is a cognitive art and it is judged as 
other cognition-based activities are evaluated. Like language, when people 
use language in every day life, they are not judged on the basis of the false 
starts, the slips they may produce. Their message is evaluated for its content 
(of course issues pertaining to style are always on high alert to judge the 
social status of the interlocuters). I would like to advance the view that a 
Carnatic music event is on a par with any language interaction which we 
may have with people known to us. Its worth is evaluated in direct pro-
portion to the type of content one is looking out for. Just as people have 
different expectations from people they meet or even friends, the Carnatic 
music fraternity also has similar differing expectations. The musical event 
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is a meeting of the fraternity where the performer happens to hold forth. It 
is not uncommon in a Carnatic music concert to hear listeners singing along 
(quite annoying though), producing loud noises of appreciation (equally an-
noying). I really do not know how to classify the performer in such a setting. 
Is she/he an actor performing an aside or a soliloquy? I don’t think either of 
these terms do justice to the event. One should come up with a new term 
for this phenomenon – perhaps, the term ‘intimate revelation’ may capture 
the intention of the event. Whatever it is, it is not just a performance where 
production values are always in focus. Unfortunately, of late many Carnatic 
music events have been reduced to mere performances with duets where the 
artists plan every detail well before the event and performers concentrating 
more on performance factors like sound amplication, stage presence, per-
forming with an eye to audience applause, etc. A perspective music critic 
remarked, correctly, that duets and group performances are contrary to the 
spirit of Carnatic music. But there is no stopping the tide of group dynamics. 
There is comfort in numbers. 

In conclusion I would like to offer (with a lot of trepidation) that Carnatic 
music is not or should not be considered a performing art but a cognitive art 
on par with every day language use (which however does not get elevated 
to the status of art because of its possible banality and the lack of control on 
the part of any one interlocuter). The Carnatic performer is elevated to the 
status of an acclaimed artist on the basis of certain criteria that the audience 
decide. Just as every day language use is a miracle that we take for granted, 
Carnatic music events are also equally miraculous in that they are a window 
on the cognitive knowledge of the user and the human faculty which makes 
Carnatic music possible. The only difference is that while language use is 
universal, musical discourse is contigent on several factors like good train-
ing, public acceptance, and other factors.



Chapter 8
The lexicon of Carnatic music

8.1. Introduction

In this chapter the overall structure of the Carnatic music lexicon is exam-
ined assuming near-perfect competence in the ideal performer-listener. I ar-
gue that although the beginnings of the construction of the Carnatic music 
lexicon is just the ling of the compositions, line by musical line of the often 
heard/rendered compositions of Carnatic music which remains intact, ready 
for recall in every performance (as performers generally do not sing from 
written texts but from memory), at a critical stage in the listening/learning 
of Carnatic music the process of de-composition starts. I claim that it is 
this process of de-composition which is the active grammar making tool for 
every established performer which is my central concern. When I refer to 
the Carnatic music lexicon, unless otherwise stated, I refer to this de-com-
posed phenomenon and its structure. The process of de-composition is an 
unconscious process like learning the grammar of a language where musical 
lines are broken down into smaller and smaller units and stored for later use 
in extempore renderings. Without the de-composed lexicon in place it will 
be impossible to undertake any of the creative (manoodharma) aspect of 
Carnatic music like aalaapanai, taanam, niraval or kalpanaa swaram. Even a 
convincing rendering of a composition will not be possible without this de-
composed lexicon; by ‘convincing’ I mean a rendering which unmistakably 
signals a performer. It is this de-composed lexicon which guides the per-
former when she/he alters a line ever so slightly, when he/she adds a sangati 
or when she/he feels the need to reinterpret a line, all of which are legitimate 
activities in Carnatic music. It is this act of reinterpretation which makes the 
composition not the composer’s sole intellectual property once it has been 
taken over for rendering by a performer. Although I assume this process of 
de-composition to be complete in the hypothesized ideal listener/performer, 
in reality, it may be that the Carnatic music lexicon is at different stages of 
de-composition for different members of the Carnatic music fraternity. Of 
course, it must be remembered that Carnatic music being inherently varia-
tionist oriented, even for established performers and seasoned listeners, the 
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content of the lexicon may be distinct for each person. However, it may not 
be difcult to determine how successful or complete the process of de-com-
position is or at what stage it is on listening to a rendering of a performer. 
I have nothing more to say of the lexicon of the texts of Carnatic music as 
apart from its sheer enormity it has nothing of theoretical interest. 

I argue for a specic structure of the de-composed Carnatic music lexi-
con. A new, binary classication of the raagas of Carnatic music is offered 
here with a view to a better explanation of the overall contemporary scene. 
In the following sections, I outline two experiments one of which can be 
easily replicated by adequately trained performers of Carnatic music.190 The 
other one is more of a ‘thought’ experiment which, once again, argues for 
the bifurcation of the Carnatic music lexicon into two distinct sets. The ob-
jective of the experiments is to show the validity of my claim regarding 
the primary bifurcation of the Carnatic music lexicon into two sets of raa-
gas, namely the idiomatic set (the I Set for short) and the scalar set (the 
S Set henceforth). While it is true that the large number of raagas of Car-
natic music admit many possible types of classication,191 I demonstrate the 
usefulness of my classication from several points of view. I believe that a 
classication is only as good as the work it does for us and that classica-
tion is not just a clever past time. Once the bipartite structure of the Car-
natic music lexicon is in place, I show how it is possible to account for the  
following:

(1)  Arguments for a bipartite structure of the Carnatic music lexicon 
  a. Distinct strategies adopted for teaching/learning raagas from the I 

Set and the S Set, (4.)
  b. Distinct performance strategies available to performers, (5.) 
  c. Distinct evaluation strategies of *AMBSEQ with respect to the two 

sets of raagas, (6.)
    and
  d) Predictability of the direction of change in the contemporary, syn-

chronic grammar of Carnatic music. (7.)

Once again falling back on linguistics, take the example of speech sounds. 
It is possible to classify sounds at least in two ways, namely according to 
the place of articulation (in the oral tract) and according to the articulator 
that is used for producing the sound. A scientic approach will select that 
classication which serves the concerns of linguistics better, not the clas-
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sication which, at rst blush seems more ne-grained, more detailed. The 
classication based on place of articulation allows us to distinguish between 
bilabial sounds (also called stops since the air-ow through the mouth is 
blocked during the production of these sounds) /p/, /b/, and /m/ produced by 
the lips and labio-dental sounds produced by the upper teeth and the lower 
lip /f/, /v/ and / / as in the word ‘comfort’. However, as far as the stops 
are concerned (i.e. /p/, /b/, /m/), the distinction between bilabial and labio-
dental is not distinctive in any language. The labio-dental nasal occurs only 
before the labio-dental fricative and is therefore not contrastive. Thus we 
do not require two classicatory labels, namely bilabial and labio-dental. 
A single classicatory label based on the active articulator with ‘labial’ as 
the only classication would sufce. As simple as that. Therefore, linguis-
tic theory does not need a ner classication as the broader one, namely 
the articulator based classication (the articulator being the lips hence the 
term ‘labial’), will sufce. The moral of this discussion is to ask the read-
er to judge the merit of the new classication of raagas proposed here on 
the basis of the explanatory load it carries in the grammar of Carnatic mu-
sic set out in (1) above. However, I must add that this new classication 
that I propose is not meant to supersede earlier classicatory mechanisms. 
I merely argue that this new classication is ‘psychologically real’ for the 
ideal listener/performer as it performs all the functions that I laid out in (1)  
above.

In the last section of the chapter I take up the theoretical problem of raa-
gas migrating from one parent raagam to another over a period of time. The 
issue is amenable to an explanation given our *AMB family of constraints 
and the network hypothesis in conjunction with my bipartite structure of the 
lexicon.

8.2. The experiment with the scalar set

The rst of the two experiments described here can easily be replicated by 
any person who has had considerable training in Carnatic music by which I 
mean any one who has trained in Carnatic music up to the level when she/he 
can perform fairly competent renditions of improvisation, specially aalaa-
panai in raagas belonging to the I Set (I will specify the characteristics of 
raagas which belong to the I Set shortly). 

Let the person select a mee akartaa raagam (full scale) which she/he has 
never heard before and in which she/he does not know any composition. Let 
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the person introspect how she/he does an aalaapanai in that raagam. Let us 
make a random selection and select, say, raagam no. 50, namely mee akartaa, 
Naamanaaraaya i with sa ra gu mi pa da ni Sa. 

(2)  Musical demonstration
  Mee akartaa no. 50: Naamanaaraaya i    [  8.136]
  sa ra gu mi pa da ni Sa; Sa ni da pa mi gu ra sa
 

What does one do with this scale? The rst step is to de-compose this un-
familiar scale in terms of more familiar scales. The lower half of the octave 
with ‘sa ra gu mi pa’ reminds us of raagas like Pantuvaraa i (mee akartaa no. 
51), Ramaamanoohari/Raamapriyaa, (mee akartaa no. 52) and Puurvikalyaa i 
(derivative of mee akartaa no. 53). Of these, though all of them allow Ren-
Scale ‘gu’, Pantuvaraa i does not allow RenScale ‘gu’ if the note is long 
where it selects pitch wave rendering of aug.gu (according to conservative 
schools of thinking) (see chapters 6 and 7, pp. 106–108 for a discussion). Of 
the two renderings of ‘gu’, RenScale is the unmarked variety (see chapter 6, 
p. 129 for a discussion of markedness among renderings of a note). Since 
the marked rendering is attributed to a raagam-specic constraint as in the 
case of Pantuvaraa i, the natural assumption is that this unfamiliar scale is 
unlikely to opt for the raagam-specic constraint. Therefore, the selected 
rendering will be RenScale gu. When it comes to the upper half of the oc-
tave, the resemblance is to Sha mukhapriyaa (mee akartaa no. 56) and also 
perhaps Ri abhapriyaa (mee akartaa no. 62) but without the special wrinkles 
allowed in the former raagam.192 

(3)  Musical demonstration

  Mee akartaa raagam no. 50 Naamanaaraaya i 

  Lower half of the octave /sa ra gu mi pa/   [  8.137, 138, 139] 
   Pantuvaraa i (mee akartaa no. 51) selects pitch wave ‘gu’ for a 

long note;
   Ramaamanoohari/Raamapriyaa (mee akartaa no. 52) selects Ren-

Scale ‘gu’;
   and Puurvikalyaa i (derivative of mee akartaa no. 53) with Ren-

Scale ‘gu’ and pitch curve ‘gu’ (between ‘gu’ and ‘mi’).
   The least marked of the rendering is selected, i.e. RenScale ‘gu’ 

and, of course, note pitch curve gu.
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  Upper Half of the octave /mi pa da ni Sa/   [  8.140, 141, 142]
   Sha mukhapriyaa (mee akartaa no. 56) selects RenScale ‘ni’, 

pitch wave ‘ni’ (and also pitch curve ‘ni’ for some musicians); 
Mee akartaa Ri abhapriyaa (no. 62) selects only RenScale ‘ni’ 
and pitch wave ‘ni’.

   Therefore, the selection is restricted to RenScale ‘ni’ and pitch 
wave ‘ni’ and also, perhaps, note pitch curve ‘ni’.193 

Having arrived at the decision that this scale is a composite of two, par-
tially over-lapping sets, one sets out to adopt specic strategies to construct 
musical lines but more of this later. Whatever the strategies for constructing 
sequences of notes, the point I wish to make at this juncture is that an un-
familiar raagam is likely to be assumed to belong to the S Set and only the 
unmarked values of notes are selected. 

Similar experiments can be carried out with other types of scales as well. 
Here is another ‘constructed’ scale which a similarly trained person can tack-
le as easily. Take the ordered sequence //‘sa ri gu ma di ni Sa; Sa di pa gu ma 
ri sa’//:194 

(4)  Musical demonstration
  Unlabeled new non-linear scale      [  8.143]
  //‘sa ri gu ma di ni Sa; Sa di pa gu ma ri sa’//
  Choice of tones for the notes:
  RenScale gu, di
  RenScale and Pitch wave ma and ni

  Strategies for constructing musical phrases and musical lines
                 [  8.144]
  a. @ [gu ma di ni Sa Ri]
  b. @ [di pa gu ma di ni Sa]
  c. @ [ pa gu ma ri]
  d. @ [ di ni Sa di pa gu ma pa]
  e. ? [ma di ni Sa]         *AMB Maa avi 
  f. ? //[ni Sa,] [ di ni Sa,] [ma di ni Sa]//   *AMB Maa avi
  [Sequences marked ‘@’ are approved sequences and those marked ‘?’ 

or ‘*’ are not.]

Given this scale, a performer rst decides that the tonal interpretation for 
all the notes will be the least marked ones. So, ‘gu’ and ‘di’ will have only 
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the unmarked RenScale values and ‘ma’ and ‘ni’ will have the unmarked 
RenScale interpretation and in addition, in my style, since RenScale ‘ni’ is 
not preferred in the ascent, a pitch wave rendering of red.ni will be allowed 
(as I mentioned in chapter 5 p. 128). Then, a musician has to come to grips 
with the possibly tabooed sequences, and construct musical phrases like [gu 
ma di ni Sa ri], [di pa gu ma di ni Sa], [ pa gu ma ri], [ di ni Sa di pa gu ma 
pa] and so on. While constructing musical phrases one has to be aware of 
possible *AMBSEQ violations. For example, a musical phrase like ?[ma di ni 
Sa]] will trigger a high alert for an *AMBSEQ violation as it will be too close 
to Maa avi. And building on this idea if one were to construct a musical line 
//[ni Sa,] [ di ni Sa,] [ma di ni Sa]// we will only aggravate the *AMB viola-
tion further.

A Carnatic musician is able to interpret new scales never heard before 
because of the following two guidelines:

(5)  Interpretation of ‘new’ scales
  a. Notes receive the unmarked tonal interpretation, i.e. the RenScale 

interpretation and rarely the note pitch curve interpretation be-
tween adjacent notes which are a tone away if the note in question 
is long with the additional allowance of a red.tone pitch wave in-
terpretation if the notes are ‘gi’ or ‘ni’, if at all necessitated by the 
sequence.

  b. The new scale is sought to be integrated with the lexical network 
of raagas and exploring the new scale is done keeping in mind 
possible *AMBSEQ violations. 

The question to ask now is the following:

(6)  Can we predict which pitch values a note will select in a scale be-
longing to the S Set?

I nd on introspection (other Carnatic musicians can bear me out), that the 
choice of the pitch value is directly controlled by three factors, namely 

(7)  a. duration of the note, 
  b. selection of the adjacent note in the scale
   and
  c. selection of a particular pitch value by a raagam in the I Set to the 

exclusion of another raagam in the I Set.
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Let me elaborate all the three points with examples. Taking up case a) 
rst, in the scales that we looked at, it will be noticed that all notes select the 
RenScale pitch value. I nd that all notes are rendered as RenScale if linked 
to a single mora (or if two notes share a mora). However, when rendered as 
a long note linked to two or more moras, all notes do not uniformly select 
the RenScale value. I nd that I prefer the red.tone pitch wave values for 
‘ra’, ‘gi’, ‘da’, ‘ni’ when long. But S Set raagas do not allow the selection of 
red.tone at all. On introspection, I nd that I adopt the following strategy to 
tackle this problem. In my rendering, rather than allowing a long RenScale 
ra or RenScale da I construct musical phrases which avoid long ‘ra’ and long 
‘da’ in certain contexts. To take a concrete example, in the raagam Bau i, a 
phrase nal ‘ra’ or ‘da’ must be RenScale only and never red.tone pitch wave 
as the raagam does not select this interpretation (see chapter 4 (11b1), music 
demonstration [4.40]). But since I do not like these phrase-nal RenScale 
renditions as they sound too dramatic, the strategy that I adopt is avoidance. 
While not avoiding long ‘ra’ and ‘da’ altogether, I avoid absolute phrase nal 
long ‘ra’ and long ‘da’ thus satisfying the grammar of the raagam and also 
satisfying the high ranked constraint in my style eschewing the dramatic 
effect. Thus, the lexicon of this raagam in my grammar is faithful to the or-
thodox requirement in banning red.tone values but at the same time the high 
ranking constraint *RENSCALEra:/da:] (avoid RenScale long, phrase nal ‘ra’ 
and ‘da’ is also obeyed).195 

Turning to the notes ‘gi’ and ‘ni’, as I have said several times earlier, when 
these notes are selected, in my style, automatically, red.tone is also selected 
so that ‘gi’ and ‘ni’ always allow pitch wave renderings in all I Set and S Set 
raagas. That is the reason why even S Set raagas like Subhapantuvaraa i with 
{sa ra gi mi pa da nu Sa}, Vasantabhairavi with {sa ra gu ma da ni Sa - Sa 
ni da ma pa ma gu ra sa} attest minimal RenScale values in my style when 
compared to other styles. Thus we see that the choice of a pitch rendering is 
controlled by duration and the context in which the note occurs. 

Turning to the next criterion, namely the selection of the next note in the 
scale, take the case of the note ‘gu’, for instance. On introspection, I nd 
that ‘gu’ admits only RenScale value if ‘ma’ is selected. This is why in S Set 
raagas, if ‘gu’ and ‘ma’ are selected, then ‘gu’ admits nothing but RenScale 
value. However, if an S Set raagam were to select either ‘mi’ or ‘pa’ as its 
next note, then in addition to RenScale value, note pitch rendering is also 
possible, e.g. S Set raagas like Bau i with {sa ra gu pa…} and Ramaama-
noohari with {sa ra gu mi pa…}. Thus to reiterate a point made towards the 
end of chapter 5 p. 129 (21d), any note, irrespective of the afliation of the 
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raagam will allow a note pitch rendering of a note provided that the next note 
is at least a tone away. 

Finally, as for case c), we have already come across a concrete example 
of case c) in operation, namely the existence of Pantuvaraa i with pitch wave 
aug.gu for a long note ruling out a pitch wave rendering for a raagam of the 
S Set.196 Thus, in the ranked constraint-based approach that I adopt here, case 
c) >> case b) >> case a). As we saw in the previous chapter, raagam-specic 
constraints take precedence over general constraints, i.e. case c) >> case a, b) 
and nally, as we saw in chapter 5, context-sensitive constraints are higher 
ranked than context-free constraints, i.e. case b >> case a. Let us now formu-
late these ndings as ranked constraints.

(8)  Note specic constraints in the S Set
  a. *RENSCALEra,]da,] {i.e. as a long note phrase nally},197, 198

  b. *RENSCALEri/ru and di/du199 
   >>
  c. *NOTE[pitch wave for a note] in T

m
 T

n
 if ‘n’ is a tone away from 

‘m’,
  d. *NOTEma [pitch wave] if the scale does not select pa,
   >>
  e. *RENSCALENOTE if note is linked to more than one mora200

   >>
  f. RENSCALENOTE

Now, I proceed to demonstrate all the constraints with illustrations to 
back my ndings.

(9)  Musical demonstration

  a.  Illustration Bau i        [  8.145]
   ? [gu pa da,] with da as RenScale
   * [gu pa da,] with da as pitch wave
   ? [da Sa Ra,] with Ra as RenScale
   * [da Sa Ra,] with Ra as pitch wave
  b.  Illustration Naa ai        [  8.146]
   ? [sa ru, gu, ma pa] with ru as RenScale
    [sa ru, gu, ma pa] with ru as pitch wave glide from sa
   ? [pa du, nu Sa] with du as RenScale
    [pa du, nu Sa] with du as pitch wave glide from pa
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  c.  Illustration contrast ri in Karaharapriyaa and Harikaamboodi
                 [  8.147]
    i. [sa ri, gi ma] with ri as RenScale
    ii. [sa ri, gu ma] with ri as pitch wave
  d.  Illustration ma in Karaharapriyaa and Sriranjani
                 [  8.147]
    i. [ma, pa di ni di pa] with pitch wave for ma
    ii. [ma, di ni di ma,] with RenScale for ma
  e.  Illustration of Pantuvaraa i and Puurvikalyaa i
                 [  8.148]
    i. [nu da pa mi gu,] with gu as pitch wave for Pantuvaraa i
    ii. [nu di pa mi gu,] with gu as RenScale for Puurvikalyaa i

The next, theoretically interesting question to ask is the following:

(10)  “Will this ‘new’ scale trigger further *AMB considerations if new 
related scales are presented to the musician?”

First of all let us explore the implications of this question. If the answer is 
‘yes’, it means that the new scale has been fully accepted as a genuine raagam 
and included in the network. If and only if it is accepted as a new raagam, 
will it trigger further *AMB considerations given slightly modied versions 
of this scale for testing. If the answer is ‘no’, the implication is that the new 
scale has not been accepted as a full edged raagam but is merely taken as 
an experiment, a nonce raagam, to coin a new term. 

The answer to the question can be arrived at by deduction given the na-
ture of the raagam. Firstly, scalar raagas cannot ever trigger *AMBTONE vio-
lation as all of them have unmarked values for tonal rendering (as we have 
just demonstrated). Secondly, since they select only unmarked tonal values, 
there is no question of these type of raagas triggering any *AMB violation 
with the raagas of the I Set. Thus the only *AMB constraint set they can ever 
activate is the *AMB type. And we know that *AMBSEQ violation is triggered 
by two kinds of evaluation, namely 
a) accessing the global, networked set which compares the sequence under 
scrutiny with other raagas in the network, and
b) checking locally for *sequences (in the so-called vakra raagas (i.e. non-
linear scales). 

Of the two types of checking for *AMBSEQ, new, full scales will access 
the global network exactly like other scales. However, we should keep in 
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mind the fact that the new scale is made up of two overlapping sets which re-
sult in unavoidable ambiguity among members of the two sets. It is because 
of this that the S Set generates a new strategy to circumvent *AMB violations 
when constructing musical phrases and musical lines. But more of this later. 
However, the new scale is unlikely to trigger any *AMB violation, on its own, 
as it has no unique identity in either parts of the octave. As for the non-linear, 
new scale, it is highly unlikely to trigger *AMB violation on its own as *AMB 
violations are driven by the network and this raagam is yet to be integrated 
into the network. A new entrant is likely to become part of the network only 
after repeated use.

Thus we see that, in principle, a member of the S Set is a uniquely de-
terminable scale which carries no historical baggage; will never invoke an 

*AMBTONE violation with respect to any other raagam; and is always de-com-
posable into smaller groups of notes which resemble other scales. A member 
of the S Set acquires a composite identity through repeated use where the 
identities of its parts cease to stand off and it develops into a full-edged 
raagam in its own right. Finally, through further extended use, we may not 
rule out the possibility of the S Set member acquiring idiosyncratic usage 
patterns shifting the member nally to the I Set. Historically, this must have 
been a distinct possibility. But in contemporary Carnatic music, for vari-
ous reasons which are discussed in section 8, pp. 257–264, contemporary 
performers, by and large do not seem to invest in new tonal possibilities, 
forging new phrases etc. probably because of pressure from a conformist 
audience/critic ambience. 

8.3. The experiment with the idiomatic set

As I said earlier, this experiment is rather difcult to set up and so replica-
tion is doubtful. This is primarily because of the nature of the member of 
the I Set and the fact that the learning process exposes the learner to most of 
the commonly encountered raagas in the I Set. This point is best explained 
with a musical demonstration. Consider the musical line in (11), the begin-
ning of the fourth chara am of the Shyaamaa Shaastri masterpiece Amba 
Kaamaakshi in Bhairavi. If you listen carefully to this musical line, you will 
nd that each occurrence of the note ‘ma’ in italics is rendered differently. 
While the rst ‘ma’ is a RenScale ‘ma’, the second is pitch curve with ‘gu’ 
as anchor. The last three ‘ma’s are glides, each one slightly different from 
the other. And all of them are notated as ‘ma’. While it is true that across 
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performers and across performances there could be variation in the handling 
of this note, there is no doubt one cannot interpret this passage from nota-
tion if one has never heard any rendering of Bhairavi. Unlike a member of 
the S Set where all notes are interpretable given unmarked pitch values of 
notes, in a typical member of the I Set all notes may not be amenable to such  
interpretation.201 

(11)  Musical demonstration
   Amba Kaamaakshi: Bhairavi: Tisra Tripu ai: Shyaamaa Shaastri.
                 [  8.149]
   // ma, ; pa, / pa, ni da ^- ma, ; // pa, da, pa, / ma; pa - gi, ri, 
    bhak ta ja na kal  pa la ti ka: ka ru
   // gi, ; ma, / pa, ; - gi, ma , // pa ma pa, ; / ; ; - ; ; //
   a: la ya sa da ya:

The experiment I am going to outline is more of a ‘thought’ experiment 
which any trained Carnatic musician can introspect on. Assume a student of 
Carnatic music who is capable of aalaapanai etc. of many members of the 
I Set but who is systematically not exposed to any one member of the I Set, 
say Madhyamaavati. Present this person with the musical line given below.

(12)  Musical demonstration
   Madhyamaavati         [  8.150]
   [’pa ni ;] [’pa, ni Sa, ni pa,]

I am quite sure this person will render all the three occurrences of ‘ni’ as 
RenScale ‘ni’, with utmost a gentle pitch wave rendering thrown in once, or 
will render all of them as red.ni pitch waves (if the style happens to be like 
mine). But, all well trained Carnatic musicians would know that the rst ‘ni’ 
admits a double pitch curve (with ‘ni’ as the anchor and Sa as the peak for 
some performers), the second ‘ni’ is a red.ni gentle, double wave from ‘di’ 
and the third is a RenScale ‘ni’. The crucial word in the previous sentence is 
‘admits’; a performer is not forced to chose only this interpretation. Depend-
ing on her/his style, other interpretations are also possible. Whatever the 
actual interpretation, it is unlikely that all the three occurrences of ‘ni’ would 
be rendered in an identical way. It is this unpredictable interpretation of cer-
tain notes that characterizes a member of the I Set. First of all, a member of 
the I Set selects some marked pitch values for at least one note in the scale, 
if not more. Secondly, a member of the I Set acquires through usage a set of 
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characteristic/typical phrases which signal a particular member raagam to 
the exclusion of all other member raagas of the set. 

As the rst point has already been amply illustrated, let me take up the 
second point for discussion now. Musical phrases, as I said in chapter 6 
while explaining Musical Phrase/Prominence Construal (p. 155–163), can 
be a random set of notes or musical idioms with or without afxed random 
notes with a single prominent note. Samples of musical phrases in raagas 
of the I Set are derived mainly from often heard compositions which are 
handed down from a teacher to the taught establishing different schools of 
music. In fact, schools of music can sometimes be identied from the musi-
cal phrases.202 Schools tend to have their own repertoire of compositions, 
distinct ways of rendering compositions and an over all approach to different 
types of improvisation. All this contribute to the fact that schools have non-
overlapping or only partially over lapping sets of musical phrases in their 
lexicons. Of course, as in language, specially in a multilingual setting as in 
India where dialect switching is the norm rather than the exception, users 
have several lexicons, one for production and other(s) for perception, in Car-
natic music too, we would not be wrong to assume that the Carnatic music 
fraternity too acquire several lexicons in the course of their musical life. 

I will demonstrate below how musical phrases from compositions can 
mould the thinking of the performer/listener in crucial ways. Let us take 
up the raagam Bhairavi for illustrating this point about musical phrases be-
ing derived from compositions. Some of the commonly occurring phrases/
phrasal sequences in aalaapanai are listed below and the fairly well-known 
compositions in which they occur are also identied. 

(13)  Musical demonstration
   Bhairavi            [  8.151]
   a. [’sa, ri ni, ni di]
   b. [’ni sa gi gi ri sa]
   c. [’gi gi ri gi ma pa da]
   d. [ri ’gi, ma pa da]
   e. [ma ’pa, di ni Sa]
   f. [Gi Ri (Sa) ’ni, di]
   g. [’di ni da da,]
   h. [’ni da ma ma,]
   i. [’ma da pa da] [’ma pa gi ma pa,]
   j. [’ni di ni ] [’pa di ni] [’ma pa di ni] 
   [a–j] viriboo i: var am: A a
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   Paccimiriam Aadiappayyer 
   k. [’ni, da] [ da ’pa, di]
   l. [’ni Sa pa da ma pa]
   m. [ma ’gi, ri ri,]
   n. [’Gi Ma Gi Ri] [’Sa ni da pa]
   o. [’ma ni da pa] [’ma gi ri sa]
   [k–o] Koluvayyunnaa ee: Aadi: Tyaagaraajaa
   p. [’ni ,] [’Gi Ri Sa ni,]
   q. [’ma, ni di pa di ni di ni,]
    Upacaaramu I: Aadi: Tyaagaraajaa
   r. [ma ’ni, da da pa]
    Tanayuni broova: Aadi: Tyaagaraajaa
   s. [ri ma ’gi, ri][’ri sa]
    Upacaaramu II: Ruupakam: Tyaagaraajaa203

These examples are by no means exhaustive. But they sufce to prove my 
point that a learner/listener can actually start the process of constructing a 
free owing text with the help of these phrases culled from these commonly 
encountered compositions.

To recall our earlier discussion (pp. 216–217), the last cited instance is of 
considerable theoretical interest. Although Ayyangar ‘precisely’ notates the 
phrase in (13s) as ‘gi ma gi, ri’ (I: 395), it is very often rendered as I have in-
dicated it ((13s) above). Now, according to ‘text book denitions’, Bhairavi 
is not allowed the sequence ‘ri ma’ as it will elicit a *AMBSEQ violation with 
Mukhaari as the latter has the scalar denition ‘sa ri ma pa...’. But not only 
do performers usually render the phrase as I have indicated when they render 
the composition, they also include the phrase in their aalaapanai etc. It actu-
ally vindicates a point I made in the previous chapter about *AMBSEQEMPH 
>> *AMBSEQ. In other words, what is important is the emphatic/prominent 
note, which is ‘gi’, and the focus thus shifts from the offending ‘ri ma’ to the 
highlighted/focused ‘ma ’gi, ri’ making it grammatical in the nal count. No-
tice that had the prominence been on ‘ma’ (accompanied by length) instead 
of ‘gi’, the phrase will be ungrammatical for Bhairavi. This example also 
helps prove the point that phrases are actually culled from often heard/ren-
dered compositions and are ready for real time access, so to speak. 

While on the topic of construction of musical phrases in the I Set, recall 
that in chapter 7 while discussing Musical Phrase Construal, I said that one 
of the functions of Musical Phrase Construal was checking for clichés and 
clichés were dened as typical, often occurring musical phrases associated 
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with particular raagas. Clichés are only a small part of the stock of musi-
cal phrases that are collected over time from several sources, namely well-
known compositions, favourite performers, crafted as part of an attempt at 
forging one’s own style, etc. On the one hand, clichés are the phrases which 
are the easiest to perceive as they are the most commonly encountered phras-
es in a raagam, on the other hand their use is an indication that the mind is not 
actively forging musical phrases but falling back on commonly used ones. 
Of course, as in great literature, greatness does not lie in avoiding commonly 
used words and expressions but in the way words, including common words, 
are used. The drift of the argument is that the process of de-composition also 
involves classifying the de-composed elements as different types of musical 
notes and musical phrases, some of which are proto-typical and other less so 
of a raagam. It is the former which normally elicits a *AMBPHRASE or cliché 
violation. Of course, as in many things in Carnatic music, since the lexicons 
of individuals are not necessary congruent, what constitutes a cliché for one 
performer may not constitute a cliché for another because of variable listing 
in the respective lexicons. This explains the fact that matters of taste are so 
divergent in Carnatic music. Another related issue is the fact that an audience 
nurtured on clichéd, stereo-typical music sometimes nds it difcult to rec-
ognize and appreciate some of the rare ideas painstakingly crafted and some-
times gathered from infrequently heard compositions etc. Unfortunately, it is 
not uncommon for the ‘law of the lowest common denominator’ determining 
taste in some groups of the Carnatic music fraternity. 

The point that the entire discussion on musical phrases leads to is the 
characterizing of the I Set. As opposed to the S Set, members of the I Set 
are positively characterized by specications for individual notes and they 
are rened over time with increasing exposure. And unlike members of the 
S Set, a raagam of the I Set never encountered before cannot be rendered by 
musicians however well-trained. 

Of course, the impossibility of interpreting a raagam of the I Set is only 
hypothetical and cannot be actually tested at any given point of time. But 
diachronically, it is far from hypothetical. Many members of the I Set have 
gone out of use and attempts to revive them are bound to be tentative, at best. 
Take the case of the the raagam Gha a. Its scale according to Ayyangar is ‘sa 
gi ri gi ma pa da pa ni Sa / Sa ni da pa ma gi ri sa’ and according to Ayyangar 
its demise is due to the prevalence/popularity of the raagam Dhanyaasi (Kri-
timanimalai III: 82). From this statement I deduce that this raagam belonged 
to the I Set. A few musicians have attempted to ‘reconstruct’ the raagam, but 
one person’s guess is as good as another’s as to how this raagam was actually 
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rendered originally.204 But it must have once been a fairly popular raagam for 
Tyaagaraajaa has six compositions in it.205 

8.4. The idiomatic and the scalar sets of raagas 

In this section, I will now take a closer look at the two sets of raagas. As 
membership of raagas to the two sets is a matter of usage/personal taste etc., 
it may turn out that whereas a raagam belongs to the I Set for one musician, it 
may very well belong to the S Set for another. Let me illustrate the point with 
two raagas, namely Hamsadhvani and Moohanam. I am describing these 
two raagas the way I render them and hence their afliation to the sets as I 
describe them. The facts may be different for other performers (more of that 
in chapter 9). 

(14)  Musical demonstration

   Hamsadhvani206          [  8.152]
   Sa ri gu pa nu Sa/ Sa nu pa gu ri sa
   RenScale and 
   ri, rendered as a note pitch curve [ri gu ri]; 
   gu, rendered as a note pitch curve [gu pa gu];
   pa, rendered as a note pitch curve [pa nu pa]
   [gu ’ri, sa nu pa]

   Moohanam           [  8.153]
   sa ri gu pa di Sa/ Sa di pa gu ri sa
   RenScale and
   ri, rendered as a note pitch curve [ri gu ri]; 
   gu, rendered as a note pitch curve [gu pa gu];
   pa, rendered as a note pitch curve [pa di pa]
   di, rendered as a note pitch curve [di Sa di] 
   and
   Note pitch wave rendering of ri, gu and di
   e.g.,
   // ; ; ; di, - ; di ; di ; / di pa ; ; ; - ; ; di, pa, di pa // gu, …
    mo: ha na ra: ma:
   ri, gu, and di rendered as pitch waves between adjacent notes on 

the scale.
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While for Hamsadhvani the renderings of notes are restricted to RenScale 
and note pitch curves between adjacent notes, Moohanam allows red.tone 
pitch waves for ‘ri’, ‘gi’ and ‘di’ in addition. I assume that this is a pointer to 
the former belonging to the S Set and latter to the I Set in my lexicon. But 
only barely so, perhaps. 

This brings us to the next issue regarding membership to the I Set. Not all 
raagas of the I Set are equally ‘idiosyncratic’. While Moohanam has just one 
characteristic of the I Set in that it allows red.tone pitch wave renderings of 
some notes (for me and many others), a raagam like Madhyamaavati allows 
a range of pitch value interpretations for the notes ‘ri’, ‘ma’ and ‘ni’ (musical 
demonstration [8.150] above) and nally a raagam like Bhairavi in addi-
tion to allowing a range of pitch values for notes also has several, intricate 
sequencing possibilities established through extended usage. Thus, while all 
raagas of the S Set share similar characteristics, the raagas of the I Set are 
not all alike as they may attest a) different types of raagam-specic tonal 
constraints to varying degrees and b) attest specic sequential possibilities in 
their musical phrasing acquired through use. Thus there are different layers 
of idiosyncrasies associated with them. Musicians and music teachers know 
intuitively the different levels of difculty of the members of the I Set and 
select raagas for teaching depending on the attainment level of the student. 
But more of this in the next section.

8.5. Distinct learning strategies 

I had demonstrated in section 1 how the prior acquisition of some raagas 
from the I Set would enable the learner to tackle any member of the S Set 
almost effortlessly. While this is true, it is also true that, by their very na-
ture, members of the I Set are more marked than the members of the S Set 
because of the tonal realizations of notes. Thus it will be more effortful for 
beginners to attempt any member of the I Set than any member of the S 
Set.207 In this section I shall briey review the teaching strategy that is ad-
opted widely in Carnatic music circles and show the correctness of my as-
sumption regarding the relative markedness of tonal values in the two sets 
of raagas. I show that while the rationale of the method is sound, the ac-
tual practice is problematic. I then go on to show case the teaching prac-
tice of the school of music I belong to,208, 209 in order to advance a viable 
solution to the problem of markedness of tonal realizations in Carnatic  
music.
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The wide spread practice in Carrnatic music circles is backed by the (com-
monsensical) reasonable assumption that the less marked elements would be 
easier to learn prior to the acquisition of more marked elements/structures. 
Since, on the whole, RenScale is denitely easier to render than the compli-
cated pitch waves and curves, beginners are sometimes taught only RenScale 
versions of all raagas. I have heard beginners rendering the Too i var am 
in Aadi taa am composed by Pa a am Subrama ya Ayyar in (15) when it 
should be at least as in (16) to be minimally grammatical.

(15)  Musical demonstration
   RenScale version of Too i var am in Aadi [  8.154] 
   // [Sa ;] [Sa - ni da] [pa da / ni] [ni da pa] - [ma gi ma ni]
    e: ra: na: pai in ta
   // [ni da pa] [ma - gi ra sa ra] / [gi ma pa] [gi - ma pa da ni] 
    cau ka se: ya

(16)  Musical demonstration
   Minimally grammatical version of Too i var am
                 [  8.154]
   // [Sa ;] [Sa - ni da] [pa da / ni] [ni da pa] - [ma gi ma ni]
    e: ra: na: pai in ta
   // [ni da pa] [ma - gi ra sa ra] / [gi ma pa] [gi - ma pa da ni] 
    cau ka se: ya

For Too i to be minimally grammatical, the notes ‘gi’ and ‘ni’ in this 
musical line have to be rendered as red.note pitch waves at least. Now, if a 
scalar raagam like Malahari (17a) or a border line scalar raagam like Vas-
antaa (17b) are rendered as RenScale, then there is minimal grammaticality 
violation, if at all. But if raagas of the I Set like Shankaraabhara am (17c) or 
Kamaas (17d) are rendered as RenScale, the grammar of Carnatic music is 
severely violated. 

(17)  Musical demonstration
   a.  RenScale  Malahari       [  8.155]
     Sa ra ma pa da Sa / Sa da pa ma gu ra sa
   b. ? RenScale  Vasantaa       [  8.156]
     sa ma gu ma di nu Sa / Sa nu di ma gu ra sa
   c. * RenScale  Shankaraabhara am   [  8.157]
     sa ri gu ma pa di nu Sa / Sa nu di pa ma gu ri sa
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     Minimally grammatical rendering
     Note pitch curve for ri, ma and di. Aug.ma and aug.nu pitch 
     curve for ma and di and note pitch curve for ri
   d. * RenScale  Kamaas      [  8.158]
     sa ma gu ma ni di ni pa di ni Sa
     Sa ni di pa ma gu ma, ri gu sa
     Minimally grammatical rendering
     Pitch wave for ni and a pitch wave for long ma

Thus the common syllabus for music begins with a reasonable assump-
tion about the markedness of tonal rendering but ends up teaching plain 
ungrammatical texts. This is the rst cause of frustration in beginners who 
clearly see their own output as something different from Carnatic music. The 
second cause of frustration is the next stage of learning when they have 
to unlearn whatever they have learnt, abandoning RenScale renditions and 
picking up the difcult task of learning inter-tonal variations. Small wonder 
more than seventy ve percent of learners quit music lessons at this stage in 
sheer disgust. 

The alternative to this approach is to judiciously mix S Set raagas like 
Bau i, Vasantaa, Hamsadhwani with border line I Set raagas like Deevama-
noohari, Bahudaari, Keedaaram etc. so that at no stage is the learner ever 
learning ungrammatical texts in the name of simplication. This approach 
satises the learners need in many ways. The learner has the satisfaction that 
she/he is not learning ungrammatical music and, more importantly, his/her 
communicative needs are also satised as she/he is likely to come across 
compositions she/he has learnt in music concerts rendered fairly close to the 
way she/he was taught.210 

(18)  Musical demonstration

   a. S Set  RenScale  Bau i 
    sa ra gu pa da Sa / Sa nu da pa gu ra sa
   b. S Set  RenScale  Vasantaa
    sa ma gu ma di nu Sa / Sa nu di ma gu ra sa
   c. S Set  RenScale  Hamsadhwani
    sa ri gu pa nu Sa / Sa nu pa gu ri sa
   d. Notes in italics are rendered as pitch waves
    I Set      Deevamanoohari
    sa ri ma pa di ni Sa/ Sa ni di ni pa ma ri, sa
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   e. Notes in italics are rendered as pitch waves
    I Set      Bahudaari
    sa gu ma pa di ni Sa / Sa ni pa ma gu sa
   f. Notes in italics are rendered as pitch waves
    I Set      Keedaaram 
    sa ma gu ma pa nu Sa
    /Sa nu pa ma gu ri sa ri, sa 

The transition from the S Set to the I Set will be smooth and gradual and 
the beginner would have learnt his/her rst lesson in Carnatic music about 
the tonal values of notes being raagam-specic. Finally, the stages of transi-
tion from RenScale to Pitch waves to Pitch curves will reect the increasing 
markedness of pitch realizations of notes in Carnatic music. 

8.6. Distinct performance strategies

In the previous section, I said that the beginner could benet enormously if 
the teaching proceeded from the S Set to the border-line I Set as the transition 
from RenScale to Pitch waves to Pitch curves would be smooth and, more 
importantly, painful re-learning could be avoided and the learner’s interest 
could be sustained as he/she would be learning to produce ‘real’ Carnatic 
music right from the beginning. 

Let me now turn to performance strategies of musicians. Performing a 
composition as it has been taught is one thing (though it is no mean achieve-
ment) and interpreting it creatively is quite another thing. But performing an 
aalaapanai requires a leap of imagination. While rendering a text, there are 
props all over the place for the performer to hold onto as he/she can go from 
one musical phrase to another and so on. But in an aalaapanai, there are no 
xed props to hold onto. I nd that there are broadly two strategies available 
for performers attempting an aalaapanai. Keep the scale in mind (with or 
without the raagam-specic pitch specications) and/or access the musical 
phrases gathered from compositions. In some circles, it is fashionable to ren-
der an I Set member as though it were an S Set raagam, supposedly signaling 
greater creativity, ability to innovate radically, etc. Here is a sample of Dhan-
yaasi aalaapanai rendered as an I Set member (in a fairly orthodox manner) 
and also rendered as though it were a member of the S Set (with RenScale 
values exclusively) modeled on a performance at a prestigious organization 
in Chennai in the year 2003.211
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(19)  Musical demonstration
   Dhanyaasi aalaapanai as an I Set raagam  [  8.159]
   [’ni sa gi;] [’ma, pa ma gi, ra sa] [’sa gi ma pa] [’ma pa]
   [’pa ni,] [ni ’da, pa] [’ma, pa ma gi ; , , ] [gi ma pa ’da, pa]
   [’ma pa ma pa da pa, da] [pa ma ’gi, ra sa]
   Danyaasi as an S Set raagam with RenScale values exclusively
                 [  8.160]
   [’ni sa gi;] [pa ma ’gi, ra sa ni] [sa gi ma gi ’ra, sa] 
   [sa gi ma pa ni ’da, pa] [pa ni Sa ’ni, da pa ma] [’gi, ra sa]

Now, my grammar just does not allow RenScale ‘gi’ if long, and Ren-
Scale ni if long in the descent. It is not that this raagam does not allow Ren-
Scale values at all. In fact, as I have pointed out several times, being the 
least marked pitch value, RenScale values cannot be totally prohibited for 
any raagam. According to my grammar, this raagam requires a sparing, judi-
cious use of RenScale value for ‘gi’ and ‘ni’ to be used only in the ascending 
phrases. 

Apart from the fashion of rendering I Set raagas as though they belonged 
to the S Set, it should be mentioned that very often such renderings use se-
quences of notes and fast paced idioms to the exclusion of musical phrases 
gathered from compositions. Therefore, in the literal sense too, the render-
ings can be said to be ‘unidiomatic’. Finally, such a rendition invokes *AMB 
violations because these tonal values and sequences signal another raagam, 
namely Sindu Bhairavi. The generalization then is that if a member of the I 
Set were to be rendered as though it belonged to the S Set, then *AMBTONE 
and *AMBSEQ, to some extent, become redundant. But more of this in the 
following section.

There is yet another tradition where the notes of an I Set member are 
altered mid course sometimes to RenScale values (this is the relevant part 
here) or to the values of a totally unrelated raagam. This practice is called 
ruti bheedam/graha bheedam/modal shift where the fundamental tone is 

shifted from ‘sa’ to any other note in the scale. I will illustrate in (20) below 
one such possibility which performers have exploited in the past.212

Almost all pitch values and lengthened notes are contrary to the grammar 
of the base raagam Too i. The notes second and fth of the original scale 
which now function as the fourth and the seventh of the shifted scale have 
higher pitch values; the notes ‘ra’ and ‘da’ are lengthened in the descent con-
trary to the grammar of Too i. While rendering ruti bheedam, performers 
generally stay close to the RenScale values of the shifted raagam though it 
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may too belong to the I Set. But in contemporary Carnatic music, for many 
performers, this is accepted practice; it is something clever and exhilarating 
to be attempted as the ‘piece de resistance’ in the main raagam in a concert.

(20)  Musical demonstration
   Too i with ruti bheedam on ra to render the scale of Kalyaa i. 

The musical phrases rendered as ruti bheedam are enclosed in 
curly brackets and in italics.

   Too i ruti bheedam        [  8.161]
   [’sa ra gi ma pa da] [ma ’pa, da pa ma gi,] [’gi ma pa da]
   [ni Sa Ra ’Gi, ra]
   {[ ’ra; sa ni dada,] [’da, pa ma gi, ra]}
   [ra gi ma pa da ’ni, da] [pa da ni sa Ra ’Gi, Ra]

The example of ruti bheedam just given is no doubt a ‘real’ sample. But, 
subtler versions of the concept are also possible where the musician remains 
true to the pitch values of the base raagam even while shifting the rst note. 
A more accurate ruti bheedam is possible when the original pitch values are 
not abandoned but carefully accommodated in the shifted scale. Here is an 
example of such an exercise. But in such an exercise, extended full octave 
exposition of another raagam is not possible; only phrases suggestive of an-
other raagam are possible. Moreover, all the possibilities in the newly hinted 
raagam cannot be utilized as some of the notes/sequences may require pitch 
values which are at variance with the base raagam. I give below an example 
of ruti bheedam on Kalyaa i subtly suggesting Sura i. However, the musi-
cal phrases of Sura i which are given below with an ‘!’ cannot be integrated 
into the ruti bheedam because of pitch value violations to the base.

(21)  Musical demonstration
   ruti bheedam on Kalyaa i suggesting Sura i
   The passage rendered as ruti bheedam is enclosed in curly brack-

ets and in italics. The phrases of which cannot be integrated into 
the ruti bheedam are enclosed by exclamation marks.

   Kalyaa i ruti bheedam       [  8.162]
   [’gu mi pa di] [’mi pa di nu Sa Ri]
   {[’Ri,] [’Sa nu Ri,] [’Sa nu di,] [’pa mi di,] [’pa mi gi,]
   [’gu pa, mi di,] [’di Sa nu Ri,]}
   Played on Ri as Sa
   ![ri ma pa ni Sa], [ni, ni, ni Sa ni di pa]...!
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It must be said that even here, only the least marked of pitch values are taken 
for both raagas for doing ruti bheedam once again vindicating our stand 
regarding two major types of interpretation of notes in Carnatic music.

In the fties of the previous century, there arose a new style of Carnatic 
music which became very popular and later, initiating a major school of Car-
natic music. This style of singing was the rst to explore the bold, unortho-
dox (then) method of rendering many I Set raagas as though they belonged to 
the S Set. It freed the performer from orthodox gamakkam and set the voice 
racing up and down the octave in torrents of cascading notes, providing great 
excitement to the listener. Here again, the trick was to switch to RenScale 
values avoiding/minimizing raagam-specic phrases, and ignoring raagam-
specic constraints on lengthening of notes etc. It was really an exhilarating 
saga of exploration which signaled a kind of romanticism/a spirit of rebel-
lion in Carnatic music. In hindsight, perhaps, we could say that it helped 
clear the cobwebs of mindless orthodoxy in Carnatic music. As the shock 
value of the rebellion diminished, more mature experimentation (or at least 
more restrained exploration) followed. 

In the contemporary scene, one can safely comment that the unbridled 
RenScale exploration of the previous century is denitely not a major phe-
nomenon any more (not withstanding a few performers here and there, name-
ly cases like the Dhanyaasi aalaapanai cited above). But what has replaced it 
for some performers is yet another version of RenScale exploration, this time 
mimicking the north Indian variety of Indian music. It is not uncommon to 
come across a Carnatic raagam rendered as though it has been imported from 
the north, as the notation below illustrates.

(22)  Music Notation
   Kalyaa i rendered with ‘over long’ RenScale/minor pitch wave 

rendering.          [  8.163]
   Mi; gu mi, gu, ri sa nu; ri gu,

The RenScale long ‘mi’ and overlong RenScale ‘nu’ (almost RenScale 
versions) are not at all characteristic of the Carnatic Kalyaa i but perhaps 
more reminiscent of its north Indian cousin (and specially the sequence nu ri 
gu). Switching from such a style to a kriti in the raagam is almost like switch-
ing dialects while speaking; but the oddness does not seem apparent to many 
performers, listeners and even critics. Perhaps, like the previous fashion of 
RenScale wilderness this too would pass, being a passing phase which ful-
lls a need to explore new pastures. 
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Whatever that may be, the conclusion that I wish to draw from the entire 
discussion is that there are two distinct strategies in Carnatic music – the 
idiomatic usage bound exploration and the RenScale, S Set strategy which 
allows the performer great freedom in interpreting raagas. 

8.7. Distinct evaluation strategies of *AMB

As I have said earlier (more than once), *AMBTONE violations are possible 
only in I Set raagas as raagas of the S Set select only unmarked pitch values 
for all the notes in the scale. And I had implicitly assumed that sequences 
are checked for *AMBSEQ violations within the musical phrase (though see 
chapter 7, pp. 213–214, musical demonstrations [7.133–7.135] for a discus-
sion of wit in Carnatic music). We need to revise this simplistic assumption 
in light of the bipartite division of the Carnatic music lexicon advocated 
here. Members of the S Set, in principle, will violate *AMBTONE as well as 

*AMBSEQ. If two members of the S Set share the notes of a part of the octave, 
the individual notes as well as the sequential possibilities in musical phrases 
in that part of the octave will be ambiguous between members of the S Set. 
Take the example of the raagas Bahudaari and Naagasvaraa i. Both have 
identical member notes in the rst half of the octave, namely ‘sa gu ma pa’. 
Since they share the notes and their pitch value realizations, musical phrases 
constructed using these four notes will denitely be ambiguous between the 
two raagas invoking *AMBSEQ violations within musical phrases. 

I propose that *AMBSEQ violation is computed differently in I Set and S 
Set raagas. While the former evaluate musical phrases for violations, the lat-
ter take on the entire musical line for computing violations. This results in 
performers adopting different strategies for composing musical lines in the 
two sets of raagas. In typical I Set raagas, an entire musical line can cover a 
part of the octave leaving out many notes as the identity of the raagam will 
not be in question. The rendered notes will have marked pitch values to an-
nounce the intended raagam clearly. Here is an example of an I Set raagam 
Bhairavi where all the notes in the musical line are between ‘sa and pa’. 

(23)  Musical demonstration
   Bhairavi (lower octave)       [  8.164]
   // [ri, gi ma gi ri sa] [ri gi ma, pa ma ma gi][gi, ri sa] 
   [ri gi, ri]... [gi ma, gi]... [ma pa, ma] [gi, gi ri ri sa] 
   [ri gi ri gi sa ri,] //
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The pitch values of ‘gi’ and length of notes announce clearly in every musi-
cal phrase the identity of the raagam. Therefore, checking for *AMBTONE 
and *AMBSEQ can take as their domain the musical phrase in the I Set  
member. 

On the other hand, as we said earlier, *AMBTONE is irrelevant in the S 
Set and *AMBSEQ cannot take musical phrases as the domain for computing 
violation. Instead of the musical phrase, if *AMBSEQ takes on the musical 
line, then one has to make sure that every musical line has at least one in-
stantiation of every note of the scale, either as a fully articulated note or as 
a hinted note. 

(24)  Musical demonstration
   Naagasvaraa i          [  8.165]
   // [gu ma gu, ma gu gu sa] [gu ma,][gu ma pa,] 
   [ma pa di Sa di, pa] [pa ma ma, gu sa gu,] //

In this musical line, the rst two musical phrases are ambiguous between 
Naagasvaraa i and Bahudaari. But within the musical line, there is no am-
biguity as the sequence ‘di Sa’ in the third phrase clearly establishes the 
identity of the raagam, signaling Naagasvaraa i. Thus we see that *AMBSEQ 
has to take the entire musical line as its domain in S Set raagas to compute 

*AMB violations. So, *AMBSEQ violations are computed differently for I Set 
and S Set raagas, vindicating the bipartite structure of the Carnatic music 
lexicon advanced at the beginning of this chapter. Also notice that, as I ex-
plained earlier, *AMBSEQ does not actually look at strict linear sequencing 
but at presence versus absence of notes. While in I Set raagas, *AMBSEQ 
looks for membership of notes in musical phrases in non-vakra raagas, in S 
Set non-vakra raagas, the task of looking for the presence of a note applies 
in the extended domain of the musical line rather than the musical phrase. 
Turning to vakra raagas, however, the same strategy is operative in both 
types of raagas, i.e. looking out for specic sequences of notes to be branded 
as ungrammatical. 

8.8. Predicting the direction of change

In this section I show how the direction of change in contemporary Car-
natic music can be predicted given this partitioning of the Carnatic music 
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lexicon. And the change is from more marked to less marked membership, 
i.e. from the I Set to the S Set in line with language change where also the 
direction of change is from more marked to less marked segment/structure  
etc.

Take the case of language change, for example. While the parent language 
Sanskrit allowed consonant clusters like /gr/ and /sn/ as in words /graha a/ 
‘eclipse’ and /sna:na/ ‘bath’, one of its derivative language, e.g. Punjabi disal-
lows consonant clusters in the beginning of the word/syllable changing the 
pronunciation of the words accordingly, e.g. /garant/ ‘holy book’ and /sana:n/ 
‘bath’. Similarly, in Tamil a marked segment of Sanskrit like /bh/ as in /bhakti/ 
‘devotion’ becomes /b/, i.e. /bakti/. These are instances of language change 
where the change is always in the direction from more marked to less marked 
segment/structure etc.

I may not be too off the mark in assuming that centuries of practice in 
isolated/insulated communities of practitioners had rendered Carnatic music 
a richly diverse entity. This richness and diversity was evident even in the 
golden age of Carnatic music, i.e. the age of the great composers of Car-
natic music. There are innumerable instances where the grammar of the same 
raagam is ever so slightly different for the great composers (going by the 
notation in Ranga Ramanuja Ayyangar). Take the case of Mukhaari and the 
composers Tyaagaraajaa, Muttuswaami Diikshitar and Subbaraaya Shaastri 
(the son of Shyaamaa Shaastri and a great composer in his own right). While 
Tyaagaraajaa is the most conservative of the lot, he has the marked prefer-
ence for exploiting the note ‘da’ as the illustration below, the anupallavi of 
the kriti Kaarubaaru in aadi, demonstrates. 

(25)  Musical demonstration
   Anupallavi: Kaarubaaru:       [  8.166]
   Mukhaari: Aadi: Tyaagaraajaa
   Aarooha am: sa ri ma pa di Sa
   Avarooha am: Sa ni da pa ma gi ri sa
   (Kritimanimalai I: 437)
   // ; nidi - ni, da ; nida / da, da, - pa ; ni - da pa pa ma // pa ; ,
    uu ri va ru dee sha

Here, the composer seems to be exploiting the note ‘da’ in the descent to the 
maximum. Consider next the unusual treatment of both ‘da’ and ‘di’ in the 
composition Eemaninee by Subbaraaya Shaastri in Aadi. 
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(26)  Musical demonstration
   Eemaninne: Mukhaari:       [  8.167] 
   Aadi: Subbaraaya Shaastri (Kritimanimalai IV: 112–113)
   a) chittaswaram/saahityam
    // [pa di,] [sa - ri ma pa di/,] [Sa ni da - pa ma pa di] //
     pa daabja muleesa daa vi nu ti sa lu pi tee
   b) Third line of the chara am     [  8.167]
    // ; , ri - ma pa dini, di / di Sa, ni Sa, Ri Sa ni - , da pa, //
      cha ra a ma hi ma po ga
   c) middle of the last line of the chara am
    // - / - Sa, Sa ni di // pa, di pa pa ma pa di -
      sri pa ra dee va tee

Normally, the note ‘di’ in the ascent is generally not subject to extra length 
and is also not favoured in the phrase nal position (a and b). And ‘di’ is not 
favoured in the descent (c). Both these conditions on the use of ‘di’ are dis-
regarded in the charming composition Eemaninee by Subbaraaya Shaastri in 
Aadi above (at least in the notation used in our school).

Finally let us consider an unusual use of ‘di’ in the Diikshitar composition 
Paahimaam ratnaachala in aadi.

(27)  Musical demonstration
   Paahimaam ratnaachala:       [  8.168]
   Mukhaari: Aadi: Muttuswaami Diikshitar (Kritimanimalai III: 

304–305)
   Fifth and sixth lines of the chara am
   // ; pa, dama - pa; di / ni di ni di - nidi pa di ni di 
    vi dyaat ma ka sri
   // ni di di, Sa ni - ni da, pa pa, / ma pa da ppa ma -
      cha kraa kaa
   pa; da pa; da ma pa
       ra
   // ; , ma - pa, pa, Sa di - Sa, Sa ni - ni di di ma
     vi ci tra na va ra
   // ma, ni di - di, Sa ni ni di di, / Sa ; Ri Sa ni di, - di Sa ;
    tna gi ri vi haa ra

Clearly, the three composers had slightly variant grammars of the same 
raagam Mukhaari. It is a debatable issue whether they inherited this differ-
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ence from their respective schools or they forged their own grammars as they 
went along.213 But contemporary Carnatic music with its broad based, eclec-
tic learning/listening avenues is certainly on the way to losing such subtle 
variations. This is what I call the process of simplication. This process of 
simplication is driven by the twin criteria of prescriptivism and the need 
to reduce the tonal markedness of raagas. Prescriptivism dictates change if 
the desire to maintain the aarooha am – avarooha am overrides notation 
and usage as the cases discussed above indicate (see endnote 21). The last 
two illustrations are not widely popular in the contemporary scene (and the 
reasons are not far to seek). 

Now I turn to the second criterion of raagam change, i.e. reduction in 
markedness. I have already discussed the change pertaining to Pantuvaraa i 
earlier in this chapter, musical demonstration [8.148], where the change is 
from the raagam-specic specication of pitch wave ‘gu’ to the unmarked 
specication as RenScale ‘gu’ for many contemporary musicians. Here I give 
two more instances of raagam change, one involving a total change from an 
I Set to an S Set and another a partial change in an I Set raagam reducing the 
markedness of the raagam considerably. 

The rst case is that of the raagam Janaranjani the scale being /sa ri gu ma 
pa nu Sa/ Sa di pa ma ri sa/. The discourse I am referring to is a recording 
of this raagam rendered by a much admired musician of the sixties and an 
accompanying violinist who is also a widely admired musician in Carnatic 
music circles. The raagam is a marginal I Set member for the vocalist with a 
very idiosyncratic rendering of ‘nu’ which is markedly close to ‘ni’. For the 
violinist, however, it is clearly a RenScale ‘nu’ and, for sensitive ears, it is 
very much like speakers of different dialects conversing. Here is a musical 
demonstration of the two versions of the raagam.

(28)  Musical demonstration
   I Set member Janaranjani I & II    [  8.169]
   [gu ma pa di, pa] [<nu Sa Ri,] [Sa di pa ma ri,]
   [gu ma pa <nu,] [pa ma ri gu ma ri, sa]
   S Set member Janaranjani
   [gu ma pa di, pa] [nu, Sa Ri,] [Sa di pa ma ri,]
   [gu ma pa nu, Sa] [di pa ma pa ma] [ri gu ma ri, sa]

The idiosyncratic value for ‘nu’ (indicated as <nu) has changed to the less 
marked, RenScale ‘nu’ for many contemporary musicians. It would not be 
wrong to say that the change in this raagam is driven by both prescriptiv-
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ism and markedness. Prescriptivism demands that a raagam be classied 
as an unambiguous derivative of a full scale. Therefore, prescriptivism de-
mands that the ni aadam be unambiguously either ‘ni’ or ‘nu’, not some-
where in between. Having decided that Janaranjanai should be a deriva-
tive of Shankaraabhara am with ‘nu’ as the ni aadam, the reduced ‘nu’ is 
suppressed in favour of a full-edged ‘nu’. The change also reduces the 
markedness value of the ni aadam by changing a reduced ‘nu’ to a RenScale 
‘nu’.214

The next example I give is of a raagam that has changed for many mu-
sicians from a very marked I Set member to a less marked member of the 
same Set. The raagam in question is Saaveeri and its two ‘dialects’ which I 
describe below. While dialect A requires Grammar A, dialect B is best de-
scribed by Grammar B. Both dialects are presented below. 

(29)  Musical demonstration
   Saaveeri            [  8.170]
   Dialect B: janya of Maayaamaa avagau a
   sa ra ma pa da Sa / Sa nu da pa ma gu ra sa
   [sa ra ma pa da,] [ma pa da nu, pa da,] [ma pa da,] [da pa ma gu, 

ra] [sa ra gu sa ra,]
   Saaveeri
   Dialect A: janya of Maayaamaa avagau a 
   with italic nu and gu rendered almost as ni and gi respetively (like 

Too i)
   [sa ra ma pa da,] [ma pa da nu, pa da,] [ma pa da,] [da pa ma gu, 

ra] [sa ra gu sa ra,]

I had been exposed to dialect B all along and had not learnt any composition 
in the raagam directly from Ayyangar. However, Ayyangar (1967) notes that 
there was a popular saying (roughly translated) “if ‘nu’ occurs after Sa it is 
higher and if it occurs by itself it is lower”.215 Thus in a phrase like [pa da 
nu pa da,] the ‘nu’ should be much lower than elsewhere, almost like Too i. 
And applying the law of symmetry, in a phrase like [sa ra gu sa ra,] the ‘gu’ 
will be rendered much lower, almost like ‘gi’, making it like Too i. This 
quotation from Ayyangar had remained an abstract, curious observation that 
I did not know how to put to practice till I heard the recording of this raagam 
and the Muttuswaami Diikshitar composition Sri Raajagoopaala rendered 
by a well respected vocalist duo of great musical lineage. It was then that 
Dialect A came alive for me. 
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It is not very difcult to guess which of the two varieties is older. Dialect 
A must have been the original version of the raagam and the other dialect a 
case of simplication. A change from dialect A which has more raagam-spe-
cic pitch value denitions, specially the denitions of ‘gu’ and ‘nu’ in spe-
cic contexts to dialect B is a clear case of simplication. However, dialect 
B is still not unmarked enough to be classied as an S Set raagam, as it still 
retains other raagam-specic pitch denitions on other notes.

Thus I have shown in this section the usefulness of my new classication 
of raagas demonstrating its predictive power with respect to the way raagas 
change over time. 

8.9. Raagam-change and the networked Carnatic music lexicon 

In this section, I take up the problem of a number of raagas shifting their 
afliation from Mee akartaa Na abhairavi (no. 20 – sa ri gi ma pa da ni Sa) 
to Mee akartaa Karaharapriyaa (no. 22 – sa ri gi ma pa di ni Sa) with either 
the raagam completely replacing ‘da’ with ‘di’ or adopting ‘di’ as the major 
exponent and ‘da’ as the accidental (minor) exponent over a period of time. 
Though Carnatic music text books and books on music theory continue to 
list many of the raagas as derivative of Mee akartaa Na abhairavi, current 
practice is fairly uniform in the large scale use of ‘di’ as the major daivatam. 
Of the derivative raagas of Na abhairavi, fteen for Tyaagaraajaa and thir-
teen for Diikshitar, only two raagas, namely Hindoo am (with sa gi ma da ni 
Sa - Sa ni di ma gi sa) and possibly Saaramati (with sa ri gi ma pa da ni Sa 
- Sa ni da ma gi sa) which may be considered major raagas (in the sense that 
performers render aalaapanai, niraval and swaram) have retained their afli-
ation to Na abhairavi with the exclusive use of ‘da’. The rest of the major 
raagas (in the sense spelt out above), namely Bhairavi, Mukhaari, Huseeni, 
Aabeeri216 and Aanandabhairavi (and even Maanji) have a predominant ‘di’ 
in their usage. And what is uniformly avoided in all the raagas is the use of 
‘da’ in the ascent. The offending sequence is rather ‘pa da ni’ which even 
Hindoo am does not allow (as the raagam does not select ‘pa’ at all) and 
the other raagam which selects only ‘da’, namely Saaramati, selects only 
RenScale ‘ni’. The common factor thus is the sequence ‘pa da ni’ which is 
selected by the preeminent Carnatic raagam, i.e. Too i. 

My hypothesis is that the dominant presence of Too i in the Carnatic 
music network of raagas actively militated against another major raagam of 
the I Set selecting ‘pa da ni’ with pitch wave and pitch curve rendering of ‘ni’ 
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(reduced and augmented ‘ni’). The crucial factors here are a) major and b) 
member of the I Set. As scalar possibilities are always open for exploration 
and can never be disallowed by the network, the question here is only that of 
members of the I Set raagas. 

Before we take a closer look at the range of raagas which have undergone 
re-afliation, let us consider the ‘conceptual space’ associated with the notes 
‘ra gi ma’ and ‘pa da ni’. Taking up the former sequence rst, if we look at the 
number of major raagas which exploit these three notes, we nd that there 
is only one I Set raagam, namely Too i. On the other hand, the number of 
major raagas selecting the notes ‘ri gi ma’ are many, namely Bhairavi, Kara-
harapriyaa, Kiiravaa i, Aaboogi, Kaana aa, Sriranjanai, Aanandabhairavi, 
Riitigau a and many more. The question to ask is “Why is it that whereas if 
‘ra’ and ‘ma’ are selected the selection of ‘gi’ leads to just one raagam which 
is a member of the I Set, namely Too i, if ‘ri’ is selected so many raagas of 
the I Set are possible?” Even the ancient raagam Bhuupaa am which must 
have been a member of the S Set and which selects ‘sa ra gi pa da Sa’ has 
fallen into disuse now.217 

My explanation is that even RenScale ‘gi’ is contextually marked when 
‘ra’ is selected and hence the mariginality of S Set raagas which select these 
notes and pitch wave or pitch curve rendering of reduced ‘gi’ will invoke an 

*AMBTONE violation with Too i and hence the absence of any major raagam 
other than Too i selecting the sequence ‘sa ra gi ma’. 

Similarly, if ‘pa’ and ‘da’ are selected only one major raagam which be-
longs to the I Set is possible with ‘ni’, i.e. Too i (as RenScale ‘ni’ is con-
textually marked in the vicinity of ‘da’ just as RenScale ‘gi’ is contextually 
marked in the vicinity of ‘ra’). This is the reason why many of the raagas 
switch over to ‘di’ from ‘da’ when they select ‘ni’. Thus the explanation 
is that ‘gi’ and ‘ni’ are contextually marked when they occur after ‘ra’ and 
‘da’ respectively and reduced ‘gi’ and reduced ‘ni’ after ‘ra’ and ‘da’ are 
strong indicators of Too i and hence avoided by other I Set raagas because 
of *AMBTONE and the Carnatic music network of raagas. As a corollary, we 
now have an explanation for why we have a raagam Bhairavi but not a raa-
gam *Anti-Bhairavi which switches the use of the ‘di’ from the ascent to the 
descent, i.e. while ‘sa ri gi ma pa di ni Sa; Sa ni da pa ma gi ri sa’ is attested, 
‘sa ri gi ma pa da ni Sa; Sa ni di pa ma gi ri sa’ is not (see chapter 2 and the 
musical demonstration of the scales of Bhairavi and Anti-Bhairavi [2.13 and 
2.14] respectively).

Consider now the raagam Riitigau a which was most probably a deriva-
tive of Mee akartaa Na abhairavi for Muttuswaami Diikshitar.218, 219 Any at-
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tempt to render his compositions in the contemporary scene with ‘da’ as 
daivatam is, at best, of academic interest. So, this raagam would constitute 
another example of a raagam which has moved away from ‘da’ to ‘di’ be-
cause of the selection of ‘ni’ as a member of the scale. 

Another, perhaps, equally strong reason for the raagam to select ‘di’ over 
‘da’ is symmetry which is a very powerful driving force in Carnatic music. 
If we look at the majority of popular raagas in Carnatic music, we nd that 
they allow symmetrical sequences of notes/similar ways of handling notes 
in the lower and upper parts of the octave. The musical demonstration below 
illustrates this point with examples from a range of raagas.

(30)  Musical demonstration
   Symmetry in the selection of notes    [  8.171]
   a. Shankaraabhara am
    sa ri ... pa di
   b. Kalyaa i
    Sa nu di ... pa mi gu
   c. Beega aa
    ni, di pa ... ma, gu ri
   d. Sahaanaa 
    ma di ... ni Ri
   e. Kaana aa
    ri pa ... ma di
   f. Varaa i
    nu Sa Ra (gi) Ra Sa ... mi pa da (nu) da pa
   g. Kaamboodi
    pa ma gu pa di ... Sa ni di Sa Ri
   h. Aarabhi
    Sa Sa, nu di, ... ma ma, gu ri
   i. Yadukulakaamboodi
    gu, ma pa, ma gu ... Di, ni Sa, ni di
   j. Sura i
    ri ma, ... pa ni, 
    ni ni, di pa ... ma ma, gu ri

One can go on and on illustrating the law of symmetry in Carnatic music. 
But surely, these examples from a range of raagas would sufce to convince 
even the skeptical reader of the importance of symmetry in the selection 
of notes and the tonal pattern of notes in popular raagas in Carnatic music. 
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Having established the importance of symmetry in Carnatic music beyond 
reasonable doubt, it would now be clear that the choice of ‘sa’ and ‘ri’ in a 
raagam would automatically favour the choice of ‘pa di’ over ‘pa da’ in a ma-
jor raagam. Thus we have two really strong reasons for the historical change 
which is a fait accompli in contemporary Carnatic music (academicians not 
withstanding), namely the Too i factor in the raagam network and the crite-
rion of symmetry. Of course, I do not deny that there are many raagas which 
do not obey the laws of symmetry which belong to the I Set as well as the 
S Set of raagas. But, nevertheless, symmetry is a strong driving force in the 
shaping of major raagas in Carnatic music.

 Let us now take a closer look at some of these raagas which were origi-
nally afliated to Na abhairavi with ‘da’ as the only or the major exponent 
of the daivatam which have over time switched the major afliation to ‘di’. 
Let me illustrate the use of ‘di’ in many of these raagas which continue to be 
listed as derivatives of Na abhairavi in contemporary music books and books 
on Carnatic music theory. The number of occurrences of ‘da’ is minimal in 
the musical lines in the illustrations showing its minor afliation. The raa-
gas I choose for illustration are Bhairavi, Mukhaari, Aanandabhairavi and 
Aabeeri.

(31)  Musical demonstration
   a. Bhairavi aalaapanai       [  8.172]
    // [ni di ni ni, da pa] [di, ni Sa, pa] //
    // [pa Gi, Ri] [ Ri Sa ni, da pa] //
    // [ma, ni di pa di ni di ni,] [da ma,] [pa di ni Sa] [ni, da pa] //
    // [pa,] [di pa di,] [ni di ni,] [Sa ni Sa,] [Ri Sa Ri,] [Sa, Ri Sa ni, 
      da pa]
   b. Mukhaari aalaapanai       [  8.173]
    // [pa ni di, ni di di Sa, Ri] [Sa ni, da pa] [da pa da ma] //
    // [pa di,] [pa di Sa,] [di Sa,] [di Sa Ri,] [Sa ni, di, ni di di,] 
    [Sa, Ri Sa ni, da pa ma,] //
    // [ma,] [pa, ni, ni da, pa] [pa da, ma] 
    [pa di Sa, Ri Sa ni di Sa Ri,] //
    // [Sa Ri, Sa ni, di,] [Sa,Ri Sa ni di ma,] [pa di, Sa, Ri Sa ni, da 
      pa] //
   c. Aanandabhairavi        [  8.174]
    // [pa, ni pa] [pa ma gi, ri] [gi ma pa ni pa] [pa, ni di pa] //
    // pa, di ni di, ni] [pa, di pa ma] [ma, pa ma gi, ri] [gi,] //
    // [gi ma pa da,] [ma pa, gi, ri] [gi ma pa ni pa Sa,] //
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   d. Aabeeri aalaapanai        [  8.175]
    // [pa ni Sa gi,] [Ri, Gi Ri Sa ni di pa] [gi ma pa ni,]
    [di, ni di pa ma gi ri] [sa ri, sa] //

Notice that in Bhairavi, the occurrence of da cannot be stated as ‘followed 
by pa or ma’ as the second phrase in the last musical line has the sequence 
‘di pa di,’. Such occurrences of ‘di’ in the great var am defy all simplistic, 
prescriptive laws. Whatever the problem with dening the occurrence of ‘da’ 
in Bhairavi, it is a minor note occurring in restricted phrases only and ‘di’, is 
beyond doubt, the major exponent of the daivatam in the raagam. 

Clearly, ‘da’ is more pronounced in Mukhaari than in Bhairavi. But once 
again it is not easy to dene the occurrence of ‘da’ and ‘di’ precisely as both 
notes can be followed by ‘ma’, though only the former can be followed by 
‘pa’. Thus it would not be incorrect to say that whereas Bhairavi is primarily 
a derivative of Karaharapriyaa with the caveat that ‘da’ occurs before a ‘pa’, 
Mukhaari really straddles two me akartaa raagas Na abhairavi and Karaha-
rapriyaa equally.

Turning to Aanandabhairavi, we nd that ‘da’ plays even more of a minor 
role in this raagam than in Bhairavi – as it occurs in only one context, namely 
after ‘pa’ phrase nally. Therefore, it would be quite appropriate to classify it 
as a derivative of Karaharapriyaa.

Finally, the contemporary, popular version of Aabeeri does not ever use 
‘da’ anywhere in the discourse and therefore must not be listed as a derivative 
of Na abhairavi at all, contrary to music books and music theory.

In this section we saw that raagas do change over time and the change is 
shaped by four criteria, namely

(32)  a. Tonal Markedness,
   b. Shifting a raagam from the I Set to the S set, 
   c. *AMBTONE in the raagam network, and
   d. Symmetry being a driving force in raagam change.

Of the four criteria listed above for Raagam change in Carnatic music, a), b) 
and c) all point in the same direction, i.e. a bipartite structure of the Carnatic 
music lexicon governed by the principle of markedness. Therefore I claim 
that raagam change is mainly driven by markedness and consequently the 
validation of the bipartite structure of the lexicon that I proposed in this 
chapter (though I must admit that considerations of symmetry are of fairly 
high priority). 
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A conclusive argument for symmetry as a criterion for raagam change can 
be constructed if we can show that a raagam can allow a reduced ‘nu’ if and 
only if it selects a ‘ma’ and not if it selects a ‘mi’. Take the case of Janaranjani. 
It selects ‘sa ri gu ma’ in the lower half of the octave, and ‘pa nu (reduced)’ 
in the upper half in the conservative tradition. If there is a ‘pratimadhyama’ 
counterpart to Janaranjani which selects the same set of notes as Janaranjani 
but selects ‘mi’ instead of ‘ma’, let us call it pseudo-Janaranjani, intuitively, I 
feel that such a raagam will not select a reduced ‘nu’ like Janaranjani as sym-
metry will force it to have higher pitch values for ‘nu’ to correspond with that 
of ‘mi’. Had such a raagam existed then we would have had a very strong ar-
gument for symmetry as a driving force in Carnatic music. But even then, the 
existence of asymmetrical I and S Set raagas of great beauty like Kiiravaa i 
(sa ri gi ma pa da nu Sa) (I Set), Suddhasaaveeri (sa ri ma pa di Sa) (I Set), 
Lataangi (sa ri gu mi pa da nu Sa) (S Set), Heemavati (sa ri gi mi pa di ni Sa) 
(S Set), Gau a (Sa ra ma pa nu Sa - Sa nu pa ma ra gu ma Ra sa) (I Set)220 with 
more notes in the lower half of the octave than the upper half and Valaji (sa 
gu pa di ni Sa) (S Set) with more notes in the upper half of the octave than 
the lower show that ‘symmetry’ is not an inviolable criterion but merely a 
high ranking one. The constraint based theory of linguistics which I am try-
ing to use for the description of the grammar of Carnatic music allows me to 
re-word the role of symmetry in Carnatic music thus. Augment Symmetry is 
a family of constraints that are high ranked in styles of Carnatic music which 
value microtonal details and are not unduly pedantic and the constraints are 
active only in scales which have scope for their application. In other words, 
these constraints examine a scale to evaluate the tonal relationships between 
notes which are in symmetrical relation in the scale. For example, ‘ra’ and 
‘da’, ‘ri’ and ‘di’, ‘gu’ and ‘nu’ are in symmetrical relation with ‘sa’ and ‘pa’ 
and ‘ma’ and ‘ni’, ‘mi’ and ‘nu’ and ‘gu ma’ and ‘di ni’ are in symmetrical 
relation with respect to ‘pa’ and ‘Sa’. The schematic representations below 
may help clarify this concept of symmetry. While Figure 1 captures some 
symmetrical relations with respect to ‘sa’ and ‘pa’, Figure 2 captures some 
of the symmetrical relations with respect to ‘ma’ and ‘Sa’.

The two gures do not exhaust all the possible symmetrical relations that 
can and do exist in Carnatic music. Firstly, some more relations can be ex-
tracted out of these 12 notes. Secondly, recall Carnatic music has a 16 notes 
scale and not a 12 note scale (see chapter 4 section 4.2, p. 76). Therefore the 
four ‘new’ notes can also, in principle, enter into symmetric relations and 
they do. Thus for instance, the notes ‘ru’ and ‘du’ and ‘ga’ and ‘na’ too will 
be considered symmetric. 
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   -gi   -ni
  -ra --  -da --
  Df Ef  Af Bf

  C D E  G A B 
  sa -- --  pa -- -- 
   ri --   di -- 
    gu    nu 

  sa       pa 
   ra       da 
    ri       di 
     gi       ni 
      gu       nu 
Figure 1.

    ma-  ni
    Fs  Bf

    E F G A B C
         pa     sa 
        mi     nu- 
       ma     ni 
      gu     di- 
      gu ma    di ni 
      gu  mi   di  nu

Figure 2.
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The family of AUGMENTSYMMETRY constraints become operational if and 
only if the scale in question admits notes which are already in symmetric 
relation. Once they are already in symmetric relation, consideration of pitch 
values, musical phrases are compared for symmetry and evaluated. For ex-
ample, take the raagam Madhyamaavati an I Set raagam with the scale [sa 
ri ma pa ni Sa]. Since ‘ma’ and ‘ni’ are in symmetric relation, the pitch 
realizations of these notes are almost identical; both notes allow, RenScale, 
red.tone pitch wave and note pitch curve renditions; both notes permit musi-
cal phrases which reect their symmetrical relation couched in symmetri-
cal phrases. For instance, the sequences [ma pa, ma] and [ni Sa, ni] can be 
rendered with identical pitch proles for ‘ma’ and ‘ni’ in musical phrases, 
namely RenScale, pitch wave and pitch curve values.

The most radical implementation of symmetry is, of course, the diachron-
ic case of raagas changing their afliation from Na abhairavi with an unsym-
metric *[sa ri gi ma pa da ni Sa] to Karaharapriya with a perfect, symmetric 
scale [sa ri gi ma pa di ni Sa].221

Thus we see that the forces which are at work in lexicon construction 
and raagam change are the same, namely reduction in markedness and an 
augmentation of symmetry in both the synchronic and diachronic grammars 
of Carnatic music. Further, it is symmetry which predicts that, for instance, 
the change that affected Saaveeri changing it from dialect A to dialect B 
[8.158] must have affected the notes ‘gu’ and ‘nu’ simultaneously and not 
sequentially changing either of the notes rst and affecting the other note at 
a later point of time. It is the constraint AUGMENTSYMMETRY that tells us that 
dialect B of Saaveeri must have lost the reduced rendering of ‘gu’ and ‘nu’ 
at the same time. 

While symmetry may be a driving force in raagam change in the dia-
chronic grammar of Carnatic music, symmetry along with concern for de-
creasing the markedness of pitch realizations of notes are the dening factors 
of style in contemporary Carnatic music with the former operative only in 
scales where notes are already in symmetric relation. 

8.10. Conclusion

In this chapter, I argued for a new classicatory system for raagas based on 
the principle of markedness – a principle well-known in linguistics. While 
the unmarked set is the S Set where notes in a scale have the least marked 
pitch values for notes, the members of the I Set are not all of equal com-
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plexity. Whereas raagas like Too i, Bhairavi, Karaharapriyaa, Kiiravaa i, 
Shankaraabhara am, Beega aa, Kaamboodi and Kalyaa i are of maximal 
complexity with many specic pitch values associated with notes and spe-
cic musical phrases sanctioned by usage from the body of compositions 
and due to frequency of handling by great musicians, raagas like Vasantaa, 
Keedaaram, Bahudaaari, Suddhasaaveeri are on the I Set periphery as they 
are minimally specied for special pitch values. And a large number of raa-
gas fall in between these two groups with varying degrees of complexity. 
Of course, it is possible to quantify precisely the degree of complexity of a 
raagam and rank the raagas in the I Set, but that is a task I leave to others. 

The amazing fact that needs to be noticed is that two groups of major raa-
gas of the I Set which share the lower half of the octave, namely [sa ri gi ma] 
and [sa ri gu ma], show such minute distinctiveness in pitch values and usage. 
The raagas in question are Bhairavi, Karaharapriyaa, Kiiravaa i, Mukhaari, 
Riitigau a, Aanandabhairavi, Aaboogi, Sriranjani, Kaanaa aa of one group 
and Shankaraabhara am, Kaamboodi, Harikaamboodi, Beega aa, Bilahari, 
Keedaaragau a, Sura i, Kamaas, Naa akuranji and Keedaaram of the other. 
While the latter group may have gathered all the idiosyncratic pitch values 
and specic sequencing possibilities over centuries of usage, the rst group 
owes its colour and distinctive variety to the greatest composer South India 
has known, namely Tyaagaraajaa, also referred to as Tyaaga Brahmam with 
reverence in Carnatic music circles. He was single-handedly responsible for 
writing the denitive grammars of Karaharapriyaa and Kiiravaa i, compos-
ing many compositions in the former but only one in the latter.222 This is truly 
a remarkable feat. It goes without saying that any one can create a raagam of 
the S Set but no other composer has, till today, created a raagam of the I Set 
complete with specic idioms announcing the individual raagam. 

(33)  Musical demonstration       [  8.176]
   [ma gi gi, ri,]      Karaharapriyaa
   [sa ri gi, ri ri sa,]     Karaharapriyaa
   [ma (di,) ri gi,]      Karaharapriyaa
   [ma, gi gi ri sa]      Kiiravaa i 
   [ma, pa ma ma, gi gi,]    Kiiravaa i 
   [ri (RenScale) gi ma pa, da,]  Kiiravaa i 

Having set up a bipartite classication of raagas, I then went on to show 
how the criterion of markedness of pitch values used for this classication 
is useful independently. Firstly, precise ranking of markedness of pitch val-
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ues is an important pedagogic tool for teaching Carnatic music. Secondly, I 
demonstrated how the distinct characteristics of these two sets are used as 
distinct performance strategies. Thirdly, I showed how the two sets of raagas 
require different domains for *AMBSEQ evaluation with the I Set taking the 
musical phrase as its domain and the S Set the Musical line. Fourthly, I ar-
gued that the direction of change is always from the I Set to the S Set, though 
the change may be partial or total, once again supporting the assumption 
in linguistic theory about change being always in the direction of greater 
simplicity/ loss of markedness. Finally, I examined the historical problem 
of many raagas changing their afliation from one parent raagam to another 
driven by the twin concern of *AMBTONE in the raagam network and the need 
for symmetry. I submit that the tools tentatively suggested in the preceding 
chapters will enable a detailed, precise description of the raagam system of 
Carnatic music which I leave for future work. 



Chapter 9
Accounting for variation in Carnatic music

9.1. Introduction

I have said several times in the course of this book that Carnatic music is 
inherently variationistic, i.e. variation-oriented. In this, the last chapter, I will 
consider in some detail the parameters along which styles can vary leading to 
an examination of two distinct styles in some depth. Let me begin by reiterat-
ing once again a point that will bear repetition. As in language, in Carnatic 
music too dialects/variations abound. Just as in language, where no dialect is 
inherently superior to any other dialect, so too in Carnatic music, all variet-
ies are inherently of the same standing. A dialect acquires the status of the 
standard not because it inherently possesses superior qualities but because 
of the social, political and economic prestige of its users. Just as in mat-
ters pertaining to language, as people evaluate dialects with adjectives like 
‘elegant’, ‘precise’, ‘educated’, ‘upper class’ etc., so too in Carnatic music, 
practitioners tend to defend their own styles using adjectives like ‘authen-
tic’, ‘emotive’, ‘melliuous’, ‘popular’ etc. The fact remains that from the 
descriptive standpoint, one dialect/style is as good as another. Of course, it 
is quite another matter when it comes to native speakers/practitioners and 
their subjective points of view. Each user continues to use her/his variety 
because she/he is convinced of its innate superiority/appeal etc. In my case 
too, though as a theoretician I ‘know’ that all styles are of equal standing, 
as a practitioner I ‘feel’ and am convinced of the superiority of my own 
style. The rather delicate issue that this discussion is leading to is that when 
I take on the task of comparing two contemporary styles of Carnatic mu-
sic, I should pick out styles I am sympathetic to, which are comparable and 
worthy of close examination (in my view). Keeping my own preference in 
mind, I have chosen to compare my own style, which I call ‘Chamber Music 
Style A’ (henceforth CMA for Chamber Music A) with that of an established, 
contemporary vocalist, Sanjay Subrahmanyan which I call ‘Concert Hall A’ 
(henceforth CHA for Concert Hall A). I will show that the distinct styles are 
born of distinct strategies driven by distinct expectations from the audience. 
While the chamber music style caters to an intimate audience, a small group 
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of more or less homogenous taste, the concert hall style caters to a large audi-
ence whose taste is usually not homogenous. While the former can expect its 
audience to respond to every nuance, detail, the latter cannot do so. Further, 
the former being addressed to a closed, small group, constrains the performer 
to be truly ‘classical’ – in the sense of avoidance of emotional/intellectual 
excess. In other words, a chamber music performer is more like a miniature 
artist who revels in subtle details. The concert hall performer, on the other 
hand, is like an artist who works on a large canvass, so to speak, and she/he 
must address every segment of the large audience, avoid unnecessary subtle-
ty, keep the melodic line uncluttered, rhythmic statements loud and clear, etc. 
Finally, I have called both varieties as style ‘A’ keeping in mind the fact that 
other possibilities exist in both types.

Getting back to the idea of dialectal variation in language, all of us 
know that dialects can vary along all and any of the following parameters: 
sounds, the way words are pronounced, differences in lexical items, newly 
coined words and sentence construction. Here are a few examples of dia-
lectal variation across varieties of English that we commonly come across. 
While American and Canadian English admit the apped pronunciation of ‘t’ 
and ‘d’ in words like ‘letter’ and ‘madder’, other varieties do not. Similarly, 
while many of us pronounce the word ‘route’ as [ruut], the Americans prefer 
to pronounce it [raut]. The word ‘momentarily’ means something different 
in American English than it does in most other varieties. In a similar vein, 
the object referred to as ‘pavement’ and ‘sidewalk’ is the same in British 
and American English respectively. Finally, people on the west of the At-
lantic say “so and so lives on X street’ and others say “so and so lives in X  
street”.223 

As in language, in Carnatic music too, variation can arise from the use 
of particular tones/notes, phrases and sequences. As I said in chapter 8, the 
lexicon of Carnatic music is the repository of de-composed notes/phrases etc. 
and one can attribute the differences across styles of Carnatic music to the 
differences in the corresponding lexicons. However, before I take up the is-
sue of distinct lexicons of Carnatic music, let me summarize briey the core 
ideas in the concept of the grammar of Carnatic music and the denition of 
style in Carnatic music; see gure 1 below.

The grammar of Carnatic music is a mediating box that interprets tones as 
notes and assigns grammaticality and style/ stylistic evaluations to the input 
submitted to it.

But the mediating device itself is shaped by two major criteria, namely 
the internal constraint set FAITHLEX (be faithful to the lexicon) and RENSCALE 
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(render as a precise pitch on the scale) and two sets of ‘external’ factors, 
namely PERFSTYLE (Performance Style) and MUSMED (Suit the Music to the 
Medium). The gure (Fig. 3, p. 34) given in chapter 2 is reproduced below 
for ease of reference.

  The lexicon 
  Network of I Set and S Set raagas 
 Ranked FAITH and RENSCALE constraint sets 

  Interpreted, structured representation 

 Interpretation of tones &  Grammaticality & 
 structured musical line  stylistic values 

Figure 1. The grammar of Carnatic music

     Style n

        C1
   FAITH    C2
   RENSCALE   C3
        C4

     Internal         External

Figure 2.

As I said earlier, a style is dened by the set of ‘internal’ constraints 
FAITHLEX and RENSCALE. These two sets are defined by two external sets of 
constraints, namely PERFSTYLE and MUSMED. I term the latter sets ‘external’ 
as they dene performance factors/criteria. We will see by and by in what 
ways these so-called ‘external’ criteria can determine the grammar, in other 
words, the ranking of the set of FAITHLEX and RENSCALE constraints. The 
box lexicon in Figure 1 is in fact made up of the networked raagas and the 
details in Figure 2 above. The lexicon is made up of the constraint set and the 
networked I and S Set raagas. 

PERFSTYLE   MUSMED
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9.2. Performance style and the medium

At rst blush the statement that ‘external’ factors determine the grammar 
seems a bit odd. In language we do not normally expect ‘external’ factors 
like lack of adequate control over one’s breath, laryngitis, memory lapse 
etc. to determine the principles of sentence construction. Well, a Carnatic 
music event is neither a ‘casual event’ like a casual chunk of conversation 
nor a fully ‘public event’ in the sense of a fully rehearsed event, an art object 
in the Western sense. However, consider the case of a discourse meant as a 
formal lecture read off a written text and a discourse which is meant to be an 
informal discussion (a part of an ongoing argument). The sentence construc-
tion in the two discourses will denitely be quite distinct with the former 
attesting longer sentences with ‘formal’ connectives like ‘nevertheless’, ‘on 
the other hand’ etc. and the latter attesting shorter and sometimes incomplete 
sentences with more informal connectives like ‘look here’, ‘hey, I didn’t 
mean that’, etc. It could be argued that the core grammars of both discourses 
are really the same with only the choice of sentence types and connectives 
being different. The point of difference between language and Carnatic mu-
sic, it could be argued, is that in language, every user has occasion to choose 
from both types of discourse (among others) and hence it could be claimed 
that the grammar is not signicantly affected by the nature of the discourse 
and that the actual output is only a matter of choice. In Carnatic music, this 
kind of distinction between types of discourse does not seem to exist. A per-
former, generally, sets the parameters of his/her style and once that is done, 
only peripheral factors vary depending on the discourse being a chamber 
music discourse or a concert hall one. By ‘peripheral’ factors I mean factors 
like the choice of compositions to be rendered, the decision to render a pal-
lavi (an item involving mastery over rhythm), etc. The style has been set, so 
to speak, and the performer is not free to make major changes as it would 
involve issues pertaining to the identity of the artist.

Actually, a more relevant point of comparison for the idea of ‘external’ 
factors impinging on the grammar in language and Carnatic music would 
be pragmatic factors shaping the grammar both in language and Carnatic 
music. If we can show that pragmatic factors can and do shape the grammar 
of language, i.e. determining the constraint ranking of its grammar, then we 
would have shown that ‘external’ factors can and do determine the shape of 
the grammar of language and that the grammar of Carnatic music is no dif-
ferent from that of the grammar of language in allowing ‘external’ criteria to 
shape its grammar. Take the example of aspirated plosives in Sanskrit, Hindi, 
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Bangla and Tamil. As I have mentioned several times, aspiration in plosives 
(p, t, , c, k) and [b, d, , , g/ is a marked feature, i.e. it is more difcult to 
pronounce /ph/ than /p/ and /bh/ than /b/. This difculty in pronunciation is 
a pragmatic markedness constraint. As this constraint is very high ranked 
in Tamil, a Sanskrit word like /phala/ is pronounced /pa am/ ‘fruit’ and the 
word /bhakti/ is pronounced /bakti/ ‘devotion’ by Tamilians. Here, marked-
ness is ranked higher than faithfulness. Apart from this general markedness, 
comparatively speaking, aspirates are more difcult to pronounce at the end 
of words than when followed by vowels (when they are released fully). This 
type of markedness is called context-sensitive markedness. Sanskrit and 
Hindi rank faithfulness above this context-sensitive markedness and so as-
pirates are always fully articulated everywhere in these languages. However, 
in colloquial Bangla, while aspirates are faithfully pronounced when fol-
lowed by a vowel, they are not pronounced when they occur at the end of 
a word, e.g. /bag/ ‘tiger’ but /bagher/ ‘tiger (genitive)’. Notice that the total 
suppression of aspiration in Tamil and the partial suppression of aspiration 
word nally in Bangla are determined by pragmatic features, namely dif-
culty in pronunciation/perception of aspirates. Thus, we see that even the 
grammar of language can and is determined by ‘external’ (i.e. performance) 
factors. Now the case of Carnatic music is no different. I have given several 
examples in the previous chapters of raagas losing some of their marked 
features as part of the process of simplication and change. I had cited the 
example of raagas like Pantuvaraa i, Janaranjani and Saaveeri which have 
lost (some of) their raagam-specic features for many contemporary per-
formers veering towards more RenScale renditions from earlier pitch wave 
or lowered pitch target value curves etc. These are examples of the pragmatic 
factor – the markedness constraint set RENSCALE determining the grammar of 
these raagas for contemporary performers. 

I had mentioned briey the role of external factors in determining the 
grammar of Carnatic music specially how the choice of performance style 
could set various aspects of the grammar of a performer. Let me take up the 
two factors for more extended discussion. Taking up performance style rst, 
let me try and enumerate the distinct features of some of the styles that come 
to mind. To begin with, it would be reasonable to assume that at the two ends 
of the spectrum we have styles which can be classied as ‘authentic’ and 
‘light classical’. While the former is a serious attempt at maintaining many 
of the values of earlier varieties passed on from ‘renowned’ musicians of the 
past, the latter is an attempt at capturing large audiences with ‘modern’ taste 
– meaning an audience whose taste is very eclectic to include lm music, 
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north Indian classical music and sometimes even jazz. The latter attempts 
to woo more and more people to Carnatic music by playing down many of 
its arcane, outdated orthodoxy, eschewing unnecessary complex pitch varia-
tions, trying to hold the attention of the audience with fast (and faster) tempo 
rendering, more of feet thumping rhythm, etc. While many of these styles 
are anathema to many performers (including myself), the important function 
these performers play in making Carnatic music accessible to larger and 
larger audience groups cannot be denied. But for the service they render 
Carnatic music, the Carnatic music fraternity may very well drop below the 
critical threshold and eventually disappear as a living language (recall the 
earlier discussion in chapter 1, p. 10).

As for the former style, I reiterate the point that I have made several times, 
Carnatic music being an oral tradition, no claim to authenticity is to be taken 
at face value. Though the line of guru-si ya (teacher-disciple) could be un-
broken, change is something that is inevitable (see discussion in chapter 2). 
There are far too many instances of schools acquiring idiosyncratic tonal 
interpretation, musical phrases and ‘distinct’ rendering of compositions (see 
below, pp. 276–281) for one to believe implicitly in ‘authenticity’. Despite 
the fact that claims of authenticity should be taken with a pinch of salt, nev-
ertheless, it is quite obvious that in many cases the effort to preserve what 
was learnt is well-intentioned and therefore to be respected and taken as 
instances of ‘authenticity’ or at least, attempts at ‘orthodoxy’. In this con-
text, we can interpret the so called authentic style as an instance of ranking 
FAITHLEX above RENSCALE in particular lexicons without assuming that this 
particular instance of FAITHLEX to be absolutely authentic. Notice, FAITHLEX 
is a relative term, what the performer is faithful to is what he/she thinks is 
authentic (irrespective of his/her lapses of memory/incomplete learning/un-
intentional variation etc). I take it that a style is authentic/orthodox to the 
extent that it has that many FAITHLEX constraints in the de-composed lexicon 
of the performer, specially, in the I Set raagas. No more, no less. Keeping this 
discussion in mind, if we consider the ‘authentic’ style (though there are ever 
so many of these), we nd that this style can never be fast paced as faster the 
tempo the lesser the details and claims to authenticity have to be substanti-
ated with details. Thus we see that the so called ‘authentic style’ is a careful 
style, replete with details (read complex pitch movements), subtle rhythmic 
distinctions, etc. Thus we see that these two major classicatory heads dene 
the orthodox and the liberal boundaries of contemporary Carnatic music.

Within this broad spectrum bounded by orthodoxy on one side and lib-
eral thinking on the other, we have quite a wide variety of styles available 
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to performers/listeners. One can aim to do one of several things with the 
audience, namely educate them, move then to tears, whip up their religious 
fervour, make them stamp their feet to the rhythm, soak them in sweetness, 
impress them with an aggressive rendering, etc. Let us look at each one of 
the above factors in some detail. If a performer takes on the role of a teacher, 
then he/she is aiming at demonstrating new techniques/ideas/compositions 
and at guiding the audience’s taste. The performing style will have to be 
slow and deliberate, with perhaps, ideas/ new elements structured from the 
simple to the more complicated as the performance progresses and important 
ideas/elements may be repeated at regular intervals to reinforce them, etc. 
If the performer aims to move his/her audience to tears, once again, his/her 
rendering will be slow and deliberate with maximum emphasis on the emo-
tive aspect of tonal renderings. To increase the emotive appeal, certain notes 
may be lengthened in an exaggerated fashion (with or without an emotional 
tremolo on the note) etc. If a performer aims to arouse the religious feelings 
of the audience, then he/she selects the kind of compositions that are ame-
nable to such interpretation, conceives a religious theme for the performance 
with items selected and arranged in a specic order. Of course, for overt 
religious feelings to overow, this planning must be combined with the kind 
of rendering that evokes emotional excess too. If a performer wants to get 
the audience to be energetically involved in the performance, the performer 
selects fast paced, familiar compositions, keeps the melodic lines as simple 
and uncomplicated as possible and the rhythm bold and obvious. Finally the 
last two styles namely the sweet/melliuous styles and the aggressive style 
seem to have a gender bias with their own characteristics in contemporary 
Carnatic performances. While the former achieves an almost ‘convent school 
educated style’ of enunciation of the language text, the latter allows the lan-
guage text to be mutilated (sometimes beyond recognition), the former is 
self-conscious, avoids emphasis and, specially the singers perform with a 
controlled voice (to be precise, avoiding a full throated rendering), the latter 
revels in creating thick and thin effects by punctuating the musical lines with 
loud emphatic prominence. In the contemporary scene, the former style is 
predominantly feminine and the latter masculine (broadly speaking, includ-
ing instrumental styles). However, if we look back on the practices of the 
last fty years, we nd that this kind of gender polarity was not so obvious 
with many women singers of genius exhibiting a remarkable range of dis-
tinct styles. It is a pity that what women singers had gained when they had to 
literally take by force what was considered the male fortress in the past fty 
years, producing a wide variety of remarkable women’s style, is now being 
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lost in unnecessary type casting of gender-based performance styles. One 
only has to consider the distinct styles of great women performers like M. S. 
Subbulakshmi, M. L. Vasantakumari, D. K. Pattamal, T. Brinda, Mani Krish-
naswamy, Srinrangam Gopalaratnam to acknowledge the fact that women 
performers had carved a fairly large space for themselves which the women 
performers of the contemporary scene are gradually relinquishing. But for-
tunately, the tribe is not altogether lost as there are a few women singers who 
sing with a majestic voice, in a full throated manner. 

I now turn to the other pragmatic criterion which determines style, name-
ly MUSMED. While discussing this criterion I will examine the nature of the 
performer’s voice as well as the nature of instruments (and their social set-
tings) which determine style. If a performer has an ‘intractable’ voice, then 
naturally complex pitch manoeuvers are ruled out automatically in favour of 
RenScale renderings. In addition, if he/she cannot render fast passages, what 
we have on hand is a stately, majestic style which has the gait of an elephant 
both in terms of speed and exibility.224 I am not denigrating this style; all 
I am saying is that this style is strictly determined by the limitations of the 
performer’s voice. In fact, we must appreciate the genius of Carnatic music 
and the intelligence of the performer to create something positive and beauti-
ful against all odds. I now turn to the instrumental aspect of MUSMED. I will 
take up two distinct styles (there may be more) which arise as a consequence 
of the capability/limitation of the instrument (and in one case the social set-
ting as well). 

Let us look at the style of naadaswaram playing to begin with.225 This 
reed instrument was really meant to accompany temple rituals. As temple 
rituals are very elaborate, lasting for several hours, this instrument had to 
be played over extended periods of time and to an audience which was ever 
changing, preoccupied with matters other than music. Because of this ambi-
ence, the naadaswaram players, I advance the tentative hypothesis, devel-
oped an ‘expansive’ style. The hallmarks of this ‘expansive style’ are lack of 
logical structuring of the entire discourse, phrases and even lines are allowed 
to be repeated several times over a period of time within the discourse, a 
grand disregard for the ‘narrow’ constraints of the rendering of notes/phrases 
and nally, the instrument allowed renderings at great speed over three oc-
taves, a tremendously fast paced coverage of all the three octaves several 
times in a musical line. Musical discourses like aalaapanai and kalpanaa 
swaram cannot be assigned any logical structure as a) they are meant to 
be taken up for extended periods of time from a quarter of an hour to an 
hour and b) any structure will be lost to the ever changing audience. Simi-
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larly, if the discourse is to be extended for long periods, repetition cannot 
be avoided and nally, at great speed, complex tonal renderings had to be  
sacriced.226

I will show how the typical naadaswaram style disregards the constraints 
governing the construction of musical phrases in I Set raagas and how in S 
Set raagas random RenScale combinations are attempted in this expansive 
style. The samples I demonstrate are based on a recording of a pre-eminent 
player of the rst half of the twentieth century.

(1)  Musical demonstration        [  9.177]
  Kaamboodi aarooha am: 
  sa ri gu ma pa (di) ma gu pa di Sa
  Naadaswaram style
  // sa ri gu ma pa di Sa // // pa di sa ri gu ma pa di Sa //
  Kaamboodi avarooha am
  Sa ni di pa ; Sa nu pa
  Naadaswaram style
  // [sa di pa] [ri sa di pa] [sa di pa di sa ri gu, ma gu]

(2)  Musical demonstration        [  9.178]
  S Set raagam Chaarukeesi
  Aaroha am: sa ri gu ma pa da ni Sa
  Naadaswaram style
  [sa gu pa ni]
  [pa ni Sa] [ni pa ni Sa] [ni pa ma gu]

Thus we see that the naadaswaram style of playing sets the performer free 
from many of the restrictions in the lexicon of I Set raagas and allows fast 
renderings and RenScale values to be camouaged in fast tempo phrases. In 
fact, the naadaswaram style was such a liberating inuence on vocalists in 
the mid twentieth century giving rise to several styles which are popular, vo-
cal styles till date. In fact, the RenScale of Dhanyaasi that I demonstrated in 
the previous chapter (p. 248) owes its inspiration to the naadaswaram style 
of playing. 

I next turn to a fretted instrument, namely the veena. If naadaswaram 
playing sacriced complex pitch values at the altar of speed, the average 
veena playing sacrices pitch complexity to the easier method of playing 
on the fret. As it is easier to play on the fret rendering RenScale tones than 
deect the string to produce complex pitch patterns, many veena players 
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sacrice FAITHLEX to RENSCALE. The illustration below is based on authentic 
practices encountered in many styles of veena playing.

(3)  Musical demonstration        [  9.179] 
  Shankaraabhara am
  scale: sa ri gu ma pa di nu 
  Fretted style of veena playing
  [pa di ri sa] [di nu gu ri] [ri gu pa ma]
  [ri gu ma di nu] [gu ma di nu Ri] [ma di nu Ri Gu]

In some cases, even orthodox veena players resort to such fretted playing 
in their aalaapanai and taanam. Since this style is accepted practice in con-
temporary Carnatic music, all that is being said here is that the style in this 
case is dictated by the nature of the instrument. I am not saying that these 
renderings are ungrammatical; but they nd no place in my style. There is 
yet another technique which many veena players attempt, namely playing 
on two strings at the same time. Needless to say, such renderings allow only 
RenScale values and that my style does not allow such experiments.

9.3. Lexical differences

So far we saw the choice of style and the limitations of the medium deter-
mining the grammar of the performer. I now turn to the differences aris-
ing from the lexicon of Carnatic music. In language, speakers have distinct 
preferences with respect to pronunciation of words (e.g. words like ‘sched-
ule’, ‘economic’ etc.), choice of lexical items (e.g. ‘search/look for’, ‘re-
turn/hand in’ etc.) and also syntactic structures (e.g. ‘Ram gave Seetha a 
book’ vs ‘Ram gave a book to Seetha’). As in language, in Carnatic music 
too, users may access non-overlapping lexicons. I demonstrate below some 
musical phrases which are distinct to schools of Carnatic music, not neces-
sarily attested in all styles of contemporary Carnatic music. The examples I 
give below (ten in all) are by no means exhaustive. They merely vouch for 
the differences between different styles of Carnatic music. The point that 
needs to be laboured is the one regarding grammaticality. As in dialectal 
differences, it is not a point of grammaticality for two dialects to have non-
overlapping dictionaries, so too in Carnatic music, one should not assume 
any of the examples given below to be ‘ungrammatical’ or contrary to Car-
natic music theory (which any way has no authority to consider any cur-
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rent usage ungrammatical). A particular phrase, or tonal contour may not 
be attested in all schools of Carnatic music; but that does not make it less 
grammatical in any sense of the word. As long as a school/style which is 
practiced/has a listener following which endorses a particular usage, that 
usage is grammatical in that particular context. No performer/listener/au-
thority has the right to brand it as ungrammatical (following the practice in 
the language science). Therefore, the instances I list below are not cases of 
‘deviant’ behaviour; merely behaviour not attested in all schools of Carnatic  
music. 

Another point that needs to be made is that these are not instances of what 
I have called ‘minor phrases’ in chapter 7 (p. 187). The sequences which I 
have termed ‘minor phrases’ are those which are attested across schools and 
which are allowed to be rendered only once or twice in the entire musical dis-
course. The instances I give below are, rst of all, not attested across schools. 
Secondly, they may or may not be ‘minor’ phrases allowed to be rendered 
only once or twice in the entire discourse. They are, rather, practices which 
do not nd sanction in all schools and hence not attested in all schools of 
Carnatic music. 

Here are a few (precisely ten) examples of such school specic practices. 
I assume that they are entered in the lexicons of the schools which attest 
them and not in the lexicons of other schools. All the examples given below 
are backed by either documentary evidence in the form of a commercially 
available prerecorded cassette or a public broadcast on the All India Radio 
by an established artist or attested in my own practice.227 

I begin with a musical phrase from the raagam Aahiri.

(4)  Musical demonstration        [  9.180]228

  Raagam Aahiri
  [pa di ni Sa,] [Sa ni, da pa]

The use of the dhaivatam ‘di’ is not generally attested for the raagam Aahiri 
in many schools as the dhaivatam that is sanctioned for this raagam is ‘da’. 
But some schools of music allow the use of the dhaivatam ‘di’ in the ascent, 
in particular, this sequence. Thus this is an instance of a style/school-specic 
entry that is part of the lexical entry of the raagam Aahiri for the style/school 
in question. However, even in such styles the choice of ‘di’ in the ascent is 
limited to a few phrases.

Here is another musical phrase which is attested in some schools of Car-
natic music in the raagam Bhairavi. 
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(5)  Musical demonstration        [  9.180]
  Raagam Bhairavi
  [Sa, ni pa ma gi ri]

The raagam Bhairavi for most practitioners does not allow one to skip the 
dhaivatam ‘da’ in the descent. This phrase is attested in a vocal style, also 
in the accompanying violin playing (in the pre-recorded cassette of an es-
tablished artist who was popular till the seventies and eighties) and can be 
traced to the earlier naadaswaram style of playing (which, as I said earlier, 
has scant regard for rules of ascent and descent in raagas). This instance of a 
‘liberal’ interpretation of the raagam is a part of the ‘liberal/expansive’ naa-
daswaram style which inuenced this school of vocal music in the early half 
of the twentieth century.

I next turn to a phrase which is attested in my own style in the raagam 
Too i.

(6)  Musical demonstration        [  9.180]
  Too i 
  [da pa ma gi ri gi, ra sa]

This is an instance of a truly minor phrase in my style as it is attested only 
once (near the end) in a discourse. For the raagam Too i, generally, only the 
ri abham ‘ra’ is allowed and not ‘ri’. Allow me to hazard a guess as to how 
this phrase crept into this raagam to begin with. The last sangati (variation) 
of the pallavi of the Tyaagaraajaa kriti Koluvamaragada, in my view, attests 
this ri abham although in eeting.

(7)  Musical demonstration        [  9.181]
  Koluvamaragada: Too i: Aadi: Tyaagaraajaa
  // ; , ni - ni da ma, / ma gi gi, gi da - da pa pa ma pa da pa da 
    ko lu va ma ra ga da
  // ma pa... 

The note transcribed as gi in italics is actually a RenScale ri (the pitch values 
can be easily ascertained in my own playing); but no one in his/her right 
senses will transcribe it as ‘ri’ as ‘ri’ is not a part of the scale of this raagam. 
But what has happened is that the two interpretations of ‘gi’ played from ‘ri’ 
are the reduced ‘gi’ and the RenScale ‘ri’ from which the following glide 
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starts. This practice has been transferred to the ‘minor’ musical phrase that I 
mentioned above.

Turning next to the raagam A aa aa here are two distinct sets of phrases 
belonging to my school and another school.

(8)  Musical demonstration        [  9.180]
  A aa aa 
  [’di Sa,]
  The grammatically sanctioned phrase ‘ni Sa’ is rendered almost as 

red.ni which may be interpreted as either ‘di’ or ‘ni’.

(9)  Musical demonstration        [  9.180]
  A aa aa 
  Sa Ri Gu, Ma Ri]

The normative phrase attested in many performers with respect to the raagam 
A aa aa is [Sa Gu, Ma Ri]. But this particular player rendered this phrase 
as notated above in (9) several times during the course of the aalaapanai. 
First of all, this is deemed to be a ‘minor’ phrase and hence to be rendered 
only once (or minimally) during the entire discourse. In this discourse, this 
particular, renowned, player renders this phrase several times attesting to its 
major status for this player.

(10) Musical demonstration        [  9.180]
  Sahaanaa
  [pa ma <gu ma ri]

The lowered ‘gu’ in the descent for Sahaanaa is a beautiful practice that I en-
countered in the playing style of an elderly veena artist I much admire. Dis-
tinctly, this lowered ‘gu’ occurs only in the phrases which are in the descent 
thus allowing the raagam three different ‘gu’s, a RenScale gu, a lowered ‘gu’ 
(which must be actually an aug.gi) and an aug.gu as well. 

(11) Musical demonstration        [  9.180]
  Kamaas
  [‘nu Sa] [Ri ‘Gi, Ri Sa]

The raagam Kamaas usually selects the scale [sa ma gu ma ni di ni pa di nu 
Sa / Sa ni di pa ma gu ma, ri gu sa]. But this unusual phrase occurs in a rare 
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jaava i (a fast paced love song) popular in our school attesting the accidental 
note ‘gi’. 

(12)  Musical demonstration       [  9.180]
   Karaharapriyaa
   [Sa (nu) di ni di] [ma (gu) ri gi ri]

The raagam Karaharapriyaa selects only [sa ri gi ma pa di ni Sa] as its mem-
bers. Yet many performers (my style included) indulge in a rare shadow oc-
currence of (nu) and (gu) in phrases like the ones indicated above. 

(13)  Musical demonstration       [  9.180]
   Beega aa
   Sa Nu di pa

The ultra-orthodox statement of Beega aa would include only phrases like 
[Sa nu pa di, pa], if at all.229 In my school, this phrase is sanctioned because 
the great Veena Dhanam has included this phrase in her rendering of the 
var am.

(14)  Musical demonstration       [  9.180]
   Sura i
   [ri ma pa di; ni (Sa) ni di pa]

The raagam Sura i, normally does not allow ‘di’ to occur after ‘pa’ in the 
ascent. But this distinctly long ‘di’ in this phrase is attested in the renderings 
of padams (love songs rendered in slow tempo) in this raagam in a certain 
style of Carnatic music. 

The differences in the lexicons of different styles, it must be noticed, are 
all with respect to I Set raagas. I cannot think of such lexical differences for 
genuine S Set raagas across schools. For instance, there are no such differ-
ences with respect to genuine S Set raagas like Lathaangi, Naagasvaraa i 
etc. The reason is not far to seek. S Set raagas lack specic construals for 
Tone, Sequence and Phrase and so no ‘innovation’ can be entered in their 
lexicons which are really empty idiosyncratically being merely networked 
scales. However, in I Set raagas the lexicons are richly specied for specic 
tonal, sequential and phrasal phenomena in addition to the *AMB constraints 
shaping the construals actively. And, innovations, new ideas can be entered 
in a lexicon only if the structure of the lexicon permits them. This is why, 
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innovative pitch renderings are attested only in I Set raagas and not in S Set 
raagas. However, even within a style, it cannot be predicted on the basis 
of any I Set raagam admitting an innovation that such innovations will be 
allowed in other I Set raagas too. For instance, in my style, while Karaha-
rapriyaa admits the eeting notes ‘nu’ and ‘gu’ as discussed above, eeting 
‘nu’ and ‘mi’ are not allowed in Moohanam (which other styles allow). Thus 
while only I Set raagas initiate innovation, the actual occurrences of innova-
tions cannot be predicted.

Thus we see that there is strong documentary evidence for distinct musi-
cal phrases in the lexicons of different styles. So far we have seen differences 
in style arising out of different performance strategies or the constraints of 
the medium (voice or instrument) and differences in the lexical entries of 
different styles. So differences in styles can be accounted for in terms of the 
lexical differences or the differential ranking of the constraints that are a part 
of the grammar of Carnatic music. 

In the following section, the last section of the book, I take a yet closer 
look at two distinct styles which I call Concert Hall A and Chamber Music 
A being the style of the renowned singer Sanjay Subrahmanyan and my own 
style respectively.

9.4. A tale of two styles

In this section I take up the task of comparing two distinct styles of Carnatic 
music, namely the concert style of Sanjay Subrahmanyan and my style which 
is a chamber music style. Before taking up the detailed analysis of our two 
styles of rendering aalaapanai and taanam in the raagam Kaana aa, I wish to 
lay out the framework of the comparison, the rationale of the prototypes of 
the two styles etc. I claim that there are broad, irreconcilable, differences in 
the two styles which make them distinct in the rst place. I wish to establish 
these differences to begin with.

Let us go over the broad differences between the Concert Hall Style (CH) 
and the Chamber Music (CM) Style which are attributable to the venue of 
the recitals. While performing for a large audience, the performer cannot af-
ford to address his/her music to any section of the audience but must make an 
attempt at reaching out to all the sections of the audience. A CH recital must 
have pace and variety, as it must cater to the tastes of all the sections in the au-
dience. The moment an artist begins to pay more attention to any one aspect 
of Carnatic music, he/she will begin to lose some sections of the potential 
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audience. For instance, if the artist likes to specialize in rare compositions, 
a large part of the audience will cease to attend his/her recitals. Similarly, if 
an artist is occupied with mathematical exploration, once again, a large sec-
tion of the audience will feel left out. Therefore, a performer who wishes to 
reach out to a large audience has to plan his/her recital with care. Selection 
of compositions must be drawn from well known ones with occasionally an 
unknown piece thrown in; a mix of languages, largely well known raagas 
with an occasional rare raagam selected just once perhaps, etc. 

A CM recital, on the other hand, has a more intimate ambience. The per-
former can address his/her music to people who show their appreciation more 
openly and something like a musical soliloquy becomes possible. Since the 
audience’s undivided attention is there for the performer, she/he can afford 
to make the structure of the musical discourse more complex in all respects. 
Depending on the audience, the performer can plan the recital to include rare 
compositions, rare raagas, rare taa as, etc. A CM recital can be a teaching 
experience, exposing the audience to new ideas. 

Thus the objectives of the two types of recitals are fairly distinct and 
therefore, in principle, the two types of musical discourses ought to be dis-
tinct in approach and execution. However, as I said earlier, not many artists 
start out as CM artists as almost all artists have ambitions of CH exposure. 
It is a simple matter of economics and social success. Thus, in the contem-
porary scene, there are not too many genuine CM artists – there are only the 
not so successful artists who do CM since that is better than not performing 
at all. This being the case, we do not see much of a difference in the think-
ing, planning and execution in the so-called CH styles and the so-called CM 
styles now a days. 

However, I can say with justiable pride that I am fortunate that my musi-
cal lineage can be traced to an artist who chose to be a chamber music artist, 
deliberately moulding her style to the requirements of her musical genius. It 
is not purely accidental that the practitioners of this school have also chosen 
to take up Carnatic music not as a profession but as an object of non-profes-
sional dedication. Therefore, the original objectives laid out by the founder 
of this style – Veena Dhanam – have not been lost till date.

I will now take up the issue of what constitutes the difference in the pro-
totypes of the two styles when it comes to the content of a musical line. As 
in a Carnatic music recital, we start our discussion with the var am. Listen 
to the renderings of the rst line of the great Beega aa var am by Veenai 
Kuppayyer in aadi Taa am, rst in the prototypical CH style and then in the 
CM style. 
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(15)  Musical demonstration230       [  9.183]
   Beega aa var am: Concert Hall Style 
   // di pa ma, gu ri sa, - sa nu di, di pa sa, sa, 
    in   ta   jaa     la
   / sa, sa nu gu ri gu, - ma ma pa gu ma ri gu ma
    mu jee
   // pa, ma di, pa Sa nu - di pa Sa ni di Ri Sa,
    si    tee
   / pa di pa ni, di, pa - ma, gu, ri gu ma pa
    ma  ni    daa u  du ra
   Beega aa var am: Chamber Music Style231

   // di pa pa pa ma, pa - ma gu ri, sa sa 
    in  nta
   / Sa; ri sa nu di di - pa di, pa sa,
    ja        la
   // sa, pa sa sa nu - sa, gu ri gu, ;
     mu      jee
   / ma ma pa, di pa ma; pa - ma gu ri, gu, gu ma
    si       tee
   // pa, pa ma pa - di pa Sa nu 
       ma   ni
   / di pa Sa nu - di Ri Sa, 
         taa
   // pa di pa di - >ni di; ni di pa 
       u 
   / ma gu ma; pa ma gu gu ma - ma ri gu gu ma pa,
    du     ra 

A cursory look at the notation is sufcient to arrive at the conclusion that 
the musical line of the CH style has ow, in the sense that the melody is not 
impeded with too many complex note interpretations/musical phrases allow-
ing it for speedier renderings. On the other hand, the musical line of the CM 
style is rich in details which can never get rendered in faster tempo. What 
is lost by way of over all tempo of a musical line is more than made up, in 
my opinion, with many more pitch ‘events’, complexities/details and subtle 
differences of rendering, etc. For instance, take the several occurrences of 
the note ‘ma’ in this musical line, the number of pitch interpretations of this 
note are undoubtedly greater in the CM style than in the CH style. Take the 
instance of the rst occurrence of this note in the musical line, for example. 

(

(
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While the CH style has the standard, normal aug.ma pitch curve for this note, 
the CM style has a at, RenScale ma which is surprising for this raagam. To 
dare to start this var am with a RenScale ma when the expectation is that 
of an aug.ma pitch curve is typical of a musical style where you expect the 
audience to pay minute attention to details which will be lost on a large 
audience. In a manner of speaking, this var am sets the standard for our 
style. Of course, we the present practitioners do not have genius to match her 
phrase for phrase. My thinking has been heavily inuenced by her rendering 
but, I am fully aware that my rendering must be but a poor shadow of her  
brilliance.

We can safely say that the two styles have different range of expressions 
starting from the tone, to the sequence, phrase and musical line. There is a 
world of difference in the output that is aimed at in the two styles. Each one 
is moulded by its own concerns and limitations. While the CH style aims at 
pleasing a large audience, the CM style aims at making its small audience sit 
up – pay attention to every nuance that is rendered. 

(16)  Musical demonstration       [  9.184]
   Shankaraacaaryam: Shankaraabhara am: Aadi: Subbaraama Diik-

shitar: Version Concert Hall A
               * *
   // ; , pa - pa ma ma, gu, / ; ri gu ri, - sa du ; nu ; 
    sha nka   raa caa
    *
   // sa , ; - ; ri sa / nu sa ri gu - ma, ; // ri gu ma 
    ryam  sri    mad
   Shankaraacaaryam: Chamber Music Style A
   // ; ; , pa, du pa - pa ma ma, gu gu ri gu,
     sha   nka   raa
   / ma gu, ri ri sa - sa sa, nu di nu
        caa
   // sa, nu sa nu sa - ; , ri; gu 
     yam     sri
   / ri, gu ri sa sa, nu sa ri - gu ma, pa, di pa
              mad
   // ma, pa ma gu ri gu ma 

Once again notice the difference in the contents of the musical lines. While 
the CH style has a owing musical line with minimal musical idioms, e.g.  
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‘pa ma ma,’, the CM style is replete with musical idioms. Another point 
worth noting is the emphatically marked rhythmic break in the middle of 
the line in the CH style where the three instances of emphatic prominence 
(marked with asterisks) make the nature of the rhythm loud and clear. This 
ending of two notes of three moras each taking off after two moras of a beat 
with the nal note on the beat (the part of the line in italics) is a well known 
rhythmic device which is obligatory in a pallavi (the main piece in a concert 
where after an elaborate aalaapanai and taanam a line of music is taken up 
for elaborate rendering). In a pallavi where rhythmic criteria are of primary 
importance, this is necessary. But if this device is employed elsewhere, it 
signals an unsubtle approach to rhythm in compositions. Notice that in the 
CM style this device is eschewed altogether. However this does not mean 
that this style does not employ rhythmic devices at all. It does as can be 
seen in the ending of the musical line where a three mora excess (as the line 
starts after three moras) is made up with the interesting rhythmic phrase in 
bold which starts one mora before the beat giving us an interesting 1+1+2 
sequence of rhythmic phrases in fast tempo. The point worth noting is that 
the rhythmic sequence in the CM style requires close listening for appreciat-
ing the rhythmic subtlety. 

Table 1. Prototypical differences between the two styles

Concert Hall Chamber Music
a. Smooth ow of the musical line Eventful musical line
b. Standard interpretation of pitch values Critical of orthodoxy at every level
c. Limited range of pitch interpretations Fully exploiting the pitch ranges
d. Minimize idioms Idioms are the staple of musical thought
e. Rhythmic phrasing boldly executed Subtlety in the execution of rhythmic 

phrasing

To sum up my analyses of the two prototypes, what we have is the char-
acteristics of the two styles laid out as a table above. Once again, I would 
like to reiterate the point made earlier that these differences are prototypical 
differences, over and above the choice of performing style, musical medium 
and individual lexical differences.

Thus we see that the irreconcilable differences in the two approaches to-
wards musical content is rmly established on the basis of the nature of the 
musical discourse. One is like a dramatic soliloquy or an aside and the other 
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is like an overheard piece of introspection; one is like a painting on a large 
canvas and the other is like a miniature painting.

Now I take up two individual styles, namely Sanjay Subrahmanyan’s and 
mine, which I call CHA and CMA respectively. Listen to the Kaana aa aa-
laapanai done by Sanjay Subrahmanyan and me. 

(17)  Musical demonstration       [  9.185]
   Kaana aa aalaapanai: CHA: Sanjay Subrahmanyan

(18)  Musical demonstration       [  9.187]
   Kaana aa aalaapanai: CMA: K. G. Vijayakrishnan 

The two factors which are strikingly different in the two styles are the in-
tensity range displayed and the way the note ‘gi’ is handled. While in CHA 
the intensity range is fairly high ranging from barely audible ‘thin’ effects 
to fairly loud emphatic effects in certain musical phrases, the intensity range 
is narrow in CMA with the intensity modulation being very subtle. This can 
be directly attributed to the ambience of the two styles, a large hall allowing 
greater loudness effects and a smaller hall not requiring such effects. A fur-
ther implication is that this style allows greater scope for exploiting expres-
sive effects with repetition, greater emphasis etc. Here are a few examples of 
this in this instance of CHA.

(19)  Greater intensity/emphatic effects in CHA
   a. * * *
    [ma ma, ma] [di di, di] [ni ni, ni] 
    [Sa Ri Gi,] [Ri Sa ni pa] 
   b.  *
    [ri gi ma pa] [ ni, pa gi,]
          RenScale gi
   c. * * *
    [ni Ri Sa] [ni Ri Sa] [ni Ri Sa] [ni pa ma] 

Such effects are systematically absent in CMA.
But with respect to everything else, the two styles are different not be-

cause of the nature of the venue but because of the details that go into the 
two styles. Here are a few stylistic differences between the two styles high-
lighted.
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(20)  Stylistic differences between the two styles
   a. The note ‘gi is handled differently in the two styles. While 

CHA has a tendency to use a higher pitch value for ‘gi’ or a 
RenScale value or a ‘gi’ pulled down from ‘ma’, CMA uses a 
pitch curve gi and also pitch spike gi to exploit the different 
‘gi’s allowed in the raagam

   b. CHA has a very beautiful pitch realization of the note ‘ma’ as 
illustrated in the musical line given below:

     *
    [ma ; ;] [pa, di pa, di] [ma pa di pa] [ma gi,]
    {‘ma’ interpreted as a note pitch curve on ‘ma’ roughly as 
    [ma, pa ma]}
   c. CMA has several unorthodox practices. Firstly, it attests the 

use of the shadow notes ‘nu’ and ‘gu’ in several phrases. 
   d. CMA also attests an unusual interpretation of the note ‘pa’ 

with an inverted note pitch curve on ‘pa’ starting from ‘di’ in 
the phrase [pa ; ;] [di, ni, Sa ni ni, pa].

Finally, a very important point for me is the lack of clichés in both styles. 
For instance, an often encountered phrase in Kaana aa is [gi ma pa ; ri] 
which is conspicuously absent in both styles. It must be clear to every one 
by now why I chose this particular CH style. Though the differences are ir-
reconcilable, it is a style that has much that I admire. 

I now turn to the taanam in the two styles.

(21)  Musical demonstration       [  9.186]
   Kaana aa taanam: CHA: Sanjay Subrahmanyan

(22)  Musical demonstration       [  9.188]
   Kaana aa taanam: CMA: Vijayakrishnan

Listening to the taanams, we nd the same distinctions that were in place 
for the aalaapanai attested, only in a more emphasized manner. Actually, as 
is well known in the Carnatic music fraternity, the taanam is meant specially 
for the veena. This is exemplied in CMA by the sheer variety of phrasing 
and the ow of different rhythmic patterns in different tempos succeeding 
each other in a most unpredictable manner.

The stylistic differences between the two styles are presented below in a 
systematic manner as was done in the case of the aalaapanai. 
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(23)  Stylistic differences between the two styles in the taanam 

   Concert Hall A:

   a. All the differences noticed in the aalaapanai are attested here 
too. For instance, here too, while CHA has a slightly higher 
value for ‘gi’ than CMA which has an aug.gi rendering with 
a pitch spike ‘gi’ thrown in occasionally. And, here too, CMA 
attests unorthodox shadow notes ‘gu’ and ‘nu’ in some phrases.

   b. The range of emphatic effects in CHA is much wider than in 
CMA, as expected. The interesting factor is the range of strate-
gies employed to carry out these effects.

    Here are a few:
    i. several iterations of short phrases, e.g. [ri sa ri]
    ii. using the ‘ja ai’ type of emphasis specic to taanam, e.g. 
     [ma ’ma, pa] {[ni sa ni ni] [pa ni pa pa] [ma pa ma ma]}
     with extra emphasis on the phrase nal notes (in italics)
    iii. adding an emotional tinge to emphatic phrases rendered 

as unadorned RenScale notes in combination with shadow 
notes (chaaya swaras), e.g. 

      * *  *
     [Ga; (Ma)] [Ri ; (Gi)] [Sa ; (Ri)]
   c. The taanam is spiced with unexpected new, untypical phrases, 

e.g. [ri sa ri gi ma] [ri sa ri pa pa ma ma,]
   d. The nale is a long drawn out sequence of phrases around ‘Sa’, 

‘pa’ and ‘sa’ done four times each time slower than the previ-
ous one – truly dramatic.

   Chamber Music A:

   e. The common place iterative taanam phrases are altogether ab-
sent or kept to the bare minimum, e.g. [gi gi ri,] [ri sa ri,]

   f. The rhythmic phrases are never repeated several times at a go 
and the phrasing is ever changing, necessitating very close lis-
tening.

   g. The tempo of rhythmic phrases also change unpredictably, e.g.
    [pa di ni, Sa ni ni pa ma gi] [[pa di ni] pa, ma] 
   h. Rendering of parallel phrases in the upper and the lower regis-

ter of the octave.
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   i. As expected, the nale is less dramatic than in CHA with just 
two rounds of phrases around ‘Sa’, ‘pa’ and ‘sa’.

9.5. Consequences of raagam music

The major thrust of this book was the argument that Carnatic music is a lan-
guage-like system with a comparable architecture of its grammar and similar 
concerns with respect to the role of the individual in the collective system. 
Just like language, we said in chapter 2, Carnatic music too admits two dif-
ferent kinds of creativity, namely the type mentioned in linguistics circles 
which we may call the every day miracle of creativity which enables every 
user to produce and comprehend sequences never before attested. But in 
addition to this kind of creativity, Carnatic music, like language, admits the 
poetic type of creativity. I would like to sum up the argument for this book 
by taking a closer look at these two types of ‘creativity’.

Let me take up the issue of the ‘every day miracle of creativity’ in lan-
guage and Carnatic music rst. As in language where every language event is 
a ‘new’ event; every discourse is new; so in Carnatic music too every musical 
event/discourse is ‘new’. In language the newness of the event/discourse is 
signaled by the individual user’s idiolect characteristics (the peculiar way in 
which sounds are articulated – the intonational melody characteristic of the 
user etc.)/her/his dialectal characteristics besides his/her world view. In fact, 
in day to day life, we go by these factors to classify individuals/recognize 
voices etc. In Carnatic music too, one recognizes the individual in an event 
by the voice/phrasal idiosyncrasies/mannerisms/special ideas etc. Thus ev-
ery accredited performer is like the user of a recognized dialect. Carnatic 
music being an art form, this ‘dialect’ is the creative effort of an outstanding 
individual. But, unlike the Western notions of ‘art’, this is still an ephemeral 
musical event – not a self conscious object of art created for posterity. Every 
musical event is an ephemeral event, ever changing – like the dialogues of 
every day life and not sacred or quotable, unlike the objects of Western art. 
That is why the Carnatic music events can never be governed by copyright 
laws. Every member of the Carnatic music fraternity has the right to borrow 
(without acknowledging) any idea, phrase, sequence, composition, etc. In 
fact, in the true spirit of Carnatic music, an event is ephemeral and its repro-
duction is valueless.232

But then, just as in the public domain elsewhere, in Carnatic music too, 
artists are ranked by listeners. What could the basis for this ranking be? Why 
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is one musician ranked higher than the other? The answer lies in our total 
constraint ranking advanced in chapter 7. The ranking is based on distinct 
features of the performer, the style – popular/academic/orthodox/…medium 
pleasant/fast paced/slow/intractable/etc. Once these preferences are set, the 
overall evaluation automatically produces the ranking for that particular user 
of Carnatic music. And ranking is based on collective evaluation. But fortu-
nately, evaluation is not always only quantitative. Evaluation could be based 
on qualitative responses to artists by the ‘more’ knowledgeable of the Car-
natic music fraternity. But whatever the nature of the evaluation, qualitative 
or quantitative, the event itself is ephemeral and not quite equivalent to the 
Western canon of an ‘art object’ which is a self-conscious object standing 
in relation to the art tradition. The idea of an artist dening herself/himself 
‘against’ a tradition which is so typical of Western Art is totally alien to the 
world of Carnatic music. In the Carnatic music world the artist does not 
have to break with the tradition/redene the tradition as the artist has to in 
the Western world. That is why the typical Carnatic musician is not a rebel 
(as the typical Western artist is – if he/she is to be taken seriously) but one 
who creatively re-interprets tradition – in the sense of a dialect being a cre-
ative re-interpretation of a language. The creativity of the artist in Carnatic 
music lies in the fact that, unlike language where this dialectal difference 
is a collective/unconscious process, in Carnatic music, it is a product of a 
creative individual’s self-conscious effort. Here lies the artistic greatness of 
an S. Balachnder (veena player) who forged his own style, a G. N. Balasub-
rahmanyan who started a school of music (although it was heavily indebted 
to the naadaswaram style of playing etc.). I shall assume that every Carnatic 
musician of ‘standing’ has forged his/her own dialect of Carnatic music and 
therein lies his/her call to greatness. 

It must be noted that what is enthroned here is not any specic art event 
but the ‘competence’ of an artist. Just as in language, a user is evaluated 
on the basis of his/her competence (abstract, unconscious knowledge of his 
his/her language) and not the actual performance. The performance could be 
marred by several performance factors like ‘nervousness’, unpreparedness’, 
‘hostility of the interlocutor’, etc. Thus we see that a genuine Carnatic music 
event is an ephemeral event which is evaluated by a set of ranked constraints 
where the ranking changes from individual to individual (style-to-style) as 
in dialects in language.

Thus we see that an object of Carnatic music is not really comparable to 
any object of Western art. While the former is an ephemeral event, the latter 
is a self-conscious object for exhibition; while the former is an overheard 
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event, the latter is a public statement; while the former has a continuous link 
with tradition, the latter has to make a conscious break with tradition. Ques-
tions of creativity are not major landmarks of break up of communication in 
Carnatic music as they are in the Western tradition. As in language, genera-
tions of Carnatic music users do not break away from established practices 
just to establish their individuality as artists do in the West. Artists in the Car-
natic tradition have a continuing tradition to uphold which is greater than any 
individual ego. Thus we see that the rst type of creativity – the every day 
event of creativity – is no mean achievement. Keeping in mind the twenty 
rst century Western canons of art, the fact that Carnatic music has stood up 
rmly against the standard Western canons of art – unlike the other art forms 
of modern India is to be noted with a special word of appreciation. Thus, a 
Carnatic music recital does not warrant a scrutiny on the lines of a Western 
music recital (mere interpretation); and at the same time it does not warrant 
a critique as an object of art (a new composition) in the Western canon of 
art. I am very happy to say that there exists at least one major art domain 
in India where the hegemony of Western/colonial canons of art do not hold  
sway. 

Let us now turn to the second type of creativity in Carnatic music. Recall 
our earlier discussion in chapter 7 regarding Content Construal. Specically, 
the construals ‘checking for new sequences’, ‘checking for new phrasing’, 
‘wit’ and ‘imagery’ are relevant for the discussion here (chapter 7, section 
7.6, pp. 207–214). The rst place where we would have to look for these is in 
compositions (as there are no recordings of earlier performers). Even among 
compositions, one nds creativity of this type which attests one of the above 
mentioned construals mainly in the great composers, namely Uuttukkaa u 
Veenka asubbayyar, Pallavi Goopalayyar, Tyaagaraajaa, Muttuswaami Diik-
shitar, Shyaamaa Shaastri and Subbaraaya Shaastri and also K heetragnya. 
In their oevre, as we know of it today, both in terms of musical structure and 
musical ideas we nd sufcient examples of the poetic type of creativity. 
Each composer has a unique musical structure of the composition (as I have 
observed earlier) and there are many instances of distinct musical phrasing 
in their compositions. Taking up the distinct types of compositions rst, it is 
stating the obvious that each of these composers had a unique approach to 
the structure of the composition vis-à-vis the musical line, the parts of the 
composition, etc. The examples cited below are a proof of this statement. It 
is unfortunate that I am not able to substantiate this statement with matching 
musical demonstrations for two reasons. Firstly, this section of the book was 
an after thought. Secondly, even if I had thought of it earlier, we could not 
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have managed to demonstrate all of them in our MP3 musical demonstra-
tions as they would have taken up too much time/space.

(24)  Compositions in the raagam Kalyaa i by the major composers
   a. Maadhava Aadi Uuttukkaa u Veenka asubbayyar 
   b. Niiducara a Aadi Pallavi Goopalayyar
   c. Sundari ni Aadi Tyaagaraajaa
   d. Abhayaambaa Aadi Muttuswaami Diikshitar
   e. Tallininnu nera Tisra Tripu ai Shyaamaa Shaastri
   f. Kaantimatiim Rupakam Subbaraaya Shaastri
   g. Kaddarivagalamaa Tisra Tripu ai K heetragnya

The structure of the composition is different in each one of the compo-
sitions above and, not only that, musical phrases are also distinct in each 
one of them. Thus the closest that Carnatic music ever got to the Western 
canon of signaling the individual artist is in the remarkable output of these 
great composers. In addition to creating different musical structures, each 
of these composers had added something to the lexicon of Kalyaa i as their 
unique contribution in terms of musical phrasing/the way the note is held, 
etc. This is a topic of another book and I will not go into further details here. 
The point that I am trying to make is that this intense degree of creativity 
where every artist was conscious of all the other artists’ output brought out 
an intense self awareness in the composers. This artistic endeavour clearly 
underlined the role of the individual artist in the artistic tradition and even 
without any clearly spelt out canon, they had forged their own form and 
their own idiom. It is a credit to the Carnatic music system that they did not 
have to lose any of the fraternity in the process of establishing their own 
style. My understanding of the situation is that the Carnatic music system 
allowed individual artists to take liberties where there was a lacuna in the 
system or where the system was silent about a certain practice. For instance, 
the composition in (24f) attests a new way of rendering the note ‘ri’ not at-
tested in any other composition.233 As I see it, these great composers were 
great thinkers, who were aware of current practices, and they made their own 
statements where they felt that the raagam would allow such an addition. 
One must be clear that even here, what one has is not quite a Western canon 
of art where the individual has the right to deal in any way he/she chooses 
with the tradition – clean break, stand it on its head, etc. What we have here 
in the Golden age of Carnatic music is a composer creating his own dia-
lect of composition and the raagam as well. That is why, even this type of 
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creativity is not contrary to the grammar but an extension. Poetic creativity 
becomes possible when the artist is intensely aware of the artistic scene and 
when there is scope for the individual to manipulate the lexicon of Carnatic  
music.

The post-trinity stage set in an orthodoxy which duly stamped out this 
kind of creativity in Carnatic music. This is a thesis that is worth a separate 
dissertation or a book. But what I would like to say here is that, subsequent 
to the Golden Age of Carnatic music what we had was an age of orthodoxy 
which went strictly by the aarooha am and aavarooha am, which lacked 
imagination, and which stamped out individual differences that went against 
it. Unfortunately, this is the voice of the majority which dictates the norms. 
The freedom that the individual artist had as a genuine member of the Car-
natic fraternity is now lost because of this hegemony of ‘prescriptive gram-
mar’. And the true nature of Carnatic music as a language-like system is 
under attack. Unless artists wake up and throw their collective gauntlet chal-
lenging orthodoxy, nothing meaningful will be achieved. 

However, I would like to point out that it was in the one and only genu-
ine chamber music style that all these prescriptive dictats were challenged. 
Veena Dhanam took on the entire orthodoxy in her 78 rpm recordings facili-
tated by Ranga Ramanuja Ayyangar. One just has to listen to her rendering 
of Beega aa var am, her Too i slookam, her Kamaas jaava i to understand 
what her engagements with the orthodoxy was. Take her Gau a rendering 
as part of the Gana raagamaalika taanam; the ni aadam that she renders is 
unique. Similarly her rendering of a miniscule aalaapanai for Broovabaara-
maa in Bahudaari is very revealing; she creates her own idioms – no ques-
tions asked. 

The point that I wish to make is that while we, the Carnatic music frater-
nity, do not toe the line of the Western artistic canons, it would be desirable 
to evolve our own critical norms for evaluating creativity in Carnatic music. 
We just have to look at the post-trinity output, by and large, to see how the 
system has succumbed to sycophancy. All the post-trinity composers follow 
blindly the Tyaagarajaa format of composition with or without the added fast 
tempo lines on the lines of Muttuswaami Diikshitar (and that too without 
the nesse of that great composer.) That there has been no major re-think-
ing on the nature of the composition for the last one hundred years is a sad 
reection on the Carnatic music scene. The post-trinity scenario was a major 
imitative scenario. Tyaagaraajaa’s disciples/grand disciples etc. saw to it that 
his model was adopted for new ventures. Ever since the trinity and the major 
composers, no new ideas have been added to the lexicon. 
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As opposed to the Western, fractured view of tradition where every gen-
eration has to dene itself anew, in Carnatic music, the need to be different 
is not so overwhelming. Just as in language, every generation of language 
users would be changing the language in ever so many small ways, so too 
in Carnatic music, every user (of standing) would be doing that in ever so 
small ways; however this act of creativity should not be devalued vis-à-vis 
creativity in the Western framework of art. But sadly, in the eld of Carnatic 
music, there has been a very serious attempt at stamping out any effort to 
rebel against a prescriptive tradition. 

In the nal count, I would like to sum up the scene thus: Composers, who 
should exemplify ‘poetic creativity’ in Carnatic music have not been visible 
in plenty; performers who can defy orthodoxy are almost non-existent. In 
such a scenario, how is it possible for creativity to ourish in Carnatic mu-
sic? There is no room for creativity, only scope for polishing one’s concert 
hall poise. Thus we see that, of late, the performance/presentation factors 
of Carnatic music have come to the fore; what matters is the packaging, not 
so much the content/the competence of the artist. Carnatic music becoming 
more performance-oriented is indeed an unfortunate development. It means 
that it is no longer a spontaneous event like everyday language, but a well re-
hearsed performance where every detail has been pre-meditated, thoroughly 
rehearsed and the attention is more on performance values like stage ap-
pearance, sound enhancement (more often than not over-enhancement), a 
mechanical (almost factory line) approach to concert planning and execution. 
Thus, along with prescriptivism, this concern for performance values have 
stamped out creativity of both kinds from the contemporary scene. 

9.6. Conclusion

In this chapter we saw that the differences between any two styles can be cap-
tured as a consequence of several interacting factors, namely performance 
style, performer style, medium, lexical differences and nally ranking/re-
ranking of constraints both grammatical and stylistic. The brief comparison 
of two distinct styles bore out this claim in every way, listed in (20) and (23) 
above. For instance, if the set of constraints pertaining to emphatic promi-
nence are reconstituted to include new strategies mentioned in (20) and (23) 
above and ranked high, then that would explain the CHA discussed above.

Thus, I have managed to cover the range of topics I had set out to do, per-
haps just barely so. I had taken on the task of determining the contents of the 
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grammar of Carnatic music from the level of the tone, sequence, phrase and 
the line and at the same time establish the mechanism which will evaluate 
the style and the stylistic functions of a line of Carnatic music. At the same 
time, having applied the ranked constraint-based approach I was able to ex-
plain the nature of variation across users in Carnatic music. 

However, what I have managed to accomplish is only to lay the ground-
work for a future Grammar of Carnatic music and hinted at what this gram-
mar of Carnatic music would look like, more or less. At the practical level, 
the framework established here can be applied to detailed analyses of raagas, 
composers, performers etc. which would then constitute the body of research 
on Carnatic music that would then feed research programmes on Universal 
Musicology, comparing Carnatic music with other musical systems. Such a 
research programme on Universal musicology would, hopefully, throw light 
on the music faculty in humans. Needless to say, these are merely specula-
tive at this point of time.



Appendix 1
A note on the Roman notation

It has not been possible to supplement the Roman notation of Carnatic music sam-
ples in the book with staff notation due to unforeseen circumstances. Therefore, I 
shall provide a detailed guide to the interpretation of Roman notation used in the 
book for the convenience of Western scholars. To begin with, as I had explained in 
the text, we must begin with the names of notes. I repeat below, for ease of reference, 
the keyboard diagram and the names of the notes in Carnatic music that I will be 
using throughout the book.

   ru   du
  ra gi mi da ni
  Df Ef Fs Af Bf

  C D E F G A B C
  sa ri gu ma pa di nu sa
   ga    na

Figure 1. The Carnatic 16 tone system

With four of the twelve notes performing dual functions, we have a sixteen note 
octave in Carnatic music and the names of the notes other than sa – C, pa – G, ma 

– F and mi – F sharp, all the other notes have three versions each, namely Xa, Xi and 
Xu where ‘X’ stands for ‘r’– D, ‘g’ – E, ‘d’ – A and ‘n’ – B as a prototype and not the 
specic note of the scale. 

Take the rst sample of Carnatic music below: The raagam Madhyamaavati se-
lects the notes ‘sa, ri, ma, pa, ni Sa’ (upper case indicates upper octave and under-dot-
ting the lower octave). A word of caution at this point. The notation whether Roman 
or staff is only a rough skeleton and will not match the music in exact pitch values 
as has been explained at great length in chapters 4 and 5. The ‘ni’ will not match the 
exact note B at as it will be a minor pitch deection from a point slightly lower than 
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B and targeting a pitch value higher than B in this particular phrase. Similarly the 
last note indicated as ‘ri’- D will not be a steady pitch value of the note ‘ri’- D but a 
pitch wave going a bit higher than ‘ri’. Thus the notation does not reect exactly the 
way the music is rendered. The notation in the book is adequate for those trained in 
Carnatic music for interpretation but a mere prop for the music demonstration audio 
clips in the accompanying MP3 collection.

(1)   Raamakathaa Madhyamaavati    [  1.6] 
   Tyaagaraajaa Aadi
   // ; sa, - ni sa ri sa / ri,
    ra: ma ka tha:

   

 ra: ma__ ka tha:..

Apart from the keys to individual notes the point that needs to be explained in some 
detail is the nature of musical timing, the beat and the beat cycle in Carnatic music. 
The part of the line above if represented as a structured line of music will have to be 
represented as shown below: 

(2)   // [; ’sa, - ni] [’sa ri sa / ri,]...

where brackets enclose musical phrases, ’ stands for musical prominence and the 
slant lines and hyphens stand for beats of the rhythm cycle. It will be noticed that 
musical prominence need not coincide with the beat of the rhythm at all – a notion 
of considerable amazement to Western musicians and hence rather difcult to cap-
ture in Western staff notation. Although the literature on rhythm in Western music 
and poetry do bring up the issue of musical or linguistic rhythm not attested on 
every beat or beats falling on adjacent elements, the issue is rather different here in 
Carnatic music. It is not just the case that musical prominence may not occur on the 
beat, but it may occur elsewhere, before, on or after the beat and that too at minutely 
specied timings from a beat that is intriguing to the uninitiated. 

Every taa am can be rendered with two moras to an even beat, and also three, 
four, ve, seven and nine moras to a beat in complex rhythmically set ‘pallavi’ pas-
sages. The music demonstrations in the book attest only two and four moras to a beat. 
In addition to the even timed rhythm cycles of eight beats to a cycle (Aadi taa am) 
and three beats to a cycle (Ruupaka taa am), Carnatic music also attests beats of un-
even duration, e.g. the tisra tripu ai as a caapu (shortened version) has three beats of 
three, two and two moras (or their double). Even in the demonstration version above, 
though the entire sequence ‘sa ri sa ri,’ belongs to one phrase with prominence af-
ter the beat, the Western notation does not allow a beat to occur in the middle of a 

8
4
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phrase and so the phrase has to be split as [sa,] [ni sa] [ri sa] contrary to the musical 
structuring in Carnatic music. Thus the notation is only a rough and ready reference 
and not to be taken as God’s truth. And denitely, the Western notation is still farther  
removed from real phrasing and prominence in Carnatic music. 



Appendix 2
Another take on the mathematics of the twelve notes

This appendix is informed by the extensive comments from Paul Kiparsky (p.c.). 
The pitch values of my veena are amenable to yet another explantion. Setting aside 
both the precise and equal tempered cent analysis of Western music (due to orches-
tral compulsions) and the values postulated by Indian musical theory, if we take a 
closer look at the actual pitch values of my veena, it is possible to offer a simpler, 
mathematical explanation for the twelve note boundaries in an octave. I reproduce 
the notes, their pitch values on my veena and the mathematical ratios that they re-
veal.

 Note Pitch value Ratio
 sa 164 1/1
 ra 172 16/15
 ri  184 10/9
 gi 195 6/5
 gu 207 5/4
 ma 220 4/3
 mi 233 11/8
 pa 248 3/2
 da 261 8/5
 di 277 5/3
 ni 294 16/9
 nu 311 15/8
 Sa 330 2/1

The simpler the ratio the less marked the note in the scale.
Thus the notes in the increasing order of markedness are as shown below:

sa > pa > ma > di > gu > gi

This scale of markedness may presumably be reected in the pentatonic scales 
found in the far eastern music systems. The notes with more complex ratios, i.e. 
ra, ri, mi, da, ni and nu are more marked than the notes listed above. While this 
reects our intuition about the greater markedness of the notes ra, mi, ni and nu 
there are several probems raised by the markedness rankings. Firstly, the intuitively 
felt lesser markedness of ri is not reected here. Secondly, the relative markedness 
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of da does not get reected correctly. Thirdly, the predicted lower markedness of gi 
seems counter-intuitive, presumably because of my Carnatic music bias. However, 
this ties in partially with the interpretation of the rst four notes of Saama Veedaa 
scale (see Ayyangar (1972)), namely [ni sa ri gi]. But notice that ri is not part of our 
lesser marked set. Fourthly, intuitively, one of the notes ni or nu should have been 
in the less marked set. Going by the relation [ni sa ri gi] we can expect the four note 
follow up sequence [ma pa di ni] which is supported by one interpretation of the 
Saama Veeda scale (Ayyangar). However, if we go by the least marked set and look 
for symmetry, the set [sa (ri) gu ma] allows us to expect [pa (di) nu Sa], giving us 
the Western major scale. Only a more nuanced exploration of scales employed by 
diverse music systems across the world will enable us to take the issue to the next 
level of research. 
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An annotated selection of Carnatic music webpages 
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Appendix 4
Carnatic music glossary

Aarooha am: ascending scale
Avarooha am: descending scale
Aalaapanai: free exploration of musical ideas within the space allowed by a raagam. 

Composers (a select few only):
Aadiappayyer, Paccimiriam: this composer is known only for one great mas-

terpiece – viriboo i, the Bhairavi Raagam A a taa a var am. He was also 
Shyaamaa Shaastri’s guru.

Diikshitar, Muttuswaami (1775-1835): The youngest of the Carnatic music trin-
ity; musically, he was the most adventurous of the three; he liked to explore 
new possibilities in old raagas, redene their peripheries, so to speak; he was 
open to experiment with raagas from the north; however, the large majority 
of his experimentation with new raagas in the Maayaamaa avagau a scale 
are not all that successful as they remain of academic exercises (at least for 
me). In contrast, Tyaagaraajaa’s experimentation with the Harikaamboodi 
and Shankaraabhara am scales have produced an enormous number of new 
raagas which have been accepted by the Carnatic music fraternity widely.

Goopalayyar, Pallavi: A senior contemporary of the trinity; has a few great 
var ams to his credit and an entirely different approach to composition 
though not a prolic composer.

K heetragnya: Varadaiah, later known as K heetragnya was the author of a great 
many padams – love songs of which only less than a hundred are available 
to day with notation and text. This model of an erotic text set to music in a 
leisurely pace set the trend for later padams in Tamil in the times of royal 
patronage to Carnatic music and dance (late eighteenth and nineteenth cen-
turies). 

Shaastri, Shyaamaa (1763-1827): One could say that this was a composer closest 
to pure musical expression as his language text was clearly of secondary im-
portance; he did not explore a great range of raagas and his output is meager 
when compared to the other two; still, his approach to raagas and taa as was 
unique and his style of composition was also unique. 

Shaastri, Subbaraaya (1803-1862): The son of Shyaamaa Shaastri had the dis-
tinction of learning from his father and also Tyaagaraajaa. He incorporated 
many features from all the three great composers.
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Shivan, Paapanaasam: a twenty-rst century composer; called modern Tyaaga-
raajaa, he was a prolic composer in Tamil (a few compositions are also in 
Sanskrit); he composed in a range of raagas in simple style sometimes in-
corporating the fast tempo nale passages that Muttuswaami Diikshitar was 
justly famous for.

Tyaagaraajaa (1767-1847): unarguably the greatest composer of Canatic music; 
contributed immensely to the development of ‘creative’ music “manoodhar-
ma sangiitam” in the realm of sangati – variation on a line of music leading 
to niraval, swara singing, etc. But he was rather orthodox when it came to 
exploring raagas.

Veenka asubbayyar, Uuttukkaa u: A clearly pre-trinity composer of a distinct tra-
dition; he must have been one of the earliest to compose in Tamil; he seems to 
have had a distinct approach to well known raagas and has many new raagas 
to his credit (going by the claim of his twenty-rst century descendent).

Gamakkam: the systematic exploitation of inter-tonal pitch frequencies. In this con-
text, in this book I make the systematic distinction between the terms ‘tone’ and 

‘note’: while the former refers to the pitch rendering, the latter refers to the inter-
preted note of a scale/raagam.

Guru-si ya: teacher-disciple; the relationship between the teacher and the taught is 
‘supposed’ to be more than a mere teacher-student relationship; it was a kind 
of live-in studentship with all the resultant hardship/exploitation which nobody 
wants to talk about.

Raagam/raagas: a melodic exploration of a set of notes (with or without a prohibi-
tion on specic note sequences). Through use, raagas can and do acquire idiosyn-
cratic tonal/phrasal specications.

Sangati: variation on a line of music in a composition.
ruti: 1. alignment with the pitch; 2. microtone; a pitch interval approximately 20/25 

cents above or below a semi-tone or a tone but never exploited as a static pitch 
target.

Swaram (ci aswaram): A set rhythmic piece composed by an artist (not necessarily 
the composer) appended to the anupallavi and cara am (if present) of a composi-
tion.

Swaram (kalpanaaswaram/swarakalpanai): Extempore rendering of notes with or 
without rhythmic planning appended to a line of music of a composition or the 
pallavi. The point of interest is that each exercise of kalpanaaswaram must end 
at a point which is determined by the take off point of the line of the composition. 
More orthodox styles insist on more stringent conditions, e.g. “the ending of the 
kalpanaaswaram should always lead to the end in an upward movement of notes” 
etc. Of course, this is not a sacred rule that all styles respect. Therefore, depend-
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ing on the style, we could nd a diversity of views on this matter. Further, we 
also have mathematical schools which revel in complex mathematical formulae 
being tested in the arena. 

Types of composition:
Bhajana: a musical composition of simple, repetitive structure which is rendered 

in chorus with simple lyrics with devotional content.
Jaava i: a quick witted, nimble paced, love song.
Janya: a derivative raagam of a full scale, i.e. mee akartaa. It can be full scale 

either in the ascent or descent and also a vakra raagam avoiding some linear 
sequences of notes. It can also have accidental notes drawn from outside its 
parent mee akartaa’s scale.

Kiirtanai: this composition type was rst set in place by the father of Carnatic 
Music – Purandara daaasaa and rened by the later composers. The norm of 
the kiirtanai is a three part composition: the pallavi – introduction; the anu-
pallavi – the antithesis; and the chara am which is a resolution of the musical 
theme, in a sense. However, there are great compositions which go against this 
prototype. We have compositions which have multiple chara ams; we have 
compositions which do not have an anupallavi (but only a sama icara am) 
and nally we have great swarajatis which have a great many chara ams.

Niraval: a melodic/rhythmic exploration of a line of music in a composition or 
the line of a pallavi.

Padam: a lovely, slow, seductive melody framing a love song.
Pallavi: a line of music such that the syllables of the language text are arranged ac-

cording to rhythmic principles; this line is elaborated (as niraval (see above)) 
and then rendered in double tempo and also sometimes three moras to a beat 
tempo known as tisram (three) and then kalpanaaswaras are rendered in the 
slow and fast tempo leading to kalpanaaswaras in different raagas (optional). 
This is usually the piece de resistance in a Carnatic music concert. The taa am 
selected may be moderate to very complex, with difcult take off points at 
specied points after the beginning of the taa am cycle or even before it. 

Taa am: a beat cycle; a taa am may consist of several parts, e.g. a beat with the 
down turned palm, counting of beats with the ngers starting from the little 
nger to the thumb (and there could be more than one cycle of nger count-
ing) and the beat denoted by the upturned palm. The interval between beats 
may have one to four moras depending on the na ai ‘gait’ whether the kriti 
is in the slow tempo or fast tempo etc. Longer intervals between beats allow 
sub-beats to emerge as a possibility. And pallavis also admit beats of 5/7/9 
moras to a beat.
A a taa am: this particular rhythm cycle is a fourteen beat cycle of two rounds 

of 5 beats (one down turned palm and four nger counting) and two 
rounds of beats with the down turned palm and the upturned palm.
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Types of composition: Taa am (continued):
Jampai: a three beat cycle of uneven beats of 2, 1, 2 moras (or their double).
Ka a caapu: Ka a means that a rhythm cycle of ve or ten beats is short-

ened to three beats of 2, 1, 2 moras (or their double).
Misra caapu: Caapu means a shortened form and misra means seven; thus 

this name refers to the Tisra Tripu ai which is performed as a three beat 
cycle.

Ruupakam: a three beat rhythm cycle of even beats.
Aadi: an eight beat rhythm cycle of even beats.
Tisra Tripu ai: a three beat cycle of uneven beats of 3, 2 and 2 moras (or their 

double).
Tillaanaaa: a rhythmic composition with a bare minimum of language text in the 

chara am. It has passages set to rhythmic syllables.
Var am: A two-part composition rendered at the beginning of the recital; it has a 

pallavi anupallavi two-in-one rst movement with a solfa/note/passage and 
second movement – chara am with a line of music followed by four to ve 
solfa passages. There are several kinds of var am which have a slightly dif-
ferent make up which need not concern us here; in the kind of var am that 
is relevant for our discussion the language text is kept to the minimum (and 
kept to the arcane undemanding level) and therefore, this is one of the in-
stances of ‘abstract  music’ in Carnatic music. 

Taanam: exploration of semi-rhythmic ideas within the domain of a raagam [2.87 
& 2.89].

Tone vs. Note: in this book by tone I mean the actual pitch rendering; by note I mean 
the interpretation of the actual pitch rendering as a note of the raagam.



Notes

1. “The language of the book and the material in it indicate that Brihaddeesi belong 
to the 9th century and not earlier.” R.R. Ayyangar (1972: 51).

2. Or Old Tamil to contemporary, colloquial Tamil for that matter and the musical 
practices described in ancient Tamil texts to contemporary Carnatic music.

3. T stands for taa am (the beat cycle), A for Aadi taa am, R for Ruupaka taa am, 
MC for Misra Caapu taa am.

4. Listen to these compositions in the MP3 collection. The numbering allows you to 
listen to the specic piece of music demonstration that is under discussion. The 
rst number refers to the number of the chapter and the second number to the 
particular piece of music demonstration.

5. The point at issue here is not whether other systems of music are legitimate and 
of equal standing as Carnatic music. The point I am making, perhaps, a bit too 
emotionally, is the gradual depletion of the Carnatic music fraternity. 

6. Whether other forms of art are also equally ‘cognitive’ is a large issue and I do 
not wish to get into the discussion.

7. N.S. Srinivasan’s inaugural address at the Ranga Ramanuja Ayyangar Centenary 
Celebrations, 30th March, 2002, Hyderabad. However, not all practicing musi-
cians pay attention to such minute details. It is amusing to note that there is a 
commercially available audio recording where the vocalist carefully follows the 
notation of the composition Raamakatha after every line of kalpanaaswaram and 
the violinist keeps playing the rst line of Paalintsukaamaak i after his kalpana-
aswaram assays. This shows the level of sensitivity of the accompanying artist.

8. The modern bhaktas deserting Carnatic music to other systems of music is a 
comparable case. 

9. The teevaaram and tiruppugazh are an exception as they are of amazing musical 
and rhythmic complexity. But they were really esoteric disciplines.

10. A two part composition performed at the beginning of a concert, said to be excel-
lent for training the voice.

11. Improvisation on a line of the composition.
12. Also called swara kalpanaa. It is generally attempted from a unique line of a 

composition where strings of rhythmically designed musical phrases (sung as 
‘notes’) are composed on the spot to merge with the starting point of the cho-
sen line of composition after each attempt at kalpanaaswaram. In some cases, 
minor variations of the starting point of the line of the composition can also be 
attempted such that the point at which the kalpanaaswaram ends and the line of 
the composition starts vary minimally. For example, in the composition Bhaja-
ree of Muttuswaami Diikshitar in the raagam Kalyaa i, if the line “deevi shakti 
biijoodbhava” is selected for rendering niraval (rhythmic variations on the line) 
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followed by kalpanaaswaram, it is possible to match the end point of the kalpana-
aswaram such that one smoothly starts the musical line “deevi...” which occurs 
at the beginning of the rhythmic cycle (taa am being tisra tripu ai of three beats 
of six, four and four moras) or “...shakti...” which occurs after 12 moras into the 
cycle or two moras before the new cycle.

13. The gems in the raagas Naa ai, Gau a, Aarabhi, Sri and Varaa i.
14. Set rhythmic lines tagged on to the second and third movements (if present) of 

the composition.
15. It will be noticed that there is basically a conict of interest here between the 

music ‘theorist’ and the music practitioner. While the former stands for the prin-
ciple of ‘non-judgmental acceptance of variation’, the latter is committed to the 
interests of particular styles (for purposes of continuity etc.). The shrewd reader 
will gradually discover that this book has a hidden agenda supporting the latter’s 
interests.

16. But I shall not dene the terms ‘competent’ performer and ‘intelligent’ listener 
and leave it to the imagination and understanding of the Carnatic music frater-
nity. 

17. For the time being, ignore the absence of ru, ga, du and na. The logic of the labels 
will be explained in chapter 4 section 4.2, pp. 76–79.

18. I am grateful to Francois Dell for the discussion on the scale as an unordered 
set. 

19. Of course, this is too simplied a statement and is not accurate. 
20. I am grateful to Geetha Durairajan, Deepti Ramadoss and Saumya (p.c.) for 

bringing the issue of structure dependence to my attention. 
21. The reason is that this phrasing will signal another raagam. See chapter 6 for an 

extended discussion of ambiguity and how it is a sign of ungrammaticality in 
Carnatic music.

22. The pronoun in (13b) allows other interpretations too.
23. Perhaps the practice of ruti bheedam – ‘modal shift’ in Carnatic music where 

during the elaboration of one raagam another raagam is hinted at is an instance 
of displacement, although limited. I am grateful to Professor Saskia C. Kersen-
boom for bringing this to my notice. It seems in Bharatanaatyam it is possible to 
quote someone or refer to an event outside the domain of reference of the dance 
using special gestures. See chapter 7, pp. 223–225.

24. Padma Varadan and N.S. Srinivasan have conrmed this for me (p.c.).
25. Due to oversight, the music demonstration was grouped with those in chapter 6.
26. The evidence is in a pre-recorded cassette rendering by a famous musician I ad-

mire very much.
27. These are obviously performance oriented constraints. But it is not difcult to 

give them a listener orientation and reformulate them slightly.
28. Current approaches to the phonetics-phonology interaction is markedly prag-

matic/functional.
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29. See chapter 9 for a fuller discussion. 
30. My concern in exploring the grammar of Carnatic music too has the same ulti-

mate goal, namely to discover the universal principles of pitch and rhythm that 
make music possible in humans (see the last sections of chapters 5 and 7 for a 
fuller discussion).

31. And in spite of the teachers’ efciency/insistence etc., for more than a decade, 
many children just do not manage to learn a second language (or the standard va-
riety of their rst language, if it is very different from the variety that they speak 
at home) that efciently. Certainly food for thought. 

32. Of course, this principle does not work in second language learning situations. 
The reason is that by the time the child takes on the second language, he/she has 
already learnt the rst language and xed many of the generalizations in a certain 
way. These old habits die hard and hence the persistence of these rst language 
traits in the second language. 

33. See Vihman (1996).
34. The commonly encountered observation about people with different language 

backgrounds not being able to produce certain sounds of certain languages being 
attributed to genetic traits, in fact, has nothing to do with the anatomy of the oral 
tract of distinct linguistic communities. It is purely a matter of language habit. 
Take the case of the supposedly difcult Tamil sound ‘ ’ in the word ‘pa am’ 
‘fruit’. In fact, the American English pronunciation of the ‘r’ in ‘car’ is fairly sim-
ilar to the sound in Tamil. But the context in which the sound occurs in American 
English is very different from the context in which it occurs in Tamil and that is 
the reason for the difculty for Americans. It has nothing to do with the suppos-
edly ‘superior’ lingual anatomy of the Tamils. 

35. Not to ignore the part that lip rounding plays in the production of vowels.
36. The last sound stands for the vowel in the standard British pronunciation of the 

word ‘dog’.
37. Also conceptually complex.
38. Southern Tamilians and Malayalam speakers will vouch for this as they pro-

nounce English words like ‘temple’ and ‘wrinkle’ as ‘temble’ and ‘ringle’ respec-
tively.

39. The question that might arise at this stage is “why should languages select 
marked elements at all?” This question is prompted by the assumption that we 
have marked and unmarked elements and that only a ‘funny’ (impractical?) lan-
guage would choose to select marked elements.There are several problems with 
this assumption. First of all, markedness is a relative term. A supposedly marked 
element may turn out to be unmarked in certain contexts, with respect to some 
other segment set. Secondly, we have to consider markedness in a holistic way. 
We may reduce markedness at the level of the segment but increase it at the level 
of the word. Take the hypothetical case of language X. Assume that X selects just 
three consonants /p, t, k/ and three vowels /i, a, u/ and only CV (open) syllables, 
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i.e. nine syllable types only. For this language to build a reasonable vocabulary 
of nouns and verbs of say 10,000 words, a large number of words would have 
to be very long. To be precise, it will have a miniscule vocabulary of mono-, di- 
and trisyllables but its quadrisyllables would come to 6561 words, 65.61% of its 
total vocabulary. This is not taking into account morphologically complex words 
like verbs inected for tense, mood and person, number and gender and nouns 
for case markers. When these endings are added, the inected verb may turn out 
to be several syllables longer (Ramadass p.c.). Therefore, including these mor-
phological indicators, this hypothetical language would end up having words of 
great length, say words of eight, nine syllables or even longer. However, if the 
language decides to add two vowels and two consonants to its inventory, it would 
not have to have any quadrisyllables but its trisyllables would still constitute 
93.5% of its total vocabulary and its inected vocabulary be ve or six syllables 
long. However, most ‘normal’ languages have a larger vocabulary than 10,000 
words and a fairly large part of the vocabulary is made up of short words, i.e. 
mono- and disyllables. This is why languages prefer to select marked segments 
to overcome the problem of having marked word length. However, language 
types fall into different groups when it comes to their preference for word length. 
Take the case of most of the languages of the Far East which prefer monosyl-
lables and consequently have to select many marked segments (e.g., voiceless 
nasals, voiceless liquids [l and r] etc.) and also tones as distinct elements in vo-
cabulary building. Markedness is not a simple uni-dimensional matter. Complex-
ity has to be computed at different levels, segmental, syllable structure, number 
of syllables in a word etc. There is a trade-off between markedness at different 
levels. If segmental markedness is low and syllable markedness is also low (i.e. 
the language selects only short, open syllables), then the pressure of vocabulary 
building would force the language to choose polysyllabic words and markedness 
at the level of the word would be very high. Further, markedness is a complex 
issue which needs to be computed holistically – in the areas of phonetics, pho-
nology, morphology and syntax.

40. For ease of presentation I ignore the details of disyllabic loan words like /guru/ 
‘teacher’ and even native words e.g. /paru/ ‘pimple’, disyllabic words which have 
a rounded vowel in the rst syllable e.g. /ko u/ ‘mosquito’ and hypocoristics 
(short forms of proper names like /paddu/ for /padma/ etc.) which can and do end 
in the vowel /u/, at least in my dialect.

41. Morpheme-initial syllables. We do have sufxes like -um] ‘conjunctive sufx’, 
-um] ‘3rd neuter singular sufx etc. which attest the vowel /u/.

42. For ease of presentation, I simplify the constraint as *ASPIRATION. Actually the 
constraint would have to be spelt out in terms of articulatory/acoustic character-
istics. 

43. This is not the actual constraint that has been proposed in the literature. This 
simplication has been done keeping the lay reader in mind. 
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44. Of course, across generations of Tamil speakers, since aspirates have never been 
pronounced anywhere, Tamilians would have assumed the input representation 
of a word like /bhakti/ to be actually /bakti/. Since aspirates are never found 
in output representations, the question of IDENTIOASPIRATION (FAITHASPIRATION) 
playing a role in the grammar of Tamil does not arise. The inviolability of *AS-
PIRATION renders the feature aspiration totally invisible in the grammar of modern 
Tamil.

45. Another major difference between standard theories of linguistics and OT is the 
latter’s claim to non-derivationality. Sufce it to say for our purposes that unlike 
standard theories where representations are taken step by step through several 
stages of derivations, OT takes an input and arrives at the optimal output by 
evaluating all the logically possible representations simultaneously.

46. Unless otherwise specied, by Tamil I mean contemporary, colloquial Tamil, 
specially my own dialect – the Brahmin dialect spoken in Chennai.

47. Further, the nal /m/ is deleted rounding the preceding low vowel and making 
it nasalized and /n/ is also deleted nasalizing the preceding vowel. That leaves 
/ / which is protected by faithfulness. Therefore even the nal nasal deletion is 
driven by the constraint which prefers nal vowels in words. 

48. Even the nal / / in the feminine sufx is deleted to satisfy the requirement that 
words end in vowels. Interestingly, while the present , singular feminine /r-aa / 

~ /kkr-aa / and the past singular feminine ending /d-aa / ~ /nd-aa / ~ /tt-aa / de-
lete the nal / / without changing the quality of the preceding vowel, the future 
tense /v-aa / and /pp-aa / delete the nal / / concomitantly rounding the preced-
ing vowel (and raising it to /oo/). These details are excluded from the discussion 
for ease of presentation. 

49. For ease of presentation, I will not integrate constraints specic to vowel quality 
into the ranking here.

50. Notice that the transcription is that of my own dialect where /s/ is sometimes 
pronounced / /. 

51. The analysis offered here is not fully satisfactory and it requires another con-
straint specifying the nature of the edges of words/morphemes. But as that will 
take us into details which do not generally concern us here in this book, I will not 
discuss this issue any futher. 

52. Lexicon optimization applied to music implies that among several possible inter-
pretations of a musical phrase, the one that is closest to the ‘optimal’ rendering 
will get recognised as the lexical entry listed in the lexicon. 

53. Chapters 4 and 5 deal with this notion of ‘the intention of achieving reduced/aug-
mented targets’ vis-à-vis Carnatic music theory and practice.

54. I have beneted enormously from discussions (email exchanges) with Sriniva-
san Pichumani and Arvindh Krishnaswamy and the latter’s papers posted on his 
website and wish to acknowledge their intellectual contribution to the writing of 
this chapter. Of course, errors of understanding, if any, are my own. 
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55. By ‘tone’ I mean the actual pitch frequency and by ‘note’ I mean the ‘swaram’ 
or the interpretation that performer/listener imposes on the physical realization. 
Therefore the term ‘tone’ is equivalent to the phrases ‘pitch realization/pitch 
value’ etc. 

56. The quality of the preceding vowel is also different. I have ignored these differ-
ences for presentation purposes.

57. Of course, when asked to pronounce them differently, all of us can oblige by 
exaggerating the former (as it is supposed to be the ‘big ‘r’). Historically, the 
two sounds were pronounced differently and, perhaps, in some dialects like Sri 
Lankan Tamil they still are.

58. I suppose that in Western tonal music also, the mode can be established only with 
reference to a changing fundamental. 

59. A scale, in principle, is an unordered set of notes (I am grateful to Francois Dell 
p.c. for bringing this to my notice). In the Carnatic system, ordering of notes gets 
imposed from two sources. The rst is by explicit prohibition of certain note se-
quences in ‘non-linear’ scales. The other kind of ordering restriction is implicit in 
the system. As each raagam is required to be different from every other raagam, 
certain note sequences are avoided. More of this later. 

60. See Krishnaswamy (2002a) for slightly different values, specially for F sharp 
and A.

61. This table is adapted from Sambamurthy (1999, V: 41).
62. I am grateful to Ramadass (p.c.) for sorting out this mathematical puzzle for me.
63. See appendix 2, “Another take on the mathematics of the twelve notes”, p. 299–

300.
64. Unless of course, one is interested in applied work like automatic transcription or 

computer synthesis of Carnatic music.
65. This is obviously incorrect.
66. The situation is no different in language where minute differences in real pitch 

values are interpreted accurately in context, for instance, signaling a statement 
or a question, the most important word in an intonational group pronounced 
in a neutral setting or in a corrective/contrastive setting. In these cases the real 
differences can be ever so minute in certain styles of speech and yet there is no 
misperception in discourse. 

67. Preferably by speakers with standard British pronunciation where the rounding 
effect can be observed dramatically.

68. The actual facts are a little more complicated. 
69. Not counting the release of a consonant into another consonant e.g. from ‘l’ to ‘p’ 

as in ‘help’ and from ‘p’ to ‘l’ as in ‘apple’. 
70. Specially the ‘minor’ tones, namely ‘ra’ D at, ‘gi’ E at, ‘mi’ F sharp, ‘da’ A at 

and ‘ni’ B at.
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71. Though the actual m.tones that are required for contemporary Carnatic music 
may be slightly different from the ‘postulated ones’, marginally. More of this in 
the next chapter.

72. Due to oversight, this piece of music has not been included in the music demon-
stration.

73. The obligatory selection of red.gi and red.ni for raagas which select ‘gi’ and ‘ni’ 
is easily proved. The most awkward renderings of Carnatic music on a keyboard 
instrument are of those raagas which select these two notes. 

74. However, experiments have shown that infants are able to perceive subtle dis-
tinctions between prerelease, post release and extended VOT and this ability 
gradually decreases as their exposure to their mother tongue skews their percep-
tion in favour of their mother tongue.

75. Another fact that argues in favour of a specic tone interpretation mechanism 
in Carnatic music is that what the theory terms aug.gu is, in fact notated as ‘ma’ 
(red.ma) which is attested in raagas like Beega aa and Harikaambooji.

76. It could work in both directions, i.e. converting tones and pitch ranges to notes 
from the perception point of view and from notes to tones and pitch ranges from 
the production point of view. 

77. While ‘ethnomusicology’ will be satised merely recording differences across 
cultures, my incipient theory of ‘Universal Musicology’ will force one to ask 
strict questions and set the paradigm for future research, hopefully. 

78. This is the commonplace assumption in Carnatic music theory (cf. Ayyangar 
(1972).

79. See appendix 2, “Another take on the mathematics of the twelve notes”, p. 299–
300.

80. The early lessons in Carnatic music based on the raagam Maayaamaa avagau a 
with ‘ra’ and ‘da’ is actually quite difcult for learners and hence quite inappro-
priate. The practice in north Indian Classical music of using the major scale is 
much more sensible.

81. There is a commercially available recording of an established singer rendering 
these ‘vivaadi’ raagas in quick succession in the manner described above.

82. There is a commercially available pre-recorded cassette of an established singer 
performing a composition in the raagam Naa ai which will vouch for my obser-
vation. It must be noted that I am not, in any sense, branding such renderings 
as ‘ungrammatical’. All I am saying is that for these performers the markedness 
constraint prohibiting these sequences is higher ranked than the sequences sanc-
tioned by the raagam and so their altered rendering.

83. However, for the same performers, if the ‘nu’ is long in the sequence ‘pa nu, Sa’, 
the difculty is considerably reduced and there is no intrusive ‘di’ in their render-
ing. 

84. The two hypothesized m.tones red.ri and red.di in italics are of questionable stand-
ing. I advance the view that while ‘ri’ and ‘di’ have no m.tones, and unlike the other 
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notes ‘gi’ and ‘ni have two m.tones each a reduced version and an augmented ver-
sion each and so does, perhaps the note ‘ma’. See below for evidence and discussion.

85. But an ambitious theoretical group has advocated 53 tone boundaries in an 
octave in Carnatic music. This proliferation of tone boundaries is the re-
sult of a mistaken notion that there are many more incarnations of the notes 
of Carnatic music. For instance, the claim is that if we apply the law of con-
sonance, mathematically, we can arrive at distinct frequencies for the ‘ra’ 
of Gau a, Maayaama avagau a and Saaveeri. But, this can easily be shown 
to be incorrect taking samples from any established performer and splic-
ing the note ‘ra’ from these raagas and subjecting them to pitch analysis.

86. Or utmost three with the addition of a Mid tone.
87. This can be tested on any vocal rendering. The only point that I would like to 

make at this point is that only my school of music recognized this ‘fact’ without 
any prejudice and it is evident in our school of veena playing also, thanks to the 
musical insight of Veeena Dhanam.

88. Of course, in slower, deliberate styles this phrase can be rendered with ‘ma’ as 
the anchor but that is certainly not the normal practice.

89. All these gures are pitch values on my veena and my playing.
90. To be sure, enormous doubt.
91. I believe that the note ‘ni’ will mimic the pitch graphs of ‘gi’ to a large extent and 

hence all the generalizations that I have made for ‘gi’ may be extended to ‘ni’ as 
well. I am a bit unsure of the note ‘ma’. Like these two notes, ‘ma’ also does ad-
mit a reduced variety exemplied in raagas like Asaaveeri and Madhyamaavati 
thus allowing two m.tone variations like ‘gi’ and ‘ni’, namely a reduced and an 
augmented one. I have an intuition that red.ma is executed with ‘gu’ as anchor 
no matter what the preceding designated note is for the raagam, ‘gu’ (Harikaam-
boodi), ‘gi’ (Aanandabhairavi), ‘ri’ (Madhyamaavati) or even ‘ra’ (Saaveeri). 
Thus whatever the designated previous note, ‘gu’ is the designated anchor for 
red.ma; of course this statement is subject to empirical verication. Thus we see 
that the Carnatic music octave has 23 rutis rather than 22 as postulated by the 
theory – one each for ‘sa’, ‘pa’, ‘ri’ and ‘di’ and two each for ‘ra’, ‘gu’, ‘mi’, ‘da’, 

‘nu’ and three each for ‘gi’, ‘ma’ and ‘ni’. Surely an inelegant number. 
92. However, some performers take the mee akartaa schema literally and they render 

‘ru’ and ‘du’ as RenScale ‘gi’ and ‘ni’ respectively. 
93. Since this idea occurred much after the recording for the book was over there is 

no audio demo for these observations. This oversight is regretted. 
94. Unfortunately, I cannot display the pitch graph of the pitch wave rendering of 

aug.gi in a vivaadi raagam as my veena has been reset after the recording and all 
the values would be different.

95. It is truly unfortunate that I am unable to include these in my music demonstra-
tion.

96. See discussion above.
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97. As I said earlier, going by my ear, I have heard some performers target even 
‘pa’.

98. The systematic difference between an aug.m.tone driven pitch wave and pitch 
curve is the target note. While pitch waves tend to have nearby targets, pitch 
curves have farther targets (specially in ultra-orthodox styles).

99. More or less. The actual pitch realizations can be more tricky, more unpredict-
able as there is considerable variation across users in Carnatic music. 

100. Perhaps not unachievable.
101. I am grateful to R.Amritavalli (p.c.) for explaining this concept to me.
102. And if asked to disambiguate the two ‘r’s, speakers will happily oblige, render-

ing the second instance as a rolled ‘r’ to the satisfaction of the unsuspecting 
phonetician.

103. The non-inclusion of this phrase in the music demonstration is an oversight.
104. Specially in scalar raagas (see chapter 9 for details), not all raagas allow note 

pitch curve between notes which are at least a note away from each other. I am 
not quite prepared to take on this issue at the moment. This is an issue which 
has to be researched in detail.

105. I do not have in mind solo instrumentalist accompanied by several percussion-
ists in mind when I think of orchestrated music but several melodic instruments 
playing together as in Western music trios, quartets and quintets etc. 

106. See chapter 6 and the discussion of musical phrase and musical line in Carnatic 
music for a statement of the problem.

107. It may be quite different in musical systems where harmony is a major guiding 
principle. My total ignorance of the principles of tonal music forces me to say 
no more. 

108. The imagery is even more dramatic in my rendering where the second ascent 
is once again from ‘ri’ like the rst and not from ‘ma’ as in the rendering here. 
The rendered sequence is [’ri, ma ri] [’ma, pa ma...] but the way I render it is 
[’ri, ma ri] [’ri, pa ma...].

109. Talking of texts, this part of the composition is normally rendered at a fast pace. 
The same text is rendered very differently, at a much slower pace, with more 
details, in the Veena Dhanammal school of music. See chapter 9 for a detailed 
discussion of style in Carnatic music.

110. To introduce a point that I make later while discussing the issue of checking the 
sequence of notes in a musical phrase, though this raagam is a vakra raagam, 
the sequence that is absolutely prohibited is *pa di ni Sa.

111. It is another matter that the rendering will continue to be awkward as the phrase 
‘ni, di pa’ occurs again just a beat away.

112. It must be pointed out that in contemporary Carnatic music, because of eclectic 
listening/learning practices, the styles of many performers are sometimes not 
homogenous. There are numerous instances of performers selecting one style 
for aalaapanai and another for niraval and kalpanaaswaram and yet another for 
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rendering a composition. Strikingly, it may be observed that many performers 
adopt very different styles for rendering different types of compositions in the 
same concert. This reects their mix and match approach.

113. Due to an oversight these demonstrations are not included in the demo MP3 
collection. 

114. We will see later on that (in chapter 8) that sometimes *AMB cannot be satis-
ed at the level of the note and we need to take into consideration the minimal 
phrase and still further, there are times when it can be satised only at the next 
higher level, i.e. the musical line, specially in raagas which belong to the scalar 
set. Thus *AMB is really a constraint set encompassing the note, the sequence, 
the minimal phrase and the musical line.

115. Here is another example of a tonal rendering of the note ‘ni’ where the targets 
are almost the same, i.e. aug.ni, and yet two raagas, namely A aa aa and Ma-
dhyamaavati, bring out the distinct characteristics with the help of a glide from 
the preceding note. Though the target is the same for these two raagas, namely 
aug.ni. Madhyamaavati’s double pitch curve on ‘ni’ with a glide from ‘pa’ and 
A aa aa’s double pitch curve on ‘ni’ with ‘di’ as anchor help disambiguate the 
two raagas. At rst blush it might seem that *AMBNOTE is not resolved at the 
level of the single note as both raagas allow ‘ni’ to be rendered as a double 
pitch curve with aug.ni as a specied note. But closer examination of the ac-
tual pitch curves reveal that the pitch curves are, in reality, quite distinct with 
Madhaymaavati eschewing any trace of ‘di’ (as anchor) even in passing (for me 
and many more practitioners) by choosing an anchor slightly above ‘di’ while, 
A aa aa requires ‘di’ as anchor very clearly. Due to oversight, this piece of 
music demonstration was left out both from the MP3 collection and the pitch 
analysis.

116. Unfortunately, since this topic of shades of ambiguity was an after thought, 
brought up only at the time of revision (prompted by the discussion group), the 
entire discussion has no music demonstration to accompany it. The omission is 
regretted.

117. The note in parenthesis is a eeting note, which is just hinted at in passing.
118. However, we will see in chapter 8 that the lexicons of raagas list some phrases 

as ‘minor’ phrases which may not be iterated very often in a discourse as such 
iterations will reect a general deciency in the performer.

119. As mentioned earlier, the entire discussion is an afterthought and so, unfortu-
nately, no audio music demonstration to accompany this discussion.

120. Yet for linguistic theory, the word is notoriously difcult to dene. Are inected 
forms different words; are compounds single words or a two word sequence? 
The issue is irrelevant for our purposes as we would be taking the stand that 
musical phrases are comparable to the notion phonological word. I am grateful 
to R. Amritavalli for this insightful suggestion (p.c.). 

121. I will revise this assumption shortly.
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122. This is the term that Arvindh Krishnaswamy uses.
123. But one implication of this hypothesis is that one must stop branding people as 

‘tone deaf’ as is the common practice now in music circles. True tone deafness 
would imply an inability to acquire and use the intonation patterns of the rst 
language which is easily identiable from the use of at intonation similar to 
robotic speech. As everyone knows, such cases are almost non-existent in the 
case of language. Unsuccessful or inadequate learning/teaching strategies must 
be the reason for people not being able to perceive differences in tunes etc. 
However, unsuccessful execution of musical phrases must not be attributed to 
tone deafness. Of course, I have nothing to say about the perception of ‘absolute 
pitch’ which is an artifact of Western music. It has been suggested that lesions 
in certain areas of the right hemisphere may result in difculty in perceiving 
differences in intonation patterns and perception of musical notes (Nicholson 
et al. (2003)). I observed that my mother, who was my music teacher, progres-
sively lost her ability to recognise raagas after she suffered a stroke of the right 
hemisphere.

124. This is not as far fetched as it may seem at rst blush. In fact, all these char-
acteristics, i.e. identifying phrase boundaries, phrasal prominence, intonation 
group, nucleus of an intonational group, the specic intonation tones used are 
required for the successful learning of the intonation patterns of a language 
where the pitch range is narrower than an octave and hence calls for greater 
subtlety. The PAD thus is denitely required for the acquisition of language and 
once in place, music may as well make ner demands on it 

125. The proof for prominence on the second syllable is in the reduction of the rst 
vowel in casual speech. The prominence facts of Tamil have been simplied for 
ease of presentation.

126. Notice that the absolute nal note in a musical phrase is not prominent, though 
long.

127. Notice the taanam like phrasing.
128. However, see chapter 2 pp. 23–25 for a discussion of poetic license in Carnatic 

music.
129. The fact that this model requires parallel evaluation becomes even clearer at 

the end of the next chapter when the constraint sets and their ranking are laid 
out as a general schema. Unquestionably, this strategy of parallel evaluation 
where all elements of the musical line starting from the tone, to the sequence, 
to the musical phrase, to the rhythmic phrase, to the musical line are evaluated 
simultaneously is just not feasible in a derivational model of the grammar of 
Carnatic music which works in a bottom-up fashion.

130. But in some cases, the intonational phrase may contain more than one tonic/
nucleus. But more of this later.

131. Not surprisingly, this habit carries over to the English of Tamilians as well.
132. Unfortunately not included in the music demonstration.
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133. And too much attention to words and their pronunciation can at times result 
in destroying the ow of the musical line. While mutilating the language text 
beyond reconstruction should be avoided, the other extreme of cutting up the 
musical line in odd places for the sake of the language text is also not desir-
able.

134. The rst half of this line has been lost because of an editing mistake. 
135. I am grateful to N.S. Srinivasan for bringing this interesting fact to my attention 

(p.c.) 
136. See discussion below for a probable reason for such a type of change.
137. The take off point in the rhythmic cycle is also altered in many styles of render-

ing. I ignore this fact for making the presentation simpler.
138. It is not uncommon for musicians to change even the notation of a line to suit 

their preconceived notions of grammar. Sanjay Subrahmanyan (p.c.) tells me 
that the notation of some of Muttuswaami Diikshitar compositions by his grand-
son Subbaraama Diikshitar has been altered by twentieth century musicians as 
some of the composer’s idioms do not t into the grammar of the performers.

139. See the references cited for the alignment of stress and rhythm in metre in po-
etry and in Western and modern music.

140. All the beat cycles admit twice the number of moras in slower paced composi-
tions.

141. In larger cycles of beats other ngers also come into play, sometimes including 
more than one cycle of all the ve ngers.

142. This beat cycle also admits two or four moras to a beat. The second beat is 
normally indicated by a repetition of the gesture with the palm. But techni-
cally speaking, there are other variations of this cycle where nger counting 
becomes necessary.

143. Misra means ‘seven’ and caapu means a shortened version of a cycle.
144. Ka a means ‘ve’.
145. The notation and the rendering do not match. This happened because I had my 

own style in mind while notating but later got Sanjay to sing it for me. This 
should give one a avour of what Carnatic music is all about – not notation and 
precision but the individual’s freedom to interpret. I am not going to apologize 
for this.

146. I ignore emphatic prominence which is optional anyway.
147. This composition is played at a brisk tempo with four moras to a beat (and no 

half beat). This is the second sangati of the rst line of the pallavi.
148. As I said in chapter 1, it was Tyaagaraajaa’s innovative approach to sangati in 

compositions which proved be the corner stone of manoodharma sangeetam, 
i.e. developed the communicative aspect of Carnatic music (in this case aalaa-
panai and niraval), once again we see that it is the genius of Tyaagaraajaa which 
guides the rhythmic principles at work in Carnatic music performances. 
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149. Logically speaking, three mora phrases should be similarly eschewed in three/
six mora beat too. But as this is much harder to achieve, the rule is relaxed in 
the unusual three/six mora or ve mora beats. 

150. This tension between rhythmic and musical prominence is reminiscent of the 
similar tension between linguistic prominence and metrical beat noted in metre 
in poetry. I refer the reader to the enormous literature on stress and metrics and 
modern music given in the bibliography. I am grateful to K.A. Jayaseelan (p.c.) 
for bringing this to my attention.

151. As my previous footnote may have hinted, rhythm is Carnatic music is emi-
nently analyzable in a constraint based approach with grid based representation. 
(with or without more enriched representations).

152. Speaking of overplayed emotion, tremolo, i.e. mini vibrations on every note 
(including the fundamental and the fth which is actually quite contrary to 
orthodox theory) can also be encountered in certain styles which are to be in-
terpreted as renderings with extreme religious fervour/devotion etc. Needless 
to say, such uncontrolled display of emotion is quite contrary to the spirit of 
classicism.

153. I have nothing to say about interpretation of emotion in other systems of mu-
sic.

154. This is a dialogue spoken by the character Ja aayu to Raava aa in the Raamaaya a 
opera Raamanaa akam composed by Aru aacala Kavi (1712–1779).

155. This is a beautiful example of the missed beat style where alternate beats in a 
rhythm cycle which is already irregular aligning with musical prominence (see 
chapter 6, pp. 173–178 for a discussion of the missed beat style in Carnatic 
music.)

156. Due to oversight, this piece of music does not have a matching recording in the 
MP3 collection. The inconvenience caused is regretted.

157. Phrases which are commonly used in the taanam are some times used else-
where too. Known as ‘ja a’ they receive non-initial prominence as in phrases 
like [sa ’sa] etc. Examples of this kind of musical phrase are found in this mu-
sical passage. They invariably also receive emphatic prominence. Also notice 
that syllables of the language text are not always aligned with prominent notes 
in the musical phrase.

158. It is not uncommon to come across performers who switch styles following one 
style in the aalaapani, niraval and kalpanaa swaram and another while render-
ing the composition. In such cases, we need to partition the performance into 
two distinct musical discourses for evaluating them correctly.

159. See Prince and Smolensky (1993) for a discussion of the evaluation of gradient 
constraints. 

160. See chapter 8 for a full discussion of the lexicons of Carnatic music and their 
organization.
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161. Of course, the ultra-orthodox who go by the letter of the aarooha am/
avarooha am may not subscribe to these minor phrases. 

162. This is one of the reasons why Carnatic music cannot be satisfactorily rendered 
on a keyboard instrument or any other instrument which allows only the strict 
RenScale values. I leave it to the intelligent reader to actually list the instru-
ments on which Carnatic music cannot be/ought not to be rendered.

163. In fact ‘prescriptivism’ in Carnatic music with rigid views of Raagam classi-
cation has lead to just that.

164. It could be the case that the tolerance level for clichés among Indians is rather 
high because of our literary traditions where the same similes can be trotted out 
time and again.

165. I am grateful to R. Amritavalli (p.c.) and Geetha Durairajan (p.c.) for the dis-
cussion on clichés in Carnatic music.

166. As there was a problem in recording the singer in the ‘madhyama ruti’, i.e. 
with F as the fundamental, I had to skip these two pieces while doing the re-
cording.

167. Listen again to music demonstration [1.10] and [1.11] which are two versions 
of a song of Tyaagaraajaa.

168. I am grateful to R. Amritavalli (p.c.) for bringing this to my notice. 
169. Line nal syllables (closed or light) are allowed to be aligned with the nal note 

sequence in the musical semi-line, a semi-line being a part of a line which is 
amenable to repetition or break in the rendering etc. 

170. In addition to this, this composer had a different approach to some of the com-
mon raagas and had the distinction of creating many new ones. The greatest 
tribute one can pay the great composers of Carnatic music is to analyze each of 
the styles in depth and write their grammars.

171. This is a beautiful example of the missed beat style where alternate beats in a 
rhythm cycle which is already irregular aligning with musical prominence (see 
chapter 6, pp. 173–178 for a discussion of the missed beat style in Carnatic 
music.)

172. As this piece of music notation was added later, it was not possible to include it 
in the demonstration MP3 collection.

173. See chapter 8, pp. 262–263 for a discussion of ‘symmetry’ in Carnatic music as 
a source of raagam change.

174. The second sangati of this composition is one such sangati (Ayyangar (1965 II: 
155)) which I personally avoid.

175. It is not accidental that all these variations are missing in Ayyangar’s Kritimani-
malai (1965 II: 262). 

176. Albeit a minuscule minority (a fast dwindling tribe).
177. Take a musical phrase like [Sa Ri Sa] [nu Sa nu] [di ni di] with three notes to 

a rhythmic group each. If all the three phrases are rendered alike the sequence 
may sound a bit monotononous. One can, however, lengthen the initial note a 
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bit and compensatorily shorten the second note in one of the phrases to avoid 
monotony. The absence of an accompanying demonstration is regretted. 

178. It is not desirable for Carnatic music performers to perform with a piece of 
notated text. Critics come down heavily on performers who do so. It is under-
standable in the context of Carnatic music, as performers are not really expect-
ed to ‘parrot’ a musical text but interpret it creatively and freely. If a performer 
is dependent on a written text it proves his/her lack of control over the text 
inhibiting his/her ability to interpret creatively. 

179. Not only is there no such thing as copyright in the Indian context, one way of 
expressing one’s admiration for a great composer is to take an entire composi-
tion and compose a new language text to go with it. The original composer, far 
from feeling angry or hurt ought to feel attered. (See also chapter 1, p. 7 for a 
discussion on lack of copyright in Carnatic music just as in everyday language 
use.) 

180. I am aware that the use of general labels like ‘pattern’, ‘balance’, ‘symme-
try’, ‘coherence’, ‘wit’ may evoke consternation in linguistics circles where 
constructs have to be dened formally. But I am convinced that musical content 
cannot be discussed without reference to these constructs. Apart from a general 
denition with respect to all art, I am certain, these constructs can be dened 
strictly with reference to Carnatic music, as I have done for ‘wit’ and ‘symme-
try’ later on in the chapter (pp. 218–221) and in chapter 8. For lack of space I 
have not been able to dene the other constructs in a similar manner.

181. At least for me, this is one of the chief attractions of Muttuswaami Diikshitar’s 
style where in many of his great compositions he makes sure that the performer/
listener sits up at least once and runs to the lexicon to redene it. Of course, 
the entire exercise happens if and only if careful attention is paid to musical 
phrasing in his compositions. Unfortunately, most performers go through his 
compositions, specially the chara am, as though they want to reach the second 
tempo passage so that they can rush through the composition and wind it up. 

  And it is rather strange that on the one hand we have Muttuswaami Diik-
shitar who is perhaps a conservative when it comes to the language text of the 
composition eschewing emotion altogether but musically, he dares to expand 
the horizon of the raagam, to tease the listener (if he/she is willing to pay atten-
tion), in short be revolutionary. On the other hand, we have Tyaagaraajaa, who 
revolutionized Carnatic music as far as spontaneous improvisation (the realm 
of sangati, aalaapanai, niraval and kalpanaaswaram etc.) is concerned, is a con-
servative when it comes to dening the raagam. He chose to take the regular, 
beaten path to musical phrasing.

182. A few of her 78 rpm records are accessible to the listener. While her rendering 
of the Bega aa var am and the Kamaas Jaava i are specially full of wit in this 
sense, her Too i viruttam is truly experimental in its approach to musical con-
tent.
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183. Listen to the last item in musical demonstration [8.151]. For another interpreta-
tion see endnote 203.

184. It must have become amply clear by the discussions in chapters 4 and 5 that 
pitch values are not as precise in Carnatic music as they may be in other sys-
tems of music as a range of values are often attested in practice. However we 
may interpret the pitch value in this case, they will denitely be closer to ri than 
gi.

185. The music discourse I have in mind was broadcast on the music channel World-
space and I assume it may be available commercially.

186. The pitch specications on ri and di is another instance of symmetry. If one 
considers the scale, another interpretation of symmetry emerges; alternating 
notes in the scale, i.e. ri, ma and di admit identical pitch manipulations (though 
the inter note intervals may not be identical).

187. This style, at its best, can be very moving, expressing an austere, expansive 
grandeur. But it can also degenerate into empty rhetoric resembling the incoher-
ence of a drunk.

188. The perfect ruti bheedam, i.e. according to (61) is the one done on the note ma 
in the raagam Yadukulakaambodi where one gets the same raagam (RR Ayyan-
gar p.c.). Even here it will be seen that the partitioning of constraints must be 
done though the mapping is not between two raagas but between different notes 
of the same raagam.

189. This is why the eminent musicologist late Harold Powers (p.c.) suggested the 
title “A Grammar for Carnatic Music” for this book. Unfortunately, it was too 
late to change the title when he made this suggestion.

190. Books on Carnatic music theory discuss several types of classication of raa-
gas depending on the possible origin of the raagam, the number of notes in the 
ascending and descending scale, whether the raagam has any accidental notes 
etc. (see Sambamurthy, Ayyangar and others for details).

191. Another possibility is classication based on acoustic parameters.
192. Recall the discussion of the pitch values of ‘gi’ and ‘ni’ in my rendering (and 

many other musicians ) where even the RenScale pitch value is lower than the 
steady pitch value of ‘gi’ and ‘ni’ and also the rendering is a mild or attened 
pitch wave (specially when ‘ra’ and ‘da’ are selected). I ignore this wrinkle 
when I broadly generalize that all notes can be rendered as RenScale. 

193. It is true that in most styles of Carnatic music, ‘gi’ and ‘ni’ in S set raagas do not 
admit note pitch curves freely/at all. 

194. This scale is not listed among the 2116 scales listed in Ayyangar (1972).
195. However, I am quick to point out that several artists are quite comfortable with 

phrases like [gu pa da;] and [da Sa Ra;] in this raagam. 
196. In short, the difference between Pantuvaraa i and Puurvikalyaa i, in traditional 

styles, can be attributed to the fact that while the former selects aug.gu thus 
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sanctioning pitch wave gu, the latter does not thus allowing only RenScale gu 
and note pitch curve gu.

197. In styles where these notes can be rendered as RenScale, obviously, this con-
straint is lower ranked and becomes invisible. But the presence of the constraint 
may appear later.

198. Once again, there are styles where these notes are attempted as RenScale ren-
derings, but personally, I nd these renderings over-dramatic. 

199. However, raagam-specic constraints that demand RenScale interpretation for 
long, emphatic notes takes precedence over this constraint. 

200. In fact, Sanjay Subrahmanyan (p.c.) bemoaned the fact that the contemporary 
Carnatic fraternity has lost its ability to invest new values /forge new sequential 
possibilities to notes in raagas thanks to the conformist, prescriptivist contem-
porary scenario. 

201. Notice I did not say that all notes are un-interpretable.
202. Sometimes such identication is not accurate in the contemporary scene as 

the traditional method of learning is supplemented with or replaced by differ-
ent modes of learning like distance learning, learning from different teachers, 
learning from recorded music etc. These new methods have enabled learners 
to mix and match styles, some times producing musical discourses which lack 
internal consistency.

203. Additionally, recall that ‘gi’ generally is resistant to a RenScale rendition and 
being a very short note, red.gi interpretation is also not possible and hence the 
execution of ‘ri’ but notated as ‘gi’. See discussion chapter 7 pp. 216–217.

204. The renderings of compositions in this raagam sound more like Dhanyaasi gone 
‘bad’ as broad generalisations are not extractable from the renderings across dif-
ferent schools.

205. Sanjay Subrahmanyan makes a similar point for the demise of the raagam 
Naaraaya agau a in his observations on Raaga laksha a in the website www.
sangeetham.com.

206. It is possible that this scale was invented by Raamaswaami Diikshitar, father of 
the great composer Muttuswaami Diikshitar based on the major chords in the 
Western major scale ‘sa gu pa’ ‘pa nu Ri’. I am grateful to N.S. Srinivasan (p.c.) 
for this piece of information. 

207. Even S Set raagas can be stressful for beginners particularly with the rendering 
of note pitch curves.

208. For more details about the school of music I belong to and its approach to Car-
natic music see Sruti, Winter, 1991. 

209. My guru, Ranga Ramanuja Ayyangar, had arrived at this approach in the 1940’s 
when even in language teaching circles structuralism was the only method. He 
was truly way ahead of his times. If only he had written about his teaching 
practices in detail, it would have been one of the rst to raise the issue of 
communicative learning/teaching in general and specically in Carnatic music. 
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Further, he had decided that texts meant for beginners was unnecessary bag-
gage and so his music syllabus began with small compositions of the trinity 
and other composers, i.e. ‘real’ music, i.e. the equivalent of ‘authentic texts’ in 
communicative methods of language teaching. 

210. I am told that many teachers have slowly changed their teaching methods in this 
direction (Sanjay Subrahmanyan p.c.)

211. To be fair to the performer, the entire aalaapanai was not rendered as RenScale 
but only the climactic part of the rendition.

212. Recall discussion chapter 7 pp. 224–225.
213. It was Sanjay Subrahmanyan’s observation (p.c.) on current practices which 

set me thinking on this section of the chapter. He was observing how senior 
musicians adopt prescriptive positions regarding what is permitted in a raa-
gam and consequently go against the clearly laid down notation in Subbaraama 
Diikshitar’s Sampradaayapradarshi i. The example he gave was the notation 
‘ni di ni Sa’ in Muttuswaami Diikshitar’s compositions like Kamalaambaa and 
Tyaagaraajayoogavaibhavam in Aanandabhairavi. Such tampering with nota-
tion would have been labeled ‘vandalism’ in the Western art set up. He lament-
ed that the practice of composers/performers stretching the raagam to its very 
limits was now almost extinct.

214. Notice that there is no such thing as red.nu. The decision to classify this raagam 
as a derivative of Shankaraabhara am with a reduced ‘nu’ must have been a 
well thought decision based on accurate perception of pitch values. The reason-
ing must have been that this ‘reduced nu’ is different from the augmented ‘ni’ 
found in Madhyamaavati. 

215. This aphorism sounds interesting in Tamil: “Saniyeevarum meelee, taniyeevar-
um kii hee”.

216. Diikshitar’s Aabeeri is neither popular nor can be considered a major raagam.
217. Many mistakenly assume that Bhuupaa am and Bau i refer to the same raa-

gam.
218. Only in his system of raagas and not for other Carnatic music practitioners. 
219. A couple of performers do make this attempt, in my view, unsuccessfully.
220. Perhaps, because of the famous reduced ‘Gau a rishanbham’ this raagam was 

an I Set raagam to begin with. But for most contemporary performers it is only 
a marginal I Set raagam with no other indication of I Set membership other than 
the reduced ri abham Curiously, for Veena Dhanam, in her recording of the 
Gana Raaga pancakam, a lower ‘nu’ is attested arguing for another feature of 
its I Set membership. Also see Sangeetham (www.sangeetham.com) archives 
on Papa Venkatramaiah on Veenam Dhanam’s Gau a.

221. There is comfort in numbers and the die-hard sceptic may be convinced by the 
facts presented as an additional argument. A cursory look at 42 I Set raagas 
covering all the 72 mee akartas reveal that though 50% of the raagas do not 
have scales which are symmetrical, only 14% of them have no pair of notes in 
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the two halves of the octave which are not in symmetrical relation. From this 
generalisation we see that though there is freedom to construct unsymmetrical 
scales in Carnatic music through usage, notes which are in symmetrical relation 
develop symmetrical pitch specications and/or phrasal possibilities. Therefore 
AUGMENTSYMMETRY is a family of constraints which is active in the grammar of 
Carnatic music.

222. Uuttukkaa u Veenka asubbayyar, possibly a pre-trinity composer has a great 
composition in the scale Kiiravaa i. But it is composed in the S Set raagam 
Kiiravaa i, in my view, and not the I Set raagam Kiiravaa i as in the case of 
Tyaagaraajaa.

223. I am grateful to S. Upendran for this example (p.c.).
224. Recall the discussion of this style in chapter 7, pp. 219–222.
225. I have deliberately kept the pronunciation of raagas, technical terms and instru-

ments at the popular, non-formal level. For a discussion of the origin of these 
terms, their supposedly ‘correct’ pronunciation etc. the reader has to look else-
where.

226. There is another, micro aspect to naadaswaram playing and temple rituals. As 
these instruments were also involved in more time-bound rituals inside the 
temple where precise, set compositions had to be rendered, the ingenuity of the 
players was addressed to rhythmic matters. Here, rhythmic passages of amaz-
ing mathematical complexity are attested, involving fractions etc. What is truly 
amazing here is that many of these players lacked/lack formal education and all 
their mathematical complexities had been arrived at through ingenious, mental 
calculations with abstract time. (I am grateful to Sanjay Subrahmanyan (p.c.) 
for bringing this to my attention).

227. It is unfortunate that all the ten instances are grouped under one music demon-
stration. I had to work within the limitation of one CD not allowing more than 
99 citations. 

228. This is with the archives of All India Radio, Hyderabad.
229. Even the composer Tyaagarajaa apparently did not seem to go with this ortho-

doxy as he sanctioned the line // Sa, (Ri) Sa nu di pa gu ma, gu ri sa... // in his 
great composition ‘Naadoopaasanaa’.

230. In the notation, the bow denotes a pitch glide bridging two notes, the > denotes 
a pitch spike.

231. I recall a music connoisseur Srini Pichumani expressing his surprise at this 
interpretation of the note ‘ma’ in our style years back. That is precisely the 
point. The style set forth by our paramaguru ‘great guru’ is full of wit which 
challenges many of the standard assumptions. The rendering of this var am, 
thankfully preserved for posterity, is full of wit in this sense. Many standard 
assumptions are called into question in her rendering. 

232. I realize the irony of these claims as pointed out by Kiparsky (p.c.). Throughout 
the text I have quoted approvingly from Veena Dhanam’s recording, elevating 
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it to the status of a classical art object invested with permanence. And the thriv-
ing music industry also runs counter to this claim.

233. There is a commercially available audio recording of Sanjay Subrahmanyan 
rendering this composition which attests this ‘ri’.
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